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We are thrilled to announce the judges who are already reading the books eli-
gible for the 2016 Kirkus Prize. Each category of judges is made up of a Kirkus 
critic, a bookseller or librarian, and a prominent writer. We’ll announce the six 
finalists in each category on Sept. 20. 

Fiction: 
Claire Messud is the author of four novels and a book of novellas. The Emperor’s 
Children, translated into more than 20 languages, was named one of the New 
York Times’ Ten Best Books in 2006. Her most recent novel is The Woman Upstairs. 
She is a regular contributor to the New York Review of Books, the New York Times 
Book Review, and the Financial Times, among other publications.

Annie Philbrick purchased Bank Square Books in downtown Mystic, Connecticut, in 2006 and just 
opened a second store, Savoy Bookshop & Café, in nearby Westerly, Rhode Island. Annie is the adult 
book buyer and reads a ton of fiction and some narrative nonfiction. She currently sits on the boards of 
the American Booksellers Association and the Book Industry Charitable Foundation. 
Gene Seymour has written about books, jazz, film, television, and other distractions for more than 20 
years. His work has appeared in such publications as Kirkus Reviews, the Nation, the Washington Post, the 
Los Angeles Times, New Republic, and Film Comment. He is at work on a collection of essays.

Nonfiction: 
Jim Piechota is a freelance writer, novelist, and veteran literary critic whose reviews and features regu-
larly appear in Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, Bay Area Reporter, and Edge Media Network. His work 
has also appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle, Ware River News, and SF Gate. 
Chris Schoppa began his career in bookselling while in high school and has worked at several stores 
in the Washington, D.C., area, including the beloved independent Chapters Bookstore. After a 14-year 
stint in editorial at the Washington Post’s “Book World,” he is now a floor supervisor at Politics & Prose 
Bookstore in Washington, D.C. 
Héctor Tobar is a Los Angeles–born journalist and novelist. His book Deep Down Dark was a New York 
Times bestseller, a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award, and the basis of the film The 33. 
He is also the author of the novels The Barbarian Nurseries and The Tattooed Soldier.

Young People’s Literature:
Bookseller and author Elizabeth Bluemle has held a variety of positions in publishing, education, and 
librarianship. She has a master’s degree in education from Bank Street College of Education and a mas-
ter’s in creative writing from Vermont College of Fine Arts. She co-founded the Flying Pig Bookstore 
(now in Shelburne, Vermont).  
Kirkus reviewer Deborah D. Taylor is the Coordinator of School and Student Services for Enoch Pratt 
Free Library in Baltimore, where she has worked for over 40 years. In 2015, she received the Coretta 
Scott King–Virginia Hamilton Practitioner Award for Lifetime Achievement.
Jacqueline Woodson began to imagine a career as a writer when she was in the fifth grade. Since then, 
she has written over two dozen books for children and teens, including picture books, novels, and her 
2014 memoir in verse, Brown Girl Dreaming, which won the Coretta Scott King Author Award, the 
National Book Award, a Newbery Honor, and a Sibert Honor, among others. 
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Belle Boggs delivers a book that is so much 
more than a memoir about trying to conceive. 
Read the starred review on p. 54.

Don’t wait on the mail for reviews! You can read pre-publication reviews as 
they are released on kirkus.com—even before they are published in the magazine. 
You can also access the current issue and back issues of Kirkus Reviews on our 
website by logging in as a subscriber. If you do not have a username or password, 
please contact customer care to set up your account by calling 1.800.316.9361 or 
emailing customers@kirkusreviews.com. 
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You’ve seen them at Book Expo America: the grave 
sufferers of tote shoulder. Tote shoulder (noun, Pathology) 
is the sustained three-inch droop in the bag-bearing arm 
of conventioneers with too many galleys to choose from. 
To help avoid misalignment, we’ve narrowed it down to 
the top 10 galleys you won’t want to miss this year at BEA, 
taking place in Chicago at McCormick Place. They in-
clude literary titans’ long-awaited returns, top-notch in-
vestigative journalism, daring debuts, and the first novel 
from a short story master; we list publishers’ booth num-
bers at the end of each entry below. Happy galley hunting! 

 —Megan Labrise

FICTION

THE MOTHERS
Bennett, Brit
Riverhead (288 pp.)
Oct. 11, 2016
From an imprint known for 
launching diverse and dis-
tinctive voices—Junot Diaz, 
Chang-rae Lee, James Mc-
Bride—comes Brit Bennett’s 
highly anticipated debut nov-
el, “a wise and sad coming-of-
age story showing how peo-

ple are shaped by their losses,” our reviewer writes in this 
issue. A grieving young black woman in Southern Califor-
nia faces the tribulations of teen pregnancy, abortion, and 
a subsequent coverup—events that will resonate through 
the lives of Nadia, boyfriend Luke, and best friend Au-
brey for years to come. Just 24 years old, Bennett has writ-
ten for the New Yorker, the New York Times Magazine, the 
Paris Review, and Jezebel, where her essay “I Don’t Know 
What To Do with Good White People” received a million 
shares. Booth 2433.

THE MUSE
Burton, Jessie 
Ecco/HarperCollins (416 pp.)    
July 26, 2016

Kirkus named Burton’s debut 
novel, The Miniaturist, a Best 
Book of 2014, calling her “a 
fresh and impressive voice” in 
historical fiction. The Muse fo-
cuses on the parallel stories of 
two women: Odelle Bastien, 

a Trinidadian living in 1960s London, and Olive Schloss, 
a Venetian living in 1930s Andalusia. “A thrilling painting 
with a mysterious provenance connects [these] two bold 
young women” in a sophomore effort that will have “Bur-
ton fans...happy to reunite with her committed storytell-
ing,” our reviewer writes in this issue. Booths 2140-2141.

HERE I AM
Foer, Jonathan Safran
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(592 pp.)  |  Sep. 6, 2016

Foer’s first novel since 2005’s 
Extremely Loud and Incred-
ibly Close takes its title from 
the book of Genesis—they are 
the words with which Abraham 
responds to God when called 
upon to sacrifice his beloved 

son, Isaac; and to Isaac when asked why there is no animal to 
slaughter. Here I Am is the story of a Jewish family at a crisis 
point, unfolding over four weeks in present-day Washington, 
D.C., when a Middle Eastern earthquake begets the invasion 
of Israel. Expect this ambitious book to go big: it’s licensed 
in 17 countries (so far); a 20-plus U.S. city tour is planned; and 
Foer is set to sign ARCs at 2 p.m. on May 11. Booth 1958.

the 10 galleys you should 
grab at bea

Photo courtesy Em
m

a Trim
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LINCOLN IN THE BARDO
Saunders, George
Random House (288 pp.)
Jan. 3, 2017

MacArthur fellow and Na-
tional Book Award final-
ist Saunders is the author of 
eight books—including New 
York Times bestsellers Congrat-
ulations, by the Way and Tenth 
of December—none of which is 

a novel. This big debut takes place one ghastly night be-
tween the death of Abraham Lincoln’s 11-year-old son and 
the dawn of the Civil War, and it won’t hit bookstores until 
next year. Booth 2433.

THE UNDERGROUND 
RAILROAD
Whitehead, Colson
Doubleday (336 pp.)
Sept. 13, 2016

MacArthur fellow and Pulit-
zer Prize finalist Whitehead 
triumphs with the tale of Cora, 
a Georgia slave who must ride 
the rails of the Underground 
Railroad to freedom—literal 

rails: a secret network of tracks and tunnels pulsing with 
activity beneath Southern soil. “Whitehead continues the 
African-American artists’ inquiry into race mythology and 
history with rousing audacity and razor-sharp ingenuity; 
he is now assuredly a writer of the first rank,” our reviewer 
writes in a starred review in this issue. Booth 2433.

NONFICTION

THE ART OF WAITING 
On Fertility, Medicine 
and Motherhood
Boggs, Belle
Graywolf (224 pp.)
Sep. 6, 2016

“It’s spring when I realize that 
I may never have children” 
begins “The Art of Wait-
ing.” First published in Orion 
in 2012, the essay that begins 

Boggs’ book soon went viral. Accompanying that personal 
and poignant meditation are measured considerations of 
the economic, emotional, and social costs of infertility in 
personal lives and popular culture. “In her reporting, re-
searching, and sharing, Boggs has performed a public ser-
vice for those in a similar position—and for anyone inter-
ested in the implications of parenthood or in a story well-
told and deeply felt,” our critic writes in a starred review in 
this issue. Booth 1865.

BEING A DOG 
Following the Dog into 
a World of Smell
Horowitz, Alexandra
Scribner (336 pp.)
Oct. 4, 2016

The New York Times bestsell-
ing author of Inside of a Dog 
follows her nose—and those 
of her pet pooches, Finnegan 
and Upton—to explore the 

olfactory organs of man’s best friend. Dr. Horowitz, who 
teaches psychology, canine cognition, and creative writ-
ing at Barnard College, explains how dogs “see” the world 
through their snouts and posits ways in which we may 
learn from their lead. Booths 2016-2017.

Photo courtesy Chloe Aftel

Photo courtesy Chloe Aftel
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TRUEVINE 
Two Brothers, A 
Kidnapping, and a 
Mother’s Quest—A True 
Story of the 
Jim Crow South 
Macy, Beth
Little, Brown (432 pp.)
Oct. 18, 2016

Award-winning investigative 
journalist Beth Macy made 
a splash with Factory Man, a 

New York Times bestseller and “masterly feat of reporting,” 
we wrote in a starred review. Comprised of hundreds of in-
terviews and decades of research, her sophomore effort is 
sure to make waves: Truevine is the story of George and 
Willie Muse, two African-American albino brothers kid-
napped from their Virginia town, circa 1900, by a white 
man who forced them to perform as an international cir-
cus act. Their mother, Harriett Muse, spent the next 28 
years trying to bring them home. Booths 1716-1717.

BOLSHOI 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Secrets of the Russian 
Ballet—From the Rule 
of the Tsars to Today
Morrison, Simon
Norton (512 pp.)
Oct. 11, 2016

Morrison is a Princeton Uni-
versity music professor and 
New York Times and New York 

Review of Books contributor. In his 2013 debut, Lina and 
Serge: The Love and Wars of Lina Prokofiev, “research, com-
passion and outrage combine in a story both riveting and 

wrenching,” our reviewer wrote in a starred review. Bolshoi 
Confidential turns his keen eye and critical mind on the op-
eratic story of Russia’s premier ballet, from 1776 through a 
recent $680 million renovation and 2013’s headline-mak-
ing acid attack on its artistic director, masterminded by a 
lead soloist. Booth 1840.

DARLING DAYS
Wright, iO Tillett
Ecco/HarperCollins (400 pp.)  
Sep. 27, 2016

Gender nonconforming art-
ist and activist Wright is soon 
to be known as the co-host 
of the upcoming documen-
tary series MTV Suspect. She 
is perhaps best known for 
the TEDxWomen Talk, “Fifty 

Shades of Gay,” viewed more than 2.4 million times. Dar-
ling Days is Wright’s gritty, glittering account of an un-
conventional New York City upbringing. “An earnest and 
heartfelt memoir cloaked under a battle-toughened exte-
rior,” our reviewer writes in this issue. Booths 2140-2141.

Megan Labrise writes “Field Notes” and features for Kirkus 
Reviews.

the 10 galleys you should 
grab at bea, cont.

Photo courtesy Chloe Aftel
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ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD
Angell, Caroline
Henry Holt (336 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-62779-401-5  

In this debut novel, playwright and 
director Angell’s musical theater back-
ground informs the story of Charlotte, a 
young Manhattanite who’s given up com-
posing music to become a wealthy fam-
ily’s babysitter.

The novel’s narrative lynchpin is revealed in its first para-
graph: Gretchen McLean, mother of two young sons, “dies 
without warning” on a dark, rainy day. Even before the trag-
edy, Charlotte’s attachment to the McLean boys and lack of 
boundaries with Gretchen affects her personal life—when a 
grad school friend shows up on her front porch with good news, 
she can’t be happy for him, and she chooses to work late rather 
than spend time with him. Her new intimacy with the McLeans 
takes over—together, she and Gretchen use binoculars to spy 
on a famous neighbor, while all her interactions with her own 
family take place over the phone. Charlotte’s narration is so 
focused and emotionally charged in each moment that it’s easy 
to forget we’re reading up to a tragic death. After being with 
the family in the hospital waiting room, she takes a brief break 
before jumping in to be the boys’ main caregiver, working at an 
unsustainable pace to do the job their mother couldn’t do on 
her own. As a caregiver for Matthew and George, Charlotte 
doesn’t fit in with the nannies or mothers who line up to gather 
children from the preschool, but that doesn’t stop her from 
embracing her new role. She uses her ukulele and her compos-
ing skills to entertain the boys and their friends. Throughout, 
the story moves backward and forward in time, from the day 
before Gretchen’s death to Charlotte’s first day babysitting two 
years prior to her time as a graduate student and the profes-
sional betrayal that killed her interest in writing music to the 
weeks and months after Gretchen’s death. The back and forth 
effectively heightens drama but at times grows tedious in a 
novel of this length.

Ultimately, a rewarding, emotionally satisfying read. 
A young woman runs from her talent and finds fulfillment 
after learning that it never left her, even as she immerses 
herself in another woman’s world.

fiction
GRAND HOTEL by Vicki Baum ........................................................... 9

NIGHT OF THE ANIMALS by Bill Broun ........................................... 11

CHAMPION OF THE WORLD by Chad Dundas ................................16

ABSALOM’S DAUGHTERS by Suzanne Feldman ..............................16

STRANGER, FATHER, BELOVED by Taylor Larsen ......................... 24

HOT MILK by Deborah Levy .............................................................. 26

BEHOLD THE DREAMERS by Imbolo Mbue .....................................27

INTRUSION by Mary McCluskey ...................................................... 28

HEARTBREAKER by Maryse Meijer ................................................. 29

A MEAL IN WINTER by Hubert Mingarelli .......................................30

GRIEF IS THE THING WITH FEATHERS by Max Porter ................. 33

WALKING THE DOG by Elizabeth Swados........................................ 37

THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD by Colson Whitehead ................38

NINETY-NINE STORIES OF GOD by Joy Williams...........................39

NO GOOD TO CRY by Andrew Lanh ................................................ 42

INFOMOCRACY by Malka Older ...................................................... 46

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD
Whitehead, Colson
Doubleday (320 pp.)
$26.95  |  $14.99 e-book
Sep. 13, 2016 
978-0-385-53703-2
978-0-385-53704-9 e-book
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HOW TO SET A FIRE AND WHY
Ball, Jesse
Pantheon (304 pp.) 
$24.95  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-101-87057-0
978-1-101-87058-7 e-book  

A troubled adolescent girl dreams of 
setting fire to the world.

It starts with a stabbing and ends 
with a conflagration, and, in between, 
the novel never once telegraphs where 

it’s going. Serial surrealist Ball (A Cure for Suicide, 2015, etc.) 
has been justly accused of a variety of experimental ploys, but 
you can’t deny that when he delivers, it’s never quite what you 
expected. In this stark epistolary novel, the author fully occu-
pies the inner life of a teenage girl, Lucia Stanton, who is writing 
down her experiences. When we meet her, she’s in the princi-
pal’s office for stabbing a boy who touched her most treasured 
possession, her dead father’s Zippo lighter. “So, I said, many 
times I said it, don’t touch this lighter or I will kill you,” she 
writes. “I think because I am a girl people thought I didn’t mean 
it.” Lucia lives with her kindly but destitute aunt in a converted 
garage with an overgrown garden. She makes predictions—not 
telling the future, she stresses—and writes them down in The 
Book of How Things Will Go. She’s not as profane as Salinger’s 
Holden Caulfield, but they share a certain aimlessness and cyni-
cism about adults that rings true. Over the course of the novel, 
Lucia visits her ailing mother, gets high, flunks out of school, 
and ultimately falls in with some disillusioned young people in 
an Arson Club that dare her to start a fire. She also pens a bril-
liant pamphlet of the same title that’s nested within the pages 
of her scribblings. “It takes you some years to become the per-
son who can burn a building, so be it,” she writes. “Carry your 
matches in your pocket, look at the faces of those who surround 
you in the crowd. Are we not all the same? Do we not all strive 
to simply have enough?”

A brilliant portrayal of a girl who’s quite aware of what 
she’s going through.

YOU ARE HAVING A 
GOOD TIME
Stories
Barrodale, Amie
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (208 pp.) 
$14.00 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-374-29386-4  

This unusual, sometimes-unsettling 
debut story collection provides the 
reader with an unvarnished look into the 
inner lives of a mix of curious characters.

Barrodale, an editor at Vice whose work has appeared in 
Harper’s, McSweeney’s, and the Paris Review, which awarded her 
its 2012 Plimpton Prize for Fiction, gives voice to characters 
who may be a bit creepy or crazy and who could maybe use 

Everyone loves a debutante. First 
novels (and story collections) get lots 
of love from reviewers and booksellers, 
but it can be harder to get attention for 
a second or third book. Here are some 
notable novels from experienced but 
not-yet-famous writers:

Eleven Hours by Pamela Erens (May 
2):  “An unflinching look at pregnan-
cy and childbirth. 

Lore arrives at the hospital alone, car-
rying a single duffel bag and an ex-
tremely detailed birth plan. Franck-
line, the maternity nurse charged with 
her care, soon learns that this taciturn, 
prickly woman is no more enthusiastic 
about accepting help than she is about 
fetal monitoring or an IV….Powerful—
aesthetically and viscerally.”

Amateurs by Dylan Hicks (May 3): “The personal and so-
cial lives of a group of friends are on display in this modern 
novel of manners. Hicks’ second novel, after Boarded Win-
dows (2012), is smart, witty, and endearing.…A handy score 
card of who what when helps keep track of everyone in this 
sprightly tale about friendship and courtship, money, love, 
assorted complications—and writers. Felicitous characters 
and a scrumptious plot make Hicks’ second novel refresh-
ing and fun.”

The Sport of Kings by C.E. Morgan (May 3): “Morgan fol-
lows up her slim, keening debut (All the Living, 2009) with 
an epic novel steeped in American history and geography. 
As a boy, Henry Forge determines to turn the land his aris-
tocratic Kentucky family has planted with corn for gen-
erations into a farm for racehorses.…Vaultingly ambitious, 
thrillingly well-written, charged with moral fervor and rue-
ful compassion.”

The Honeymoon by Dinitia Smith (May 
3): “An appealing fictionalized biography 
of the revered British novelist George 
Eliot imagines the inner impulses and 
passions hidden under a cloak of 19th-
century propriety….An intelligent, deli-
cate, but not quite rounded portrait of 
genius.” —L.M.

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor. 

the second (or third) 
time around

Photo courtesy Leah O
verstreet
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more self-control, a clearer sense of purpose, or a better way to 
connect. The uneasy souls who inhabit Barrodale’s stories could 
stand to drink less, screw around less indiscriminately, and take 
fewer hallucinogenic drugs, but her portrayal of them is honest 
and unflinching, and she writes with an almost stark simplicity, 
unapologetically laying out their missteps and half steps toward 
and away from one another and themselves. In “William Wei,” 
the story for which Barrodale won the Plimpton Prize, a man 
spends his weeknights in his barren apartment, eating the same 
meal and watching the same movie, until a woman draws him 
out and takes him on a “bad trip” that changes his life. The male 
therapist at the center of “Frank Advice for Fat Women,” in 
the midst of a divorce, slides into inappropriate relationships 
with an attractive client and her even more attractive mother. 
The possibly autobiographical narrator of “Catholic,” mean-
while, fools around and falls in love with a married drummer, 
whom she drunk-emails as he tours the world and grows famous. 
When, sometime later, she sees him in concert, he catches her 
eye before the band plays “a song with the refrain ‘My head 
is wrong.’ ” That could be a refrain here as well: the people in 
these stories are a little off—is it the drugs? The alcohol? Or 
are those just symptoms?—yet they are searching for some-
thing: a connection to one another, a grip on themselves. Like 
many of her characters, Barrodale’s stories can be undisciplined, 
at times veering off in confusing directions. But even so, they 
remain compelling. You never know where they will take you 
or whether, at the end of the trip, your life won’t feel at least a 
little changed.

An unrepentantly offbeat collection by an admirably 
free-spirited writer.

GRAND HOTEL 
Baum, Vicki
New York Review Books
(304 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-59017-967-3
978-1-59017-968-0 e-book  

The well-born and the downtrodden 
live out their fates against the backdrop 
of a Berlin luxury hotel in Baum’s 1929 
bestseller.

The legacy of Baum’s novel is not just 
the 1932 MGM film starring John Barrymore and Greta Garbo 
(and the 1980s Broadway musical), but all those star-stuffed 
movies and fat popular novels—The High and the Mighty and 
Airport among them—in which some institution or event serves 
as the setting for the intersecting individual dramas. What dis-
tinguishes the book from its plump progeny is not only its rela-
tively modest length, but the delicacy of Baum’s writing. Her 
characters and situations range from the swoony (the aging 
ballerina worn out by the demands of her art) to the romantic 
(the nobleman-turned–rakish jewel thief) to the melodramatic 
(the dying middle-aged clerk blowing his savings for a taste of 
the life always denied him). Throughout, Baum writes with the 

melancholy glissade of a mink stole sliding down a shoulder as 
a fabulous evening comes to a close. The hotel becomes a stage, 
and Baum is the novelist as choreographer, guiding her charac-
ters smoothly through their steps, regarding them with sophis-
ticated though not unsympathetic irony.

The book is kin to both the stories of Stefan Zweig 
and the films of Max Ophüls, both artists who chronicled 
devastating loss but drew our eyes to the exquisite fluid-
ity with which the most precious things slid through their 
characters’ elegant, manicured fingers.

THE MOTHERS
Bennett, Brit
Riverhead (435 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Oct. 11, 2016
978-1-5247-0986-0  

The tangled destinies of three kids 
growing up in a tightknit African-Amer-
ican community in Southern California.

“She was seventeen then. She lived 
with her father, a Marine, and without 
her mother, who had killed herself six 

months earlier. Since then the girl had earned a wild reputa-
tion—she was young and scared and trying to hide her scared 
in her prettiness.” Bennett’s debut novel tells the story of this 
grieving 17-year-old girl, Nadia, her best friend, Aubrey, and her 
boyfriend, Luke, told partly by Nadia and partly by a chorus of 
eponymous “Mothers,” the church ladies of Upper Room Cha-
pel, where Luke’s father is the pastor. The three teenagers are 
drawn together by the damage they have already suffered: Luke’s 
promising football career was ended by a terrible injury; Aubrey 
has moved away from home to escape abuse by her stepfather. 
More trouble awaits when Nadia discovers she’s carrying Luke’s 
baby and decides not to keep it. This decision creates a web of 
secrets that endures for decades—though the ever watchful, 
ever gossiping Mothers never stop sniffing around and suspect-
ing. Nadia tries to escape the clutches of small-town drama by 
attending college and law school across the country, but when 
she returns home to care for her ailing father, she finds herself 
enmeshed in unfinished business. “All good secrets have a taste 
before you tell them, and if we’d taken a moment to swish this 
one around our mouths, we might have noticed the sourness of 
an unripe secret, plucked too soon, stolen and passed around 
before its season.” Far from reliably offering love, protection, 
and care, in this book, the mothers cause all the trouble.

A wise and sad coming-of-age story showing how peo-
ple are shaped by their losses. Recommended for both 
adult and teenage readers.

A wise and sad coming-of-age story showing how 
people are shaped by their losses.

the mothers
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POND
Bennett, Claire-Louise
Riverhead (208 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-399-57589-1  

First published in Ireland, Bennett’s 
meditative debut—rigorous, poetic, and 
often very funny—captures the rich inner 
life of a young woman living a mostly soli-
tary existence in a remote coastal town.

An interior portrait in 20 fragments—
some short-story length, others just a few sentences—this 
collection abandons conventional notions of plot altogether. 
Nothing much “happens” here; there is essentially no “action”—
at least, not by any traditional definition of the term. Instead, 
Bennett presents a series of exquisitely detailed, deeply sub-
jective, frequently hilarious monologues on the business of 
being alive. Despite her constant presence, we know very few 
biographical facts about our nameless heroine. But we see the 
way her mind works, and we get to know her—deeply, even 
intimately—through her observations. In “Morning, Noon & 
Night,” she recounts bits and pieces of a past romance (“We 
didn’t get along very well but this had no bearing whatsoever 
on our sexual rapport which was impervious and persuasive and 
made every other dwindling aspect of our relationship quite 
irrelevant for some time”); in “Control Knobs,” she chronicles—
among many, many other, less tangible things—her quest to get 
the broken knob on her “decrepit cooking device” fixed. “Stir-
fry” is just two bare sentences. “I just threw my dinner in the bin. 
I knew as I was making it I was going to do that, so I put in it 
all the things I never want to see again.” It feels both crass and 
inaccurate to reduce any chapter to a single “about”; each frag-
ment is simultaneously hyperspecific and sweeping. Short as it 
is, this is a demanding read: with its sharp, winding sentences, 
it’s not a book that washes over you but a book that you work 
for. But the attention pays off: quietly striking, Bennett’s debut 
lingers long after the last page.

Strange and lyrical with an acute sense of humor.

A DANGEROUS AGE
Bensimon, Kelly Killoren
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(368 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-5011-3611-5  

Four ultrachic New York women try 
to cope with being in their 40s.

“She was wearing a purple and black 
Marc Jacobs maxidress with motorcycle 
boots and a fur scarf. In August. She 

looked like Lori Goldstein doing a Steven Meisel shoot for 
Vogue.” For some readers, descriptions like that are a luscious 
treat. Others can recognize only two of the proper nouns: 

“August” and “Vogue.” Readers in the first category are going to 

love this book, whose narrator, Lucy, is an ex-model with a jour-
nalism degree married to a very famous and quite-a-bit-older 
artist. (As she confides to her mother, “He drinks deer blood 
for his virility.”) Suddenly finding themselves past their it girl 
expiration dates, Lucy and her three best friends are having a 
bumpy summer, though they continue to eat and drink their 
way through Per Se, Il Buco, Bar Pitti, and Kappo Masa, stay-
ing slim by attending yoga classes taught by Uma Thurman’s 
younger brother and celebrating their birthdays by getting 
papaya enzyme vagina facials. The gang includes Billy, another 
ex-model, now pursuing a career as a cuisine celebrity; Sarah, 
an aspiring socialite with a PR team who is desperate to get 
on a reality show called Under the Plaid Skirt, about New York 
private-school girls all grown up and mean as ever; and Lotta, 
a drop-dead-gorgeous Swedish party girl/downtown art dealer 
who doesn’t realize she’s too old to do ecstasy and coke every 
night. Bensimon’s (I Can Make You Hot, 2012) debut novel makes 
excellent use of her background as a model and the former 
editor of Elle Accessories, and she’s not a bad writer, either. The 
dialogue is funny, and a plotline involving a mysterious blogger 
who’s terrorizing all of New York is intriguing and twisty.

One woman’s Azzedine Alaïa is another woman’s what-
the-hell-is-that. You know which you are.

BABA DUNJA’S LAST LOVE
Bronsky, Alina
Translated by Mohr, Tim
Europa Editions (192 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-60945-333-6  

A quiet novel about a woman who 
returns home after some time away—not 
unusual in itself, perhaps, but it is when 
the home she returns to is in Chernobyl.

As one might expect, life is both quiet 
and grim in Chernobyl (or Tschernowo, as it’s referred to by the 
Russian narrator, who’s also the title character). Baba Dunja is 
recognized as one of the pioneers of the region, for she is one of 
only two current residents who lived in Chernobyl “before the 
reactor” and has returned to make some kind of life for herself, 
though it’s a grim one. Not even half the houses are inhabited 
on the main road, and everyone not from the region—primarily 
those residents of the nearest town, Malyschi—shuns everyone 
from Chernobyl, fearing they’ll be contaminated by radiation. 
She and her neighbors occupy themselves with getting food and 
just getting through the day. Baba Dunja has a daughter, Irina, a 
medical doctor in Germany, as well as a granddaughter whom 
she has never met. Mother and daughter have a desultory corre-
spondence, and Irina very much wants Baba Dunja to leave the 

“death zone.” And while Baba Dunja has never met her grand-
daughter, she has a picture and occasional glimpses of her life 
through Irina’s letters. By the end of the story we learn that the 
image of her family Baba Dunja has been encouraged to create 
is out of kilter with reality. The central event in the narrative is 
the death of a man who comes to Chernobyl with his healthy 
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daughter to get revenge on his wife—and the townspeople, 
especially Baba Dunja, recognize how foolish it is to undertake 
such a venture with such a motivation.

With quiet understatement, Bronsky offers us a 
glimpse of life in the radioactive abyss.

NIGHT OF 
THE ANIMALS 
Broun, Bill
Ecco/HarperCollins (560 pp.) 
$26.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-06-240079-6
978-0-06-240081-9 e-book  

An Orwellian debut explodes ancient 
lore and contemporary technology to 
create a prescient, terrifying dystopia.

In 2052, Britain has become an 
extreme surveillance state with pre-Victorian levels of brutal 
poverty. King Henry IX, aka Harry9, controls the news through 
WikiNous, the Internet transmitted through flesh. Alerts, 
text messages, and spam scroll across citizens’ corneas, with 
incoming messages flashing colors like a migraine aura. The 
ability to opt out of the spam is only available to the wealthi-
est. Meanwhile, with the impending arrival of the comet Urga-
Rampos, Heaven’s Gate, a California-based cult run by Marshall 

An Orwellian debut creates a prescient, terrifying dystopia.
night of the animals



Applewhite III, is trying to kill all of the world’s animals and 
perform mass suicides, an increasingly appealing prospect for 
the large Indigent class. Homeless 90-year-old Cuthbert Hand-
ley sets out to free the animals of the London Zoo. Suffering 
from an addiction to Flôt, a legal hallucinogenic with crippling 
withdrawal symptoms, Cuthbert believes the animals are talk-
ing to him and hopes they will help him find his brother Drystan, 
who drowned in 1968 and who may or may not be the Christ 
of the Otters. Dr. Bajwa, Cuthbert’s physician, worries Cuth-
bert’s delusions will get him locked away in a Calm House with 
a Nexar hood that would “smooth and desplinter brain activity 
like a kind of mental woodplane.” Conveniently, Dr. Bajwa is 
an amateur solarcopter pilot. This plot device is the one creak 
in an otherwise highly immersive narrative. The language of 
the novel crackles with energy, nimbly drawing on Old English, 
regional dialects and slang, and speculative future language. 
The worlds’ religions—paganism, Christianity, Sikhism, Juda-
ism, Islam, Yoruba—fuse together in a luminous supernatural 
force which buoys forward poor Cuthbert, who, despite the risk 
of multiple-organ failure, doggedly pursues his mission to keep 
the voices of the animals alive.

An impressive, richly imagined, deeply urgent story.

THE LIGHT OF PARIS
Brown, Eleanor
Putnam (352 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-399-15891-9  

The lights of Paris act as a beacon 
for two generations of women in search 
of self-determination and fulfillment 
in Brown’s (The Weird Sisters, 2011, etc.) 
story of loves lost and found.

Unhappily married Madeleine resents, 
quietly and inwardly, the strictures placed upon her by her con-
trolling and ambitious husband, Phillip, and chafes against her 
perfectionist mother’s expectations. Torn between a stultifying 
existence as a trophy wife and her lifelong but abandoned pas-
sion for painting, Madeleine embarks on a voyage of self-dis-
covery, sparked by the unearthing of her grandmother’s diaries 
in the attic of her mother’s house. Inspired by the long-buried 
story of her grandmother Margie’s experiences in the Paris of 
the Lost Generation, Madeleine moves toward an understand-
ing of what will help her navigate through the world on her own 
terms. With a voice that alternates every other chapter between 
Madeleine’s narration and excerpts from Margie’s recovered 
journals, Brown conveys the miseries and satisfactions of 
women’s journeys toward happiness in a tale balanced upon a 
family secret. While some characters—or their motivations—
might have benefited from more fleshing out (Phillip is a stock 
controlling husband), the whimsy and romance of post–World 
War I Paris and Madeleine’s growing comfort with her newly 
reconstructed life (in a hometown that had previously brought 
only unhappiness) provide forward momentum. As Madeleine 
unravels the truths behind her grandmother’s story, she gathers 

insight into her own, equally complicated, story. With growing 
self-confidence and the aid of rediscovered friends and relatives, 
Madeleine approaches life in a different light and with the abil-
ity to make hard choices.

Brown conveys the importance of the arts in creating 
a life as well as the need to heed all voices, even those from 
the past, in looking to the future.

THE MUSE
Burton, Jessie
Ecco/HarperCollins (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  $14.99 e-book  |   $27.99 Lg. Prt.  
$39.99 Audiobook  |  Jul. 26, 2016
978-0-06-240992-8
978-0-06-240994-2 e-book
978-0-06-247161-1 Lg. Prt.
978-0-06-247242-7 Audiobook  

A thrilling painting with a mysteri-
ous provenance connects two bold young 

women, one in Civil War Spain, the other in mid-1960s England.
British writer Burton (The Miniaturist, 2014) won multiple 

awards for her first book, an unusual historical novel set in 17th-
century Amsterdam, and returns to themes of intrigue, creativ-
ity, and female empowerment in her second. The narrator of the 
1967 storyline is Odelle Bastien, a Trinidadian immigrant and 
aspiring writer trying to find her way in London, where rac-
ism is more common than job opportunities for bright young 
black women. But life picks up after Odelle finds work at the 
Skelton Institute of Art and also meets Lawrie Scott, whose 
mother recently died, leaving him an unusual painting signed 
with the initials I.R. In the parallel 1936 storyline, the setting is 
Andalusia, where the wealthy, art-dealing Schloss family, origi-
nally from Vienna, has settled temporarily. Nineteen-year-old 
Olive Schloss falls in love with local artist Isaac Robles, whose 
watchful half sister, Teresa, acts as housekeeper to the Schlosses. 
Olive paints too, secretly but brilliantly, and persuades Isaac to 
present her work as his, in order to be taken seriously. But their 
affections are mismatched and become even more strained as 

“Isaac’s” paintings are bought by Peggy Guggenheim and the 
country’s political mood darkens. This split-screen narration, 
though intriguingly detailed, lacks the freshness and persuasive 
emotional intensity of The Miniaturist, and its central premise—
Olive’s refusal to own her groundbreaking work—is wobbly. But 
Burton’s devotion to her female characters sustains the novel 
even when the plotting wavers.

Tidily if dully concluded, this second novel fails to hit 
the same sweet, wholly integrated spot as its predecessor, 
but Burton fans will be happy to reunite with her commit-
ted storytelling.
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THE TROUBLE WITH GOATS 
AND SHEEP
Cannon, Joanna
Scribner (352 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-5011-2189-0  

In a small-town cul-de-sac in rural 
England, preteen Grace and her friend 
Tilly set out to find God. What they 
unknowingly uncover is an ugly neigh-
borhood secret.

Cannon’s debut novel opens with the disappearance of the 
avenue’s friendliest resident, Mrs. Creasey. Puzzled and worried, 
Grace approaches the church vicar, who responds with cliché—
God knows everyone’s whereabouts. As Grace and Tilly search, 
Cannon’s story is driven by the two girls intruding into an adult 
world, sometimes tentatively, sometimes brazenly. The novel is 
primarily set in the scorching summer of 1976, with flashbacks 
to events in 1967. The two threads merge to create an ominous, 
near-threatening aura, an oblique narrative haunted by things 
unsaid and shadowed references. Precocious Grace and fragile 
Tilly are well-nuanced protagonists, with a majority of chapters 
told from Grace’s point of view. Cannon gives Grace a percep-
tive, insightful personality, as when she walks through a cem-
etery feeling “all the bones that were buried there had made 
wisdom grow in the soil” or when she and Tilly approach a 
schoolyard “where we dissolved into a spill of other children.” 
Although dominated by Grace, Tilly is strong enough to be 
kinder and more empathetic. Adults scurry through the story, 
with blowsy Sheila Dakin forever sunning herself on her front 
lawn or the young widower Eric Lamb constantly nipping at a 
perfect garden or Walter Bishop resting uneasily at the heart of 
the secret. Ripe with symbolism and metaphor—hypocrisy and 
rationalization reign when Tilly discovers Drainpipe Jesus, an 
apparition—Cannon’s sometimes-amorphous novel is a subjec-
tive sociological study with the air of a cozy mystery.

A thoughtful tale of loyalty and friendship, family 
dynamics and human nature, and the cancer of buried 
truths.

HONEYSUCKLE & PAIN
Danielewski, Mark Z.
Pantheon (880 pp.) 
$25.95 paper  |  $12.99 e-book
Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-375-71498-6
978-0-375-71499-3 e-book 
Series: The Familiar, 3 

“Look at it, Xanther, breathe it in, 
never forget: this is what you get when 
there is no law.” The saga continues, and 

Xanther’s happy world is cracking at the edges.
Experimentalist-plus-some Danielewski (Into the Forest, 

2015, etc.) is one-ninth of the way into his 27-volume opus, The 

Familiar, and the chickens, if not felines, are beginning to come 
home to roost. Just barely adolescent, Xanther, the geeky but 
resourceful center of the piece, is beginning to feel stirrings of 
a psychic unease that in turn hints at untold powers of mind: 
when her dad, Anwar, hits a squirrel while out driving, she tries 
mightily to save it, then subjects herself to a kind of self-interro-
gation: “the Question Song re-announces itself now with every-
thing about that little creature: how old was it? 432 days. was 
its mother still alive? No. its father? No. was it a he or a she. She 
was pregnant.” Xanther is just trying to live a normal life, what 
passes for normal life for her anyway, in a summer full of—yes—
blooming honeysuckle and plenty of pain. That’s no easy task, 
that normality, in a world full of Islamic State group atrocities, 
Salvadoran street gangs, and chained alpha felines: “You always 
keep your hands between your face and the jaws....And you 
never say no to a lion.” Anwar, meanwhile, is worried sick, for 
being an eccentric polymath doesn’t pay the bills. Danielewski’s 
vision of the near-future is dystopian but not Blade Runner so: 
his world is pretty much like ours, save that not everyone speaks 
in ways that are easily comprehended, especially the faraway 
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Asian players whose missing cat somehow tumbled into Xan-
ther’s world in the first volume. Such a future requires all sorts 
of odd typographic conventions, drawings, and Go notations, 
natch, and Danielewski obliges until the reader’s head spins.

It’s a marvel of postmodern storytelling and decidedly 
not for every taste. For the moment, suffice it to say that 
things are looking dicey for Xanther and company.

MY NAME IS LEON
De Waal, Kit
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-5011-1745-9
978-1-5011-1747-3 e-book  

When crushing mental illness sends 
a single mother to the hospital, her 
young sons become entangled in Brit-
ain’s bureaucratic foster care system.

Leon is just 8 when his mom, Carol, 
is taken by ambulance to the local psych ward. He’d been try-
ing to care for Jake, his newborn brother, himself, making the 
baby’s formula, changing his diaper, and attempting to rouse 
his mother from the drug-addled stupor she’d been in for days 
or maybe weeks. But when a concerned neighbor stops by and 
sees the condition of the flat, both boys are sent to Social Ser-
vices and Carol is involuntarily committed. As narrated by Leon, 
the story gives readers a child’s-eye perspective on family and 
addresses the impact of placement on everyone involved. In 
addition, since Leon is biracial and Jake is white, racial politics 
come into sharp focus. Once Jake is adopted and the brothers 
are separated, Leon experiences the resentment, pain, and fury 
that come from feeling unwanted, and his inevitable acting-out 
brings him dangerously close to trouble. At the same time, the 
kindness of strangers—among them his doting white foster 
mother, Maureen; her sister, Sylvia; and a multiracial group of 
cantankerous gardeners who grow flowers, fruit, and vegetables 
in a small community garden—allows Leon to develop a sense 
of self and take tentative first steps toward independence. Mul-
tiple secondary themes, among them learning to trust others, 
accepting limitations, and confronting what it means to be a 
person of color in a racist society, are also plumbed. Set in the 
1970s, the novel further references actual events including the 
death of hunger-striking Irish prisoners and the riots that fol-
lowed the police murder of a Caribbean activist.

Taut, emotionally intense, and wholly believable, 
this beautiful and uplifting debut gives readers a hero to 
champion.

BYE BYE BLONDIE
Despentes, Virginie
Translated by Reynolds, Siân
Feminist Press (248 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  $14.99 e-book
Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-55861-927-2
978-1-55861-928-9 e-book  

Misspent youth and the possibility of 
a second chance from the French author 
of Apocalypse Baby (2015), etc.

As teens confined to a psychiatric hospital, Eric and Gloria 
bond over a shared passion for bands like “the Stooges, New 
York Dolls, Generation X.” Once she’s back home in Nancy, 
though, Gloria forgets about Eric as she loses herself in the 
local punk scene. Then, in the midst of a bar fight, she sees 
him. The bland, blond, bourgeois boy she’d met in the hospi-
tal now has a shaved head and a menacing aspect. She falls in 
love, and they run away. They travel to Paris. They go to shows. 
They drink and smoke and sniff glue and have sex. Eventually, 
Eric disappears, and Gloria returns to Nancy alone. With sar-
donic humor, Despentes writes that “in different ways, both 
of them would realize what a very poor preparation punk rock 
had been for later life.” Gloria becomes a violent barfly who’s 
frequently homeless. Eric becomes a TV star. Their reunion, 
20 years later, seems like Gloria’s salvation, but when she 
ruins what may be her own chance to make something of her-
self, Gloria falls apart all over again. Despentes is known for 
unflinchingly dark narratives with a feminist edge. (Her first 
novel, Baise-Moi, is a rape-revenge fantasy.) This story, though, 
feels a bit limp. Punk has been too thoroughly co-opted by 
mass culture to signify danger or rebellion to anyone over 
the age of 15, so the first half is mostly just precious. And the 
disappointment that sends the adult Gloria into a downward 
spiral? The producer making a movie from her autobiographi-
cal screenplay ignores her artistic vision. Frustrating, sure, but 
not exactly exploitation.

Shockingly anodyne work from a writer notorious for 
her power to shock.

BRIGHTFELLOW
Ducornet, Rikki
Coffee House (160 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-56689-440-1
978-1-56689-441-8 e-book  

A lonely young man poses as a scholar 
to gain a sense of community.

After his mother abandons the 
family and his father “falls apart,” ado-

lescent Stub decides to use a nearby college campus as his 
home, sleeping in labs, purloining clothes from gym lockers, 
and stealing food from faculty housing. A perpetual outsider, 
he watches the dysfunctional lives of the professors in “the 
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Circle,” a ring of faculty houses where the dramas of “the 
soused faculty wives and their brats” play out. One day, Stub 
is discovered in the college library by professor emeritus Billy 
poring over the works of an obscure anthropologist; Stub 
pretends to be a Fulbright scholar working on a dissertation, 
and Billy offers him a room at his faculty home in the Circle. 
Stub’s new study overlooks the bedroom of 8-year-old Asthma, 
an imaginative little girl with whom Stub becomes obsessed. 
However, Stub’s life as an academic imposter threatens to 
undo his relationships with both Billy and Asthma, the first 
people he has cared about since his fraught childhood. In her 
slim novel, Ducornet (The Deep Zoo, 2014, etc.), who is also 
a well-known poet, crafts a portrait of a surreal community 
that defies easy categorization. Like poetry, the novel’s central 
aims are to revel in language and investigate the inner lives of 
characters who see a world that is more numinous (to borrow 
a word of Stub’s) than the people around them can recognize. 
This makes Ducornet’s choice to focus on anthropologists 
and young children satisfyingly apt. But readers may find 
themselves yearning for something more substantial from the 

narrative than just meditation and lyricism—the novel’s hasty 
and confusing climax exemplifies the ways Ducornet only spo-
radically considers plot.

An endless delight at the sentence level but lacking in 
big-picture propulsion.
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CHAMPION OF 
THE WORLD 
Dundas, Chad
Putnam (480 pp.) 
$27.00  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-399-17608-1
978-0-698-40713-8 e-book  

In 1920s America, when professional 
wrestling is in its dying years as a serious 
sport, one high-stakes contest brings 
together athletes, gangsters, and long-

suffering women in this fine debut.
Five years after the embarrassing loss of his lightweight 

wrestling crown, Pepper Van Dean gets booted from the 
lousy traveling-carnival job he turned to for survival. His 
only option is a dubious deal with a former training partner 
and a Chicago gang leader who were both tied to his last pro-
fessional defeat. The deal gets more complicated, as Pepper 
must train Garfield Taft, a charismatic athlete who is also a 
black ex-convict married to a white woman and hoping for a 
shot at the reigning white heavyweight wrestling champion. 
Such a match is unlikely amid American racism and fears 
of another embarrassment after Jack Johnson’s grab of box-
ing’s heavyweight title, but it’s potentially lucrative. Then, 
while working out at a remote Montana lodge, Taft develops 
strange fainting spells and stranger marital problems. Cana-
dian bootleggers arrive at the lodge with a shipment of booze 
to add another wrinkle. Back stories and subplots emerge and 
old wounds reopen as Dundas puts together a tightly woven 
piece of storytelling punctuated by some intriguing close-
ups of wrestling when it was taken seriously. He will spring a 
penultimate twist that might not surprise many readers and 
a last one that’s a doozy with a demon ex machina even nastier 
than the mobsters. Centered on the sweet-tough relation-
ship of Pepper and his card shark wife, Moira, and enriched 
by a wrestling history that contrasts sharply with today’s cir-
cus, the novel has the feel of noir but is rounder and richer 
than a Jim Thompson outing.

Dundas suggests writers known for loosely historical 
works, such as Doctorow and Chabon, but he features a 
pared-down, punchy style that goes well with his charac-
ters’ basic raw ambitions and emotions.

PIERCED BY THE SUN
Esquivel, Laura
AmazonCrossing (216 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-1-503-95474-8

A young and troubled policewoman 
in Mexico City’s borough of Iztapalapa 
fights demons both internal and external 
in Esquivel’s (Malinche, 2006, etc.) latest.

Lupita is working security at an 
appearance by a municipal delegado, 

Larreaga, recently elected on a platform of cleaning up drug-
related graft. As he emerges from his limousine, his throat is slit 
by an unseen assailant. Lupita sets out to solve the murder as, 
through flashbacks interspersed with boxed snippets of Aztec 
and Mayan lore, Esquivel parses the mystery and allegorical 
import of her protagonist’s life. Raped in adolescence by her 
drunken stepfather, Lupita has waged a lifelong struggle with 
the demon of body image, not to mention tequila and cocaine: 
after she caused the death of her toddler son while on a bender, 
she served prison time. She’s been sober for years, but the Lar-
reaga assassination has tipped her off the wagon. It appears that 
Mami, the gangster queen of the street vendors/drug dealers 
whom the delegado crusaded against, may have engineered his 
death. Mami is wrangling with the police over an upcoming Pas-
sion play which is threatening to displace her minions’ food and 
drug stalls. It isn’t long before Lupita herself becomes a target 
or before she recognizes, in no particular order, the power of a) 
love, b) sobriety, c) anti-consumerism, and d) reconnecting with 
the shamans and the more salubrious hallucinogens of her pre-
Cortez ancestors. (Obsidian, a sacred substance of weaponry 
and sorcery, is a recurring motif.)

A sympathetic protagonist and an engrossing exposi-
tion of social and political chaos in Mexico are smothered 
by generalized palaver about the oneness of the universe 
and the mythology of light.

ABSALOM’S 
DAUGHTERS 
Feldman, Suzanne
Henry Holt (272 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-62779-453-4  

When Cassie and Judith catch wind 
that their runaway father is set to inherit 
a passel of money in far-off Virginia, they 
take off to claim their share.

Cassie and Judith are half sisters in 
Heron-Neck, Mississippi, in the early 1950s. Cassie is black 
and Judith is white, and they’re both poor: Cassie works along-
side her mother and grandmother in their family-owned laun-
dry, while Judith helps her own mother deliver that laundry 
to the wealthy white mansions up the hill. Their father is Bill 
Forrest, but he’s a nonentity: he’s run off, and it’s only by way 
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of a mysterious letter that arrives from Virginia that the girls 
learn he’s gone to claim his inheritance. Judith, who dreams of 
becoming a radio star in New York City, convinces Cassie that 
they should find their father, prove themselves as his progeny, 
and claim their share of the money. Then they take off in an old, 
broken-down junk car. This is the debut novel from Feldman, 
and it’s a magnificent one. Her work is reminiscent of both Wil-
liam Faulkner and Toni Morrison, but her voice is entirely her 
own and utterly original. Feldman’s prose blisters and pops with 
sparks. Cassie’s grandmother tells her to be wary of Judith: “no 
matter how twice related you are, she’s no kin to you,” she warns. 

“Kin has a feeling for how far back the blood goes....She’ll never 
have that feeling for you.” But there is a tart sweetness to Judith 
and Cassie’s interactions. In this novel, most things are not as 
they seem, and Feldman doesn’t hew too close to reality. The 
sisters encounter mules who were once men, discover towns 
that appear in one place on the map and another on the road, 
and Cassie even spends a few days as a white girl. Eventually she 
decides to return to the skin she was born with; as a mysterious 
woman tells her near the end: “What’s important is the past.”

A searing and magical debut by a monumental new 
talent.

I AM NO ONE
Flanery, Patrick
Tim Duggan Books/Crown (352 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-101-90585-2
978-1-101-90586-9 e-book  

A university professor worries about 
lost privacy and past sins after receiving 
cartons filled with years of personal data 
in this blend of psychological and politi-
cal suspense.

When Jeremy O’Keefe failed to get tenure at Columbia, he 
took a post at Oxford University shortly after the 9/11 attacks, 
even acquiring British citizenship in the course of more than 10 
years in the U.K. As the novel opens with Jeremy’s first-person 
narration, he has recently returned to the U.S. to teach at New 
York University, his chief area of interest being 20th-century 
German history, with a specialization in the Stasi and its infor-
mants. Then his seemingly comfortable, unremarkable life is 
overturned in the course of a few weeks. He receives from an 
anonymous sender four boxes containing a breadth of personal 
data—URLs, phone traffic, photos—that suggests something 
only a government agency could organize. Jeremy also repeat-
edly encounters a man who knows his wealthy son-in-law and 
behaves oddly enough to make Jeremy suspicious of him. As he 
searches his memory for possible causes and culprits, Jeremy 
revisits his years in England and wonders about incidents when 
he might have offended someone. There was also an unsavory 
colleague who compelled him to help a woman gain acceptance 
to Oxford. Could the woman’s Egyptian background include 
terrorist ties? The question of why Jeremy has fallen under Big 
Brother’s unblinking gaze—or even if he has—is left ambiguous, 

but Flanery (Fallen Land, 2013, etc.) makes his protagonist’s 
flaws common enough to let him serve as Everyman at a time 
when innocence might be irrelevant in a world that “assumes 
guilt by algorithmic association.” Less judicious is the writer’s 
decision to have Jeremy withhold from the narrative for a while 
vital information that is clearly ever present in his memory 
because doing so is useful to Flanery as novelist.

This is a worthy addition to the growing shelf on the 
erosion of personal privacy in the service of public security.
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A worthy addition to the growing shelf on the erosion of 
personal privacy in the service of public security.

i  am no one
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Adam Haslett specializes in complex interiority.
“My interest has always been interior life—imagining 

the texture of other people’s experiences,” says Adam Has-
lett, whose debut novel, Union Atlantic, was a finalist for 
the National Book Award and Pulitzer Prize. 

“One thing I love about great literature is that it absorbs 
me,” he says. “It slows down the nervous tick-tock of dai-
ly life into contemplation of something that’s ultimately 
more important, but strangely often ignored, which is our 
imagined lives—the things we imagine about ourselves 
and each other.”

Haslett conjures the interior lives of a family of five in his 
stunning sophomore novel, Imagine Me Gone (May 3). After 
learning that her British fiance, John, has been committed 
to a mental institution, Margaret, a young American abroad, 
must decide whether to honor their engagement. 

Decades later, she remembers meeting John’s doctor 
at the asylum: “ ‘There’s an imbalance,’ [the doctor] said, 
crossing his legs....You could say his mind closes down. It 

goes into a sort of hibernation. He needs rest and some-
times a bit of waking up, which may not be necessary 
right now, but which we can do if it becomes so,’ ” Has-
lett writes. 

“The light in that room was a kind of malpractice,” Mar-
garet observes.

Reader, she marries him—but not without cost. Imag-
ine Me Gone iterates the toll mental illness exacts on John, 
Margaret, and their children, Michael, Celia, and Alec.

It is the exquisite, aching fictionalization of Haslett’s 
own family’s story.

“That event [at the asylum] has always been a kind of 
touchstone for me,” he says, “because if my mother had 
decided differently in that moment, or if the doctor had 
guided her differently, then I might not be here.”

Michael—based on Haslett’s older brother, Tim, to 
whom the book is dedicated—is the one to inherit a form 
of what their father calls “the monster.” It manifests along-
side a lively intelligence and a wicked sense of humor.

A family therapy session, recounted by Michael: “Mom 
ordered by Gus [the therapist] to Reeducation Camp 
Worcester to meet disciplinary standards for therapeutic 
self-description. Junior members of the unit did not ob-
ject. Countermanding the instruction, however, Mom or-
dered a cruise-missile strike from the USS Passive Disdain, 
a destroyer under her command presently operating in the 
waters off Cape Cod. Camp Worcester reported leveled,” 
Haslett writes.

“This was a difficult book to write, in many ways, but 
the pleasures were keenest in creating those absurd, pa-
rodical worlds that the Michael character lives in and 
expresses himself through,” Haslett says. “The head-
lines may be about its dark material, but there is hu-
mor in the book—I, myself, wouldn’t have been able to 
get through it, and I wouldn’t imagine the reader could, 
without the contrast.”

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Adam Haslett

THE “MONSTER” IN IMAGINE ME GONE IS MENTAL, INHERITED, AND VICIOUS 
by Megan Labrise

Photo courtesy Beow
ulf Sheehan
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In adulthood, Michael’s siblings walk a tightrope of re-
sponsibility and resentment in caring for their older broth-
er. One of many gorgeous metaphors summarizes:

“[W]e monitored each other’s responsibility for the 
family, watchful for any sign of defection, as though we 
were on a desert island together, each surreptitiously 
building an escape raft that the other occasionally burned,” 
Haslett writes in a section narrated by Celia.

“A great deal is about the siblings’ relationships with 
each other,” says Haslett, “the Alec character being the 
most autobiographical...with a desire to control things 
that runs up against the impossibility of doing so. In Celia 
the sister’s chapters, there’s a turn to psychology and ther-
apy and another way of understanding/controlling/making 
sense of a family situation that is not always in crisis but 
unrelenting.

“As creations of mine, it’s hard to admire or criticize,” 
he says. “They’re all, in some ways, voices in my own head.”  

Megan Labrise writes “Field Notes” and features for Kirkus 
Reviews. Imagine Me Gone received a starred review in the 
March 1, 2016, issue. 

 

THE INVITATION
Foley, Lucy
Little, Brown (432 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book
$22.98 Audiobook  |  Aug. 2, 2016
978-0-316-27347-3
978-0-316-27292-6 e-book
978-1-4789-3869-9 Audiobook  

A tragedy-laced romance set among 
the glitterati on the Italian Riviera in the 
1950s.

Hal Jacobs is an English journalist who has been scraping 
by in Rome after a soul-killing war experience and a broken 
engagement back home. A friend passes along his personal invi-
tation to attend a fancy soiree given by a contessa looking to 
raise money for a film. When security at the party busts Hal’s 
cover, the hostess herself steps in. “Someone once told me,” 
she says, “that a party is only an event if there is at least one 
interesting gatecrasher in attendance.” Hal winds up having 
a rejuvenating one-night stand with a mystery woman named 
Stella, but she slips away without telling him her last name. Two 
years later, the contessa digs him up from obscurity; she offers 
him a princely sum to cover the premiere of The Sea Captain for 
a major Italian magazine. He will need to accompany the cast 
and other key players on a publicity cruise down the Ligurian 
coast to the opening at Cannes. On the yacht, he will at last 
find his Stella—now on the arm of her nasty American husband, 
the film’s major backer. Foley (The Book of Lost and Found, 2015) 
layers the ensuing drama with Stella’s tragic back story as well 
as the narrative on which the film is based, a tale found in the 
16th-century journal of one of the contessa’s ancestors. He res-
cued a beautiful, mysterious, and badly bruised woman from 
the sea only to become obsessed with her. All this, plus a chang-
ing point of view, makes for a choppy ride.

Obsession, obsession everywhere, and a flute of 
spumante to drink. As in a movie from this period, melo-
drama and clichés are par for the course.

A NATURAL HISTORY OF HELL
Stories
Ford, Jeffrey
Small Beer Press (279 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-61873-118-0  

A new collection by Ford (Crackpot 
Palace, 2012, etc.) offers 13 tales that revel 
in the dark and strange, exhibiting ardent 
and pliable storytelling that ranges from 
suburban exorcisms to ghosts in bucolic 

1915 Ohio.
Each story in this collection displays Ford’s vigorous inven-

tion and witty idiosyncrasy in explorations of the wicked and 
violent corners of the imagination, but the variety of subject, 
setting, and tone ensures that the book never slips into an 
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authorial haze. In “The Angel Seems,” a town suffers the preda-
tions of a monstrous angel who offers protection in exchange 
for occasional poetic disfigurement (antlers sprouting from 
temples, a window to a starry sky set into a hapless forehead) 
and indifferent murder. The horrific farce of a high school where 
both students and teachers carry guns as a matter of course gets 
played out to extravagant heights in “Blood Drive.” Stories jour-
ney to hot springs in Japan and historically specific milieus like 
Emily Dickinson’s Massachusetts, but Ford’s voice seems most 
confident when given the freedom of fairy tale–like archetype 
or the anchor of a picturesque and not-too-distant America. 
The two come together in “The Thyme Fiend,” in which ghosts 
and visions of hell disrupt a young boy’s life in small-town 
Ohio. The entire collection has a zeal for imagination and an 
unabashed pleasure in both entertainment and graceful writing 
that is reminiscent of Ray Bradbury’s short fiction. Ford has a 
knack for choosing the precise words that evoke an image and 
leave enough room for it to bloom. “Later, the rain started in 
again. The sound and smell of spring came through the screen 
of their bedroom window while he dreamt in the language the 
angels dream in, and she, of the land without worry.”

Violent, unsettling stories that nevertheless offer a 
great deal of humor, wit, and feeling.

BILGEWATER
Gardam, Jane
Europa Editions (240 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-60945-331-2  

A quirky coming-of-age story, pub-
lished in 1976 and newly back in print, 
from a two-time winner of the Whit-
bread Award.

Her mother gave her the name Mari-
gold Daisy Green. Then her mother 

died, and now everyone calls her Bilgewater—a pun on “Bill’s 
daughter” crafted by her father’s students at a boys’ school 
in the remote north of England. Bilgie knows that her dead 
mother and her glorious name make her seem like a creature 
from a fairy tale, just as she knows that, with her thick body and 
thicker specs, she’s no one’s idea of a princess. This doesn’t stop 
her from daydreaming about the magnificent Jack Rose. Nor 
does her awareness of her own inadequacies make her in any 
way jealous of the shockingly resplendent Grace Gathering, a 
childhood friend who returns—after being kicked out of two 
posh schools—to the home of her father, who’s the school’s 
headmaster. Bilgewater’s adolescence is filled with clichés both 
ancient and modern. Grace, for example, serves as Bilgie’s ideal 
of the Lady of Shalott: uncommonly beautiful but maybe best 
dead and safely out of the running. In one weird weekend, Bilge-
water will endure a gin-soaked party with Jack Rose’s parents 
and almost lose her virginity in a garret. But anyone familiar 
with Gardam’s work will trust the author to know what she’s 
doing with well-worn tropes. Gardam (God on the Rocks, 2010, 
etc.) clearly recognizes that motifs persist for a reason: because 

they conform to fundamental human experiences, because they 
fulfill basic narrative needs. And she also understands the role 
that stories might play in the life of a girl being raised by an 
abstracted, academic father. That said, Bilgewater emerges 
entirely as herself, a singular first-person narrator in control of 
her own story.

Female adolescence as imagined by one of the 20th cen-
tury’s best—and most peculiar—writers.

THE DEATH OF REX NHONGO
George, C.B.
Lee Boudreaux/Little, Brown (320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book
$25.98 Audiobook  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-316-30050-6
978-0-316-30052-0 e-book
978-1-4789-0962-0 Audiobook  

The suspicious death of a Zimba-
bwean general radiates in ways overt and 
subtle in the lives of five couples in Harare.

George’s debut novel is a remarkable juggling act for a rela-
tively brief debut, involving 10 lead characters, from a variety 
of cultures, intricately woven into the fabric of a corrupt and 
often violent state. So if it stumbles, as it does, it’s not for lack 
of ambition. Among the players are Jerry, a nurse and husband 
of April, a British diplomat stationed in the country; Shawn, 
an American joining his native-born wife on her return to her 
home country and trying to insinuate his way into the gold-
mining rackets; Mandiveyi, a political insider involved in the 
death of Gen. Rex Hnongo (who plays no direct role in the story 
aside from the introduction); and Patson, a poor taxi driver who 
comes into possession of a gun involved in the intrigue. George 
has a keen ear for the cultural divisions between Africa and the 
West: “Our economy collapses, money’s worth nothing, HIV... 
and we still get up in the morning,” a man tells Jerry. “You guys 
with your insurance and credit and pensions and welfare state, 
I think you have plenty of time to worry.” And George crafts 
some intriguingly ominous interludes involving Shawn’s young 
daughter and her worldly-wise conversations with her invisible 
(and malicious) friend. Most of the story’s intrigues, though, 
turn less on geopolitical complications than on garden-variety 
infidelity. Just about everybody seems to be managing both a 
young child and an affair, which helps intersect the characters 
but doesn’t necessarily illuminate them. George is striving for 
territory that’s been mastered by Graham Greene and Nor-
man Rush; with fewer characters and a deeper dive into the 
economic and political tangles of his setting, his novel might’ve 
competed with that company.

A story that promises global reach but settles for nar-
row domesticity.



DRINKING GOURD
Hambly, Barbara
Severn House (256 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-7278-8606-4  

A former slave ventures into cotton 
country to participate in the Under-
ground Railroad.

Playing piano in a minstrel show is an 
unlikely job for Benjamin January, born 
into bondage but now a free man of color 

who trained as a surgeon in France. But the owner of the All-
American Zoological Society’s Traveling Circus and Exhibition 
of Philosophical Curiosities pays January a weekly salary of $10 
to send home to his wife and son in New Orleans. When January 
and his friend Hannibal Sefton, a recovering opium addict who 
quotes Latin and plays fiddle in the band, receive an urgent call 
to travel up the Mississippi to Vicksburg, January must pose as 
the slave of his white companion and look to him for protection. 
In the Mississippi Valley of 1839, a prime cotton hand sells for 
$1,500, and January could easily be tricked or even kidnapped 
into slavery. He’s willing to take that chance, however, to give 
medical help to Rex Ballou, a black barber wounded while try-
ing to rescue runaway slaves following the Drinking Gourd—
that is, the Big Dipper—to freedom. Ballou works with Ezekias 
Drummond, a white preacher who’s an outspoken critic of abo-
lition by day and a conductor on the Underground Railroad by 
night. He and his two sons are harboring several fugitives in an 
old ice house and hoping to move them upriver with the help 
of Jubal Cain, the assumed name of a founding member of the 
Philadelphia Anti-Slavery Society posing as a slave dealer. But 
Cain publicly denounces Drummond and is arrested when the 
preacher is found stabbed to death in a cabin belonging to the 
subjugated wife of a wealthy planter. January risks not just his 
freedom, but his life to find the killer in a world in which white 
men treat their women little better than their slaves.

Hambly (Crimson Angel, 2014, etc.) juxtaposes heroism 
with hypocrisy and altruism with cruelty in her compelling 
sixth installment.

ANGELS OF DETROIT
Hebert, Christopher
Bloomsbury (432 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-63286-363-8  

An ensemble novel set against the 
backdrop of a ruined and abandoned 
Detroit.

Hebert’s (The Boiling Season, 2012) 
sweeping tale follows the intersecting 
lives of a diverse cast of characters, each 

struggling in his or her own way to persevere. There’s Dobbs, 
a dispassionate, insomniac college dropout who, looking to 
distance himself from his upbringing and align himself with 

“bottom-feeders” more suited for survival in a dying world, trans-
ports and harbors illegal aliens. There’s a band of protesters, led 
by the bold and destructive McGee, whose attempts at dissent 
and demonstration fall far short of their expectations. There’s 
Ruth Freeman, a powerful but jaded director of corporate com-
munications at HSI—the remaining pillar of Detroit industry, 
producing everything from weapons and drones to toasters and 
fetal heart monitors—who to the protestors is a criminal and to 
her fellow HSI board members is a stubborn snag in their mis-
sion to desert the city. There’s Darius, who is alternately loyal 
to HSI, where he works as a security guard, and aligned with 
the subversive movement; his dubious moral center is under-
lined by an affair with his teenage neighbor. There’s Michael 
Boni, a lapsed carpenter living in his deceased grandmother’s 
house, who dreams of demolishing Detroit’s neglected build-
ings and growing flora in their place, an ambition inspired by 
the quiet garden work of his elderly neighbor, Constance. For 
Michael, “the lettuce was an opening salvo, a declaration of war.” 
The most poignant and appealing of these characters are Con-
stance and her great-granddaughter, Clementine. From nothing, 
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An ensemble novel set against the backdrop of 
a ruined and abandoned Detroit.

angels of detroit



with only sporadically helpful neighbors, Constance cultivates 
a lush crop in her backyard, opens a restaurant furnished with 
found goods, and is a taciturn, unapologetic force for commu-
nity good. Written in evocative prose with careful detail, this is 
a veracious portrayal of a decimated city. It moves at an exciting 
pace, the various plot threads braiding rapidly. Most poignant is 
the insight offered about those fighting to amend the damage. 
These characters are flawed and more appealing for it. Perhaps 
Hebert intends to suggest that this is true of the city itself.

An expansive yet intimate tale of the efforts made to 
save a decaying Detroit.

THE LITTLE OLD LADY WHO 
BROKE ALL THE RULES
Ingelman-Sundberg, Catharina
Harper (400 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-06-244797-5
978-0-06-244798-2 e-book  

Could prison really be worse than a 
retirement home? Five senior citizens 
plan the perfect crime to find out.

Martha Andersson has had it with 
the prisonlike atmosphere at Diamond House Retirement 
Home. Bad food, limited coffee, and no exercise spell trouble 
for this spry old woman. With the help of a generous sup-
ply of cloudberry liqueur, she recruits her friends into form-
ing The League of Pensioners, bent on committing a crime 
worthy of incarceration. Perhaps most helpful for Martha’s 
purposes: nurse Barbara, the ambitious manager of Diamond 
House. Barbara has her romantic sights set on Ingmar Matt-
son, the penny-pinching director of the retirement home, and 
her eagerness to please him leads to the economizing that 
pushes Martha and her cronies toward a life of crime in the 
first place—but when Ingmar sweeps Barbara away, it leaves 
Martha and her cronies the perfect opportunity to misbehave. 
Brains sorts out the technical details, while Rake and Chris-
tina act as henchmen, and Anna-Greta foots much of the bill. 
Their victimless jewel and art heists, however, soon implode 
under a series of unexpected obstacles. Instead of hyperbolic, 
mustache-twirling villains, Ingelman-Sundberg (The Little 
Lady Who Struck Lucky Again, 2015, etc.) deftly orchestrates 
the twists and turns in the plot through the foibles of real life, 
including an overly zealous housekeeper, a vaguely menacing 
convict, a lazy pair of crewmen, and police officers whose age-
ism blinds them to the clues right under their noses. Once 
caught, the pensioners quickly learn much from their fellow 
inmates—the next crime will certainly come off without a 
hitch. The first of the League of Pensioners series translated 
from the Swedish, Ingelman-Sundberg’s tale captures the 
rebelliousness percolating just under the surface of ignored, 
shuffled away elderly folks, although the simplistic prose 
sounds a bit paternalistic at times.

A merry, lighthearted caper.

THE INVOICE
Karlsson, Jonas
Hogarth/Crown (208 pp.) 
$24.00  |  $11.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-101-90514-2
978-1-101-90515-9 e-book  

A Stockholm video store clerk 
receives a mysterious bill for 5,700,000 
kronor in a charming story that explores 
the relationship between money and 
happiness.

The nameless hero of Swedish actor Karlsson’s (The Room, 
2015) short novel is the ultimate lovable nebbish. His simple life 
consists of going to work, eating takeout pizza, and looking out 
the window. His pleasures include old movies, ice cream, spend-
ing time with a cheapskate buddy, and revisiting treasured mem-
ories of his one great love. He is a connoisseur of even smaller 
diversions: “Then I came up with a new way of puffing out my 
cheeks and amused myself with that for a while. After that I 
found the remains of an old sticker that someone had stuck to 
the side of the counter, now just fragments that it was quite fun 
to pick off with my thumb and forefinger. Twenty minutes or so 
later, I’d almost managed to get rid of it all.” When he investi-
gates the massive invoice, he learns that a mysterious author-
ity called W.R.D. has been empowered to levy fees against all 
citizens for the amount of happiness they have experienced in 
their lives. But how can a person who owns almost nothing, has 
no social life to speak of, and has passed up every opportunity 
for advancement owe so much, he wonders—more than anyone 
else! Several times more than millionaires and people “whose 
lives are a never-ending party.” His attempt to understand the 
bill leads him into an extended phone relationship with one 
of W.R.D.’s customer support consultants and into a deeper 
examination of what has caused his “Experienced Happiness” 
quotient to achieve such heights.

A fable for the ages. Should be read alongside The Trial 
and Nineteen Eighty-Four as an antidote.

EVERYTHING I 
DON’T REMEMBER
Khemiri, Jonas Hassen
Translated by Willson-Broyles, Rachel
Atria (272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  $12.99 e-book
$12.99 Audiobook  |  Jun. 2, 2016
978-1-5011-3802-7 
9-781-5011-3804-1 e-book
9-781-5082-2252-1 Audiobook

In Stockholm, a young man’s death 
forces his friends to consider their culpability.

At the outset of Swedish novelist and playwright Khemi-
ri’s novel, the protagonist is already dead. The mission of the 
novel is to piece together the how and why. Samuel, the main 
character, is killed in a single-car collision with a tree, whether 
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due to bad brakes or suicidal intent is unclear. Flashbacks and 
flash-forwards follow, narrated in short segments by, among 
others, Samuel; his friend and housemate, Vandad; and his ex-
lover Laide. Samuel and Laide met through their work; he is a 
functionary with the Migration Board, dealing with residency 
permits, and she is an interpreter of Arabic and other languages. 
Laide is also an activist who participates in demonstrations 
against anti-immigration policies and who establishes, in a 
house vacated by Samuel’s grandmother, a shelter for women, 
many of them abused, who have fled the Middle East. Vandad, 
who, it appears, may be gay and attracted to Samuel, is a large 
man who works as an enforcer for a loan shark until his con-
science gets the better of him. He tries more legitimate employ-
ment as a mover without much success. Samuel’s grandmother, 
who suffers from dementia, has moved into a nursing home. At 
first Laide and Samuel’s affair blossoms, but it sours in less than 
a year. When Laide breaks it off, Vandad, out of misguided loy-
alty to Samuel, reverts to thuggish form in trying to persuade 
her to reconsider. The grandmother’s house is soon overrun 
with refugees, a fire starts, and Samuel’s despair mounts as his 

family questions why he allowed this to happen, and he him-
self wonders why he trusted Laide. The piecemeal structure, 
an agglomeration of vignettes, makes it hard to identify who 
is narrating. Although the postmodern presentation is initially 
off-putting, the characters, once we discern who’s talking, are 
deftly drawn. Their voices, resonating with internal conflict and 
arch humor, are ably rendered in Willson-Broyles’ translation.

Initially confusing but ultimately moving and grimly 
funny.
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THE ASSET
Kuhn, Shane
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book
$17.99 Audiobook  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-4767-9621-5
978-1-4767-9623-9 e-book
978-1-5082-2231-6 Audiobook  

A thriller that addresses the threat of 
nuclear terrorism against U.S. cities.

Kennedy (no first name) is a “prac-
tically legendary” aviation security specialist who trains TSA 
and Homeland Security personnel as a consultant. Naturally, 
he will do anything to prevent another 9/11. So when he 
receives a TSA threat memo, he assumes it could be worse 
than the 2001 disaster. A CIA friend admonishes Kennedy, 

“don’t be a hero,” clearly reaching deaf ears. An unidentified 
stranger phones Kennedy at 3 a.m. and tells him to board a 
private jet in the morning for a one-day trip to Paris. The 

caller gives no reason—no information at all—and says Ken-
nedy’s fee is no object. Kennedy accepts. Duh. Dire danger 
ensues, but it really doesn’t. Instead he becomes an intel-
ligence asset, “the perfect lone wolf ” to help the CIA deal 
with the looming threat. If a cookbook described how to 
whip up a thriller, the recipe might look like this: introduce 
the threat and characters with names like Love, Best, Kruz, 
and Lentz. Mix in systemic problems like the defeatism and 
incompetence at TSA’s core. After a slow beginning, stir in 
frenetic scenes jam-packed with bullets and f-bombs. Start 
a ticking clock. Kill off a few dispensable players. Reveal a 
trusted character to be rotten. Give the villain the perfect 
chance to kill the hero, but make him give a speech instead. 
Add a generous chunk of bologna, and heat to “tens of mil-
lions of degrees.” Cool suddenly with witty but tender dia-
logue. Be sure the ultimate twist makes readers’ jaws drop, 
no matter how maddeningly implausible. Suddenly switch to 
present tense for the last eight pages even though the main 
plot is resolved. Hint at a sequel.

Formulaic but still fun. Not a bad recipe for a quick 
thriller fix.

STRANGER, FATHER, 
BELOVED 
Larsen, Taylor
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-5011-2475-4  

Larsen makes a noteworthy debut 
with a family drama that explores loyalty, 
lies, and well-being.

Michael James and his wife, Nancy, 
have a seemingly envious life. They have a Cape-style home 
on the Rhode Island peninsula, two beautiful children, and 
friends and neighbors who socialize like family. Yet their 
perfect life is full of pleasantries hiding lies and discomfort. 
Michael suffers from neurotic paranoia, and his medication 
no longer seems to ease his symptoms, particularly when com-
bined with alcohol. During a dinner party, Michael’s behavior 
begins to shift into unpredictable territory. His delusions lead 
him to believe his wife would be better off married to John, 
one of their party guests. Michael not only works to bring his 
wife and John together, but he also befriends John to the point 
where the two men are inseparable. Larsen’s attention to char-
acterization makes this a compelling story. The story is told in 
the third person, but each chapter hews to a different charac-
ter’s viewpoint, offering varying perspectives on the family’s 
life. Michael’s struggle with anxiety reveals his motivation for 
wanting Nancy to be with John, while Nancy’s experiences 
shed light on her own challenges in a complicated marriage. 
Their daughter, Ryan, provides an interesting perspective as 
the outsider who witnesses the demise of the marriage while 
struggling with her own relationship woes. The setting is 
very much a character in its own right, with Larsen’s precise 
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descriptions of the quaint community enhancing the mood. 
At the heart of this novel is a family of individuals working to 
keep everyone else happy, even if it means sacrificing some-
thing of themselves in the process. Larsen captures every 
nuance with finesse, every emotion with grace.

An emotionally intelligent family drama that examines 
the breaking point of a marriage.

HOUSE REVENGE
Lawson, Mike
Atlantic Monthly (288 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-8021-2523-1  

Congressional fixer/troubleshooter/
bagman Joe DeMarco takes up the cause 
of a feisty old lady whose landlord wants 
her out and who’s just as determined as 
he is to get her way.

No wonder developer Sean Callahan 
wants Elinore Dobbs out of her building on Boston’s Delaney 
Street. He stands to make millions by razing it and replacing 
it with the Delaney Square complex, and his combination 
of cash payouts, withheld services, and veiled threats has 
already emptied the place of all but a few tenants. But Eli-
nore doesn’t want to move, doesn’t want Callahan’s money, 
and doesn’t take kindly to the pressure. Her Congressman, 
House Minority Leader John Mahoney, thinks sticking up for 
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her will give him some good press, and he likes her in the bar-
gain. He’s taken aback that Callahan, who’s just as stubborn 
as his tenant and has much more to lose, plans to wait him 
out and doesn’t mind telling him so to his face. So Mahoney 
takes his campaign against Callahan to the next level, send-
ing all-purpose handyman DeMarco (House Rivals, 2015, etc.) 
to Boston to turn up the heat. Meanwhile, Callahan, who 
sees no reason to abate his own pressure on Elinore, sics his 
own fixers, Ray and Roy McNulty, on his refractory tenant, 
with results that take her out of the action just as DeMarco, 
who’s also met and liked her, is getting warmed up. Mahoney 
is perfectly comfortable continuing the battle against Calla-
han as a matter of principle, but DeMarco feels like a cham-
pion without a client, a champion who’s venturing into some 
very deep waters indeed.

A sour, effervescent, wholly delicious revenge fantasy 
so cynical about big money, big politics, and big crime that 
each new development carries a charge of amused resigna-
tion. The perfect chaser for an evening spent watching a 
presidential debate.

HOT MILK 
Levy, Deborah
Bloomsbury (224 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $17.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-62040-669-4
978-1-62040-671-7 e-book  

Kinship, gender, Medusas—this rich 
new novel from a highly regarded British 
writer dazzles and teases with its many 
connections while exposing the double-
edged sword of mother-daughter love.

Levy’s (Things I Didn’t Want to Know, 2014, etc.) latest work 
may read lightly but is in fact a closely woven fabric of allu-
sions, verbal riffs, and cross-references reflecting the experi-
ences and dilemmas of its narrator, Sofia Papastergiadis, born 
in Britain to an English mother, Rose, and a Greek father she 
hasn’t seen in 11 years. Now 25, with a degree in anthropology, 
Sofia is living an empty, frustrated life since she abandoned 
her doctoral thesis to take care of Rose, whose many ailments 
include strange pains and mysteriously paralyzed lower limbs. 
The story opens in Almeria, Spain, where, at considerable 
expense, mother and daughter have gone to visit the Gómez 
Clinic in hopes of a cure for Rose. But is Rose really ill or a 
hypochondriac? Is Gómez a quack or a brilliant healer? Is 
Sofia a monster, as she and others refer to her, or a sexual pow-
erhouse—as she begins to seem after acting on Dr. Gómez’s 
recommendation that she become bolder by taking two lov-
ers, one male and one female. Levy’s wit and fluency render 
her quicksilver, sometimes surreal narrative simultaneously 
farcical and fascinating. The new, bolder Sofia may act more 
decisively—freeing an abused dog, stealing a fish, visiting her 
father and his new family in Athens—but underneath she’s 
lost and lonely, afraid of “failing and falling and feeling.” Yet 
her need for a “bigger life” cannot be suppressed, leading to 

one final act of boldness that disrupts—though doesn’t neces-
sarily sever—those tendrillike bonds holding her captive.

In her scintillating, provocative new book, Levy com-
bines intellect and empathy to impressively modern effect.

THE WOLF ROAD
Lewis, Beth 
Crown (352 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-101-90612-5  

A girl on the run in a post-apocalyptic 
wilderness soon realizes that your past 
can not only haunt you, it can kill you.

Elka, now 17, can barely remember 
a time when she didn’t live deep in the 
woods of BeeCee (presumably British 

Columbia) with a man she calls Trapper. In the wake of a thun-
derhead, superstorms common after an unnamed Rapture-like 
event decimated the population, he rescued her at age 7 and 
taught her all the things a woodsy father does: hunting, shoot-
ing, skinning. But Trapper doesn’t just kill deer: he kills people. 
His real name, Elka learns, is Kreager Hallet, and he’s a wanted 
man, pursued relentlessly by the steely-eyed, six-shooter–carry-
ing magistrate Jennifer Lyon, who’s so much a caricature from 
the Old West that it’s hard to take her seriously. Elka herself 
strains credulity, as Lewis attempts, unsuccessfully, to create a 
unique dialect—substituting, for example, “a” for “of ”—for a 
character whose motivations, and intellectual abilities, fluctu-
ate wildly. When Elka discovers Hallet’s true nature—and that 
she’s on the hook for the killings, too—she sets off to find her 
real parents, who left her with her grandmother years earlier to 
go in search of gold. The enemies she encounters in nature (like 
a 600-pound brown bear) aren’t nearly as vile as the majority 
of humans she meets, save for the resourceful (and specifically 
literate) Penelope, Elka’s only true friend. But Hallet won’t let 
his little girl go without a fight.

A romp through the frozen woods on the trail of a killer 
who’s also hunting you can be satisfying, but this debut is a 
rabbit snare that comes up empty time and again.

DAUGHTERS OF THE BRIDE
Mallery, Susan
Harlequin (426 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-373-78971-9  

Three daughters attempt to juggle 
their mother’s upcoming wedding and 
their own tumultuous love lives in this 
novel from Mallery (The Friends We Keep, 
2016, etc.).

Rachel, Sienna, and Courtney are 
sisters, but they couldn’t be more different. Rachel is recently 
divorced and trying to raise her 11-year-old son. Sienna is a 
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commitment-phobe who gets engaged often but finds it more 
difficult to stay engaged. Courtney, the youngest, has long felt 
like the black sheep of the family. When they come together 
to help with their mother’s second wedding, each runs into her 
own share of drama. Rachel finds herself reconnecting with her 
ex...but can she trust him not to hurt her? Sienna gets engaged 
once again, but she’s not sure if this guy is the one for her. And 
Courtney is juggling a lot of secrets, including her career aspira-
tions and a burgeoning relationship. Over the course of planning 
the wedding, the sisters are forced to confront their pasts and 
decide whether they’re willing to take chances on love. Switch-
ing between so many points of view is sometimes tedious, and 
the story feels overlong as a result. Some of the “secrets” and 
misunderstandings don’t pack quite the dramatic punch they’re 
meant to, but the relationships among the sisters feel real. The 
book is at its best when focusing on their family bond.

Readers looking for sister relationships, wedding 
details, and steamy scenes will enjoy Mallery’s latest.

BEHOLD THE 
DREAMERS 
Mbue, Imbolo
Random House (400 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Aug. 23, 2016
978-0-8129-9848-1  

The American dream is put to the 
test by the economic disaster of 2007.

Among the spate of novels forged 
in the crucible of the previous decade, 
Mbue’s impressive debut deserves a sin-

gular place. This diversely peopled and crisply narrated story 
follows the trajectories of two Manhattan families, one at the 
top of the social heap and the other at the bottom. In the 
foreground is Jende Jonga, an immigrant from Cameroon, his 
wife, Neni, studying to be a pharmacist, and their young son. 
When Jende, who has been working as a dishwasher, scores 
a job as a chauffeur for Clark Edwards, a muckety-muck at 
Lehman Brothers with a troubled wife and similarly aged son, 
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the top of the social heap and the other at the bottom. 

behold the dreamers
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the fates of the Jongas and the Edwardses become entwined. 
Except for a nagging immigration problem being handled by a 
lousy lawyer, things go very well at first. Jende loves dressing 
up in a suit and driving a Lexus while Clark conducts endless 
cellphone conversations and laptop machinations in the back 
seat. Neni excels in school and becomes pregnant with a child 
who will be born a U.S. citizen. Then, during her summer hiatus 
in the Hamptons, Mrs. Edwards hires Neni to help with child 
care. One day she finds her employer disheveled and crashed 
out at midday; around this time, Clark starts having Jende take 
him for one-hour visits to the Chelsea Hotel. Cracks in the 
Edwards marriage are paralleled by trouble for the Jongas, too. 
Yet the magnitude of the catastrophe makes itself clear only 
slowly—particularly to immigrant eyes, dazzled by everything 
from shopping at Pathmark to the presidency of Obama to the 
freedom of Occupy protesters to demonstrate without being 
rounded up and thrown into prison. They will learn.

Realistic, tragic, and still remarkably kind to all its 
characters, this is a special book.

CHANCE DEVELOPMENTS
Stories
McCall Smith, Alexander
Pantheon (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-101-87125-6
978-1-101-87126-3 e-book  

In these five long stories, McCall 
Smith (The Revolving Door of Life, 2016, 
etc.) imagines the worlds he has glimpsed 
in the black-and-white photographs he 

shares with the reader.
“Sister Flora’s First Day of Freedom” opens with the vol-

ume’s most compelling photograph: the back of a woman about 
to step out of a shaft of light, “at the point where an old life was 
consigned to the past and an entirely different life was being 
embarked upon.” Having inherited some money and quit her 
convent, Flora arrives in Edinburgh to find a husband. Her 
tart matter-of-factness keeps the mood of possibility and good 
fortune from turning cloying. “Angels in Italy” opens with an 
elderly Scottish woman in Italy showing a young man a photo 
of herself as a young girl leading a smaller girl on a pony beside 
an unhappy-looking boy on a bike. That boy grew up to become 
a famous painter, the subject of a magazine profile the young 
man is writing. The old woman tells the story of her compli-
cated relationship with the artist, and the young man writes 
it down “exactly how it happened.” There are three people in 
the “Dear Ventriloquist” photo: a woman, the man sitting on 
her lap, and “the person behind the camera.” This portrait of a 
mild love triangle in a Canadian traveling circus is feather-light. 
So is “The Woman with the Beautiful Car.” The 1907 Standard 
Tourer belongs to the woman facing the camera, while two men 
change its tire. She is a young Irish heiress, one of the men 
the village teacher. Their meet-cute romance is a snapshot of 
man-made coincidence involving tacks. “He Wanted to Believe 

in Tenderness,” with its picture of a smiling soldier beside a 
woman whose expression is enigmatic, challenges McCall 
Smith’s generally sunny outlook. The story includes both a grim 
prisoner-of-war experience and three marital betrayals.

In all these stories, love and goodness ultimately win 
out, but the charming details and bittersweet human cost 
are what resonate.

INTRUSION 
McCluskey, Mary
Little A (208 pp.) 
$24.95  |  $14.95 paper  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-1-503-95306-2
978-1-503-95304-8 paper

A couple mourning the death of their 
teenage son in a freak accident confront 
past secrets while facing the uncertain 
future of their marriage in McCluskey’s 
debut.

Kat and Scott are struggling to navigate a world made 
brittle by grief. Kat, unable to cope with most day-to-day tasks, 
resents the way Scott, a corporate lawyer, buries himself in work 
to escape the pain. When she has to accompany him to an eve-
ning event, she’s shocked to discover that his new client is a rich 
widow who used to be one of her own best friends. It’s been 20 
years since Sarah Cherrington cut a swath through the conserva-
tive Catholic school where she met and dazzled young Kat; the 
two were inseparable, drawn to one another as misfits despite 
being complete opposites. But a dramatic falling out when they 
were in college broke up their friendship, and they haven’t com-
municated since. Sarah, once a poor orphan, has realized her 
greatest dream: she is extraordinarily wealthy, and her business 
acumen and ruthless demands to get what she wants make her 
a desirable but demanding client for Scott. Meanwhile, Sarah 
reaches out to Kat, offering her a second chance at motherhood 
through her connection to an adoption charity. When Scott 
denies Kat’s request to consider adopting, the fragile shell of 
their marriage begins to crack. This novel raises comparisons 
to Gone Girl and some of the other recent stories about charac-
ters who aren’t who they seem, but McCluskey’s beautiful prose 
elevates it above most of them. Her descriptions of both place 
and people are lush: “Kat woke early, as the sun was rising and 
the light changing from gray to gold....The gardens, with their 
fine morning mist, looked enchanted. She stood still for a while, 
breathing it all in, until she noticed that the patio doors were 
open and, as she watched, Sarah, in a cream-silk shirt and loose 
pants, came out.” In contrast, the dialogue is simple and true. 
Above all, this is an exploration of the cost of grief and how it 
isolates even those who share the same loss. But McCluskey also 
suggests that everyone has the capacity to find the way through 
this lonely darkness and reach healing on the other side.

Haunting and lyrical, understated and true.
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HEARTBREAKER 
Stories
Meijer, Maryse
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (208 pp.) 
$13.00 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-374-53606-0  

The edgy stories in Meijer’s debut 
collection cut like so many wild teeth: 
sharp, deep, and unforgiving.

Whether they’re seeking out sex or 
companionship, outrunning or embrac-

ing cruelty, the female characters in these 13 stories take all 
the air out of the room. Throughout the collection, Meijer 
breaks open taboos about sex, disability, melancholy, and 
violence with the careful precision of a teenager egging the 
house of her mortal enemy. Here is all the raw anger, fear, 
malice, lust, and confusion of women used to threats, stalk-
ing, and ceaseless observation, who live with their lives hang-
ing every day in the balance. In fiction, Meijer seems to say, 

they have a shot at making their own rules—and the results 
are strange, unsettling, and addictive. The foundling in “Love, 
Lucy” is determined to prove her disturbing lineage to the 
kind man who fostered her, with devastating consequences. 
In “Whole Life Ahead,” a ghost simply wants to be left alone, 
although a delusional man seems set on making her his girl-
friend. And, in “Fugue,” three teens who think they have a 
shot at intimidating a young gas station attendant into sex 
have a terrifying—and heartbreaking—surprise waiting for 
them. In deft, clear prose, Meijer takes everyday moments of 
loss and loneliness and threads them through with elements 
of the gothic, fantasy, and fairy tale. “If it’s not sex and not 
food and not a night out with the girls then what is it that 
I need? What is the nature of this hole and with what do I 
seal it up?” Kathleen asks herself in “The Daddy,” a strange 
and sad tale about a woman who, discontent with her mar-
riage, turns to a fetish website for comfort. Taut and ruth-
less, Meijer’s tales somehow manage to be both believable 
in their strangeness and recognizable in their pointed cruel-
ties. Here are the misfits, the overweight, and the lonely. The 

The edgy stories in Meijer’s debut collection cut like so 
many wild teeth: sharp, deep, and unforgiving.

heartbreaker
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obsessives and the broken. Here are the monsters—and they 
look an awful lot like you.

A dark and surprising new voice in short fiction.

A MEAL IN WINTER 
Mingarelli, Hubert
Translated by Taylor, Sam
New Press (144 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-62097-173-4  

A simple Holocaust story presents a 
complex moral equation.

The first work by this French author 
to be translated into English, this short 

novel from 2012 packs a punch. The narrator is apparently a 
German soldier stationed in Poland during a very cold winter of 
World War II. His camp’s main mission seems to be the exter-
mination of Jews by capturing and shooting them. The narrator 
and his two comrades have no stomach for the killing, but their 
only recourse is to go searching for Jews in the countryside and 
bring them back instead. “We would rather do the hunting than 
the shootings,” he tells his base commander, a reservist like him, 
in the plainspoken, matter-of-fact diction that characterizes 
the narrative and adds to its chilling conclusion. “We told him 
we didn’t like the shootings: that doing it made us feel bad at the 
time and gave us bad dreams at night.” So the narrator and his 
two very different compatriots embark on a long, frigid search, 
and they in fact encounter a “Jew,” the first time this word is 
used, a third of the way into the novel. Despite a language bar-
rier, they communicate that they are bringing him back to camp. 
Much of the second half of the novel finds the three soldiers 
and their captive in a deserted hovel where they find temporary 
refuge from the cold: “The house appeared from behind a row 
of trees. We didn’t need to talk about it. The decision was made 
by our stomachs and the icy sky.” They then face a number of 
other survival decisions: how to cook, eat, and stay warm. The 
intrusion of a Polish hunter from the countryside further com-
plicates their situation. Though another language barrier pres-
ents itself, it is obvious that the Pole’s hatred of the Jew is more 
intense than anything the soldiers feel. As they spend time and 
share food together, the captors experience some subtle shifts. 
Over the course of “the strangest meal we ever had in Poland,” 
the narrator and his cohort wrestle with the morality of deliver-
ing their captive to camp.

The command of tone and voice sustains tension until 
the very last page of a novel that will long resonate in the 
reader’s conscience.

LIONS
Nadzam, Bonnie
Black Cat/Grove (256 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-8021-2490-6  

A Colorado town on its last legs 
tries to keep itself together. But what’s a 
young couple got to look forward to in a 
near ghost town?

The second novel by Nadzam (Lamb, 
2011) is set in the eastern Colorado town 

of Lions, population 117, which hasn’t been living up to its fear-
some name. The sugar-beet factory has long been shuttered, 
and the major remaining businesses are a sleepy bar, a diner that 
relies on travelers from the nearby highway, and a metalworking 
shop that survives on odd jobs. The sole intrigue is the arrival 
of an unnamed stranger—and when he’s later found dead in the 
town’s water tower, many take it as a hint to pick up sticks. That 
group includes Leigh, the 17-year-old daughter of the diner’s 
owner, who’s eager to move on and go to college ; her boyfriend, 
Gordon, the son of the metal-shop owner, is inclined to join her, 
especially once his father dies suddenly. Nadzam’s novel is low 
on plot but high on atmosphere, and she excels at capturing the 
ways the town’s landscape practically cries out in desperation: 
the shuttered train station “ate all the sleet and rain and sun and 
wind, and seemed when you passed by to want to suck you in, as 
well.” And it’s rich in lore about old settlers, often with tragic 
ends, like the schoolteacher who left 19 students to die in a bliz-
zard. But that mood-making feels like inadequate cover for the 
lack of depth in the novel’s core story about Leigh and Gordon. 
Gordon has lengthy disappearances that leave the locals only 
lightly troubled and reveal little about the young man’s charac-
ter. Nadzam aims to suggest that a barren community cultivates 
a certain ghostliness in its citizens. But the story itself is a touch 
too diaphanous.

A moody if overly airy slice of small-town life.

THE INCIDENT
Neiderman, Andrew
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-7278-8609-5  

A young woman who survived a 
vicious sexual assault when she was still 
in high school thinks she’s finally escaped 
her troubled past. She hasn’t.

Now that she’s graduated summa cum 
laude from college, Victoria Myers has 

come back to Sandburg, New York, where everybody knows 
everybody and everybody knows what happened to her six years 
ago. On her way home from a lakeside party, she was attacked 
and raped by at least two men she was unable to identify. Lt. 
Patty Marcus, of the New York State Police, thought Victoria so 
little help that she barely gave her the time of day; Dr. Thornton, 

A simple Holocaust story presents a complex moral equation.
a meal in winter
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her psychologist, could aid her only so much; and her parents, 
Lester and professor Helen Myers, had to face neighbors who 
clearly regarded their beloved daughter as damaged goods, 
someone whose assailants, she reflects mournfully, “didn’t sim-
ply steal my virginity....They stole my identity, my sense of self.” Now, 
however, Victoria’s basking in the glow of Bart Stonefield, the 
high school crush who dropped out of college and went to work 
at his father’s car dealership. All of a sudden Victoria’s Prince 
Charming seems to have discovered how beautiful and intelli-
gent and generally wonderful she is. He takes her to dinner at 
the town’s premier restaurant, showers her with compliments, 
pledges his undying love, and surprises her with an engagement 
ring. As her parents struggle to cope with their daughter’s daz-
zling good fortune, even Victoria wonders if there’s a catch. Of 
course there is, and only readers whose eyes are clouded by the 
latest megadose of purple prose from Neiderman (Lost in His 
Eyes, 2015, etc.) will fail to see it long ahead of his heroine.

A slender premise plumped out gracefully but gratu-
itously to novel length.

THE LAST ONE
Oliva, Alexandra
Ballantine (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-101-96508-5  

A young woman’s participation in a 
survival reality show conceals an actual 
apocalyptic event in the outside world.

Telling herself that she is after one last 
big adventure before starting a family, Zoo 
(as she is dubbed by producers) decides to 

participate in a hard-core wilderness survival show. The novel’s 
first narrative strand takes us through the show’s initial week: we 
see a series of group and solo challenges, such as tracking animals 
and filtering water, accomplished in order to earn prizes. We are 
also introduced to the reality show contestants, who are called by 
easy-label names like Asian Chick and Air Force. Zoo quickly rises 
as a leader among the contestants—she’s easy to get along with 
and has “moxie.” But intercut with the narrative of the show’s first 
week is that of Zoo alone, on what she believes is a long solo chal-
lenge. Thinking that the production team has cleared out entire 
towns and strategically placed corpselike “props” (complete with 
the smell of decay), Zoo moves east in the direction of her home, 
determined to be the last one standing and the winner of the $1 
million prize. In her debut novel, Oliva has written a book that 
is clever in the best sense: she is able to skewer reality show cul-
ture and dystopian tropes while never letting concept or critique 
become more important than a good yarn. The novel is thoroughly 
steeped in its times—the use of a Reddit-like forum plays a key 
plot role—but unlike other dystopian novels, it doesn’t so much 
use contemporary times to warn us about potential future collapse 
as it shows what impact our times have on the ways we think about 
identity and human relationships.

An astute and compelling entry into the post-apoca-
lypse genre.

CLAIMING NOAH
Ortlepp, Amanda
Center Street/Hachette (384 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4555-6598-6
978-1-4555-6597-9 e-book  

The questions and ethics surround-
ing embryo adoption are at the core of 
Ortlepp’s debut novel.

After struggling to conceive naturally, 
Catriona and James turn to in vitro fertil-

ization to increase their chances of having a baby. While James 
is eager to become a father, Catriona is skeptical that she would 
make a good mother. Still, despite her reservations, she goes 
along with her husband’s wishes. After a few failed attempts, 
Catriona is finally pregnant, but the path to motherhood is rife 
with obstacles. She is uncomfortable for most of the pregnancy, 
her birth plan gets pushed aside for medical interventions, and 
she falls into a deep depression after the birth of Sebastian, 
requiring a brief stay in a mental hospital. Even before the preg-
nancy was confirmed, Catriona knew this would be her last try, 
and she and James decide to donate a spare embryo to another 
infertile couple. Meanwhile, Diana and Liam are also desperate 
for a child. Despite pressure from priests and parents, they have 
decided to undergo IVF using an adopted embryo. Pregnancy 
and motherhood are an absolute delight for Diana, and she and 
her husband are in love with their son, Noah. But in a moment 
of distraction, Diana and Liam’s lives are changed when they 
discover that Noah has been kidnapped. Through nuanced 
characters and difficult questions, Ortlepp delves into the issues 
surrounding embryo adoption and postpartum psychosis with-
out leaning into clichéd or preachy territory. Though occasional 
aspects of the plot are tied up a little too neatly, for the most 
part the novel’s momentum and pacing are strong. Catriona and 
Diana demonstrate that the title of “mother” is encompassing 
and expansive, and that beyond anything, the love one feels for 
her child is a force to be reckoned with.

While the novel handles heavy topics, it does so with a 
light and compassionate hand.

BABY DOLL
Overton, Hollie 
Redhook/Orbit (288 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-316-26871-4  

Held captive for eight years, a woman 
and her young daughter escape only to 
find that the outside world can be as 
frightening as their locked room.

Kidnapped at age 16 from outside 
her high school and subjected to years 

of systematic abuse and rape, which resulted in a daughter, Lily 
Riser never thought her captor would let his guard down long 
enough for her to slip away. But he did, and she took off running, 
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6-year-old Sky in her arms. When she arrives on foot back at 
her family home, ironically only a few miles away, she finds the 
family in shambles. Her father, Dave, died of a heart attack 
soon after she disappeared, and her mother, Eve, now sleeps 
with anonymous men. But the biggest change is in her identi-
cal twin sister, Abby, once her constant companion and con-
fidante. Pregnant and with the scars of a suicide attempt and 
the snarls of a recovering addict, Abby is nothing like the sister 
Lily remembers. Overton overplays her hand by revealing the 
identity of Lily’s abductor early on: the girls’ suave high school 
English teacher, Rick Hanson. With their situation owing more 
than a passing resemblance to Emma Donoghue’s Room (2010), 
Lily and Sky must learn to live in a world larger than the room 
Hanson built them, especially Sky, who’s never existed outside 
captivity. The dramas of the Riser women as they try to navigate 
their respective new lives, complicated by the reappearance of 
Lily’s first love, are compelling but lacking in true dramatic 
conflict, even with the specter of Hanson lurking and plotting 
behind bars.

Overton, while capturing the unique bond shared 
by identical twins, never manages to maintain narrative 
momentum beyond a series of heartfelt vignettes.

THE PERFECT NEIGHBORS
Pekkanen, Sarah
Washington Square/Pocket (352 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-5011-0649-1  

On the suburban avenue of one of 
America’s 20 safest communities, four 
women hide secrets beneath work and 
family.

Pekkanen (Things You Won’t Say, 2015, 
etc.) deftly intertwines four stories into 

a tapestry depicting the frayed seams underlying small-town 
American domesticity. Newport Cove is bound together by 
Wine and Whine nights for the women, block parties for the 
children, and an electronic listserv riddled with passive-aggres-
sive messages about dog poop, the propriety of political com-
ments, and snarky advice. Worn down by her teenage daughter’s 
sulky tantrums, Gigi could always rely on her husband for sup-
port, but now his political ambitions threaten not only to expose 
her less-than-perfect past, but also to endanger her happy 
home. Barely surviving her recent divorce from Randall, Susan 
comforts herself with work and caring for her son, Cole. So 
why does she find herself obsessing over her ex-husband and his 
girlfriend, Daphne? Maybe it’s because Daphne was her friend 
first. Back at work after years of being a stay-at-home mom, 
Kellie delights in the attentions of her handsome, married co-
worker even though she loves her own husband dearly. It’s just 
an innocent crush, right? Tessa, her husband, and children have 
recently and rather suddenly moved to Newport Cove. They 
seem friendly, if a little standoffish. That is, until Harry has a 
nearly hysterical fit at the Halloween parade, thinking another 
father is trying to abduct his son. A mistress of women’s fiction, 

Pekkanen transforms clichéd suburban troubles—from adoles-
cent drama to infidelity—into a compelling, suspenseful tale. 
Indeed, as Gigi, Susan, and Kellie struggle to upend their lives, 
it’s Tessa who harbors the darkest secret. And Pekkanen parcels 
out the clues slowly, ratcheting up the suspense, slowly expos-
ing every parent’s worst fears. Of course, in the end, friendship 
binds them together with saccharine ties.

A Peyton Place with warm hearts.

LISTEN TO ME
Pittard, Hannah
HMH Books (192 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-544-71444-1  

A husband and wife deal with their 
growing estrangement and the afteref-
fects of violence as they make an increas-
ingly hazardous road trip.

The setup of Pittard’s third novel is a 
simple and effective one: a cross-country 

journey in which an already-frayed marriage is pushed to its 
limit, even as the landscape through which the characters travel 
turns increasingly ominous. Mark and Maggie are traveling 
east from Chicago to visit family along with their dog, Gerome. 
Maggie is still struggling with the psychological fallout of a 
mugging, and the affinity the two once felt has withered, mak-
ing the minor quarrels of a long drive take on added significance. 
The fact that they’re traveling through an area suffering from 
a power outage ratchets up the tension further. The novel is at 
its strongest when Pittard evokes the instability that can arise 
on the margins of catastrophic events: the effects of the outage 
on familiar roadside sights lends a memorable sense of disquiet 
to the proceedings. An ambiguous encounter between Maggie 
and a stranger at a rest stop is equally haunting: has she encoun-
tered a sociopath in transit, or have the aftereffects of trauma 
altered her perception of everyday situations? For all that Pit-
tard effectively builds tension throughout the book, its conclu-
sion does feel somewhat rushed, as a random interaction with a 
minor character escalates quickly, as opposed to a more organic 
resolution. Pittard does leave some ambiguity with the hope-
ful note with which she closes, and Mark’s musings on technol-
ogy and community provide an interesting counterpoint to the 
proceedings.

Though its conclusion feels abrupt, there’s plenty of 
moodiness and societal commentary to be found in Pit-
tard’s taut novel.



THE HEAVENLY TABLE
Pollock, Donald Ray
Doubleday (384 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-385-54129-9  

In 1917, after the death of their father, 
three dirt-poor Georgia brothers murder 
their employer, steal guns and horses, 
and embark on an epic crime spree.

Cane, Cob, and Chimney Jewett cut 
a wide and bloody swath as they head 

north toward Canada—they even shoot down an airplane in 
one memorable scene. By the time they reach southeastern 
Ohio, there’s a big bounty on their heads and a passel of slap-
dash posses on their trail, and the rap sheet of their legend 
includes not only the things they have done, but several they 
haven’t (necrophilia, for instance). Finally they pause in south-
ern Ohio, where they spend a few days recovering (one brother 
has been wounded) on the homestead of Ellsworth and Eula 
Fiddler, plain country folk who take them in for what turns out 
to be a rural idyll. Then, motivated by the desire to spend some 
of their ill-gotten gains on the high life, prostitutes, even a fast 
car, they move on to nearby Meade, a military-camp crossroads 
that’s rough and chaotic and about to get even more so. This 
is in most ways pretty standard rural gothic, full of bright-
hued mayhem and scatological wit, but Pollock (The Devil All 
the Time, 2011, etc.) brings way more flair and invention to the 
enterprise than most writers could.

A darkly comic gorefest by a gifted writer.

GRIEF IS THE THING 
WITH FEATHERS 
Porter, Max
Graywolf (128 pp.) 
$14.00 paper  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-55597-741-2  

It’s bad enough to lose a spouse, too 
soon and unexpectedly, and be left to 
bring children up alone. It’s worse, and 
more complicated still, when a huge 
crow takes her place.

“I lay back, resigned, and wished my wife wasn’t dead,” says 
Dad. “I wished I wasn’t lying terrified in a giant bird embrace in 
my hallway.” Crow is a metaphor, borrowed from the poems of 
Ted Hughes, whom debut novelist Porter rightly reveres—and 
indeed, Dad is a Hughes scholar, gently berated by the great 
man himself for posing a dissertation instead of a question at a 
reading. But Crow, framed against and obscured by the “black-
ness of his trauma,” is also very real. Porter’s novel, related in 
verse of mixed measure, charts the course of grief, the two sons, 

“brave new boys without a Mum,” who, in time, come to resent 
the meddling, unwanted Crow enough that one or the other 
of them—it doesn’t matter which, Porter tells us—becomes a 
teenager with a murderous hatred of “black birds with nasty 

beaks.” In time Dad comes out of his shattered shell enough to 
date, taking a Plath scholar to bed: “She was funny and bright 
and did her best with a fucked-up situation.” Was Crow watch-
ing? Probably, and creepily, though now, a couple of years into 
his invasion, his tutelage alternately maddening and to the 
point, he’s ready to leave, saying his goodbye in a lovely poem 
that’s strong enough to stand outside the context of the book, 
and that closes, “Just be good and listen to birds. / Long live 
imagined animals, the need, the capacity. / Just be kind and look 
out for your brother.” Porter’s daringly strange story skirts dis-
belief to speak, engagingly and effectively, of the pain this world 
inflicts, of where the ghosts go, and of how we are left to press 
on and endure it all.

Elegant, imaginative, and perfectly paced. A contribu-
tion to the literature of grief and to literature in general.

BAGGAGE CHECK
Pullen, M.J.
Thomas Dunne Books (336 pp.) 
$24.99  |  $11.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-250-07095-1
978-1-4668-8191-4 e-book  

In the satisfying conclusion to the 
Marriage Pact series, the villain from 
Book 1 reconciles her past and finds her 
happily-ever-after in her hometown of 
Oreville, Alabama.

Years after her brother’s tragic death, Rebecca Williamson 
comes home to learn that her mother has turned her childhood 
house into a hoarder’s nest and her father has moved out. She 
takes a leave of absence from her job as a flight attendant to 
try to salvage the house while her mother recuperates in a men-
tal hospital. While at home, she reconnects with Alex Chen, 
a kindly sheriff ’s deputy who used to play football with her 
brother. As she slowly warms up to him, Rebecca reflects on the 
events that have left her single, friendless, and lugging bags of 
garbage to a rented dumpster. A couple of years ago, Rebecca 
tried to break up her friends’ wedding. Now Marci and Jake are 
still together and expecting their second child, while their other 
friend Suzanne plans her wedding to a famous singer. Eager to 
make amends, Rebecca tries to help out with the wedding, but 
she’s still not over Jake, and her friends are insensitive to Rebec-
ca’s loneliness. When she’s not struggling to behave herself 
around Jake, she’s reading about him in Marci’s blog posts about 
the ups and downs of married life. But Pullen gives Rebecca 
ample opportunity to explain her actions in her own words, and 
in doing so, Rebecca is not only redeemed: she is vindicated. 
Meanwhile, Alex, who has a teenage daughter to protect, is will-
ing to take it slow, even when Rebecca pushes him away.

In this story, no romance, friendship, or parent-child 
relationship is perfect, which makes it all the more uplift-
ing and sweet.
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A contribution to the literature of grief and to literature in general.
grief is the thing with feathers
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THE TRAP
Raabe, Melanie
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book
$24.98 Audiobook  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4555-9292-0
978-1-4555-9291-3 e-book
978-1-4789-3502-5 Audiobook  

German author Raabe puts together 
an intricately constructed story featuring 
a woman haunted by her sister’s death.

Linda Conrads, a bestselling author who writes lyrical prose, 
is tormented by a dark and terrible burden: her sister, Anna, 
was murdered more than a decade ago. Linda caught a glimpse 
of her sister’s killer and has been unable to cope with life ever 
since. She retreated to a home that’s both a fortress and a hide-
away and hasn’t left it in years, stirring much speculation among 
her readers. Then one night Linda recognizes a well-known 
television journalist as her sister’s killer and decides to set a 
trap for him. She immerses herself in research and uncharac-
teristically writes a crime thriller in which she describes her 
sister’s murder. Then she invites the man to her home to inter-
view her; it’s an invitation he cannot turn down—the press has 
been dying to interview the reclusive author—and the game to 
extract a confession out of him begins. Raabe has a good idea: 
take a reclusive author and have her dangle herself as bait, but 
despite the intriguing premise, the novel’s hard to read for many 
reasons. The dialogue is ponderous and clunky. The characters 
are never fully developed. There’s a lot of padding and verbal 
throat-clearing before Raabe gets to the long game, and when 
she does, readers will be confounded at the execution of Linda’s 
plan, which includes writing an entire novel in order to trap the 
man she thinks of as the bad guy. There’s also a story within the 
story, as the reader also has to plough through Linda’s lacklus-
ter novel, which is interwoven with the main tale. The result is 
anything but thrilling.

Despite the nicely done twists and turns, this melodra-
matic mess is hard to love.

LOSING IT
Rathbone, Emma
Riverhead (272 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-1-59463-477-2  

Will someone help this poor young 
woman with her virginity?

Despite being reasonably attractive 
and chalking up a few near misses, Julia 
Greenfield has reached the age of 26 
without having sex. Now it’s all she can 

think about. “Untouched. Like a flower suffocating in its own 
air. Like something pickling in its own juices. Something that 
badly needs to be turned inside out, banged right.” Her obses-
sion with this issue is magnified by the fact that she’s lost the 

focus once provided by her nearly-but-not-quite Olympic swim-
ming career. Since she hates her job, there’s nothing to keep her 
in the D.C. suburb where she’s moved after college, but she 
can’t go home because her parents have rented out their house 
and gone to Costa Rica. So she ends up spending the summer 
with her dowager Aunt Vivienne in North Carolina. Terrifyingly, 
Viv turns out to be a virgin, too, and the dull small town she 
lives in looks like part of the problem. Nonetheless, Julia forges 
gamely on. A contributor to the New Yorker’s “Shouts and Mur-
murs” humor column, Rathbone (The Patterns of Paper Monsters, 
2010) reliably wrings the humor out of this situation, but more 
impressively, she manages to evoke its poignancy. Julia’s long-
ing is revealed in moments like this, watching a friend with her 
boyfriend: “he put his hand on her chest, kind of fit his fingers 
above her collarbone as if it was a ridge on a rock face and he 
was going to climb her. I’d thought about that for a long time.” 
Also nuanced is the uncomfortable relationship between aunt 
and niece, in which both withhold more than they give.

Amusing but also smart about people and unexpectedly 
sweet.

LUCK, LOVE & LEMON PIE
Reichert, Amy
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(320 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-5011-2154-8
978-1-5011-2155-5 e-book  

A middle-age housewife tries to rekin-
dle her relationship with her husband by 
taking up his hobby of poker, then wins 
a tournament that puts her on the fast 

track to the poker championships, putting more pressure on a 
once-strong, now struggling marriage.

Hoping to find the old magic with her husband, Chris, mid-
dle-aged Milwaukee-area wife and mother MJ Boudreaux starts 
hanging out with him at the local casino, discovering a latent 
talent for poker. But rather than healing her marriage, her new 
interest puts even more of a strain on it, especially when she wins 
a tournament that takes her to Las Vegas. Added stress comes 
from her teen daughter’s new secrecy, an old nemesis moving 
to town, and the unexpected and alluring attentions of Doyle, 
a young poker champion. When Chris refuses to go to Vegas, 
MJ takes her best friend, and the two have a great girls’ week-
end, but as the trip gets more exciting, Chris gets more distant, 
and though she hasn’t really done anything wrong, suddenly her 
marriage is in serious trouble. Despite her success in this excit-
ing new world, MJ will have to ask herself what truly matters 
and what she’s willing to risk to get what she wants. Reichert 
follows her debut, The Coincidence of Coconut Cake (2015), with 
another title featuring an engaging plot and excellent storytell-
ing. Reichert has a polished writing style that moves smoothly 
among scenes from MJ’s past, her courtship with Chris, and 
their present circumstances. Certain details might raise some 
eyebrows—like how easily a seemingly strong, happy marriage 
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unravels without any real conversation and how quickly Chris 
blames MJ and is willing to consider a divorce without taking 
any responsibility for his own actions. Many of the characters’ 
choices could be good conversation starters for book clubs.

An enjoyable and thought-provoking exploration of a 
modern-day marriage in midlife crisis.

NINE WOMEN, ONE DRESS
Rosen, Jane L.
Doubleday (272 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-385-54140-4  

A charming story that twists the 
lives of New Yorkers around a little black 
dress. Or is it the other way around?

A little black dress catches the eyes 
of the buyers lining the fashion runway 
and becomes the dress of the season. The 
dress finds its way in varying degrees into 

the lives of nine women as it is bought, returned, and borrowed 
from the third-floor dress department at Bloomingdale’s. The 
title may sell the novel short—the story is not just about nine 
women; it’s as much, maybe equally so, about the men who 
share their lives. The back story hearkens to the days when fam-
ilies fled Europe’s looming Holocaust. Two young immigrants 
build a dressmaking business, and decades later their little black 
dress catches the eyes of New York buyers as Sally Ann Fennely, 
fresh from Alabama, makes her debut stroll down the runway. 
And thus begins the love affair with the LBD—a Max Hammer 
creation featured on the cover of Women’s Wear Daily. It’s a tes-
timony to Rosen’s artful vision that she fills the pages with so 
many characters, each with a unique story, without muddling 
the waters. There is the dressmaker and his son, a movie star 
and his “beard,” Bloomingdale’s employees who take the lives of 
their customers into their own hands, an attorney, his girlfriend, 
his executive assistant, a private detective and the husband she 
spies on, a young Muslim girl who finds the dress and offs her 
burka for a try-on, and more. It all works. Each scenario is revis-
ited and broadened as the chapters unfurl. If there’s a flaw, it’s 
in the voices of the characters (each within their own chapters), 
which sound too similar, recounting their tales with the same 
subtle, ironic humor.

Rosen’s debut novel is rich in relationships, written 
with clarity and humor and surprise twists that bring the 
tale to a satisfying conclusion. A pure pleasure to read.

JONATHAN UNLEASHED
Rosoff, Meg
Viking (288 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-101-98090-3  

Jonathan’s dogs are having an exis-
tential crisis. Or maybe it’s just him.

Fresh out of college, Jonathan Trefoil 
does what a lot of adventurous young 
people do—he moves to New York City. 
A generally agreeable fellow, he takes in 

his brother’s two dogs for a few months while he’s away on busi-
ness. To anyone looking at Jonathan’s new life, it would seem to 
be off to a great start. He’s got a cozy apartment in the desirable 
East Village, a beautiful, successful girlfriend, and a copywriting 
job at an ad agency. But all is not what it appears at first glance. 
Jonathan could be evicted from his shady sublet with just a day’s 
notice. His major client, an office supply company, is sucking 
his soul dry by killing his most creative ideas and demanding 
marketing concepts more along the lines of “Giant sale on pens!” 
And Jonathan’s girlfriend, Julie, is a vapid, though benign, hold-
over from college who suggests that the couple get married for 
a live-stream edition of the wedding magazine she works for. 
No wonder Jonathan’s dogs are questioning the meaning of it 
all. When Jonathan believes one of his dogs may be suffering 
general malaise, he brings his four-legged friend to the local vet, 
who patiently tolerates his neurosis. The owner of the neigh-
borhood French bakery meets Jonathan with similar kindness, 
the likes of which he does not often find at home, as Julie is 
far more interested in her celadon wedding dress and earth-
inspired hors d’oeuvres. Bestselling novelist Rosoff (Picture Me 
Gone, 2015, etc.) unleashes a lighthearted tale that explores the 
angst of new adulthood, digging up delightful insights about life, 
love, and the unconditional friendship (and genius) of dogs.

No bones about it, readers of this charmer are in for a 
real treat.

THE DREAM LIFE OF 
ASTRONAUTS
Stories
Ryan, Patrick
Dial Press (272 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-385-34138-7  

In the shadow of the space program, 
everyday residents of Cape Canaveral 
and its environs cope with varying levels 
of domestic strife in these nine stories, 

set over the past 50 years.
Ryan (Gemini Bites, 2011, etc.) has a knack for squeezing 

drama out of seemingly mundane situations. In the title story, 
a nerdy gay teenager develops a crush on a self-aggrandizing ex-
astronaut but gets more than he bargained for when the man 
and his wife invite him to dinner. A pregnant high schooler 

Jonathan’s dogs are having an existential crisis. 
Or maybe it’s just him.

jonathan unleashed
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dreams of becoming a pageant queen in “Miss America” only 
to find herself in the home of a talent scout whose actions don’t 
exactly inspire confidence. For the most part, these stories, 
while all rooted in the everyday, work best when Ryan amps up 
the volume a decibel or two. The weaker links—one about a fos-
ter teen meeting a new sibling, another a somewhat too-familiar 
take on childhood bullying—lack the (slightly) out-of-the-ordi-
nary circumstances that give the others their charges. As the 
book progresses, the protagonists get older, too, and though all 
of Ryan’s characters are endearing, they do get better—and salt-
ier—with age. In the funny and affecting “Fountain of Youth,” 
a former “bookkeeper for an extortion racket” finds himself in 
witness protection at “the finest retirement community in all 
of Brevard County.” Set in the wake of the Challenger explosion, 

“Go Fever” is about a NASA engineer’s affair with the wife of his 
boss, who is obsessed with the idea that she’s trying to poison 
him. And in Ryan’s strongest piece, “Earth, Mostly,” a thrice-
divorced grandmother attempts an afternoon tryst with her 
(married) defensive driving instructor.

Ryan highlights the quirks of ordinary life in a place 
known for the extraordinary in this sharp and funny 
collection.

PROBLEMS
Sharma, Jade
Coffee House (208 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-56689-442-5
978-1-56689-443-2 e-book  

The sardonic story of one woman’s 
eating disorder and drug abuse.

Maya, the appealing protagonist of 
this aptly titled debut novel, is not OK. 
Her husband, Peter, is an alcoholic; her 

mother is dying of multiple sclerosis; her late father gave her no 
attention or affection while he was alive; she is having an affair 
with a comparably unloving father figure, her professor; she 
has been unable to get pregnant, despite desperately wanting 
a child; she is anorexic, living on, at most, 400 calories’ worth 
of peach yogurt a day; and, on top of all this, or maybe because 
of it, she’s been regularly using heroin—a “chipper”—since she 
was 18. At first, Maya tries to keep her habit minimal, never 
using more than three days in a row. But when Peter leaves 
her, those boundaries vanish; she thinks to herself, “Just be a 
junkie now.” To earn money for drugs, she cruises Craigslist for 
men willing to pay for dates and intimate encounters. And so 
begins a cycle of varyingly violent sex, extreme heroin use, and 
lost days. The ease of such a life leaves little motivation to stop. 

“Also,” she writes, “I wasn’t thin and blond. I could have cleaned 
up if I was.” In graceful prose, the narrator recounts the hours 
spent high: “Sounds folded back into the world, moving on, 
light-years from the living room where I lay around, hardly liv-
ing.” The novel is written so well that the relentless and destruc-
tive rhythm of heroin abuse seems calming, metaphysical, and 
occasionally even funny. Sharma’s descriptions are vivid and 

sage—“Sometimes it felt like there was blackness underneath 
everything. Like a Rothko painting, how the blackness bleeds 
through”—lulling readers into a similarly opiate state to which 
they will readily succumb and from which, like the protagonist, 
it will take some time to recover.

An absorbing novel carried by a seemingly hopeless 
protagonist you will want to befriend and save.

THE CROW GIRL
Sund, Erik Axl
Translated by Smith, Neil
Knopf (784 pp.) 
$29.95  |  $14.99 e-book  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-385-34987-1
978-0-385-34988-8 e-book  

“How sick can a person get?” So, 
rightly, wonders a character toward the 
end of Sweden’s newest entry in the race 
to claim Stieg Larsson’s throne.

This pseudonymous mystery, the first in a trilogy newly 
translated into English but published in Swedish in 2010, has 
been a hit across continental Europe. It’s easy to see why: full of 
chills and spills, it incorporates numerous hot-button themes, 
including non-European immigration, extreme-right-wing poli-
tics, and slavery, elements of an already dark tale that encom-
passes incest, genocide, and murder. Add to that a heady brew of 
shifting identities: a girl flees a dark memory of the Holocaust, 
abandoning every vestige of the past to become someone new 
and not altogether wholesome; a psychiatric patient takes on 
numerous personalities, one of whom is startled to realize, “I’m 
just a means of survival, a way of being normal, like everyone 
else.” But everyone else in this story is far from normal: some-
one is murdering young immigrants from such faraway places 
as Kazakhstan, former child soldiers from Africa are wandering 
mad in the streets of Stockholm, and it becomes ever plainer 
why someone would want to escape the daily grind in the 
birch and pine woods of the far north by changing masks and 
dispatching neighbors in spectacular ways. Larsson, of course, 
covered much of this territory, and even Maj Sjöwall and Per 
Wahlöö got to some of the unpleasantries in their mysteries of 
old. Sund updates their scenarios with a well-realized romance 
between two professional women, a probing look at post-trau-
matic stress delivered in part by a police inspector who has 
immigrated north from Bosnia, and many other matters taken 
straight from the headlines. The story is well-told, though the 
dramatis personae is daunting thanks in part to all those mul-
tiple personalities. It loses momentum about two-thirds of its 
long way in, too, but it revives as the plot snakes its way into 
some strange territory indeed.

A smart, rewarding psychological thriller, with an 
emphasis on both of those genre terms.
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WALKING THE DOG 
Swados, Elizabeth
Feminist Press (392 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-55861-921-0  

An international art star becomes a 
dog walker after 25 harsh years in federal 
prison.

This funny, edgy, and winning novel 
introduces an extraordinary narrator 
who reveals her back story slowly and 

tantalizingly, so spoilers must be avoided here. Her name is Car-
leen Kepper, but it used to be Ester Rosenthal. It was changed 
by the woman who admitted her into the prison system to serve 
her life sentence because “They’ll kill you within a day and a 
half for crucifying their Lord.” For reasons that will be revealed, 
Carleen has been paroled and is living in a halfway house in New 
York City. She works as a dog walker and trainer, an occupation 
at which she is uniquely gifted. She is also trying to gain access 
to her 11-year-old daughter, a precocious girl who has changed 
her name from Pony to Batya Shulamite and is preparing for 
her bat mitzvah. How can she have a child that age if she was in 
prison since she was 18? Can’t tell you. What can be said is that 
Ester Rosenthal was an art prodigy who made the cover of the 
New York Times Magazine at the age of 12 and whose paintings 
sell for more than $100,000, and it is kleptomania and prankery 
that got way out of hand that led to her incarceration. Among 
many great things about this book, each of its many dogs prac-
tically leaps off the page. Carleen on black standard poodles: 

“They demand constant, unequivocal love and will leap into your 
lap as if they were toy versions of themselves and are insulted 
when ordered to get off. They learn their commands instantly, 
but not because they are particularly smart. They’re more like 
teenage boys who joined the army too soon and will do any dis-
cipline just to prove they can do it.” Swados (My Depression: A 
Picture Book, 2005, etc.), a respected playwright, died at 64 just 
after finishing this novel.

One of a kind. Deserves a big splash and lots of readers.

THE DEVIL’S EVIDENCE
Unsworth, Simon Kurt
Doubleday (400 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-385-53936-4  

Thomas Fool, Satan’s top crime solver, 
is back, and, more than ever, you wonder 
what awful deeds this poor wretch did in 
life to deserve such a relentlessly dread-
ful calling.

This follow-up to Unsworth’s debut 
novel, The Devil’s Detective (2015), finds Hell’s “Information Man” 
once again dealing with wanton, inexplicable, and unauthorized 
violence visited upon the Eternally Condemned. In this case, 
it’s a series of fires—“Six, maybe seven, or even eight”—that 

have fatally burned living souls all over the netherworld. (And 
yes, Hell is notorious for fire. But if you paid attention to this 
novel’s immediate predecessor, you’re aware that these days, 
there are many more awful things that can happen to you Down 
There than being roasted on a spit 24/7.) As Fool is struggling 
to determine a pattern for this homicidal arson, his masters 
dispatch him and a delegation of demons to Heaven, aka the 
Not-Nearly-As-Bad-Place-Up-Yonder, where, hard as it may be 
to believe, there are also a handful of unexplained murders that 
may or may not be linked to the ones down below. Despite being 
disdained by Heaven’s angelic elite while being tortured by 
Hell’s roughneck “Evidence” specialists, Fool doggedly presses 
on with his inquiry, finding almost as many distressing similari-
ties between Heaven and Hell as he does unsettling contrasts. 
Both, for instance, have bureaucracies that are arbitrary and 
shortsighted in dispensing judgment. “There are hierarchies even 
[in Heaven],” Fool thinks to himself. “Even in the place of perfection 
there are those who are more powerful, more perfect.” Soon, both 
hierarchies are goaded from uneasy détente to total war, and 
Fool finds himself running out of time and resources to figure 
out who, or what, is behind this unholy maelstrom. Unsworth’s 
conception of a spiritual universe where deeper understand-
ing may itself be the greatest curse is as nuanced and ingenious 
as his depiction of “poor little Fool,” perhaps the most oddly 
endearing sleuth to come along in years. The scales are tipped 
a tad more toward gaudy savagery and gratuitous cruelty than 
toward more intellectual digressions and plot twists. Still, one 
suspects Thomas Fool will return, with more respect from read-
ers than from his spiritual jailers.

It’s less a whodunit than a ripsnorter, with an emphasis 
on the ripping. Or maybe the snorting.

THE BOY IN THE SHADOWS
Vallgren, Carl-Johan
Quercus (400 pp.) 
$19.99 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-78429-129-7  

The never-solved abduction of a 
7-year-old boy 40 years ago is at the heart 
of this tale of murder and betrayal by 
well-regarded Swedish novelist Vallgren.

The unlikely protagonist is scuffling 
44-year-old Danny Katz, whose genius 

with language and computers once made him a valuable young 
military asset, despite his fondness for heroin. When Joel 
Klingberg, an old classmate of his at the national interpreter 
academy, disappears, Joel’s glamorous wife, Angela, asks Katz 
to find him. She says her husband—the younger brother of the 
long-missing boy—was looking into new information about 
the kidnapping. When Angela is brutally murdered and Katz is 
framed for the crime, he must go underground to avoid arrest 
and clear himself. That involves uncovering the deep, dark 
secrets of the wealthy Klingberg family—among them why 
Joel’s parents chose to do themselves in in a suicide pact. The 
prosecutor on the case, as it turns out, is Eva, his first girlfriend, 

An international art star becomes a dog walker 
after 25 harsh years in federal prison.

walking the dog
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who, during an early drug-fueled misadventure, was found next 
to him beaten unconscious and, like Angela, bitten on the neck. 
With his chilly, foreboding style, Vallgren recalls other Scandi-
navian mystery writers. But as exemplified by the importance 
of Katz’s Jewish background and other details, the book departs 
the mainstream so strongly defined by The Girl with a Dragon 
Tattoo. A thriller with an offbeat, personal edge, this crime 
debut bodes well for future efforts in this genre by the author.

Vallgren, whose previous English-language release, 
The Merman (2015), is an exercise in magic realism, makes a 
strong entry into crime fiction.

WOLF LAKE
Verdon, John
Counterpoint (375 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-61902-733-6  

Standard isolated-inn thriller with notes 
of horror and hints of the supernatural.

The biggest and ultimately unsolved 
mystery at the core of the latest in Ver-
don’s Dave Gurney thriller series is why 
anyone would pay $1,000 a night to stay 

at Wolf Lake Lodge, where the plot plays out. Shortly after this 
place in the remote Adirondacks became an inn in the early 
1900s, wolves devoured its founder on the property. Raving about 
a hawk that knows evil, a grizzled man with an ax now roams the 
grounds, which stand in the shadow of two mountains, Devil’s 
Fang and Cemetery Ridge. Cellphones fade, wolves howl, and up 
in the attic there’s a terrifying tableau. All this, plus the threat of 

“a real road closer” storm, cannot deter Gurney, a retired NYPD 
homicide detective, from pursuing a case at the lodge. No wonder. 
The crimes are unusual indeed: four men, from different parts of 
the country, allegedly committed suicide after experiencing the 
same harrowing nightmare involving the ubiquitous wolves. (As 
one character acknowledges, the idea of a shared nightmare also 
occurs in Richard Condon’s thriller The Manchurian Candidate). Is 
it possible that the hypnotist who treated all four men is respon-
sible for planting the dreams? Or were the deaths really mur-
ders disguised as suicides? As his case quickly expands, Gurney 
uncovers clues that suggest the deaths may be linked to terrorist 
activity. It also turns out that three of the victims were virulent 
homophobes who, years ago, had bullied a gay youth at summer 
camp. As hallways creak and sleet lashes at the windows, Gur-
ney’s wife, who accompanies him on the trip, shrieks when she 
sees in the hotel bathtub the body of a young love who years ago 
drowned in the lake. At the center of the natural and emotional 
turbulence, Gurney remains steady, methodical, and scientific as 
he pulls together the case’s disparate strands.

The case is a bit cluttered, Gurney’s drawn-out ratioci-
nations slow the pace at the end, and Verdon’s straightfor-
ward prose doesn’t effectively evoke the tale’s dark setting. 
Still, the notion of shared nightmares holds the reader 
start to finish.

ALL IS NOT FORGOTTEN
Walker, Wendy
St. Martin’s (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-250-09791-0
978-1-250-09794-1 e-book  

The traumatic memories of a teen-
ager’s rape are medically erased, but 
lingering thoughts of the attack remain, 
infecting everyone in her close-knit 
community.

15-year-old Jenny Kramer thought the party she’d been 
invited to would be the moment when she’d finally blossom, 
maybe even get a moment alone with the dashing Doug Hast-
ings. Instead she found herself drunk, in the woods, the victim 
of a vicious hourlong rape, of which Walker spares the reader 
no detail in this unnecessarily explicit debut. After she’s rushed 
to the hospital, Jenny’s parents—blubbering car salesman Tom 
and tightly put together homemaker Charlotte—decide to give 
her an experimental drug cocktail to erase her memories of 
the attack. If the process were successful, there’d be no book, 
so enter the skin-crawlingly smug narrator, soon introduced 
as psychiatrist Dr. Alan Forrester, who begins treating Jenny, 
along with her whole family, after her nearly successful suicide 
attempt. It’s difficult to empathize with a character—our narra-
tor no less—who looks at a 15-year-old assault victim and won-
ders to himself “why [he] could not see the rape in her eyes.” 
As the well-to-do enclave of Fairview, Connecticut, tries to 
regroup in the wake of zero viable suspects, Tom Kramer makes 
it his mission to find Jenny’s rapist, jumping on every slim lead, 
like the sighting of a blue Honda Civic near the party. The intro-
duction of one of Alan’s other patients, a soldier who endured 
the same treatment as Jenny, merely clutters an already busy 
story whose resolution is anything but satisfying.

A repugnant narrator, even an unreliable one, makes 
it difficult to focus on the true victim, one who is crushed 
under the weight of this ridiculous plot.

THE UNDERGROUND 
RAILROAD 
Whitehead, Colson
Doubleday (320 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $14.99 e-book  |  Sep. 13, 2016
978-0-385-53703-2
978-0-385-53704-9 e-book  

What if the metaphorical Under-
ground Railroad had been an actual...
underground railroad, complete with 
steam locomotive pulling a “dilapidated 

box car” along a subterranean nexus of steel tracks?
For roughly its first 60 pages, this novel behaves like a 

prelude to a slave narrative which is, at once, more jolting and 
sepulchral than the classic firsthand accounts of William Wells 
Brown and Solomon Northup. Its protagonist, Cora, is among 
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several African-American men and women enslaved on a Geor-
gia plantation and facing a spectrum of savage indignities to 
their bodies and souls. A way out materializes in the form of 
an educated slave named Caesar, who tells her about an under-
ground railroad that can deliver her and others northward to 
freedom. So far, so familiar. But Whitehead, whose eclectic 
body of work encompasses novels (Zone One, 2011, etc.) play-
ing fast and loose with “real life,” both past and present, fires 
his most daring change-up yet by giving the underground rail-
road physical form. This train conveys Cora, Caesar, and other 
escapees first to a South Carolina also historically unrecogniz-
able with its skyscrapers and its seemingly, if microscopically, 
more liberal attitude toward black people. Compared with 
Georgia, though, the place seems so much easier that Cora and 
Caesar are tempted to remain, until more sinister plans for the 
ex-slaves’ destiny reveal themselves. So it’s back on the train 
and on to several more stops: in North Carolina, where they’ve 
not only abolished slavery, but are intent on abolishing black 
people, too; through a barren, more forbidding Tennessee; on 
to a (seemingly) more hospitable Indiana, and restlessly onward. 
With each stop, a slave catcher named Ridgeway, dispensing 
long-winded rationales for his wicked calling, doggedly pursues 
Cora and her diminishing company of refugees. And with every 
change of venue, Cora discovers anew that “freedom was a thing 
that shifted as you looked at it, the way a forest is dense with 
trees up close but from outside, the empty meadow, you see its 
true limits.” Imagine a runaway slave novel written with Joseph 
Heller’s deadpan voice leasing both Frederick Douglass’ grim 
realities and H.P. Lovecraft’s rococo fantasies...and that’s when 
you begin to understand how startlingly original this book is.

Whitehead continues the African-American artists’ 
inquiry into race mythology and history with rousing 
audacity and razor-sharp ingenuity; he is now assuredly a 
writer of the first rank.

NINETY-NINE STORIES 
OF GOD 
Williams, Joy
Tin House (168 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-941040-35-5  

“Hell is unpleasant. Heaven is more 
pleasant.” Williams, maker of superb 
short fictions, plumbs the distinction in 
this slender, evocative collection.

Absent a direct statement otherwise, 
we should understand the deity here to be something along 
the lines of what old John Lennon said: “God is a concept by 
which we measure our pain.” The God that lurks in Williams’ 
brief, elegant stories is very often puzzled by creation, as when 
he tries to understand why humans should so have it in for 
wolves: “You really are so intelligent,” he tells one pack, “and 
have such glorious eyes. Why do you think you’re hounded so?” 
Ever gracious, the wolves thank God for including them in his 
plan, leaving him to ponder—well, never mind, since we don’t 

want to step on the punch line. Suffice it to say that sometimes 
God shows up on time, sometimes not, sometimes not at all; 
sometimes he extends grace, and sometimes, as with a colony of 
bats he’s been living with in a cave, he “had done nothing to save 
them.” This isn’t theology in the Joel Osteen vein, but it is deep 
and thought-through theology all the same, and even when God 
doesn’t figure in the narrative by name, the divine presence is 
immanent. And sometimes, of course, God is there without 
announcing himself, taking the form of, say, that homeless fel-
low who mutteringly assures us, “You don’t get older during the 
time spent in church.” Seldom occupying more than a couple 
of pages, Williams’ stories are headed by a number, one to 99, 
but carry an “undertitle” at the end that glosses the tale in ques-
tion, sometimes quite offhandedly: in the case of that heaven 
and hell distinction, for example, it’s “PRETTY MUCH THE 
SAME, THEN,” while an argument about the impossibility 
of really knowing God is slugged, rather more mysteriously, 

“NAKED MIND.”
Admirers of Williams—and anyone who treasures a 

story well told should be one—will find much to like here.

PANACEA
Wilson, F. Paul
Tor (384 pp.) 
$25.99  |  $12.99 e-book
$26.99 Audiobook  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-7653-8516-1
978-0-7653-8518-5 e-book
978-1-4272-7963-7 Audiobook  

When Suffolk County medical exam-
iner Laura Fanning completes post-mor-
tems on two men in perfect condition, 

she soon learns that their perfect health traces back to a secret 
originating in the year 536 at an apostate Benedictine monas-
tery isolated in the Pyrenees Mountains.

Evidence appears suggesting the men have taken a panacea, 
an ancient remedy for any illness or injury. Despite her scientific 
skepticism, Fanning is hired by mega-billionaire Clayton Stahl-
man, who’s dying from lung disease, to seek ikhar, the panacea. 
Stahlman assigns Rick Hayden, supposedly an ex-SEAL, as her 
bodyguard, and the unlikely pair races from New York to Quin-
tana Roo, then the Negev, the Pyrenees, and finally the Orkneys. 
Hayden’s intriguing back story includes a secret link to CIA 
agent Nelson Fife, a member of the clandestine 536 Brother-
hood, an esoteric monastic order. The Brotherhood believes 
mankind’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden means human 
beings deserve a lifetime of “pain and grief and suffering and 
death,” and thus ikhar comes from the Serpent, the devil, and 
so Fife’s willing to use the agency’s assets to thwart Fanning’s 
quest. Wilson’s (Fear City, 2014, etc.) narrative flies at jet speed, 
even when Hayden philosophically muses over “a vast, cool, 
and unsympathetic” intelligence manipulating humankind. The 
dialogue is seamless, natural, and eventually ratchets up the 
tension when Fanning develops a personal reason for finding 
the potion. Wilson’s complex, entertaining, smart story also 
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includes comet-induced climate change, Gaulish Druids, Ger-
man nihilists, Christianity’s Aryan offshoot, and commentary 
on how a panacea would influence social order. Fanning and 
Hayden escape Hellfire missiles, dispose of villains in a manner 
most gruesome, and return home to find the billionaire ready to 
hire them for a sequel.

An intelligent, intriguing, fast-moving blend of science 
fiction and thriller.

UNDERGROUND AIRLINES
Winters, Ben H.
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-316-26124-1
978-0-316-26123-4 e-book  

Imagine: there was no Civil War, 
and the Confederacy has morphed into 
a low-tech Matrix. That’s the territory 
that Winters (The Last Policeman, 2012, 

etc.) explores in this memorable tale.
It’s a scenario worthy of Philip K. Dick: the U.S. is still part-

slave, part-free, with the “Hard Four” states—a unified North 
and South Carolina foremost among them—clinging resolutely 
to the old ways even as those pesky moralists the Europeans 

“draw no distinction between the slavery-practicing states and 
the slavery-tolerating ones” and as right-thinking Northerners 
figure out ways to resist the modern equivalent of the Fugitive 
Slave Act. Winters probes the possibilities: outside the Hard 
Four, who benefits from the trade in human flesh? Where do 
new slaves come from, now that transcontinental traffic is 
banned? How deeply can his antiheroic hero, a manumitted 
slave–turned–bounty hunter currently calling himself Victor, 
participate in the system without being forever stained? He 
has his motives, understandable if not noble, that send him 
careening into other people’s self-interests; he’s on the hunt 
for a runaway named Jackdaw who may have hopped a plane 
for China with a pile of Southern T-shirts—or who may instead 
have made his way to someplace relatively safe, like Indianapo-
lis. For the most part, Winters neatly blends dystopian fiction 
with old-fashioned procedural. The story gets a little wobbly 
toward the end, with Boys from Brazil undertones more befitting 
sci-fi, a genre in which Winters has also worked. Readers with 
a strong attachment to verisimilitude may balk at the strange 
turn, but in the end, the twist makes good sense. If it lacks all 
the dramatic punch it might have had—the storyline hesitates 
at a couple of key moments, just when Victor is making his most 
disturbing discoveries—Winters’ yarn still works.

Smart and well paced. The story could use a little fine-
tuning, but it moves deftly from a terrific premise and 
builds to a satisfying conclusion.

THE PRISONER OF HELL GATE
Wolff, Dana I.
Picador (256 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-250-08970-0
978-1-250-08971 e-book  

Typhoid Mary is alive and well off the 
coast of New York.

Wolff presents a classic horror sce-
nario—sybaritic youths running afoul of 
a murderous maniac in the woods—with 

a decidedly millennial twist: the true monster here is not the 
madwoman brandishing plague and a wickedly sharp barbecue 
fork but the very notion of social privilege. The madwoman in 
question is one “Typhoid” Mary Mallon, the infamous spreader 
of disease exiled to the rude shores of North Brother Island 
off the coast of Manhattan by the pioneering public health 
reformer George Soper. Strangely ageless at 113 years old and 
in typically robust health (the actual Mallon was only a carrier 
who never suffered the symptoms of her disease), Mary, alone 
on the island for decades, seethes with rage at her treatment 
by Soper and a society in which a poor Irish girl’s hopes and 
desires counted for exactly nothing. Of course, Mallon’s irre-
sponsibility killed many innocents, but Wolff ’s sympathies are 
squarely with Mallon...as are those of her protagonist, Karalee 
Soper, great-granddaughter of George, who, in an amazing coin-
cidence, winds up stranded on Mary’s island with a cohort of 
her grad student pals, who are, in another amazing coincidence, 
studying public health. Wolff depicts the hapless scholars 
(who wash up on the island as a result of a drug-fueled boat-
ing excursion) as smug, grotesquely privileged boors deserving 
of Mary’s gruesome attentions; Karalee is the exception, as she 
finds herself empathizing with Mary’s plight (and that of the 
island’s other ghosts, women and children burned to death as 
a result of unpunished negligence) and progressively estranged 
from her doomed colleagues. Wolff ’s way with characteriza-
tion and situation recalls Stephen King’s grounded, relatable 
style (with Mary Mallon rendered particularly vividly), and she 
employs genre tropes deftly, but the narrative’s oddly imbal-
anced respect for the murderous Mallon and contempt for the 
grad students—who, for all of their inane self-involvement, are 
preparing for careers in public service—mute much of the hor-
ror, as the victims are irritating straw men and not missed when 
dispatched, and Karalee’s own issues (mainly a lousy dad), which 
align her with Mallon, seem underdeveloped and render her dis-
loyal actions and sour perspective confusing and off-putting.

Wolff has an intriguing premise and something fresh to 
say with the horror genre, but ideological concerns trump 
the scares, and the author fails to craft a hero as compelling 
as her thwarted, vengeful villain.

Imagine: there was no Civil War, and the Confederacy has 
morphed into a low-tech Matrix.

underground airlines
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DANCING WITH THE TIGER
Wright, Lili
Putnam (464 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-399-17517-6  

An unwieldy cast of bad characters 
scrambles across Mexico after Mont-
ezuma’s funerary mask in a thriller with 
pretensions by memoirist Wright (Learn-
ing to Float, 2002).

Not that a thriller can’t be literary 
(i.e., Graham Greene, John le Carré), but it requires more than 
murky philosophizing about the meaning of masks or invoca-
tions of Santa Muerte, a Mexican folk saint whose sinister name 
forecasts the final destination of a good many of these unsavory 
folks. Among them is Christopher Maddox, the meth-addicted 
looter who digs up the mask for drug kingpin Reyes but makes 
the bad mistake of stealing it back. Anna Ramsey, an Ameri-
can who has just ditched her cheating fiance, gets involved 
when her father hears about the mask from shady Mexican art 
dealer Lorenzo Gonzáles and thinks it will salvage his reputa-
tion, cast in doubt by the discovery of forged masks in his col-
lection. Anna, anxious to ensure her father doesn’t sink back 
into the alcoholism that enveloped him after the sudden death 
of her mother many years ago, reluctantly heads to Mexico 
to buy the mask, setting off an elaborate chase involving so 
many people that Wright is reduced to labeling chapters, “The 
Carver,” “The Housekeeper,” et al. so readers can keep them 
straight. The multiplicity of motives and back stories would be 
confusing enough, but the mask changes hands so many times 
that it finally becomes ridiculous in a baroque climax involving 
(among multiple others) a fetishistic collector who likes to have 
sex with women in masks. Anna is an irritating heroine whose 
doubts and self-destructive ways are not as interesting as the 
author thinks. Her attempts to manipulate the creepy collec-
tor are both distasteful and pathetically inept; her meant-to-be-
redeeming relationship with attractive artist Salvador Flores 
doesn’t make her any more appealing. The level of violence is 
appalling but hard to take seriously after characters survive 
being buried in cement and a gunshot to the gut.

Well written but seriously undisciplined.

DARK ROAD HOME
Carlisle, Anna
Crooked Lane (320 pp.) 
$25.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-62953-604-0  

A medical examiner returns to her 
small-town home to investigate the 
death of her sister, a task as personally as 
professionally demanding.

Growing up in a small town with a 
close-knit group of friends, Gin Sullivan 

felt warmly supported even though her parents, Richard and 
Madeline, seemed more concerned with their professional lives 
than their children. Maybe that’s what led Gin and her sister, 
Lily, to treat their friends like family until the summer when 
everything changed. When Lily went missing, it seemed a for-
gone conclusion that she would never be seen again. Her dis-
appearance pitted Gin against her high school sweetheart, Jake 
Crosby, the last person to see Lily alive. Almost two decades 
later, Gin recognizes Jake’s voice when he calls her out of the 
blue to tell her that a body has been found in the woods and that 
they think it’s Lily. Returning home to support her parents, Gin 
is surprised how little the town has changed even though she’s 
felt a million miles away. She wastes no time calling in favors 
and sweet-talking Jake’s father and local cop Lawrence to get 
her into Lily’s autopsy. She is, after all, an extremely qualified 
medical examiner, so the department should be grateful for her 
help. What she discovers during the exam changes everything 
she thought she knew about Lily and the group of friends she 
thought she could depend on. Now she must rely on Jake to 
help her learn the whole truth, not knowing if he’s the one who 
hid everything from her in the first place.

Though Carlisle’s series debut is a bit too pat to hit the 
mark, there’s room for her writing to grow even if the same 
can’t be said for her characters.

MIDNIGHT CROSSING
Fields, Tricia
Minotaur (320 pp.) 
$25.99  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-250-07628-1
978-1-4668-8768-8 e-book  

A small-town police chief follows the 
evidence where it takes her, even at the 
risk of her career.

Josie Gray heads a three-officer police 
force in the one-stoplight west Texas 

town of Artemis. But she likes the open spaces and the quiet of 
the road that she shares with only one other neighbor. When a 
car drives slowly past her house for the second night in a row, 
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it’s not enough to frighten her, but it does make her wish her 
lover, Nick Santos, weren’t off negotiating with a kidnapper in 
Mexico. Josie thinks it unlikely that anyone would be foolish or 
desperate enough to ford the Rio Grande so close to her house 
when there are better, safer places to enter the country ille-
gally. After the car comes back a third time, Josie takes action 
but not fast enough: she finds the body of a young woman shot 
in the back in her neighbor’s pasture. A second girl is alive but 
cowering on Josie’s porch and too traumatized to speak. With 
the help of Nick and her dedicated fellow cops, Josie, though 
distracted by her mother’s unexpected visit, pieces together 
the story of the surviving girl. Isabella Dagati was lured from 
Guatemala along with four other girls by the promise of a bet-
ter life in the U.S. Escaping captivity with one of the others 
just before leaving Mexico, she crossed the border with her 
fellow prisoner and came on purpose to find Josie. Now one 
of the girls is dead and the other three are unaccounted for. A 
revelation about who’s behind Isabella’s plight pushes Josie to 
take a step that leaves her with neither power nor authority—
only a stubborn determination to stop the trafficking.

Even though Fields (Firebreak, 2015, etc.) still includes 
indiscriminate details about hair color and fashion choices, 
she’s settled into a brisker style, and her fourth case finds 
her gutsy cop a little less angst-ridden.

THINK WOLF
Gregorio, Michael
Severn House (192 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-7278-8611-8  

An Italian park ranger becomes a 
target of an organized crime family, or 
maybe of demonic fairies roaming the 
forest.

After witnessing a Mafia murder and 
going on the run (Cry Wolf, 2015), Sebas-

tiano Cangio has found peace, and even a girlfriend, in his new 
life as a ranger in Umbria’s Sibillines Mountains National Park. 
Little does he know that after a cooling-off period, Mafia 
chief Don Michele, who’s currently transporting drugs in jars 
of truffles, plans to return to the area and has not forgotten 
about the “nosy park ranger” who thwarted him. Cangio finds 
senior ranger Marzio Diamante, with his stolid manner and 
tales of hobgoblins in the forest, quite a character. When Mar-
zio is found savagely killed, Cangio wonders whether his fanci-
ful stories have come true or, more likely, his former nemesis 
Don Michele has returned and murdered the senior ranger by 
mistake, thinking it’s him. There is clear evidence that Mar-
zio was secretly investigating something criminal. A sense of 
responsibility prompts Cangio to retrace his late colleague’s 
final steps. He stumbles near the lair of the villains when he 
questions truffle hunters Manlio and Teo Pastore, who unhelp-
fully champion the myth of evil forest elves. Also in the mix 
are a histrionic medium and a squad of meddling cops anxious 
to impede Cangio’s probe.

The second in this new series by the prolific Gregorio 
deftly walks a fine line, simmering with cheeky humor but 
maintaining the tension of the plot.

NO GOOD TO CRY 
Lanh, Andrew
Poisoned Pen (301 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $15.95 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
$23.95 Lg. Prt.  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4642-0639-9
978-1-4642-0641-2 paper
978-1-4642-0642-9 e-book
978-1-4642-0640-5 Lg. Prt.  

Can solving a tough case expiate a 
detective’s private sins?

Years before resigning from the NYPD and moving to Hart-
ford, where he works insurance fraud cases with Jimmy Gadow-
icz, Rick van Lam spent many of his early years in an orphanage 
in Ho Chi Minh City, where, as an Amerasian, he was treated 
as a foreign devil by the nuns and the other orphans. When 
an orphan of even lower caste—his father was black—arrived, 
Rick, to his everlasting shame, joined in the taunting and beat-
ing. Now Rick’s friendship with aspiring State Trooper Hank 
Nguyen, whose family treats him as another son, has helped 
him establish a relationship with the Hartford Vietnamese 
community. When Jimmy is injured and his friend killed after 
they’re mugged by two street kids, one white, the other Asian, 
in hoodies, Rick agrees to try to prove that Mike Tran’s son 
Simon, aka “Saigon Kid,” and his white buddy Frankie weren’t 
involved. Mike is a half-black Vietnamese who works hard and 
drives his children to attain success. All have won scholarships 
to prestigious private schools and strive to achieve the highest 
grades—all but rebellious Simon, who’s already served time in 
juvie. Despite Simon’s connection to street gangs, Rick believes 
him when he claims that he and Frankie are innocent. Mean-
time, Rick’s ex-wife, Liz, has also become involved in the Tran 
family drama by mentoring their daughter Hazel, a beauty con-
trolled by a preppie boyfriend who’s both verbally and physi-
cally abusive. Determined to get to the bottom of the attacks 
on a growing number of victims, Rick must delve deeply into 
the dynamics of a family whose problems bring back unwel-
come memories of his childhood.

Lanh (Return to Dust, 2015, etc.) poses an excellent mys-
tery with a surprising twist while exploring the psychologi-
cal scars inflicted by a war long ago.
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ANOTHER ONE GOES TONIGHT
Lovesey, Peter
Soho Crime (400 pp.) 
$27.95  |  $14.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-61695-758-2
978-1-61695-759-9 e-book  

Sent to look into an accident involv-
ing two fellow officers from the Avon 
and Somerset Police, DS Peter Diamond 
finds himself improbably but compel-
lingly on the trail of an unusually cold-
blooded serial killer.

Georgina Dallymore, the boss whom Diamond’s recently been 
closer with than he’d wanted (Down Among the Dead Men, 2015), 
wants her star investigator to exonerate Lew Morgan and Aaron 
Green, the two uniformed officers who’d crashed their patrol car 
in an effort to avoid hitting Ivor Pellegrini, an old man on a home-
made tricycle who now lies in a coma at the Royal United Hospital. 
It’s too late to question Green, who was killed in the crash, and 
Morgan didn’t see enough to settle things. But that mostly turns 
out to be beside the point, because Diamond, who was responsible 
for spotting Pellegrini hours after the accident, giving him life-sav-
ing CPR, and sending him to the hospital, is soon pursuing an alto-
gether different case. People close to Pellegrini have been dying, 
apparently of natural causes, at an alarming rate in recent months. 
The dead, all connected to the Great Western Railway Society, of 
which Pellegrini has been a mainstay, include Massimo Filiput, his 
old friend Cyril Hardstaff, Cyril’s wife, Winnie, and perhaps others. 
Who would take the trouble to kill so many inoffensive old people, 
and how, and why? It’s only after getting tricked into swallowing a 
red herring deeply laid by the killer, who duly notes the triumph 
in an encrypted journal, that Diamond eventually identifies his 
quarry, a deceptively minor character who turns out to be a good 
deal more major than he’d suspected.

On the long side but so fast-paced you won’t care: 
another absorbing, resourceful English procedural from 
one of the best.

HARD COVER
Magson, Adrian
Severn House (256 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-7278-8607-1  

The one-man army known as Watch-
man goes deep into Russia to protect a 
former KGB officer who plans to advo-
cate for a friendlier stance toward the 
United States.

The story opens with a bang as Marc 
Portman, code name Watchman, rescues Katarina da Costa, 
the daughter of a tough Mexican judge, from kidnappers, leav-
ing behind a trail of dead criminals. Scarcely has this successful 
one-man mission ended when Portman is called into a CIA front 
office for another, in which repeated shifts to the third person will 

counterpoint Watchman’s punchy first-person narrative. Steely 
State Department senior analyst Angela Thornbury dispatches 
Portman on behalf of former KGB officer Leonid Tzorekov, 
now a Russian banker based in London, who’s apparently been 
the target of several assassination attempts that may have been 
provoked by suspicions that he was trying to influence Putin. 
Meanwhile, in Russia, officials debate the loyalty of Tzorekov, 
who is reportedly “coming home.” As Watchman proceeds with 
the mission, Thornbury keeps second-guessing herself, con-
stantly checking in with CIA handlers Sewell and Callahan about 
Watchman’s trustworthiness. Much speculation also centers 
on the allegiances of Tzorekov’s handsome bodyguard, Arkady 
Gurov, who “looks like a ballet dancer.” All of which sets the table 
for the nonstop action to come. A complicated ambush involves 
suspicious aircraft thwarted by inclement weather. Tzorekov and 
Gurov take refuge in a remote cabin with Watchman only a beat 
or two behind and various villains also in pursuit.

Prolific Magson’s third Watchman outing (Close Quar-
ters, 2015, etc.) overstocks its supporting cast with paper 
tigers but delivers in its propulsive action sequences.

Another absorbing, resourceful English procedural 
from one of the best.

another one goes tonight
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CLASSIC AT BAY
Myers, Amy
Severn House (208 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-7278-8608-8  

A simple job turns into a tricky case 
for Jack Colby, Car Detective.

Danny Carter, manager of the Jaguar 
collection Adora Ferne keeps in the Lair, 
has engaged Jack to persuade Gabriel 
Allyn, Earl of Storrington, to sell his 1937 

SS 100 2.4 litre Jaguar to Adora. His Lordship promptly turns 
Jack down in no uncertain terms. Adora is a legendary singer 
who’s received 12 classic Jaguars as gifts from lovers and hus-
bands and is determined to add a 13th to her collection. She 
insists that the unwilling Danny show Jack the collection 
installed in the Lair. Each magnificent vehicle is displayed with 
a picture of Adora and the car’s donor. Adora tells Jack that 
Danny will explain another job she wants done. She’s received 
threatening letters about burning down the Lair and killing her. 
When Danny is murdered in the Lair, Jack, who often works 
with the police on cases involving cars (Classic in the Pits, 2014, 
etc.), is hired to investigate. His inquiries lead him back to the 
Three Parrots, a club where Adora sang 50 years ago. Many of 
her husbands and lovers were involved with the club, which 
closed soon after the unsolved murder of Lance Benny, a race-
car driver cast as Adora’s next husband, who had just departed 
from the club before his body was found nearby. The son and 
daughter from two of Adora’s marriages are appalled to learn 
that she planned to leave everything to Danny, who, it turns out, 
was collecting money every year from the former lovers in the 
guise of funding a charitable foundation. Jack’s conviction that 
the answer lies in the past is bolstered when another of Adora’s 
former admirers is found murdered in the Lair.

Myers’ eighth in the Jack Colby series, one of her best, 
has a surfeit of suspects, a complicated back story filled 
with quirky characters, and a surprise ending.

MURDER UNDER THE 
COVERED BRIDGE
Perona, Elizabeth
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (312 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $11.99 e-book
Jul. 8, 2016
978-0-7387-4805-4
978-0-7387-4862-7 e-book  

The notorious ladies of the Summer 
Ridge Bridge Club are in trouble again.

The group of sprightly seniors 
became well-known when they found a dead body while pur-
suing one of the items on their bucket list—skinny-dipping. 
Joy McQueen has landed a job as a reporter on a local station, 
with stints on Good Morning America, but Charlotte Reinholdt 
and Francine McNamara are the group’s supersleuths. Joy is 

using Francine on her TV spot about the Parke County Cov-
ered Bridge Festival to tell the story of Francine’s great-grand-
mother, whose illicit affair with the family coachman began on 
the Roseville Bridge. The whole group is staying in a house in 
nearby Rockville helping a bridge buddy, Mary Ruth Burrows, 
a Food Network veteran who’s running a dessert shop at the 
festival, as they take the opportunity to cross another item off 
Charlotte’s bucket list: appearing in racy pictures. Today Fran-
cine and her husband, Jonathan, are dressing up and posing as 
her great-grandmother and her lover for the last in the series of 
photos which the ladies plan to make into a calendar. The photo 
shoot is disturbed when shots ring out and a man races out of 
a cornfield and tumbles down the creek bank near the bridge. 
The victim is Francine’s distant cousin William, who, with his 
wife, Dolly, owns a string of nursing homes in the area. He’s 
carrying a vial of what looks like water and the diary of Fran-
cine’s great-grandmother. When William unexpectedly dies in 
the hospital, Charlotte resolves to find out what happened, and 
Francine becomes involved because the answer seems to lie in 
her great-grandmother’s past.

The second in this series (Murder on the Bucket List, 2015) 
spices up Perona’s usual cozy recipe with a little fantasy.

DANGER WOMAN
Ramsay, Frederick
Poisoned Pen (350 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $15.95 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
$23.95 Lg. Prt.  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4642-0585-9
978-1-4642-0587-3 paper
978-1-4642-0588-0 e-book
978-1-4642-0586-6 Lg. Prt.  

A Chobe National Park ranger tan-
gles with the Russian Mafia.

“Bodies in the park was a very bad thing for the animals,” 
reflects Ranger Superintendent Kgopa Sanderson after natu-
ralist Ole Andersen finds his favorite spotted hyena worrying 
a human skull. Superintendent Mwambe, of the Kasane police, 
is less than thrilled by her report if it requires him to leave his 
comfortable office to investigate. So he and Sanderson (Preda-
tors, 2010) are both happy to learn that the authorities in Gabo-
rone are sending a team to assist. Joseph Ikanya isn’t happy to 
leave behind a pregnant wife for the thankless job of babysit-
ting Mwabe. But Kgabo Modise is keen on the hunt. He hopes 
for a chance to take down the goons from the Bratva who are 
infiltrating Botswana’s fledgling casino industry and reunite 
with Sanderson. Modise’s main target is Oleg Lenka, a midlevel 
thug whose consort, Irena Davidova, dreams of spurring him 
to greater wealth and power in Africa than he could have pos-
sibly attained in St. Petersburg. But Lenka’s henchman, Yuri 
Greshenko, may provide an easier entry to the Bratva. While 
Anderson continues to stalk Kotsi Mosadi, the hyena pack leader 
known as “Danger Woman,” in the bush, Sanderson and Modise 
trail Lenka and Irena to picturesque Mowano Lodge, where the 
law of the jungle is beginning to gain the upper hand.
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Ramsay, whose series covers the globe from first-cen-
tury Jerusalem to Picketsville, Virginia, makes the most of 
local color in his final Botswana entry.

ROOTS OF MURDER
Reid, R. Jean
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (480 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  $11.99 e-book  |  Jul. 8, 2016
978-0-7387-4877-1
978-0-7387-4970-9 e-book  

Bigotry, hate, avarice, murder: it’s all 
front-page news for a little weekly paper 
in Mississippi.

It takes just one phone call to involve 
Pelican Bay Crier publisher Nell McGraw 

in the sins of the past and present. Nell has barely been coping 
with the death of her husband, Thom, whose family founded 
the Crier and who was recently killed by a drunk driver. But 
when her friend Kate Ryan calls to say she’s discovered some 
bones—they had been buried under a tree that was struck by 
lightning—Nell heads right out to what will become a crime 
scene. Neither Sheriff Hickson, who covers Tchula County, nor 
Acting Police Chief Brown of Pelican Bay shows much interest 
in this cold, cold case even though three bodies are unearthed, 
one chained and shot in the head. Nell’s already dealing with her 
daughter’s snarky teenage attitude and her mother-in-law’s dis-
approval. Only unexpected support from the team at the Crier 
keeps her going. The local mayoral election introduces her to 
two of the candidates, the white scion of a wealthy local fam-
ily and a talented African-American man who once published 
a newspaper for the black community and is willing to share 
his memories when it’s revealed that at least two of the victims 
were black and murdered during Mississippi’s drive for voter 
registration. With the help of her staff, Nell starts digging out 
nefarious schemes that cheated black owners out of their land 
years ago. Every headline she publishes brings more pressure 
and more threats, which only make her more determined to 
uncover the truth.

Reid’s exciting debut, filled with action and philosophi-
cal musings about the enduring weight of the past, will 
make you both sad and mad.

NO SECOND CHANCES
Stacey, Lyndon
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-7278-8610-1  

Missing husbands and boyfriends are 
the order of the day for ex-cop Daniel 
Whelan (Nothing But Lies, 2014, etc.).

When he makes a delivery to Abbots 
Farm, Daniel, who’s driven for Tavistock 
Farm Supplies ever since leaving the 

Bristol CID, finds owner Lorna Myers distraught. Two thugs 
are looking for Harvey, the husband she thought was overseas 
on business for his longtime company, Giradelle Santini. Dan-
iel does such a good job comforting Lorna that the next day he 
gets a call from her daughter, Zoe, who wants his help locating 
her boyfriend, Shane Brennan. Zoe pawned two of her grand-
mother’s rings to help Shawn buy a racing mare, and now he’s 
disappeared, horse and all. Finding Shane won’t be easy. His 
people are Travellers, a close-knit community who don’t share 
secrets easily with “country” folk. Shane’s uncle, dog breeder 
Billy Driscoll, may know where he is, but Driscoll isn’t any more 
forthcoming about the boy’s whereabouts than he is about the 
condition of the greyhounds on his farm. Daniel’s German 
shepherd, Taz, isn’t the only one who smells a rat, but figuring 
out just what’s going on at in the Travellers’ encampment will 
take its toll on both man and beast.

Stacey’s latest takes off at a trot rather than a gallop but 
covers the ground just the same.

s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n
a n d  f a n t a s y

THE DEVOURERS
Das, Indra
Del Rey (320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-101-96751-5  

The line between what it is to be 
human and what it is to be a monster is 
frequently blurred in Das’ compelling 
debut novel.

In modern-day India, a lonely his-
tory professor named Alok is drawn into 

an unbelievable story of the past by a charismatic young man 
who introduces himself as “half werewolf.” His mysterious new 
acquaintance hires him to transcribe the century-spanning saga 
of an immortal shape-shifter, Fenrir, whose rape of a prostitute 
in 17th-century India triggers a web of painful consequences for 
them both. Fenrir is fascinated by humans, in part because they 
are taboo as anything but prey for his species—creatures who 
are the root of all mankind’s myths and nightmares and who 
feed off mortals, both literally and metaphorically (the frequent 
descriptions of violent consumption are rendered in loving, gro-
tesque detail). Fenrir’s story becomes Cyrah’s—his victim’s—as 
she trails him on her own hunt for a reckoning. Interwoven 
through the quests for legacy and vengeance are Alok’s present-
day encounters with the man he refers to as “the stranger” and 
Alok’s own alternating fascination and discomfiture with both 
the story he is reconstructing and its messenger. History catches 
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up with the present as the stranger’s identity is revealed (some-
what predictably), and he and Alok have their own reckoning 
and consumption. At its best, Das’ narrative is lush, imaginative, 
and hypnotic, bringing to life scenes of savagery and moments 
of wonder. At its worst, it treads toward an overwrought fasci-
nation with its own gore and “the stinking dark of fermented 
history.” Readers are left to draw their own moral conclusions 
as to where right and wrong lie amid the blood.

Not for the squeamish, Das’ debut is an ambitious, 
unsettling trip into our own capacity for violence.

AUTUMN PRINCESS, 
DRAGON CHILD
Hearn, Lian
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.) 
$14.00 paper  |  $9.94 e-book
Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-374-53632-9
978-0-374-71502-1 e-book 
Series: Tale of Shikanoko, 2 

The second installment in Hearn’s 
The Tale of Shikanoko series about a 

mythical version of feudal Japan.
Newcomers to the series may initially find it difficult to fol-

low the storyline, which picks up without preamble or recap 
where Emperor of the Eight Islands (2016) left off. The young 
warrior sorcerer Shika awakens in the Darkwood and returns 
to the hut of the sorcerer Shisoku, whom he hasn’t seen for 
more than a year, with the magic mask Shisoku made for him 
and that he has broken. The sorceress Lady Tora shows up at 
the hut, too, and soon gives birth to five demon male children. 
Before the flames of death engulf her, she charges Shika to raise 
the boys, who grow with unnatural speed. Shika yearns to find 
Aki, the princess he loves but betrayed, and Yoshimori, the Hid-
den Emperor whom he wants to restore to the throne, but first 
he sets out to regain the estate his uncle has stolen from him. 
Meanwhile, Aki and Yoshimori find protection among a family 
of monkeys. Lord Aritomo of the Miboshi has taken political 
control as the new emperor and sends off his close ally Takaa-
kira to find Aki at her father’s old estate, unaware that Takaa-
kira is harboring Hina, daughter of Aritomo’s slain enemy Lord 
Kiyoyori. Hina’s self-serving but charismatic uncle Masachika 
keeps switching allegiances between the warring factions of 
Miboshi and Kuromori but still loves his estranged wife, Tama, 
who has won a legal battle against him over her father’s land. 
Gradually these major characters begin to have fateful interac-
tions with each other, fueled by human love, greed, ambition, 
and vengeance, while aided or hindered by supernatural forces 
often hidden within animals or objects. At the center is Shika, 
whose frequent escapes from death promise a special destiny.

Even those immune to the charms of fantasy and oper-
atic tribal warfare can admire Hearn’s skill at juggling so 
many characters who defy fairy-tale simplicity.

INFOMOCRACY 
Older, Malka
Tor (384 pp.) 
$24.99  |  $11.99 e-book  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-7653-8515-4
978-0-7653-8514-7 e-book  

A debut sci-fi author suggests that 
the electoral process could be even scar-
ier, more convoluted, and more subject 
to factual distortions than it currently is.

In the future, the entire world signs 
on to the “micro-democracy” form of government. Each popu-
lation of 100,000 people, or “centenal,” votes every 10 years for 
a government in their area; the one who wins the most centenals 
gains the Supermajority. Elections and voting are operated and 
monitored by Information, the organization that also runs the 
Internet, the phone, and all broadcasting systems. Heritage has 
held the Supermajority for decades, but the outcome for them 
seems less certain as the election looms. Both Mishima, an 
expert troubleshooter for Information, and Ken, an ambitious 
campaigner for the up-and-coming Policy1st government, hear 
rumors that the powerful Liberty government might be try-
ing to start a war. Anarchist Domaine, in a loud but essentially 
ineffectual way, argues for the downfall of the current political 
system. When an act of sabotage brings down Information on 
Election Day, who’s to blame, and what is their ultimate goal? 
The romance between Mishima and Ken feels somewhat unde-
veloped, but it’s counterbalanced by the larger themes Older is 
exploring. The author brings a considerable amount of experi-
ence and scholarly knowledge to bear here—she has traveled 
all over the world as an expert in disaster management and is 
pursuing a graduate degree in the sociology of disaster response. 
The result is a frighteningly relevant exploration of how the 
flow of information (small i, both true and false) can manipulate 
public opinion—in particular, how fear and the desperate desire 
for safety can become such strong factors in swaying the vote.

Some aspects of the story may risk dating, but on the 
whole, timely and perhaps timeless.

THE LONG COSMOS
Pratchett, Terry & Baxter, Stephen
Harper (400 pp.) 
$25.99  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-06-229737-2  

Final installment of the series (The 
Long Utopia, 2015, etc.) wherein Earth is 
one of an indefinite sequence of worlds 
occupying the same space but separated 
by some higher dimension (one can 

almost hear Pratchett murmur, “Nobody knew for certain, but 
it was probably quantum”).

This Long Earth, discovered by people with a natural 
ability to step between worlds, was opened to everybody by 
means of a simple device. The only constraints are that most 

A sci-fi author suggests the electoral process could be even scarier 
and more convoluted than it currently is.

infomocracy
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people suffer debilitating nausea with repeated steps and 
that it’s impossible to carry iron from world to world. Also, 
there are no other humans anywhere, though there are sapi-
ent beings—singing, gorillalike trolls, belligerent, doglike 
beagles, and so forth. By the year 2070, airships equipped 
with rapid-step devices ply the trade and passenger routes 
between worlds. Far from the original, or Datum, Earth (dev-
astated by a vast volcanic explosion and partially abandoned), 
the post-human Next, who generally hold ordinary humanity 
in contempt, pick up a radio signal from the center of the 
galaxy—a signal that somehow resonates with the trolls and 
other nonhumans and whose message is simple yet devastat-
ing: “Join us.” Embedded in the message are instructions for 
constructing a huge artificial intelligence, but to build it the 
Next will need the cooperation and active assistance of all 
the industrialized worlds. Elsewhere, readers will be reac-
quainted with familiar parties such as Joshua Valienté, one 
of the original natural steppers, Lobsang, the ubiquitous AI 
who invisibly runs things, and retired churchman Nelson 
Azikiwe. Once again, the purpose is less to tell a story than 
to discover and explore, in both physical and philosophical 
senses, an infinite landscape of infinite possibilities. And 
series fans seem OK with the less-than-compelling narrative 
and not-especially-engaging characters.

Scientist Baxter’s naturally rather pedantic and dispas-
sionate tone needed more of the warmth and wit of the late 
fantasist Pratchett (who died in 2015).

INVADERS
22 Tales From The Outer 
Limits Of Literature
Weisman, Jacob—Ed.
Tachyon (384 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-61696-210-4  

A collection of 22 short stories fea-
turing several big names of literary fic-
tion experimenting with science-fiction 
themes and concepts.

Introduced by editor Weisman, a veteran of the SF land-
scape, the anthology presents a broad spectrum of stories, 
though only a few display conventional integration of the 
science of science fiction. For every story grounded in sci-
entific developments, there is another that is best described 
as magic realism. If any one story embodies the overall 
tone, it may be Chris Tarry’s “Topics in Advanced Rocketry,” 
wherein the conceit of a rocket ship serves as mere vehicle 
for ruminations on family dynamics, the created celebrity, 
and 21st-century disaffection. (Lampshading the point, the 
rocket itself has fake dials which our “astronauts” cannot 
control at all.) Several stories stagger about under the weight 
of their own interpersonal relationships with hardly a plot 
to be found (J. Robert Lennon’s “Portal,” Jonathan Lethem’s 

“Five Fucks,” Jami Attenberg’s “In the Bushes,” Jim Shepard’s 
“Minotaur,” Rivka Galchen’s “The Region of Unlikeness”...). 

That said, other stories in the anthology straddle an effec-
tive and potent line between the tight plotting of good SF 
and their own literary sensibilities: Julia Elliott’s “LIMBs” is 
a poignant exploration of technology enabling discovery of 
one’s personal past—and how one must outwit that technol-
ogy to regain one’s agency. Bryan Evenson’s “Fugue State” is a 
dreamlike zombie-plague tale that leaves one unsettled—an 
understated contrast to Junot Díaz’s “Monstro,” which han-
dles the same theme but with more pyrotechnics. Deji Bryce 
Olukotun’s “We Are the Olfanauts” creatively condemns 
our emerging media-and–safety-net global culture, and Eric 
Puchner’s “Beautiful Monsters” is an enjoyably queasy take 
on eternal youth.

By their natures, anthologies are often hit and miss: 
there are misses aplenty here, but the hits, when they come, 
are solid and lingering.

r o m a n c e

ALL IN
Ahrnstedt, Simona
Translated by Chace, Tara
Kensington (336 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-1-4967-0619-5  

In this English translation of a Swed-
ish bestseller, a venture capitalist plans a 
hostile takeover of his enemy’s business 
but dreams of a merger with the patri-
arch’s daughter.

A countess by birth, Natalia De la Grip might be the only 
member of her family who doesn’t work at Investum—she’s the 
chink in the De la Grip family’s armor, or so thinks David Ham-
mar when he invites her to lunch to pump her for information. 
Though her bigoted father disapproves of women in leader-
ship roles, Natalia hopes to one day earn a seat on the board 
of his company, and she won’t betray her father’s trust. But the 
powerful chemistry between Natalia and David leaves both of 
them vulnerable. If David backs out now, he’ll never get revenge 
on the men who ruined his life years ago; if he continues with 
his plan, he risks losing the woman he loves. Natalia accepts 
that a broken heart might be the cost of doing business with 
a self-made but notoriously manipulative investor, but what 
she doesn’t know about David’s past could destroy her future. 
David’s duplicity is shocking as he circles the De la Grips and 
their cronies, pulling them in like fish in a net just when Natalia 
needs him most. Naïve but fiercely independent, Natalia com-
mands respect as her loyalties are put to the test. With bold 
prose, Ahrnstedt and translator Chace capture the glamour 
of the Swedish countryside and the beautiful people who live 
there—such as Natalia’s friend Asa, who has “curves that would 
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make a twisty, turny Italian mountain road seem straight and 
uneventful”—while exposing the cracks in their cold, business-
like exteriors.

The stakes are high and the heels are higher—a stylish 
tale of corruption, revenge, and hard-won love.

EVERY BRIDE HAS HER DAY 
Austin, Lynnette 
Sourcebooks (416 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  May 3, 2016
978-1-4926-1800-3  

In this Southern contemporary, a 
surly NYPD narcotics detective hides 
away in small-town Georgia after an 
investigation ends badly, only to find 
himself reluctantly drawn to his florist 
neighbor.

Austin (The Best Laid Wedding Plans, 
2015, etc.) brings an entire cast of quirky characters to life in 
the second installment of her Magnolia Brides series. The run-
down house Sam DeLuca inherited from his great-aunt in Misty 
Bottoms, Georgia, offers the perfect excuse for him to lie low 
while he recuperates from a gunshot wound, until his neighbor 
Cricket O’Malley bangs on his front door and accuses him of 
trespassing. Cricket is also new in town. But unlike Sam, she 
plans to put down roots, starting with the opening of her shop, 
the Enchanted Florist. Still tormented by his last case and 
knowing he will ultimately return to New York, Sam struggles 
against his growing feelings for Cricket and his affection for the 
eccentric residents of Misty Bottoms. And Cricket knows she 
would be better off finding someone else. But while the story’s 
premise offers the potential for an exciting emotional conflict, 
the plot frequently gets bogged down by subplots involving a 
large cast of secondary characters whose purpose in the story 
is not always clear. The book includes everything from a lov-
able stray dog to a charming eccentric with a rusty truck. Aus-
tin is clearly attempting to make readers fall in love with the 
fictional town where the series takes place, but, unfortunately, 
all the extra details come at the expense of Sam and Cricket’s 
story. Readers may find themselves feeling more impatient than 
charmed.

Readers who enjoy detailed worldbuilding and second-
ary character development will like this story. Those who 
prefer a faster pace and more focus on the main characters 
should skip it.

ALWAYS MY GIRL
Chase, Samantha
Sourcebooks Casablanca (352 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4926-1628-3  

In Chase’s latest Shaughnessy Broth-
ers romance, Quinn becomes attracted 
to his childhood best friend, Anna 
Hannigan, who’s nursed a crush on him 
for years.

When Anna quits working at the 
pub to become a realtor and trades in 

her jeans and sneakers for more traditionally feminine cloth-
ing, the men in her small town notice. Unfortunately, Anna has 
only ever had eyes for Quinn. She decides to become his dream 
woman, and when that fails, she decides that the best tactic is to 
make him jealous by flirting with one of his colleagues. Unfor-
tunately, the guy slips drugs into Anna’s drink and she barely 
makes it to the bathroom to call for help. The author packs a 
lot of plot points into this book but either resolves them too 
quickly or bails when they aren’t working. Eventually the story 
becomes driven by emotion. Quinn loves Anna but feels he isn’t 
good enough for her and pouts when other people confirm this, 
pushing her away. Anna loves Quinn but can’t deal with his self-
ishness. A good therapist might suggest that all their problems 
could be solved by communicating honestly with one another. 
Fortunately, the implied sex helps them do so. The writing is 
clear and easy to read. Quinn is not very likable, but the rest 
of the characters are well fleshed out. (Though readers who 
haven’t read the prequels might feel a little lost by the sheer 
number of characters.)

Pretty standard stuff here: emotionally unavailable 
dude proven wrong by a headstrong woman. Not a bad 
choice for some chaste comfort.

TOP TO BOTTOM
Dryden, Delphine
Riptide (162 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Jul. 18, 2016
978-1-62649-415-2
978-1-62649-414-5 e-book  

Personal trainer Amie (or Mistress 
Amie, as she is known by the people in 
her town’s kink community) has her life 

all figured out, until her ex Dru shows up and throws everything 
out of whack.

Amie believes very much in control. As a physical trainer 
and gym instructor, she lives a very organized life. As a domme, 
she maintains control in any encounters she may have in the 
kink community. She trusts very few people in either aspect of 
her life. An uncomfortable reunion, however, sends Amie whirl-
ing into feelings she hasn’t acknowledged in more than a decade. 
Dru, her first everything—sexual partner, BDSM partner, true 
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love—has returned from Seattle and just opened a new kink 
club in town. She’s good at the front-of-house stuff but needs 
Amie’s expertise in some of the business aspects. Amie, feeling a 
sexual attraction she probably hasn’t felt since the last time she 
and Dru were together, agrees to help...but proposes the pair 
meet for a scene, to get it all out of their systems. The sparks fly, 
just in time for someone to sabotage the club and its reputation. 
Author Dryden (The Unicorn, 2016, etc.) writes a well-considered, 
sex-positive story of two real women with real issues. Dru’s grief 
over a lost loved one and Amie’s budding understanding of her 
own sexuality create the necessary undertones to make this 
particular novel more than bare-bones erotica. While some of 
the writing can be a bit flat, the overall tone is both sexy and 
heartwarming.

A racy story of love, honesty, and the willingness to lose 
control.

STEPPING TO A NEW DAY
A Blessings Novel
Jenkins, Beverly
William Morrow (304 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-0-06-241263-8  

Every generation in a small town has 
its own drama, and everyone has his or 
her own way of getting through it.

It’s time to catch up with the good 
people of Henry Adams, Kansas. In the 

seventh Blessings installment, Jenkins (Forbidden, 2016, etc.) 
focuses on TC and Genevieve, who are reinventing themselves 
in their 60s. Our romantic leads both strive toward new goals: 
TC to start fresh in a new town and to improve his reading, and 
Genevieve to become a stronger, truer person, to herself and to 
others. Their determination is fortified by their adorable day-
to-day interactions, whether it is shared silence on a drive or 
one building up the courage to ask the other to lunch. This little 
utopia isn’t without its problems, of course, including lifelong 
grudges and con artists. And while there is a romance at the cen-
ter, there are all kinds of relationships here. Nineteen-year-old 
Eli, having expressed the loss of his mother in the worst ways, 
works to reconcile with his father. Pastor and child psychologist 
Paula has to face her own demons after learning that her grand-
father, who raised her, has died. And Genevieve’s best friend, 
Marie, has to figure out how to fix their relationship after a self-
inflicted isolation. Other names and faces pop in and out, giving 
us glimpses of past and future stories. Some are deliberately left 
open, but we know Jenkins will return to tell new ones about 
the people of Henry Adams. Her style is familiar and cozy, and 
Jenkins knows how to distinguish her characters’ voices so as 
not to confuse readers by the whirlwind changes in perspective. 
She’s also good at weaving in back story so new readers will find 
themselves at home. It’s easy to lose hours at a time caught up 
in this book.

An achingly sweet feel-good story of love and redemp-
tion of all kinds.

A GIFT FOR GUILE 
Johnson, Alissa
Sourcebooks Casablanca (352 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4926-2053-2  

A gentleman investigator in Victo-
rian England finds himself beguiled by 
a headstrong woman searching for her 
natural father.

Johnson (A Talent for Trickery, 2015, 
etc) returns with the second installment 
in her Thief Takers series. The children 

of the notorious thief Will Walker are thriving, years after his 
death. But middle child Esther Walker-Bales still has more than 
a few secrets. The most pressing is that she knows Will was 
not really her father. She has traveled to London alone from 
her cottage in Derbyshire to try to track down her true father. 
Unfortunately, she is discovered by Sir Samuel Brass, one of a 
trio of gently bred private investigators who helped nab Will 
Walker and eventually became friends with the Walker sib-
lings. Samuel thinks very little of Esther’s plan to search the 
city’s most dangerous neighborhoods on her own. Esther and 
her siblings have been accosted by Will’s associates in the past, 
and Samuel appoints himself Esther’s keeper while she’s in the 
city. Esther’s tart personality appeals to Samuel, and she finds 
that his company is a balm for her habitual loneliness. The pair 
traipses around London with the reader in tow, making very lit-
tle progress in their investigations and fending off attacks from 
mysterious foes. The prose tries painfully to sound British, with 
too many awkward contractions (saying “I’ve a keen memory” 
instead of “I have a keen memory” is one of many examples), 
and the secondary characters are almost completely colorless. 
Johnson’s demonstrated skill at writing intriguing mystery 
stories is missing in this novel, although the main characters’ 
complex personal histories make the book a better read than it 
could have been otherwise.

All but the most devoted Johnson fans should skip this 
novel and wait for her next offering.

MISSED CONNECTIONS
Mataya, Tamara
Sourcebooks (320 pp.) 
$6.99 paper  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-4926-2121-8  

In this sexy contemporary romance, 
a single girl looking for love in New York 
City finds the perfect guy online, but she 
can’t get her friend’s bad-boy brother out 
of her mind.

Mataya (The Sowing, 2015, etc.) hooks 
readers from the first page of the first 

book in her new Summer Love series. Sarah spends her days 
working for a pair of uptight hippies at a New Age spa and her 
nights reading the Missed Connections section on Craigslist. 

It’s time to catch up with the good people of Henry Adams, Kansas. 
stepping to a new day
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She dreams of one day finding her own Missed Connection. In 
the meantime, she must fight her attraction to her best friend 
Pete’s twin, Jack. Hooking up with Jack might jeopardize Sar-
ah’s friendship with his brother if the relationship were to end 
badly. And she knows it would definitely end. Jack’s “rampant 
Peter Pan syndrome” and sexual exploits make him ineligible 
for anything but casual sex. Sarah is ready to get serious about 
finding love, and she’s looking for a man with emotional matu-
rity and a grown-up job—not a DJ who parties every night 
like Jack does. When she comes across a Missed Connection 
meant for her, Sarah is thrilled to discover the emotional con-
nection she’s been looking for with her secret admirer, which 
grows stronger with every message they exchange. And then a 
steamy encounter with Jack leaves her wracked with guilt. As 
things at the Inner Space Spa go from bad to crazy, Sarah finds 
she may have underestimated Jack and feels torn between him 
and her online relationship. At times the story verges on silly 
and improbable, but it’s ultimately saved by Sarah’s well-written 
inner monologue. Funny and authentic, Sarah’s snarky take on 
her own travails is the magic ingredient that will have readers 
rooting for the heroine to find true love with the right man.

A fun and humorous summer read with unexpected 
depth.
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BUKOWSKI IN A SUNDRESS
Confessions from a 
Writing Life
Addonizio, Kim
Penguin (224 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-14-312846-5  

A sometimes-scandalous poet opens 
up about herself and her business.

Mary Karr describes writing a mem-
oir as “knocking yourself out with your 

own fist.” In these short, autobiographical pieces, poet and 
novelist Addonizio (The Palace of Illusions: Stories, 2014, etc.) 
knocks herself out over and over, sometimes viciously. The 
book is filled with her usual jaunty wit, sarcasm, and irrever-
ence. This “Emily Dickinson with a strap-on,” as she calls 
herself, is ruthlessly honest and writes so well that no matter 
what she’s excoriating or dissing or musing about becomes 
immediately fascinating. Her passion for writing is an “irresist-
ible lover” she’s known most of her life; it’s the “monster that 
controls me.” There are also the lovers she has sought in all the 
wrong places her whole life—the divorces and many lovers or 
mere sex partners for a night. Too many had “no heart in their 
chest cavity.” Many of these pieces are dark and unrelenting in 
self-flagellation. There’s the drinking (a lot), depression, and 
a drug-riddled life: “pot, mescaline, acid, Quaaludes, Seconals, 
coke, heroin, speed,” and others she can’t recall. Addonizio 
writes fondly of her famous parents. Her sportswriter dad read 
to her often, and her piece about taking her elderly, ailing, once-
a-champion-tennis-player mom, Pauline Betz, to a drug store 
for a flu shot is tender and loving. Poetry and writing and her 
daughter, Aya Cash, an accomplished actress, are the true loves 
in her life. Addonizio has managed to live off her books, grants, 
prizes, and readings her whole life. Trying to write a third novel 
to make some money was as painful as “having a baby,” and she 
gives up. Whether it’s walking around drunk at a poetry confer-
ence or looking for a new beau online, the life of this poet is not 
a pretty picture, but it’s captivating.

An unrelenting, authentic, literary midnight confession.
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OUR SEPARATE WAYS
The Struggle for the Future 
of the U.S.–Israel Alliance
Allin, Dana H. & Simon, Steven N.
PublicAffairs (288 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-61039-641-7  

As Israelis and American Jews drift 
further apart culturally and politically, 
the nature of the unique relationship 
between the two countries is changing.

Allin, a foreign policy expert, and Simon, a diplomat and 
policymaker, track the history of U.S.–Israeli relations and 
address the causes and consequences of the growing rift 
epitomized by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s open 
denunciations of President Barack Obama. The authors, who 
previously collaborated on The Sixth Crisis: Iran, Israel, America, 
and the Rumors of War (2010), both hail from the liberal Zionist 
camp and place the blame for the estrangement largely on the 
right’s embrace, in both countries, of overheated rhetoric and 
maximalist formulations of policy. Likud and the Republicans 
have abandoned compromise and rejected debate. Of the Iran 
deal, the authors write, “Israel’s government and its American 
political allies understandably preferred that there be no Ira-
nian nuclear program whatsoever. Yet the baffling part was how 
they proposed that the world they lived in could be transported 
to this alternate universe.” The descent into the echo chamber 
alienates moderates and prevents even a basic understanding of 
the perspectives of others. During their first meeting, “aston-
ishingly, Obama’s request [to halt settlement construction] 
took Netanyahu completely by surprise.” Perhaps surprisingly, 
it is the Democrats that have historically felt a closer bond with 
Israel, but as partisan rancor increases, the relationship risks 
becoming more transactional and less based around a common 
purpose, an outcome the authors convincingly warn could pres-
age the type of discord the U.S. experiences with its ostensible 
allies Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. Combining political and his-
torical expertise with an approachable, engaging tone—Obama 
counseling Muhammad Morsi during Gaza cease-fire talks was 

“a fascinating enactment of Pygmalion, with Obama playing 
Professor Higgins”—the book will appeal to both casual read-
ers interested in current events in the Middle East and those 
with a more extensive background in the region. 

An impassioned, learned plea for the importance of 
shared values, rather than coldhearted calculations, as the 
basis of diplomacy.

When former German World Cup 
champion Jürgen Klinsmann took 
over the reins of the U.S. Men’s Na-
tional Team in 2011, American soc-
cer fans were excited about the fu-
ture of the team. Since then, the 
results have been decidedly mixed, 
with historic highs followed by in-
explicable losses to inferior oppo-
nents—not to mention the con-
troversial decision to leave Landon 

Donovan off the 2014 World Cup roster.
In Soccer Without Borders (May 9), Germany-based 

foreign correspondent Erik Kirschbaum comes down 
firmly in the pro-Klinsmann 
camp; the author clearly appre-
ciates the coach’s desire to apply 
his considerable experience in Eu-
rope to the still-developing Amer-
ican soccer landscape. As our re-
viewer noted, the author offers a 

“welcome sketch of…a thoughtful 
man of the world who has for years 
lived in California and who cannot 
be pigeonholed as merely a Euro-
pean trying to remake American 
soccer in the Old World image.” Kirschbaum’s sym-
pathetic portrayal will ruffle feathers in certain circles, 

but it’s a useful portrait of a work in 
progress, a coach who is squarely in 
the middle of writing his legacy on 
the American stage.

As one of my friends, a die-hard 
soccer fan, recently wrote to me, “at 
times, Klinsmann seems like a soc-
cer genius moving U.S. soccer to-
ward the next level and other times 
just another coach mired in the 
slow-to-adapt thinking and exces-

sively defensive style of American soccer.”
So the jury is still out, and while I’m hopeful that 

Klinsmann can lift U.S. soccer to new heights, he 
still has plenty of work to do. Stay tuned for the 2018 
World Cup (assuming the U.S. qualifies). —E.L.

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor. 

soccer without 
borders

Photo coutesy Jakob Stielow

Erik Kirschbaum

Photo courtesy Leah O
verstreet



THE FOOD AND WINE 
OF FRANCE
Eating and Drinking from 
Champagne to Provence
Behr, Edward
Penguin Press (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-59420-452-4  

The Art of Eating magazine founder 
Behr (50 Foods, 2013, etc.) serves as an 
admirable traveling companion through 

the world of French cuisine, offering high sailing on gustatory 
seas as well as grounding in history and broader cultural concerns.

“France is the greatest country for bread, cheese and wine,” 
writes the author, “and its culinary techniques are the founda-
tion of the training of nearly every serious Western cook and 
some beyond.” However, determining what is definably French 
is more elusive, given its diversity, global influences, and the 
fact that there are really two Frances: Paris and the rest of the 
country. In reintroducing us to French food, Behr’s attempts to 
secure this definition are mixed but generally engaging. He is 
most successful in his evocation of the spirit of French cuisine, 
its origins, and numerous ironies, though his chapters could 
have utilized a more logical progression and less (save for con-
noisseurs) technical exposition. Still, from classical and nou-
velle cuisine to an unparalleled world of wine and fromage, Behr 
goes behind the scenes to reveal the hows and whys of French 
food in all its manifestations, each allied to a desire for balance, 
harmony, and sensual pleasure. The story of French food “is 
disproportionally the story of food in Paris,” the author writes, 
but he takes us on a detailed gastronomic tour of the entire 
country, including those regions whose tastes don’t seem terri-
bly “French” to outsiders. He also affords readers an informed 
survey of the finest writers on French food, including the 20th-
century critic and author Curnonsky (aka Maurice Edmond 
Sailland) and the American expatriate writer Richard Olney, 
while celebrating the minuet danced by server and served in a 
good French restaurant.

French cuisine once was unassailable, the West’s finest, 
but while its influence has diminished even in France—as 
have many of the dishes that established its reputation—
French food still commands a certain fascination, and 
Behr explores it with appetizing ardor.

WITNESS TO 
THE REVOLUTION 
Radicals, Resisters, 
Vets, Hippies, and the Year 
America Lost Its Mind and 
Found Its Soul
Bingham, Clara
Random House (656 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-0-8129-9318-9  

An engrossing oral history of the 
youth rebellion of the 1960s.

Former Newsweek White House correspondent Bingham 
(Class Action: The Story of Lois Jenson and the Landmark Case that 
Changed Sexual Harassment Law, 2002, etc.) interviewed some 
100 activists, veterans, government officials, and others—all 
now in their 60s and 70s—to produce this remarkable account 
of the anti-war movement. “The cross-pollination of left-wing 
activists with hippie drifters and dropouts, who were all part 
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of the same Great Refusal to conform, created a brand new 
rebel,” she writes. With a focus on the year 1969-1970—the 

“crescendo of the sixties, when years of civil disobedience and 
mass resistance erupted into anarchic violence”—Bingham 
captures telling moments (from campus protests to bombings, 
from Woodstock to My Lai) in the voices of those present. 
There are revealing stories about Weathermen on the lam, gov-
ernment sabotage and surveillance, courtroom theatrics, police 
riots, President Richard Nixon’s late-night meeting with pro-
testers at the Lincoln Memorial, the Pentagon Papers, and the 
incessant organizing behind events that “would profoundly and 
permanently change the nation.” The cast is a who’s who of the 

’60s: Daniel Ellsberg, Jane Fonda, Julius Lester, and others, from 
undercover FBI agents to rock musicians, most of whom offer 
sharp insights into the period. After all these years, many echo 
an LSD dealer’s comments: “We were young and naïve, and 
drunk on idealism.” “We were so arrogant,” says Weatherman 
Mark Rudd. Most share feminist Robin Morgan’s observation 
that in the civil rights and peace movements, “the human spirit 
was really at its best.” Weathermen founder Bill Ayers says he 
will apologize for his actions when Henry Kissinger says “what 
he did that was wrong, because he killed three million people, 
and I killed no one.”

People like Bingham (b. 1963), who “missed the party,” 
may be astonished by aspects of this tumultuous story. 
Baby boomers will find themselves infuriated once again 
by vivid accounts of the My Lai massacre, the Kent State 
and Jackson State shootings, and other tumultuous events. 
(b/w photos throughout)

THE ART OF WAITING 
On Fertility, Medicine, 
and Motherhood
Boggs, Belle
Graywolf (256 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Sep. 6, 2016
978-1-55597-749-8  

So much more than a memoir about 
trying to conceive.

The situation in which Boggs (Mat-
taponi Queen, 2010) found herself has 

become increasingly common and is thus likely to resonate 
with a large readership. Having long put any thought of moth-
erhood on hold—using birth control and focusing on her writ-
ing, career, husband, and the other priorities of a life without 
children—she figured that she would get pregnant when it was 
time. And when it was time, and then it seemed like time was 
running out, she couldn’t. A book about the author and her hus-
band might have seen suspense build along with expenses, with 
new and different options explored as readers wonder whether 
all of this will result in a baby. But this deeply empathetic book 
is about more than one woman’s challenge; it’s about the whole 
scope of maternal urges, of how culture (and literature) treat 
the childless (or “childfree”), how biases against medical inter-
vention serve to stigmatize those who need such expensive (and 

not always successful) assistance, and how complicated can be 
the decisions about whether to adopt rather than continuing 
to attempt to conceive, the moral dimensions of international 
adoption (and surrogates), the additional hurdles facing gay 
couples, and the seemingly arbitrary differences between states 
as to what procedures are covered and to what financial limit. 
While dropping a couple of offhand references early on to the 
fact that, yes, she became a mother, Boggs writes with consid-
erable heart and engagement about the decisions that are so 
tough for so many. “Nothing about this experience had been 
what we expected when we thought of having children, or even 
when we first guessed that the road to parenthood might be a 
long one,” she reflects. “It was more uncomfortable and expen-
sive than we imagined, and less private.”

In her reporting, researching, and sharing, Boggs has 
performed a public service for those in a similar position—
and for anyone interested in the implications of parent-
hood or in a story well-told and deeply felt.

THE ART OF HISTORY
Unlocking the Past in Fiction 
and Nonfiction
Bram, Christopher
Graywolf (184 pp.) 
$12.00 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-55597-743-6  

An amiable stroll through selected 
works of history and historical fiction, 
showing how the lines between them 

blur and how each can inform the other.
The author of nine novels and two works of nonfiction, 

Bram (Eminent Outlaws: The Gay Writers Who Changed America, 
2012, etc.) plainly delights in reading about the past and is only 
discriminate about quality, not genre, as he feeds his “history 
addiction.” He immerses himself in the historical past for all 
the usual reasons and not necessarily the most high-minded: 

“I believe history’s original appeal is as pure escape,” he writes. 
“The past offers a fact-based fantasy, a dream with footnotes....
As the flight attendants instruct us before takeoff, ‘The near-
est exit may be behind you.’ ” Though Bram acknowledges how 
we can benefit from history, learn from it, and deepen our per-
spective, it’s refreshing that he underscores the pure pleasure 
of reading and that he takes such delight in it. He believes that 

“much can be gained by treating fiction and nonfiction as differ-
ent sides of the same mountain” and that “while fiction strives 
for the condition of history, many history books hope to achieve 
the high drama of novels.” The author shows how some of the 
most successful and popular works of history employ narrative 
momentum and character development that could be termed 
novelistic, while historical novels (War and Peace is “the gold 
standard of historical fiction”) depend on researched detail and 
plausibility. The author’s argument isn’t as provocative as some 
of his counterintuitive judgments on highly praised works and 
authors, including Hilary Mantel’s Wolf Hall (“a Game of Thrones 
for highbrows”) and Cormac McCarthy: “After you scrape off 

In her reporting, researching, and sharing, 
Boggs has performed a public service.

the art of waiting



the fancy prose style, his novel Blood Meridian could be just the 
fantasy of a really mean fourteen-year-old boy who’s seen too 
many Sergio Leone movies.”

Though Bram teaches at NYU, there’s no hint of aca-
demic stuffiness in a book that offers the joy of reading as 
well as praising it.

THE MAXIMUM SECURITY 
BOOK CLUB
Reading Literature in a 
Men’s Prison
Brottman, Mikita
Harper/HarperCollins (272 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-06-238433-1  

Compassionate account of running a 
literary reading group among convicts at 
Maryland’s Jessup maximum security prison.

Psychoanalyst and author Brottman (Humanistic Studies/
Maryland Institute Coll. of Art; The Great Grisby: Two Thou-
sand Years of Literary, Royal, Philosophical, and Artistic Dog Lovers 
and Their Exceptional Animals, 2014, etc.) hypothesizes that her 
own hardscrabble British childhood left her able to relate to 
criminal outcasts. “I’ve long been preoccupied with the lives of 
people generally considered unworthy of sympathy,” she writes. 
Beginning as a volunteer during her sabbatical, she’s kept the 
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reading group going for over three years, despite her concerns 
that “the compulsion that draws me to these men is less an alle-
giance than...a form of survivor’s guilt.” Brottman argues that 
even dark literary works can salve the desperation of a long 
prison sentence, and she captures the camaraderie created 
within the group. Each chapter focuses on the group’s reactions 
to a particular work, while she develops the inmates’ personal 
stories in the context of prison’s rigors. Her perspective on her 
subjects becomes disarming, although several have committed 
murder and others struggle with mental illness. Brottman’s lit-
erary selections tend to be bleak and difficult: she began with 
Heart of Darkness and “Bartleby, the Scrivener” and then moved 
on to transgressive work by Charles Bukowski and William 
Burroughs. “To them,” she writes, “as to [Bukowski stand-in] 
Henry Chinaski, brutality was a fact of nature.” The book group 
remains a sought-after activity. The author claims that almost 

“no one dropped out unless they were released or transferred,” 
even as funding for such programs has diminished. Brottman’s 
own literary discussion is thoughtful, but the main appeal is 
the developing bond with her allegedly unsalvageable students, 
whose warmth and perceptiveness constantly surprise her. As 
one observes regarding Poe’s “The Black Cat,” “they bury us 
alive without thinking twice about it.”

Will not appeal to hard-core law-and-order types, but 
others will find this a brave and empathetic story of how 
literature brings light into shadows. (17 b/w photos)

THE PRICE OF PROSPERITY
Why Rich Nations Fail and 
How to Renew Them
Buchholz, Todd G.
Harper/HarperCollins (384 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-06-240570-8  

How to renew the greatness of rich 
but potentially failing nations, like the 
United States.

With a background as a hedge fund 
manager and the director of economic policy in George H.W. 
Bush’s administration, Buchholz (Rush: Why You Need and Love 
the Rat Race, 2011, etc.) has the credentials to address the rea-
sons why prosperous countries decline and to provide solid 
ideas on the cultural and political choices required to change 
course. “Working to shatter nations” are forces such as falling 
birth rates, rising debt, and declining work ethics, which the 
author believes threaten the United States and much of Europe. 
An advocate of free markets, his views are not readily pigeon-
holed in the usual ideological categories. He supports immi-
gration and assimilation through the culture and values of the 
host country. Decline, he argues, stems “from the prosperity 
delivered by market capitalism.” As he notes, “the rise of sci-
ence and the Enlightenment catapulted societies into a new 
world of economic growth and opportunity.” People grew taller 
and healthier and lived longer, and they built cities to live in. 
The author’s objective is to learn from how past leaders have 

dealt with similar problems and the associated cultural pessi-
mism. He believes that it is important to “kick aside conven-
tional wisdom,” dismantle special privileges, whether of money 
or birth, and know “how to touch the hearts of their people.” 
As examples of those people, he offers Alexander the Great; 
Kemal Ataturk, the founder of modern, secular, Turkey; Golda 
Meir, one of the pioneer builder-settlers of Israel; Sakamoto 
Ryoma and other organizers of Japan’s 19th-century opening 
to Western science and technology; and José Figueres Ferrer, 
architect of Costa Rica’s independence. Each of these figures, 
writes Buchholz, realized “that money and genetics were not 
enough”; they also needed to restore lost senses of pride, honor, 
and purpose.

A refreshing book that offers an alternative to the fail-
ing shibboleths of the day.

WILL & I
A Memoir
Byars, Clay
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (192 pp.) 
$14.00 paper  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-374-29028-3  

A tragic accident gives birth to a 
writer.

Before the car crash that almost 
killed him, Narrative Magazine assistant 
editor Byars was a college student from 

a Southern family that included his identical twin brother, Will. 
This memoir of recovery against considerable odds traces the 
relationship between the brothers, their innate closeness, and 
what changed after the accident and what didn’t, but Will doesn’t 
figure nearly as prominently throughout as the title would seem 
to suggest. In much of the first half, the author seems to be try-
ing to figure out just what is his story and how best to tell it. The 
crash in which he was a passenger threatened to kill him and ini-
tially seemed likely to paralyze him, and then he suffered post-
surgical complications so severe that the doctors predicted he 
wouldn’t survive for more than one week. Byars beat the odds 
in terms of both survival and physical mobility, but he still faced 
a long road to what would never be all the way back. He had to 
relearn how to talk and to figure out how to get around on his 
own. And he was on his own a lot, partly by choice (“I only knew 
what I didn’t want to do: anything to do with stagnation. My 
parents seemed content with my doing nothing”) but also partly 
because others his age, particularly potential romantic partners, 
didn’t quite know how to deal with someone whose body had 
suffered so much. “My brain felt like the least damaged part 
of my body,” he writes. “It was painfully undamaged.” Despite 
occasional wishes that he had somehow forgotten who he had 
been or the extent of his predicament, his memoir is remark-
ably free of sentimentality or self-pity. He found both an outlet 
and a vocation in his writing, and he had to come to terms with 
the loss of those who had been prepared to lose him.

A stark, honest book that reads like a writer’s appren-
ticeship amid harrowing circumstances.

Despite occasional wishes that he had somehow forgotten who 
he had been or the extent of his predicament, his memoir is 

remarkably free of sentimentality or self-pity.
will & I



KICK
The True Story of JFK’s Sister 
and the Heir to Chatsworth
Byrne, Paula
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-06-229627-6  

The Kennedys all kept journals, and 
Byrne (Belle: The Slave Daughter and the 
Lord Chief Justice, 2014, etc.) uses them to 
the fullest in this biography of Kathleen, 

aka Kick (1920-1948). 
In the first half of the book, the author relies heavily on those 

journals, and the narrative occasionally gets bogged down in Kick’s 
lists of people she met, what she wore, and where she went. Thank-
fully for readers, she met the most famous people, wore the most 
beautiful clothes, and went to all the best parties. Byrne highlights 
the importance of Kick’s close attachment and similar character 
to her brother, Jack, nearest to her in age. Her father, Joseph, was 

named ambassador to the Court of St. James, mostly to get him 
out of Franklin Roosevelt’s hair. He and his family were loved and 
celebrated all over England, and the English men adored Kick. She 
encouraged them all without any intention of forming a deeper rela-
tionship—until she met Billy Cavendish, heir to the dukedom of 
Devonshire, which included Chatsworth and castles in Ireland, Scot-
land, Yorkshire, and Sussex. Joe Kennedy’s statement that the Brit-
ish Empire was at an end and could never withstand Hitler put an 
end to his ambassadorship as well as his career. The story gets most 
interesting as Kick and Billy fall in love and face their insurmount-
able religious differences. The original Duke of Devonshire set the 
familial pattern of hatred of Catholics. The author follows the war 
years in which the couple searched for loopholes. She could never 
give up her faith, and Billy had the responsibility of many Church of 
England parish benefices. The story is heartrending as Kick returns 
to the U.S., Billy gets engaged to another, and the war rages on.

At first, the book is less a biography and more a society 
report of England’s upper class, but it evolves into an excit-
ing, heartbreakingly tense love story. (two 8-page b/w photo 
inserts)
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THE UNKNOWN 
UNIVERSE 
A New Exploration of 
Time, Space, and Modern 
Cosmology
Clark, Stuart
Pegasus (316 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-68177-153-3  

Updates on the universe continue to 
pour from the presses, but since new dis-

coveries appear regularly, cosmology aficionados may read one 
every few years. They will be wise to read this latest from New 
Scientist contributor Clark (The Day Without Yester day, 2013, etc.), 
a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.

The author brings the subject up to 2015 with the obliga-
tory new discovery combined with a fine history of cosmol-
ogy, and he makes it clear that our knowledge and ignorance 
seem to be expanding in parallel. Clark delivers the new dis-
covery in the introduction: after spending more than two 
years mapping the sky in microwaves with dazzling preci-
sion, the Planck satellite has revealed subtle irregularities 
that can’t be explained. Unless the instruments are at fault 
(not a rare occurrence), “the Planck data showed ‘cosmology 
is not finished.’ ” Emphasizing great men and the occasional 
great woman, Clark begins his history in the 17th century 
with Kepler, Halley, and Newton, ending in the unsettling 
21st, where the universe explained so brilliantly by Einstein, 
whose name dominates several chapters, has revealed fea-
tures that he didn’t explain. Educated readers know that the 
term “unknown” as applied to the universe is literally true 
because 95 percent is invisible, detectable only because its 
energy and gravity influence movements of the 5 percent we 
see as stars and galaxies. Decades of searching for this “dark” 
matter and energy have failed, so some theorists wonder if 
tweaking the laws of gravity will eliminate the need for it. 
Of course, tweaking Einstein is no small matter. “Either dark 
matter and dark energy are real and these vast reservoirs of 
energy are just waiting to be found,” writes the author, “or we 
have to radically rethink fundamental physics.”

Since satisfying results have yet to turn up, Clark’s 
book ends on a cliffhanger, but readers will be entirely 
pleased with the experience.

THE SUN AND THE MOON AND 
THE ROLLING STONES
Cohen, Rich
Spiegel & Grau (400 pp.) 
$30.00  |  May 10, 2016
978-0-8041-7923-2  

A funny, personal, and professional 
history of the Rolling Stones.

The facts are well-known and have 
been reported ad nauseam: English poor 
boys (except for Mick Jagger) form blues 

band, forsake modest ambition for global domination, soar to 
immortality on the strength of great songs and classic albums, 
enjoy enough highs (girls, cars, mansions, drugs) to weather the 
lows (busts, divorce, addiction, death), and are still going at it, a 
chugging machine as indestructible as it is increasingly irrele-
vant. So what does longtime journalist and author Cohen (Mon-
sters: The 1985 Chicago Bears and the Wild Heart of Football, 2013, 
etc.) bring to this sodden, sordid tale? The passion and disap-
pointment of a fan who knows (and reports) the facts but can’t 
stop cherishing the myth. As a writer for Rolling Stone magazine, 
Cohen toured with the band and got close to them, and he 
seems to have read every single book about the subject; by his 
own admission, he has studied the Stones “as the ancients stud-
ied war. It’s my Hemingway, Dickens, Homer.” Cohen weaves 
together the peak events with a supple sense of the band’s inner 
dynamic and unbreakable bonds, and he captures their public 
and private evolution—whether it’s the way producer Andrew 
Loog Oldham ratcheted up the band’s hoodlum mystique or 
how Jagger and Keith Richards mapped out a strategy for long-
term success, which ultimately meant wresting control from 
founder Brian Jones, thus setting in motion the latter’s demise. 
Cohen sees them up close, such as when he describes Richards 
literally convulsing his way to sobriety, and far. Here is his suc-
cinct overview of the band’s 1969 Altamont disaster: “Mick Jag-
ger had long pretended to be the devil. Then one night he threw 
a party and the real devil showed up.”

A compact and conversant history that makes the story 
new again, capturing the Rolling Stones in all their Faus-
tian glory.

CYBERSPIES
The Secret History of 
Surveillance, Hacking, and 
Digital Espionage
Corera, Gordon
Pegasus (448 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-68177-154-0  

The history of cyberespionage, com-
bining “related stories like encryption 
and code-breaking [and] the rise of 

the computer industry and its complex relationship with the 
secret world.”

A compact and conversant history that makes the story new again, 
capturing the Rolling Stones in all their Faustian glory.

the sun and the moon and the rolling stones
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In 1944, the first programmable electronic computer began 
operation in Britain’s Bletchley Park. Built to decipher German 
codes, it performed brilliantly. Computers remain essential to 
espionage and other dubious activities, writes BBC security 
correspondent Corera (The Art of Betrayal: The Secret History of 
MI6: Life and Death in the British Secret Service, 2013, etc.) in this 
engrossing history of the dark side of the information revolu-
tion. By the end of the Cold War, technical advances enabled 
hackers and spies to steal “data at rest” inside a computer rather 
than struggle to intercept “data in motion” traveling from one 
place to another. In response, and also to detect the activity of 
terrorists, security organizations such as the National Security 
Agency sweep up immense quantities of information, including 
that of their own citizens, and filter it for suspicious activity. No 
one designed operating systems for security. In the 1980s, when 
experts discovered how easily hackers could penetrate comput-
ers, they began designing patches, firewalls, and other defenses. 
However, “it was not possible to retrofit security,” so no sys-
tem is immune to intrusion, theft, and damage. Some attacks, 
such as the Stuxnet virus, which destroyed Iran’s uranium 

centrifuges, resemble acts of war, and there is no doubt that in 
future wars, “alongside tanks, missiles, and guns there would 
be viruses, worms, logic bombs, trapdoors and Trojan horses.” 
This book was originally published in England, so Americans 
will encounter unfamiliar acronyms and an emphasis on Brit-
ain’s experience, but Corera casts his net widely and makes it 
clear that America is the leader in the battle, as well as the most 
vulnerable.

A convincing argument that the most secure way to 
communicate is via snail mail.
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IN GRATITUDE
Diski, Jenny
Bloomsbury (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  May 17, 2016
978-1-63286-686-8  

A winding but elegant valediction 
from Diski (What I Don’t Know About 
Animals, 2011, etc.), known as a literary 
journalist and chronicler in England, 
now resigned to a short tenure on Earth 
as a “canceree.”

What is the proper response when the doctor delivers the 
grim news of an inoperable tumor, an aggressive and untreat-
able blood condition? The author ponders all the “cancer cli-
chés” that are available to her, deciding on the one hand that she 
has no major ambitions “except perhaps just lie back and enjoy 
the morphine” but also concluding that any choice is really 
not an exercise in free will as much as it is “picking one’s way 
through an already drawn flow-chart.” A central figure in her 
book—more broadly a memoir of intellectual life in a turbulent 
era than the cancer diary that she first conceived of writing—
is the writer Doris Lessing, who took Diski in during a more-
than-conflicted adolescence and mined her experiences for her 
own fiction (“I suppose the fact that she got on with it made 
the story hers in some way”). Some of the best parts of the book 
recount table talk with the likes of Robert Graves, Alan Sillitoe, 
Lindsay Anderson, and R.D. Laing. Diski delivers bittersweet-
ness and resentment in spades, as when she recalls shepherding 
Lessing’s “irritating adoratas from California or thereabout...
[who] spoke of Doris as if she were a source of wisdom, and 
her every move significant.” Hopping and skipping across years 
and topics—“I don’t like writing narrative,” she protests, “the 
getting on with what happened next of a story that has a middle, 
an end, and a beginning”—Diski describes the daily indignities 
of the cancer patient against a swirling backdrop of mescaline, 
Dylan, Lennon, and other tropes of her youth, a time of which 
she deliciously wrote in her book The Sixties (2009).

Sometimes rueful, often oblique, but provocative and 
highly readable.

THE REAL PETER PAN
J.M. Barrie and the Boy Who 
Inspired Him
Dudgeon, Piers
Dunne/St. Martin’s (416 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-250-08779-9  

With his broad knowledge of J.M. 
Barrie (1860-1937) and his contempo-
raries, Dudgeon (Maeve Binchy: The Biog-
raphy, 2014, etc.) tells the disturbing story 

of his odd relationship with the Llewelyn Davies family.
The author points out that the story of Peter Pan features 

a spiritual dimension of childhood that transcends adulthood. 

Barrie adored the children of Sylvia and Art Llewelyn Davies, 
and the games he played with them in Kensington Gardens 
helped in the creation of Peter Pan. It was a process of impro-
visation and underwent constant revision over the years. Bar-
rie readily admitted that he adored Michael in the strange sort 
of Edwardian love. The author explains it as best he can, not-
ing the strong bond of boys away at public school. Michael 
unknowingly ruled Barrie. Stories were presented to Michael, 
who would finish them or reject them. Sylvia was the daugh-
ter of George du Maurier, author of Peter Ibbetson, a book that 
greatly influenced Barrie. Du Maurier was also a strong sup-
porter of the concept of psychic ability, and Sylvia inherited 
his “more than earthly” aura. Barrie shared his paranormal 
fascination, and Sylvia encouraged Barrie’s obsession with 
her children, almost as if he were a second nanny, taking them 
off her hands. Her husband, mother, and especially her son, 
Jack, disliked his control. Jack was recommended by Barrie to 
Osborne Naval College to get him out of the way. After the 
death of Sylvia, Barrie took over the boys’ upbringing. It was 
a life of privilege and fishing excursions to Scotland, where 
Michael learned to cast off Barrie’s yoke. Insisting that there 
was no homosexual side to Barrie’s love, Dudgeon explores 
the man and his character, his obsession with death and the 
afterlife, the cruel side to his writings, and the strange illu-
sions he created around himself.

A simultaneously interesting and depressing story of 
arrested development, as sometimes occurs with those 
who write of children’s heroes. (two 16-page b/w photo inserts)

CATULLUS’ BEDSPREAD
The Life of Rome’s Most 
Erotic Poet
Dunn, Daisy
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$25.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-06-231702-5  

The short life of Rome’s first lyric poet.
Journalist and classicist Dunn (trans-

lator: The Poems of Catullus, 2016) reveals 
the “uncertain and turbulent times” 

of ancient Rome in this appreciative, informed biography 
of Catullus. Dying before he was 30, Catullus produced 117 
poems “full of emotion, wit, and lurid insight into some of the 
key Roman personalities.” Melding many literary genres, his 
poems’ “apparent simplicity...often masks far greater, deeper 
sentiment and subtlety of thought,” and he influenced later 
writers, including Ovid, Virgil, Horace, and Roman satirists. 
Central to Dunn’s study is Catullus’ longest poem, which she 
appends to this biography. She calls it his “Bedspread Poem” 
because it describes in detail the myths incorporated into the 
sumptuous wedding bedspread of one of Jason’s Argonauts. 

“The bedspread,” she writes, “was a visual web of words” that 
evoked history and mythology to create “a miniature epic.” 
Dunn constructs her narrative around Catullus’ verse, which 
she has translated from the Latin. “I see this very much as a 

A winding but elegant valediction from Diski, known as a 
literary journalist and chronicler in England, now resigned to 

a short tenure on Earth as a “canceree.”
in gratitude



joint venture: Catullus provides the poetry; I offer something 
of the world that informed it.” That world was peopled by 
Cicero, the wealthy orator and statesman, who sought to bol-
ster stability by strengthening Rome’s Senate; ambitious Julius 
Caesar, a friend of Catullus’ father, who “cemented his claim 
to Rome through dictatorship”; and the poet’s beloved, Clodia 
Metelli, a married woman of at least 35 who appeared to him 
as a “shining goddess.” He gave her the pseudonym Lesbia and 
made her the subject of a spate of erotic love poems. Lesbia 
became the poet’s “raison d’être.” Among many revelations 
about Roman culture, Dunn speculates that because their 
affair produced no child, either Clodia or Catullus might have 
used some method of herbal or barrier contraception.

A fresh, knowledgeable introduction to life, love, war, 
and rivalries in ancient Rome. (8-page color insert)

DODGERLAND
Decadent Los Angeles and 
the 1977-78 Dodgers
Fallon, Michael
Univ. of Nebraska (468 pp.) 
$34.95  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-0-8032-4940-0  

The late-1970s Los Angeles Dodg-
ers are a not-so-distant window through 
which we can view American culture, 
then and now.

Fallon, who has published previously about the cultural 
scene in the City of Angels during the same epoch (Creating the 
Future: Art and Los Angeles in the 1970s, 2014), weaves several sto-
ries into his attractive tapestry: the story of his grandfather’s 
economic rise and fall, Mayor Tom Bradley’s ultimately suc-
cessful bid to bring the 1984 Olympic Games to LA, the vari-
ous struggles of writer Tom Wolfe (to understand the quickly 
changing culture, to write The Right Stuff), and, principally, the 
Dodgers’ 1977-1978 seasons, both of which resulted in World 
Series losses to the reviled Yankees. Within the Dodgers’ 
larger story, Fallon tells many smaller ones—e.g., the manag-
ing styles and troubles of new manager Tommy Lasorda, the 
contentious pitcher Don Sutton, the all-American (and, later, 
tainted) image of hitting star Steve Garvey (who ended up in 
a famous locker-room brawl with Sutton), the vicissitudes of 
outfielder Rick Monday. Hall of Famer Reggie Jackson both 
shines and fades. The author continually takes us away from 
the ballpark, as well, to remind us of the popular movies (Star 
Wars and Jaws among them), music (Frank Zappa, the Bee 
Gees), and TV shows (Three’s Company). In this ambitious and 
thoroughly researched account, we learn about the economic 
woes of the era—the author examines Proposition 13—the 
political figures, including President Jimmy Carter, and so 
much more (Hugh Hefner). Although Fallon’s account races at 
times, especially during some Dodgers’ play-by-play sections, 
he sometimes allows his diction to slide into cliché—in one 
brief section, we get sea changes and watershed moments and 
writing on the wall.

Not a conventional championship-season kind of treat-
ment but a thoughtful, comprehensive, and even deeply 
personal account of a boisterous era whose echoes remain 
loud, even painful.

FALSE CHOICES
The Faux Feminism of 
Hillary Rodham Clinton
Featherstone, Liza—Ed.
Verso (192 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-78478-461-4  

A collection of essays from radical 
activists and academics eviscerating Hill-
ary Clinton’s brand of feminism.

In “The Great Ambivalence,” pro-
fessor Tressie McMillan Cottom confesses, “I want to trust 
Hillary Clinton more than I do,” which is a far more positive 
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perspective on Clinton than the other essays display. As edi-
tor Featherstone (Selling Women Short: The Landmark Battle for 
Workers Rights at Wal-Mart, 2004, etc.) and contributor Amber 
A’Lee Frost argue in the introduction, “feminism is not an ana-
tomical Super Bowl in which all adherents root for Team Vagina. 
Instead, feminism is a set of political ideas, or several sets of 
political ideas that are often wildly at odds. This book itself 
advances a vociferous disagreement with the type of feminism 
that has produced and sustained Hillary Rodham Clinton.” The 
charges against her range from her board membership with the 
anti-union Wal-Mart to her hawkishness as “the administra-
tion’s most vociferous advocate for military action” to her and 
her husband’s pivotal roles with the Democratic Leadership 
Council, which positioned the party away from liberal verities 
and toward a more conservative centrism. None of the charges 
are particularly revelatory, but the framing of them as a feminist 
critique of a feminist candidate can be devastating. Clinton’s 
support of so-called “welfare reform” and the war on drugs has 
been brutal toward minority women, though Clinton herself 
seems to separate gender issues from ones concerning race. In 
the concluding “Beyond Hillary,” feminist theorist Zillah Eisen-
stein writes, “Hillary Clinton’s brand of feminism—power femi-
nism, imperial feminism, white ruling-class feminism—are [sic] 
not the answer to this moment of crisis. And the answer must 
be about so much more than gender.” Lest she emerge from 
these pages as the Lady Macbeth of presidential politics, the 
essays have plenty of ammunition reserved for her husband and 
take some shots at the current president.

One doesn’t have to be as far left as most of these essay-
ists to see the contradictions in the subject’s credentials as 
a progressive feminist.

OUR SISTER REPUBLICS
The United States in an Age 
of American Revolutions
Fitz, Caitlin
Liveright/Norton (352 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-87140-735-1  

An examination of the first 50 years 
of United States history in relation to 
South America.

It was not the American Revolution 
that sparked revolutions in Latin America; it was the changes 
in European empires and years of war at the hands of Napo-
leon, which left the colonies open to trade with whomever 
they pleased. When he marched into the Iberian Peninsula, 
installing his brother, Joseph, on the Spanish throne, Spain’s 
colonies were on their own. In her first book, Fitz (History/
Northwestern Univ.) digs into little-tapped historical resources 
to demonstrate how support for South American revolutionar-
ies grew and ebbed. The revolutions included the creation of 
towns named for Simón Bolívar, more common in the West but 
less so in New England. Curiously, the praise of revolutions that 
included the end of slavery never dwelt on that fact. It seems 

as if the U.S. was ambivalent to slavery. News articles were 
reprinted throughout the country, and they morphed from 
universalist to racialized rhetoric within 10 years. That early 
support shattered with Bolívar’s proposal of a Panama Con-
gress of Latin America; he noticeably did not invite the U.S., 
but his vice president did. The hue and cry in Congress and in 
the press was verbalized most vocally by Virginia’s John Ran-
dolph, who decried the fact that U.S. delegates would have to 
sit with African descendants, mixed breeds, and Indians. Ran-
dolph concluded that the concept of “all men born equal” was 
a pernicious falsehood. Throughout, the author is a deft guide 
to this reinterpretation of early American history, a time when 

“earlier rhetoric of inalienable rights and self-evident truths was 
increasingly challenged by assertions of white superiority and 
U.S. exceptionalism.”

Historians will appreciate the wide research and the 
serious look at the voice of the common man and occa-
sional woman. Fitz shows that history is not always writ-
ten by wars, treaties, and administrative actions; often, the 
people take the lead. (8 pages of illustrations)

COYOTE AMERICA
A Natural and Supernatural 
History
Flores, Dan
Basic (288 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-465-05299-8  

A thoughtful study of Canis latrans, that 
quintessential North American mammal.

“The coyote is a kind of special Dar-
winian mirror, reflecting back insights 

about ourselves as fellow mammals.” So writes historian Flores 
(Emeritus, Western History/Univ. of Montana; American Seren-
geti: The Last Big Animals of the Great Plains, 2016, etc.) from 
his perch outside Santa Fe, where, he fondly recounts, he lives 
within howling distance of any number of the song dogs. Many 
urbanites have assumed it to be an invader of ecological niches 
that has been colonizing cities only recently owing to an anni-
hilation of its wild habitat. They are to be forgiven, given that 
Los Angeles alone is estimated to harbor 5,000 coyotes, forcing 
Angelenos to “go Aztec and learn to live with them.” However, 
writes the author, the coyote has long been a fixture of human 
settlements in North America, drawn to them by “our close fel-
low travelers, the mice and rats that flourish around and among 
us in profusion.” That more coyotes are being seen in Chicago 
buses and on rooftops in Queens would seem to be more a func-
tion of there being more ways to report on their movements, 
since coyotes have been merrily swimming across the Missis-
sippi for millennia as well. Flores’ portrait sometimes carries 
over into outright advocacy on issues such as bounty killing to 
control coyote numbers, but on the whole, it is a spirited blend 
of history, anthropology, folklore, and biology that is capable 
of surprises; for instance, Flores writes in detail of a kind of 
coexistence among wolves and coyotes, supposedly traditional 



enemies, that has emerged in places like Yellowstone, even as 
the return of Canis lupus from the brink of extinction has come 
as a bit of future shock for the smaller canids.

Well written throughout and just the right length, 
Flores’ book makes a welcome primer for living in a land 
in which coyotes roam freely—in, that is to say, the Coyote 
America of his title. (b/w illustrations throughout)

THE VIEW FROM THE 
CHEAP SEATS 
Selected Nonfiction
Gaiman, Neil
Morrow/HarperCollins (544 pp.) 
$26.99  |  May 31, 2016
978-0-06-226226-4  

The acclaimed author shares his 
thoughts on stories of all kinds: books, 
comics, movies, music, and more.

Gaiman (Trigger Warning: Short Fictions 
and Disturbances, 2015, etc.) is a fan. Of course, as a writer, he’s 
created unforgettable worlds and characters, but in this collec-
tion of essays, introductions, speeches, and other nonfiction 
works, it’s his fan side that comes through most strongly. The 
author writes about the thrill of discovering a piece of art that 
feels like it was made just for you; the way certain books or 
songs seem to slot into a place in your heart you didn’t know 
was there; the way a text can mean different things at differ-
ent times in your life. If the idea of going on a long, rambling 
walk with Gaiman and asking him about his influences sounds 
appealing, this is the book for you. He discusses art and life 
and arbitrary divisions between genres, the film The Bride of 
Frankenstein, the band They Might Be Giants, the war in Syria, 
and the work of Edgar Allan Poe, H.G. Wells, Cory Doctorow, 
H.P. Lovecraft, James Thurber, Douglas Adams, Harlan Elli-
son, G.K. Chesterton, Stephen King, and Ray Bradbury, among 
plenty of others—and anything else that sparks his endlessly 
creative mind. The book will also double his fans’ to-read lists 
and inspire readers to browse the secondhand sections in their 
favorite book or record shops. Gaiman is big on rereading. It’s 
one of several themes that weave in and out of these pieces, in 
addition to telling the truth in fantastic forms, finding your 
voice, breaking the rules, and making something new. This is 
a book to dip in and out of; while themes and ideas do repeat, 
they will also change and take on new resonances over time.

Gaiman’s many fans will love this collection, which 
showcases the author’s wit, wisdom, and deep appreciation 
for art and the people who make it.

WELCOME TO THE 
POISONED CHALICE
The Destruction of Greece 
and the Future of Europe
Galbraith, James K.
Yale Univ. (232 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-300-22044-5  

A series of essays, letters, and other 
documents examining the latest Greek 
tragedy.

Is it possible to save the eurozone? Given the events that 
have settled on Greece, suggests acclaimed economist Gal-
braith (Chair, Government/Business Relations/Univ. of Texas; 
Inequality: What Everyone Needs to Know, 2016, etc.), the odds 
weigh against it; it seems likelier “that the euro will, at some 
point, in some country, crack.” In one view, the drama of Greece, 
beset by creditors and pushed into unwonted and unwanted 
austerity, is merely a “side effect of the global banking and finan-
cial disaster” that began to steamroll its way across the world 
in 2007—a disaster that had its origins in sloppy American fis-
cal practices and that took down many other economies with it. 
In another view, it is a continuation of indifferent, occasionally 
hostile relations between Greece and other European nations, 
which treat it as an unwelcome guest at the banquet. Galbraith 
writes sometimes as a journalist, sometimes as a policy analyst, 
sometimes as an outright advocate for Yanis Varoufakis, the 
Greek economist and liberal politician who has been leading 
a resistance movement against European Union–imposed aus-
terity programs that disregard certain Greek realities—e.g., 
the facts that it has an aging population with a poor system of 
unemployment insurance as well as “one of Europe’s most mili-
tant working classes,” not likely to be compliant with the direc-
tives of German banks and Belgian bureaucrats. The breakup of 
the eurozone, writes the author, might not be an altogether bad 
thing. And in the place of the euro? It’s anyone’s guess, but Gal-
braith reminds us that after the gold standard collapsed, Bret-
ton Woods came along, and the world did not end.

A book best read by policy wonks of a numerate bent 
but accessible to noneconomists as well.

MONEY CHANGES 
EVERYTHING
How Finance Made 
Civilization Possible
Goetzmann, William N.
Princeton Univ.  (576 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-0-691-14378-1  

A financial economist’s view of credit, 
investment, speculation, and other mat-
ters of the pocketbook.

The study of finance is traditionally the finest layer of dust 
on the stack of arid tomes devoted to the dismal science. The 
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Cyndi Lauper echo of the title aside, Goetzmann (Finance 
and Management/Yale School of Management; co-editor: The 
Origins of Value: The Financial Innovations that Created Modern 
Capital Markets, 2005, etc.) doesn’t exactly shift the discussion 
into pop territory. However, his book is more accessible than 
many in the field, positing that the instruments of finance have 
done more than their share to make civilized life possible. The 
author invites us to consider that a principal effect of finance 
is to travel in time: that is, finance “reallocates economic value 
through time,” linking present and future while also shifting the 
burden of risk to allow investors and states to do such things as 
build infrastructure. Finance also involves an increase in social 
complexity, requiring alphanumeric language for record-keep-
ing and bureaucrats to keep track of things, so that finance is 
responsible for state-building. Among the earliest financial doc-
uments we have, writes Goetzmann, are clay tablets recording 
impossible debts denoted by absurdly gigantic numbers: “The 
ability to imagine and then to express such vast quantities,” he 
writes, “would not have been possible without the leap of math-
ematical abstraction in the Uruk period.” So, too, with Chi-
nese record-keeping systems involving great quantities of grain 
offered in tribute by great numbers of people. Throughout, in 
perhaps an accidental theme, Goetzmann’s narrative offers 
numerous examples of the inequalities wrought by financial 
systems, whether the medieval practice of “tax farming” or the 
speculative schemes floated by a well-known Founding Father. 
Of considerable interest is the author’s brief closing look at 
future possibilities for financial regimes, such as a sovereign 
wealth fund to bolster some version of social security.

For the numerate and fiscally wonky, an accessible sur-
vey that does a fine job of reallocating past, present, and 
future. (51 halftones; 9 line illustrations)

THE BURGER COURT 
AND THE RISE OF THE 
JUDICIAL RIGHT 
Graetz, Michael J. & Greenhouse, Linda
Simon & Schuster (512 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-1-4767-3250-3  

Two scholars, each distinguished in 
his or her respective fields, challenge 
received orthodoxies about the Burger 
Supreme Court while detailing how ear-

lier breakthroughs in civil rights and criminal law were reversed 
or hollowed out.

Graetz (Columbia Law School; The End of Energy: The 
Unmaking of America’s Environment, Security and Independence, 
2011, etc.) and Pulitzer Prize–winning former New York Times 
Supreme Court journalist Greenhouse (Yale Law School; The 
Supreme Court: A Very Short Introduction, 2012, etc.) break new 
ground in this study of the Supreme Court. What Chief Jus-
tice Warren Burger’s (1907-1995) court actually did has been 
minimized over the years since he retired, and his years of ser-
vice have been characterized as ones in which “nothing much 

happened.” On the contrary, in this groundbreaking study, the 
authors establish beyond a doubt that Burger’s court gutted 
the most significant rulings of the previous court. Graetz and 
Greenhouse proceed by subject area, following the court across 
the years, as the cumulative body of its decisions reversed many 
of the major accomplishments of its predecessors. The rights of 
criminal suspects or defendants were undermined. School inte-
gration was transformed into economic segregation, resulting 
in the reconstruction of barriers between races by restricting 
funding to each separate district. By insisting that prior intent 
to discriminate be proven before its effects could be consid-
ered, the court also undermined certain civil rights achieve-
ments. Free speech protections were transformed by the court’s 
perverse use of the power to expand rights of business speech 
(advertising) and earlier nonexistent freedoms of corporations. 
Like all human agencies, the court was fallible, misjudging both 
the contemporary importance of some cases and the future 
effects of others. Nonetheless, the authors relentlessly demon-
strate, it accomplished the reversals it set out to achieve.

Two powerhouse law historians/journalists deliver a 
major contribution to the history of the Supreme Court.

THE FIFTY-YEAR MISSION
The Complete, Uncensored, 
Unauthorized Oral History of 
Star Trek: Volume One: The 
First 25 Years
Gross, Edward & Altman, Mark A.
Dunne/St. Martin’s (576 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-1-250-06584-1  

“Boldly go where no man has gone 
before”: the oral history of the Star Trek 

franchise.
Gross (Voices from Krypton: Superman on Film and in Comics, 

2015, etc.) and Altman, a writer and producer, have done yeo-
man’s work selecting and chronologically arranging this mas-
sive compendium of hundreds of comments from over 200 
actors, directors, writers and producers involved in creating 
Star Trek—a “franchise that has literally changed the world,” as 
Seth MacFarlane, who played Ensign Rivers of the first Starship 
Enterprise, proclaims in his foreword. The authors’ goal was to 

“tell the real history of Star Trek in a way that no one else would 
be able to.” As readers learn, it almost didn’t happen. Studios 
passed on Gene Roddenberry’s pilot script, and Desilu Produc-
tions executives would have if Lucille Ball hadn’t greenlighted it. 
Roddenberry had written some Have Gun—Will Travel scripts, 
and he specifically drew on Paladin’s passion, intelligence, and 
bleeding heart to provide Kirk, Spock, and McCoy with their 
major personality traits. Roddenberry was a Navy pilot in 
World War II and was “particularly fascinated by the story of 
the Enterprise...and wanted to use the name.” The original show 
lasted three seasons, until 1969. There would eventually be four 
live action spin-offs (e.g., The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine) 
and an animated series, the latter of which was produced before 
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Star Trek became a big-budget motion picture.Leonard Nimoy 
said of that film, it was a “trial for the actors.” James Doohan 
(Scotty) said it was “boring.” The reviews were harsh, but the 
fans loved it. This volume ends with Star Trek VI: The Undiscov-
ered Country. Some quotes are just lame, while others are price-
less. The editors have written numerous notes, providing solid 
context to quotes and historical background information. The 
book warmly invites jumping in anywhere to just sample, but 
it’s best approached from the beginning to hear from those in 
the know how the phenomenon unfolded.

An absolute must for any Star Trek fan.

FOCUS
The Secret, Sexy, Sometimes 
Sordid World of Fashion 
Photographers
Gross, Michael
Atria (400 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4767-6346-0  

The reality of fashion photography 
“can be murky, often decadent, and some-
times downright ugly.”

In a gossipy exposé focused less on aesthetic vision than 
biographical dirt, journalist Gross (House of Outrageous Fortune: 
Fifteen Central Park West, the World ’s Most Powerful Address, 2014, 
etc.) follows the careers of the talented, arrogant, philander-
ing, combative, self-aggrandizing photographers whose work 
appeared in, and defined, such iconic fashion magazines as Harp-
er’s Bazaar, Vogue, Glamour, and Elle from 1947 to 1997. Richard 
Avedon (1923-2004) gets major attention, since he was the dar-
ling of Harper’s Bazaar before Diana Vreeland lured him to Vogue 
in 1962. Avedon, writes Gross, created “a hybrid of street pho-
tography that sought to capture reality and the elegant remove 
of past fashion photography.” As successful as he was, the over-
bearing, egotistical Avedon saw all other photographers—most 
notably Irving Penn (“the abiding genius of Vogue”)—as rivals. 
When he chose a model, no one else could use her. “He was one 
of the great contributors to fashion,” said photographer Melvin 
Sokolsky, “but he had no space for anybody but himself. If any-
body else took a picture, he couldn’t give it credit.” Gross por-
trays Penn and Avedon as divas, but they were not alone. Gilles 
Bensimon, “chief shutterbug” of French Elle, was another: he 
liked to twirl his penis in public. “The biggest dick in the busi-
ness,” commented a fellow photographer. Sex, consensual or 
not, permeated the business. Bert Stern, who took a notorious 
series of photos of Marilyn Monroe, nude, shortly before she 
died, used “those images of Monroe at the end of her rope” to 
sustain himself for the rest of life, as his career tanked, his mar-
riage to long-suffering ballerina Allegra Kent ended, and drug 
addiction landed him in hospitals. Interviews, some conducted 
for Model, Gross’ previous foray into the fashion industry, reveal 
piles of sometimes-tangy, often scurrilous gossip.

Not a pretty picture of sex, drugs, beautiful women, 
and raw ambition.

THE BEST 
“WORST PRESIDENT”
What the Right Gets Wrong 
About Barack Obama
Hannah, Mark
Illus. by Staake, Bob
Dey Street/HarperCollins (256 pp.) 
$23.99  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-0-06-244305-2  

Barack Obama: dictator; secret Mus-
lim; al-Qaida operative. If you’ve heard 

this sort of thing and want to argue against it, political consul-
tant Hannah offers a useful primer.

It’s a useful thing indeed to have a compendium of opposi-
tion charges about, say, Obamacare being “an unmitigated disas-
ter” or Benghazi being the modern Watergate and responses to 
them, especially since the Obama administration has seemed 
so uninterested in advancing those responses on its own hook. 
Hannah, a specialist in message-crafting, looks in turn at the 
usual conservative charges, beginning with the overarching 
first premise: namely, that Obama is a dictator, inclined to go 
it alone without the advice and consent of Congress and inde-
pendent of reference to the Constitution. Nonsense, Hannah 
writes, even though “this line of argument actually [has begun] 
to resonate with the American people,” having been repeated 
ad infinitum on Fox News. The reality, writes the author, is 
that given an intransigently obstructionist Congress, Obama 

“has not been bashful about his use of executive orders”—even 
though Obama has used the executive order less than any other 
president since Grover Cleveland, who left office in 1897. But 
why did Obama pursue the much-hated bailout of Wall Street? 
Because Congress authorized him to do so, if perhaps not down 
to the last dime. But it didn’t work, did it? It did, and instead 
of making Wall Street into a socialist extension of the Federal 
Reserve, “the president invested in a market-driven...solu-
tion.” Seated next to a Bill O’Reilly–spouting uncle, readers 
of this completely reasonable book might sound like the voice 
of reason, but that begs the question: is there room in the cur-
rent din for anything that’s not a shout, and is anyone going to 
listen anyway? Veteran illustrator Staake provides the visual 
accompaniments.

A little late in the coming, since we’ll soon be arguing 
about a new president. Still, a useful look back over eight 
years that, depending on your point of view, were the best 
of times or the worst of times.

A useful look back over eight years that, depending on your point 
of view, were the best of times or the worst of times.

the best “worst president”
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Diane Guerrero

AS A CHILD, THE ACTRESS RETURNED HOME ONE DAY AND, 
BECAUSE OF U.S. POLICY, FOUND NO ONE THERE
by Megan Labrise

The most-feared phrase of the typical American teenager is 
probably, We’re taking away your phone. For Orange Is the New Black 
actress Diane Guerrero, it was, We’re taking away your parents.

“Deported. Long before I fully understood what that word 
meant, I’d learned to dread it,” Guerrero writes in her debut 
memoir, In the Country We Love: My Family Divided. “With ev-
ery ring of my family’s doorbell, with every police car passing 
on the street, a horrifying possibility hung in the air: My par-
ents might one day be sent back to Colombia. That fear per-
meated every part of my childhood.” 

In the Country We Love is the poignant, candid, and often 
shocking account of the challenges Guerrero faced as a citi-
zen child of undocumented immigrants. Her parents, Ma-
ria and Hector, entered the United States legally, in 1981, but 
overstayed their 90-day visitor visa for a chance at a higher 
standard of living than their native country could provide. 

“This is America!” Guerrero says over lunch in Midtown 
Manhattan, near the studio where she’s recording her memoir’s 

audiobook. “You can make something out of nothing. I’ve done 
it! Billions of people have done it! I see new jobs every day on 
social media—I’m like, how is this person making a living out 
of this?—but you can! There are a lot of obvious kinks in the 
system, but, regardless of all of that, this is a great place to be.”

Guerrero is a natural entertainer, funny and vivacious, 
who occasionally slips into accents or bursts into song. She 
was born July 21, 1986, in New Jersey—a fact that guaranteed 
her American citizenship under the 14th Amendment, de-
spite her parents’ immigration status. The family soon moved 
to Boston, where her parents toiled at multiple low-wage jobs: 
cleaning office buildings, babysitting, factory work, dishwash-
ing. They spent thousands of dollars and decades trying to 
forge a path to citizenship. 

Then, one spring day in 2001, without warning, they were 
gone: their 14-year-old daughter returned to an empty house.

“My family suffered through a great trauma. I still wake up 
screaming, sometimes, calling out my mother’s name, and I’ll 
be 30 in July,” she says. “I’m sure lots and lots of other families 
are going through this, but I feel like the story is rarely told. 

“Growing up, I never heard citizen children of undocu-
mented immigrants speak out—kids who were left behind 
and their struggles with the immigration system,” she contin-
ues. “I would’ve loved for someone to share that story long 
ago. Maybe I wouldn’t have gone through some of the chal-
lenges I’ve had to face.”

On the day her parents disappeared, Guerrero, panicked 
and terrified, hid under the bed with a cordless phone until a 
family friend could come rescue her. Her mother and father 
were en route to separate prisons in New Hampshire; the 
neighbors, who’d seen them led away, were en route to pillage 
their refrigerator:

“ ‘What are you doing?’ I asked one of the women [who en-
tered the house]. She was standing in front of our open fridge 
with a large plastic bag in her hand. It appeared she was pack-
ing up our fruits and vegetables.

Photo courtesy M
atthu Placek

 



“ ‘Your parents won’t need this food anymore,’ she snapped. 
‘We might as well take it.’ ” 

It was in that moment that Guerrero felt most alone, she 
writes. As far as the federal government demonstrated, she 
was: “When the authorities made the choice to detain my 
parents, no one bothered to check that a young girl, a minor, 
a citizen of this country, would be left without a family. With-
out a home. Without a way to move forward,” she writes.

Fortunately, Guerrero was taken in by family friends 
and was able to finish her education at Boston Arts Acade-
my, a Fame-like high school for budding performers. Fearful 
of the perceptions of others and possible repercussions, she 
shared her story with no one. When asked about her parents 
by teachers, friends—and, later, interviewers—she said they 
lived abroad. Sometimes she said they were dead. 

“The anxiety and the hurt of living [in the shadows] seeped 
into my being,” Guerrero says. In college, she struggled with 
her studies and finances. Self-loathing led to self-medication, 
excessive drinking and partying, deep depression, cutting, 
and contemplating suicide. She avoided calls from creditors 
and her parents alike.

“That was hard to share, because I always wanted to keep 
the ‘good girl’ image of myself alive,” she says. “I remember 
having to stay with all of these families in high school. I really 
tried to be quiet and good and wanted to show them that they 
didn’t make a mistake in taking me in and that I appreciated 
them—and I do, so much. So when speaking about some of 
my issues, like my mental health, I felt like I was going to dis-
appoint everyone who’s helped me along the way.

“But you get over that,” she says, brightening. “Read-
ing the drafts, you’re like, ‘Oh! I come out in the end!’ ‘I’m 
OK!’—sort of.”

With featured roles on smash series OITNB and the 
CW’s Jane the Virgin, Guerrero’s career is an inarguable 
success; and it is through that success that she found the 
strength to share her story with the world. On Nov. 17, 2014, 
Guerrero revealed her status as the child of deported par-
ents in a Los Angeles Times op-ed, followed by an emotional 
interview on CNN’s New Day.

“I did it because I couldn’t breathe anymore,” she says. “I 
couldn’t be myself in the path I was taking, in this career of 
wanting to express myself and wanting to be an artist. When 
an artist can’t fully be themselves, what kind of art are they 
producing? People ask questions all the time, for interviews—
tell me about your life! I could sit there lying to them, or just 
omitting so much, or I could tell the truth.” 

Through In the Country We Love and her volunteer work 
for the Immigrant Legal Resource Center, Guerrero will con-

tinue to share her family’s story in the hope of inspiring im-
migration reform. 

“Not another mother or father should be torn away from 
their loved ones—nor should a child be left trembling be-
neath a bed,” she writes.

Her mother currently lives in Spain; her father stayed in 
Colombia. But Guerrero dreams of bringing them back to the 
United States one day, legally and permanently.

Today, there are over 11 million undocumented workers in 
the United States—taxpayers who contribute $15 billion to 
Social Security a year—and, according to Gallup, 87 percent 
of citizens believe they should have a pathway to citizenship. 
Guerrero encourages readers to educate and engage them-
selves in the political process to effect change.

“For any person who’s felt like they weren’t important, or 
their story wasn’t good enough or their struggle wasn’t valid,” 
Guerrero says, “the main thing is to know that you have a pur-
pose in life, your story is worthy, you should share it, and you 
should use it to help others who are in the same position be 
informed of the issues—both sides of the issues.

“You are a political human being,” she says. “Just because 
you feel like there are other people who are more informed 
doesn’t mean you can’t weigh in. That’s what I’ve learned: in-
form yourself.”

Megan Labrise writes “Field Notes” and features for Kirkus Reviews.

In the Country We Love was reviewed in the Apr. 15, 2016, issue.
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IN THE COUNTRY WE LOVE 
My Family Divided
Guerrero, Diane
Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$26.00  |  May 3, 2016
978-1-6277-9527-2
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THE WONDER TRAIL
True Stories from Los Angeles 
to the End of the World
Hely, Steve
Dutton (336 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-525-95501-6  

The author’s travels from Los Ange-
les to Patagonia.

In this disjointed mashup of travel 
writing, travel guide, history, and comic 

memoir, Hely (How I Became a Famous Novelist, 2009, etc.), 
who has written for 30 Rock, The Office, and the Late Show 
with David Letterman, chronicles his rushed journey through 
parts of Mexico and Central and South America on his way 
down to Patagonia. The author claims his motivation for this 
adventure was his insatiable hunger for travel. “Every chance 
I got I went someplace interesting,” he writes. “Cuba, Viet-
nam, India, Dubai, Texas. None of it fixed whatever wander-
lust or curiosity monster was eating me....Now I couldn’t stop 
thinking about going south to the bottom of the map.” This 
is an odd, choppy book, and though readers may not doubt 
the truthfulness of the information, the narrative is a jumble 
of anecdotes, random facts (“a Panamex ship can carry fifty-
something thousand tons of cargo, it can be 965 feet long and 
106 feet wide”), brief history lessons, and quick-fire accounts 
of Hely’s stops in Central and South America. In his brief, epi-
sodic chapters (all 102 of them), some less than a page long, the 
author tries hard to extract every comic or ironic detail that 
surfaced throughout his journey, but the humor often misses 
the mark. Though vivid commentary occasionally shines 
through—the chapters on the Galápagos Islands are particu-
larly insightful—there’s very little connective tissue between 
chapters. Hely provides a generous list of travel-related titles 
to consult prior to embarking on such a trip as well as a short 
appendix of his favorite travel books by female writers; read-
ers may want to skip directly to this final section.

A disappointing book considering the ambitious jour-
ney that was undertaken and the potential for engaging a 
wide range of curious armchair travelers.

NOT PRETTY ENOUGH
The Unlikely Triumph of 
Helen Gurley Brown
Hirshey, Gerri
Sarah Crichton/Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux (528 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-374-16917-6  

Journalist Hirshey (We Gotta Get Out 
of This Place: The True, Tough Story of Women 
in Rock, 2001, etc.) presents a deeply 

researched biography of daring author and hugely influential 
magazine editor Helen Gurley Brown (1922-2012).

Brown’s Sex and the Single Girl (1962) and her decadeslong 
editorship of a seemingly moribund Cosmopolitan magazine 
starting in 1965 seem easy to dismiss in an era of pervasive femi-
nism beginning around 1970. However, Hirshey convincingly 
shows how Brown demonstrated some feminist tendencies and 
was certainly no shallow airhead (a term that fits with some of 
the informal prose peppered throughout the book). Before the 
author narrates Brown’s unlikely ascension to influence and 
fame in New York City, she relates remarkable, telling details 
about her subject’s childhood and young adulthood in rural 
Arkansas and then Los Angeles. After Brown’s father died when 
Helen was 10 years old, her mother, Cleo, became unmoored 
geographically and unhinged emotionally. As a result, Helen and 
her older sister had to survive an unstable and sometimes pov-
erty-stricken stretch. “Much of what Helen understood about 
her people was colored by her mother’s melancholy worldview,” 
writes Hirshey. In Helen’s case, the agony was magnified by an 
inherent shyness and a terrible extended period of acne, which 
she believed rendered her physically unattractive. Although she 
outgrew the acne, she never felt that she was “pretty enough.” 
Nonetheless, through sheer will, Brown succeeded in the adver-
tising world, charted an ambitious social life that included open 
pursuit of premarital sex, and married late and well. Hirshey 
vividly relates how her husband, David Brown, parlayed his 
experience in both publishing and cinema into helping Helen 
conceive her bestselling books and turn around Cosmopolitan.

Unlike numerous other biographers, Hirshey never falls 
into the trap of reductionism. Although Brown sometimes 
presents contradictions that cannot be easily resolved, the 
author portrays the complexities with skill.

THE KAMIKAZE HUNTERS
Fighting for the Pacific: 1945
Iredale, Will
Pegasus (416 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Jun. 15, 2016
978-1-68177-167-0  

Surprising history of the “half-for-
gotten” British effort to help the United 
States end the war with Japan in 1945.

While the British were celebrating 
victory over Germany, the U.S. war against 

Japan raged on, enlisting the help of the little-known air arm of the 
Royal Navy, the Fleet Air Arm. As London Sun day Times journalist 
Iredale delineates in this enlightening work, Prime Minister Win-
ston Churchill knew that the British needed to work alongside 
the Americans in defeating Japan or be open “to American accu-
sations that Britain’s main concern was restoring its rule in its old 
colonies while the Americans bore the brunt of the final battles.” 
And while the U.S. did bear the brunt against Japan (e.g., the Phil-
ippines, Okinawa) the FAA, operating from the aircraft carriers 
Indomitable, Vic torious, Illustrious, and Indefatigable, was employed 
to strike at Japan-occupied Indonesia’s two most important oil 
refineries. Iredale fashions a meticulous account of the run-up 
to these late campaigns, detailing the aircraft involved, namely 



the Royal Navy Corsairs, Hellcats, and Spitfires, mass-produced 
with American help under the lend-lease program; as well as the 
training of the FAA pilots first in Canada, then in Michigan and 
Florida. U.S. Adm. Ernest J. King was not keen on using the Brit-
ish (“The Limeys had never fought in the Pacific”), but the pilots 
proved themselves admirably against the desperate eleventh-
hour weapon by the Japanese, the suicide kamikaze pilots. In 

“softening up” the Sakishima Islands for the Marine invasion, the 
Royal Navy (under American command for the first time in his-
tory) targeted airfields beginning in March 1945 on Miyako and 
Ishigaki islands and several sites over mainland Japan as well. In 
May alone, the British Pacific Fleet lost more than 40 percent 
of its original aircraft, and all of the British carriers had been hit 
at least once by a kamikaze. In an impressive first book, Iredale 
fairly weighs the effectiveness of the British effort.

An engaging history of an underreported facet of the 
Pacific war. (16 pages of color and b/w illustrations)

WHITE TRASH 
The 400-Year Untold 
History of Class in 
America
Isenberg, Nancy
Viking (480 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-670-78597-1  

A rigorously researched study of the 
entrenched system of racial classification 
that dispels many myths about American 

national identity.
In this impressive work of social history, Isenberg (American 

History/Louisiana State Univ.; Fallen Founder: The Life of Aaron 
Burr, 2007, etc.) challenges head-on America’s “fable of class 
denial.” From the first indentured servants brought to Plymouth 
and Jamestown to the caricatured hillbillies of Duck Dynasty, the 
existence of “waste” people, or impoverished, ignorant, landless 
whites, has persistently run against convenient notions of the 
upstanding American founder—i.e., moral, hardworking “entre-
preneurial stewards of the exploitable land.” Dumped on the 
Colonies, the vagrant, often criminal poor from England and 
elsewhere were considered expendable and often exploited. As a 
key to the story, Isenberg looks at the early settlement of North 
Carolina, which became a “renegade territory, a swampy refuge 
for the poor and landless,” situated between elite Virginians and 
slaveholding “upstart” South Carolinians. Contrary to the myth-
making of the exceptional early American in writings by Benjamin 
Franklin, Thomas Paine, and Thomas Jefferson, based on theo-
ries of “good breeding” and yeomanry, a whole class of common 
people grew up as a byproduct of the slaveholding states, living 
on the margins of the plantations: dirt-poor Southerners (liter-
ally “clay-eaters”) who were considered lazy and racially degener-
ate. Moreover, the enormous new swaths of Western land were 
largely populated by a new class of “squatters” or “crackers,” con-
sidered “mangy varmints infesting the land” and represented by 
the first Westerner elected president, Andrew Jackson. Isenberg 

examines some surprising sources of these early stereotypes of 
white trash, such as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Dred: A Tale 
of the Great Dismal Swamp (1856), in which the author “described 
poor whites as a degenerate class, prone to crime, immorality, and 
ignorance.” From the eugenics movement to the rise of the proud 
redneck, Isenberg portrays a very real and significant history of 
class privilege in the United States.

A riveting thesis supported by staggering research.

THE END OF WHITE 
CHRISTIAN AMERICA
Jones, Robert P.
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-5011-2229-3  

A pundit considers the decline of 
Christian religious influence on Ameri-
can politics and culture.

For most of America’s history, white 
Protestantism has been a dominant 

cultural force, providing what E.J. Dionne calls “the civic and 
moral glue that held American public life together.” A combina-
tion of demographic change and the abandonment of churches 
by younger generations may be bringing this era to an end, 
creating theological challenges for churches and political and 
cultural challenges for the nation. Public Religion Research 
Institute founding CEO Jones (Progressive & Religious: How 
Christian, Jewish, Muslim, and Buddhist Leaders are Moving Beyond 
the Culture Wars and Transforming American Public Life, 2008, 
etc.) charts the rise and decline of white Protestant churches 
and their cultural hegemony over the past century. He hits his 
stride in his description of the two great branches of Ameri-
can Protestantism, the mainline churches and the evangelicals, 
and their competition for cultural dominance, and in his all-
too-brief conclusion, with its thoughtful consideration of how 
Protestant churches and American society could best adapt to 
the new dispensation. Unfortunately, a core definitional issue 
plagues the work. The author at first indistinctly defines the 
phrase “white Christian America” as “the domain of white Prot-
estants in America”; Irish Catholics, for example, do not count. 
Further uncertainty persists throughout as Jones uses the term 
differently according to context, referring variously to a group 
of people today, a similar group in the past and their cultural 
norms, and even some evangelicals’ social agenda. These con-
stantly shifting meanings confuse readers and are reflected in 
a failure of topical focus, leading the author to pay excessive 
attention to well-documented but ultimately tangential discus-
sions of sectarian foot-dragging on such issues as desegregation 
and gay rights and a purported “white Christian strategy” on the 
part of some Republican operatives. Finally, the author’s the-
sis is overstated. Though white Protestants may no longer be a 
demographic majority or a dominant social force, they remain a 
significant social and political influence.

A missed opportunity to explore an important cultural 
change in the making.
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HEAVEN’S DITCH
God, Gold, and Murder on 
the Erie Canal
Kelly, Jack
St. Martin’s (304 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-137-28009-1  

Historian Kelly (Band of Giants: The 
American Soldiers Who Won America’s 
Independence, 2014, etc.) weaves together 
diverse strands of early New York state 

history for an improbable yet oddly compelling narrative of 
social, political, and religious visionaries.

At the beginning of the 19th century, around the same time 
that businessman Jesse Hawley was publishing anonymously 14 
essays in the Genesee Messenger spelling out his “favorite, fanci-
ful project of an overland canal” across the state of New York, 
inventor Robert Fulton sailed the first commercial steamboat 
up the Hudson River, and the future founder of the Mormon 
sect, Joseph Smith Jr., was born in Vermont to poor tenant 
farmers who would eventually settle in Palmyra, New York. 
This period marked the beginning of the Second Great Awak-
ening, sparking outbreaks of religious fervor in unlikely spots. 
The author explores the lives of itinerant frontier preachers 
such as Charles Finney, William Miller, and Methodist Lorenzo 
Dow, among many others, as well as the abduction and prob-
able murder of former Freemason William Morgan, who dared 
to publish the mysteries of the Freemasons in Batavia, New 
York, in 1826. Meanwhile, on the hopeful report by New York 
surveyor James Geddes, Gov. DeWitt Clinton banked his career 
on spurring financing and construction of the ambitious canal 
that would link the Hudson and Mohawk rivers at Albany to 
Lake Erie at Buffalo—360 miles of tangled forests, valleys, and 
swampland that would open up commerce to an unimaginable 
degree. Notwithstanding the lack of engineering knowledge, 
especially about the building of locks, construction got under-
way by July 4, 1817, requiring horrendous digging by mostly Irish 
immigrants, and was finally completed in 1825 at the cost of $7 
million. As this “psychic highway” flourished and Joseph Smith 
was embarking on his Book of Mormon, Kelly captures the 
enormous excitement of these heady days.

An intriguing synthesis of American cultural and eco-
nomic currents in the early 19th century, all culminating 
with the completion of the Erie Canal. (10 b/w photos)

HURRICANE STREET
Kovic, Ron
Akashic (224 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jul. 4, 2016
978-1-61775-449-4  

The author of Born on the Fourth of 
July (1976) recounts the brief 1974 move-
ment he initiated to change how Veter-
ans Affairs hospitals cared for wounded 
soldiers.

Kovic (Around the World in Eight Days, 
1984, etc.) returned from the Vietnam War in the early 1970s 
paralyzed from his chest down. Insomnia, anxiety, depres-
sion, bedsores, and lack of sexual function also tormented 
him. During his stay in VA hospitals located in the Bronx and 
Long Beach, he observed that the “wards were overcrowded 
and terribly understaffed”; when bed-ridden soldiers called 
for help, none came. Kovic began to discuss his situation 
with other patients and soon realized that the poor treatment 
he had witnessed was a universal problem that cried out for 
reform. In the spring of 1973, he organized a group called the 
Patients’/Workers’ Rights Committee, which was a success 
among young Vietnam veterans but became the bête noire of 
older vets and hospital administrators. The group fell apart 
after Kovic went home to New York; it received new life after 
he returned to Southern California that fall. At that time, the 
author created the American Veterans Movement and began 
looking for ways to publicize the plight of wounded veterans 
at the national level. His search led him to the idea of occupy-
ing California senator Alan Cranston’s office with other AVM 
members. The sit-in quickly developed into a two-week hun-
ger strike in which veterans demanded a meeting with Don-
ald Johnson, the head of the Veterans Administration. Kovic 
and his fellow veterans succeeded in making the changes they 
sought, but the AVM spiraled into chaos afterward, disband-
ing a few months later after an unsuccessful Independence 
Day march on Washington. The great strength of this book is 
that the author never minces words. With devastating candor, 
he memorializes a short-lived but important movement and 
the men who made it happen.

Sobering reflections on past treatment of America’s 
injured war veterans.

Sobering reflections on past treatment of 
America’s injured war veterans.

hurricane street
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LISTENING TO A 
CONTINENT SING
Birdsong by Bicycle from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific
Kroodsma, Donald
Princeton Univ.  (344 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-0-691-16681-0  

A celebrated ornithologist chronicles 
his 10-week, cross-country cycling/bird-
ing trip with his 24-year-old son.

Most nights, Kroodsma (Emeritus, Ornithology/Univ. of 
Massachusetts, Amherst; Birdsong by the Seasons: A Year of Listening 
to Birds, 2009, etc.) and David camped out, rising before dawn 
to record the bird chorus that greeted them each morning. The 
author, then 56, describes them as pioneers, and their focus 
was bird songs and calls, which provide “a window into their 
minds.” Although his 35-year scientific career had focused on 
songbirds, this trip was a first. “No one before [had] experi-
enced the continent,” as they would. Traveling from York-
town, Virginia, to Newport, Oregon, father and son enjoyed 
the peaceful countryside, took pleasure in meeting friendly 
local people and fellow cyclers along the way, and inspected 
the historic Civil War battle sites they passed through on 
their 10-state journey. Despite the strains and sprains of the 
unaccustomed physical exertion—particularly for the author—
they averaged 100 miles or more each day, and they toughened 
up physically as they went along. Kroodsma evokes the pro-
found pleasure of rising before dawn to listen to the morn-
ing songs of the birds and ending the day with their evening 
choruses. As the pair travel through different parts of the 
country, the author explains the subtle differences between 
songbirds of the same species. His special scientific interest 
is how these relate to the ways in which different species mas-
ter their special repertoire—e.g. songs passed on genetically, 
learned from their fathers, or picked up from neighboring 
birds. Kroodsma’s verbal descriptions of the bird songs and 
their calls accompany the text, but they are also available as 
online recordings.

An informative exploration of the subtleties of bird 
songs, which experienced birders will appreciate, and a 
helpful guide for newbies but likely of less interest to gen-
eral readers. (125 line illustrations)

PAPER
Paging Through History
Kurlansky, Mark
Norton (416 pp.) 
$27.95  |  May 17, 2016
978-0-393-23961-4  

Kurlansky (City Beasts: Fourteen Stories of 
Uninvited Wildlife, 2015, etc.), who chron-
icles world history and human advance-
ment via one telling topic at a time, 
chooses paper for his latest undertaking.

“Wood, bark, grasses, cotton, silk, seaweed”—different soci-
eties at similar stages of intellectual development have all found 
substances, all containing cellulose, to fit their needs for the 
creation of writing materials. The widespread development of 
paper, though, came long after written language and the inven-
tions of papyrus, parchment, and vellum. Kurlansky has a lot 
of history to sift through before he even gets to paper. Regard-
ing paper’s significance, the author states his opinion fiercely: 

“improved writing material had to be found, because the needs 
of society demanded it.” This informs another aspect of his the-
sis, which is to disprove a “technological fallacy: the idea that 
technology changes society.” The narrative moves from ancient 
China to the Middle East, to Europe and then across the Atlan-
tic, chronicling advancements from cuneiform to calligraphy, 
accounting systems to movable type, the Industrial Revolu-
tion to the modern digital age, all with a focus on proving that 
changes in society brought about the need for these advance-
ments. To express the need for writing materials for the abstract 
thinkers of ancient Greece, Kurlansky straightforwardly states, 

“the memory devices of oral literature simply could not express 
what they wanted to say.” Or to reason why Europe developed 
printing technology much faster than Asian or Middle Eastern 
cultures: “they were societies in decline and didn’t really need 
printing.” The author effectively introduces the movement 
from one advancement to the next within the confines of a 
strong argument that never wavers, but the effect lacks per-
sonality. The most successful moments are specific stories of 
how paper and its relevant technologies became part of daily 
life—e.g., the “masterful drawings” of Michelangelo, which 

“were [found] folded up, with notes about the banal ephemera 
of everyday life jotted on the reverse side.”

Kurlansky has been breezier in the past, a better sty-
listic choice for books with this level of detail to become 
absorbing reads. (24 illustrations)
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EVE OF A 
HUNDRED MIDNIGHTS 
The Star-Crossed 
Love Story of Two WWII 
Correspondents and Their 
Epic Escape Across the 
Pacific
Lascher, Bill
Morrow/HarperCollins (416 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-06-237520-9  

Two journalists caught in war and love.
In 1936, when Stanford undergraduate Melville Jacoby first 

visited China on a student exchange program, he immediately 
felt drawn to the region and to travel. “The itch is perpetual,” 
he confessed. Jacoby returned to Stanford to focus his stud-
ies on Asian affairs and journalism, and by 1939, he had gath-
ered enough writing assignments for a return to Asia. Briefly 
back in the United States, he met and fell in love with Annalee 
Whitmore, a writer who shared his fascination with the Far 
East. In 1941, she followed him there, and the two married. 
When journalist Lascher discovered that Mel Jacoby was his 
cousin, he was inspired to find out as much as he could about 
the man political journalist Theodore White called “one of 
the greatest U.S. war correspondents.” The result is a gripping, 
impressively researched debut, both a biography of Jacoby and 
a history of Asia in the throes of war. Mel and Annalee soon 
settled in Manila, where Mel became Time magazine’s Far East 
bureau chief; his reporting gave America its only “window onto 
the buildup for war in the Pacific.” Lascher ably conveys the 
frustration of Army officers with the “Europe First” strategy, 
which left them without necessary supplies and soldiers. He 
chronicles Japan’s increasing belligerence, the Nanking massa-
cre, unceasing bombing, and internment of reporters. Fearing 
for their lives, Mel and Annalee left Manila, burning piles of 
notes before they fled to Corregidor. From there, they closely 
followed the war, including the “subdivision of hell” on the 
Bataan Peninsula. Soon, though, they needed to escape once 
more, this time making a slow, dangerous journey to Australia, 
traveling by boat only at night. From Melbourne, they learned 
of the Bataan Death March, which killed between 7,000 and 
10,000 Americans and Filipinos.

From interviews and archival documents, Lascher cre-
ates a seamless narrative of daring and dedication. (20 photos 
and illustrations)

When ethnographer Mitchell Duneier discussed the 
word ghetto in his sociology class at Princeton, his stu-
dents were surprised to hear that its association with 
African-Americans in the U.S. constitutes only a small 
part of its 500-year history. Up until World War II, he 
explains in his newest book, Ghetto: 
The Invention of a Place, the History of 
an Idea (April 19), at various points 
in European history ghettos denot-
ed neighborhoods in which Jewish 
people were forced or pressured by 
law to live.

Duneier saw that there was 
more to this lexical shift than meets 
the eye. In Ghetto, he delineates 
how figures from Pope Paul IV in 
the 16th century to Adolf Hitler to 
mid-19th-century sociologists to contemporary activists 
like Geoffrey Canada have attempted to define the ghet-
to sociologically, politically, and ideologically. 

As a young Jewish man growing up on Long Island in 
the early 1960s, much of Duneier’s Jewish identity was 
formed by ideas his father shared with him after reading 
books like Raul Hilberg’s The Destruction of the European 

Jews. Later, spending time among 
the residents of America’s ghettos 
for his books Sidewalk and Slim’s 
Table, Duneier began to feel that the 
American ghetto formed another 
part of his Jewish identity. That his 
new book is an attempt to articulate 
that personal connection is visible 
in the quiet but dogged pursuit of 
historical threads between the his-
tories of Jewish European ghettos 

and predominantly African-American ones in the U.S. 
But Duneier’s purpose in writing Ghetto ultimately 

transcends his individual history. In his book, Duneier 
tries to make the ghetto, whether American or Europe-
an, Jewish or African-American, visible as a symbol of, as 
he puts it, “the nation’s violation of its ideals.”  —A.N.

Alexia Nader is a writer living in San Francisco and a senior 
editor at The Brooklyn Quarterly. Ghetto was reviewed in 
the Feb. 15, 2016, issue. 

redefining the 
ghetto
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THE HATRED OF POETRY
Lerner, Ben
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (96 pp.) 
$12.00 paper  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-86547-820-6  

Poetry doesn’t want to be your friend. 
Get over it.

For poet (Mean Free Path, 2012, etc.), 
novelist (10:04, 2014, etc.), and MacAr-
thur fellow Lerner (English/Brooklyn 
Coll.), the only kind of love poetry per-

mits is tough love. It’s an art with a mean streak, or at least a 
highly forbidding, unlikable temper. It may be a lot of things—
melodic, perceptive, brilliant, awful—but it also carries a threat 
that warns you to either tread slowly or stay away altogether. “I, 
too, dislike it,” Marianne Moore famously wrote; Lerner adds 
that dislike is part of the bargain: “What kind of art has as a 
condition of its possibility a perfect contempt?” The problem 
seems to be that poetry aims higher than other arts and runs 
the risk of greater failure. “Poetry arises from the desire to get 
beyond the finite and the historical,” writes the author, “the 
human world of violence and difference—and to reach the tran-
scendent or divine.” The payoff, if there is one, is in the effort. 

“The hatred of poetry is internal to the art,” writes Lerner, 
because it is the task of the poet and poetry reader to use the 
heat of that hatred to burn the actual off the virtual like fog.” 
The author pays homage to the individual, solitary nature of 
poetry and its refusal to be tamed or coddled, but he does the 
act of reading no favors. He makes writing poetry seem like a 
zero-sum game and reading it like torture. The closer he gets to 
some usable approach, the more it eludes him. His struggle to 
give concrete form to an increasingly abstract concept of art is 
just “form gulping after formlessness,” as Wallace Stevens put it.

A learned but knotty defense on poetry’s behalf, per-
suasive to no one but those who need no convincing.

WHO COOKED ADAM 
SMITH’S DINNER?
A Story About Women and 
Economics
Marçal, Katrine
Translated by Vogel, Saskia
Pegasus (240 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jun. 6, 2016
978-1-68177-142-7  

A Swedish political and economic 
writer shows why “feminism’s best-kept 

secret is just how necessary a feminist perspective is in the 
search for a solution to our mainstream economic problems.

Marçal, lead editorial writer for the Swedish newspaper 
Aftonbladet, begins with the definition of the “economic man” 
first posited by Adam Smith and then refined by the Chicago 
school of economics in the 1950s. The so-called economic 
man is a rational individual calculating and pursuing his own 

self-interest, in constant competition with others. For Marçal, the 
one-dimensional Chicago definition is a “caricature.” Though 
he may not be “like us...he clearly has emotions, depths, fears 
and dreams that we can completely identify with.” For her, 
human identity can only be constructed in relation to oth-
ers. The economic man is totally dependent because he must 
compete to prove to himself that he is worthwhile. He is also 

“aggressive and narcissistic. And he lives in conflict with himself,” 
nature, and others, defining himself by what he is not. His pri-
mary characteristic, writes the author, is “that he is not a woman. 
Economics has only one sex.” Where men act out of supposed 
self-interest, “woman has been assigned the task of caring for 
others, not of maximizing her own gain.” This includes cooking, 
cleaning, raising children, and other unpaid activities that do 
not result in the production of exchangeable goods. “Women’s 
work,” she writes, “is a natural resource that we don’t think we 
need to account for...we assume it will always be there.” How-
ever, to function well, a society must have people, knowledge, 
and trust, all resources made possible by unpaid domestic work. 
Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky debunked the Chicago 
caricature nearly 40 years ago, but it persists. Marçal takes up 
the cudgels to propose that we “wave economic man off from 
the platform and then build an economy and a society with 
room for a great spectrum of what it means to be human.”

An exciting reassessment of the global economy that 
provocatively extends the frontiers of the feminist critique.

THE RETURN 
Matar, Hisham
Random House (256 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-8129-9482-7

Novelist Matar (Anatomy of a Disappear-
ance, 2011, etc.) returns to his native Libya in 
2012 following a three-decade exile.

At the center of this moving and viv-
idly documented memoir is the author’s 
quest to find answers to his father’s 

disappearance in 1990. Jaballa Matar had formerly worked for 
the Libyan delegation to the United States yet later became an 
influential political dissident who, in reacting against Muam-
mar Gaddafi’s revolutionary regime, was forced to flee with his 
family from their home in Tripoli to Cairo. A decade later, while 
the author was a student in London, his father was kidnapped 
in the streets of Cairo by forces in the Libyan government. 
Though his eventual whereabouts would remain uncertain, he 
was likely held prisoner in the notorious Abu Salim prison in 
Tripoli, where he may have perished in the 1996 massacre of 
over 1,200 prisoners. Matar provides an intimate and absorb-
ing account of the complex political events that would eventu-
ally lead to Gaddafi’s downfall. As he shifts his focus between 
past and present events, allowing details of his father’s disap-
pearance to slowly and subtly emerge, he reveals a suspense 
novelist’s seasoned instincts. In his ruminations on returning 
to a long-forgotten family and country, and the consequences of 
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time passing, he applies a poet’s sensibility. “Somebody would 
be telling an anecdote and midway through I would realize I 
had heard it before,” he writes. “It seemed as if everyone else’s 
development had been linear, allowed to progress naturally in 
the known environment, and therefore each of them seemed to 
have remained linked, even if begrudgingly or in disagreement, 
to the original setting-off point. At times I was experiencing a 
kind of distance-sickness, a state in which not only the ground 
was unsteady but also time and space.”

A beautifully written, harrowing story of a son’s search 
for his father and how the impact of inexplicable loss can 
be unrelenting while the strength of family and cultural 
ties can ultimately sustain.

WILLIAM TECUMSEH 
SHERMAN 
In the Service of My 
Country: A Life
McDonough, James Lee
Norton (832 pp.) 
$39.95  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-393-24157-0  

A wide-ranging biography of the 
Civil War legend, a monster to some, a 
savior to others.

McDonough (Emeritus, History/Auburn Univ.; War in 
Kentucky: From Shiloh to Perryville, 1994, etc.) looks at William 
Tecumseh Sherman (1820-1891) against the broad sweep of 
history, with special resonance in the matter of the punitive 
campaigns he led in Georgia and especially South Carolina. 
Sherman, argues the author, had good reason to be harsh, for 
he believed, correctly, that South Carolina was more than any 
other state responsible for secession and “should be made to 
feel the war.” Still, the vengeful mood translated into unfortu-
nate behavior on the part of his soldiers, some of whom burned 
and looted their way across the Deep South. Sherman was 
feared and despised in the South, though, curiously, when he 
was in a position to offer terms of peace, he unwisely promised 
to honor Southern property rights—which some Southerners 
naturally interpreted to mean their erstwhile human property as 
well. “When the document reached Washington,” McDonough 
writes tersely, “the brouhaha was on.” It wouldn’t be the first 
time Sherman was in trouble, usually for political rather than 
military reasons, and McDonough does a good job of charting 
Sherman’s thinking and actions in the political context of the 
day. More than that, though, this is a vigorous military biogra-
phy of a man of action, who, though plagued by mental troubles, 
did more than his part for the Union effort. Indeed, argues the 
author, no one under federal arms apart from Ulysses S. Grant 

“would have as much to do with winning the war for the Union as 
Sherman.” McDonough also notes that although Sherman was 
indeed a grim visitor to the South on his March to the Sea and 
beyond, he was less inclined than many commanders to spill the 
blood of his own men, especially after the bloodbaths of Get-
tysburg and Chickamauga.

A fine biography, welcome reading for any student of 
Civil War history. (8 pages of illustrations)

TELL THE TRUTH AND SHAME 
THE DEVIL
The Life, Death, and Love of 
My Son Michael Brown
McSpadden, Lezley with LeFlore, Lyah Beth
Regan Arts (352 pp.) 
$26.95  |  May 10, 2016
978-1-942872-52-8  

The mother of the 18-year-old killed 
by a police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, 
in 2014 relates the saga of her life in the 

St. Louis suburb, expressing her love for her children on nearly 
every page.

With assistance from LeFlore, McSpadden reveals her life 
conversationally, including the colloquial phrasings that pepper 
her speech. Growing up, the author’s fascination with an older 
high school classmate led to pregnancy at age 15 and the birth of 
Michael Brown nine months later. From the start, McSpadden 
referred to her child as “Mike Mike” and does so throughout 
the memoir. Brown’s death, which gained international atten-
tion, does not become the focus until more than 200 pages 
in. Before that, McSpadden details her life as a black female 
in a sometimes-racist, sometimes-supportive metropolitan 
area with a longstanding reputation for unequal treatment of 
minorities. She offers bright portrayals of her mother and 
mostly undependable biological father, plus dozens of other 
relatives, friends, and antagonists. Determined to earn her high 
school diploma, McSpadden eventually had to drop out to care 
for Mike Mike and labor at a variety of low-wage jobs. She is 
frank about the domestic violence she endured at the hands of 
the man who fathered her first two children and another man 
(since murdered) who fathered her third and fourth children. 
Unable to find satisfactory housing arrangements, the author 
chronicles the dizzying number of moves within the St. Louis 
region, sometimes commenting on the varying levels of racial 
segregation in each area. Eventually, McSpadden describes the 
apartment complex where Mike Mike was staying with his 
grandmother the day of his death. Regarding the controversial 
shooting, the author casts doubt on the robbery report involv-
ing her son, and she suggests that Mike Mike’s companion dur-
ing the altercation is lying about the details. Mostly, though, 
she chronicles her unsuccessful quest for justice within a law 
enforcement culture stacked against her.

A vivid, compelling account of a life on the edge.

A fine biography, welcome reading for any 
student of Civil War history.

william tecumseh sherman



IF YOU CAN KEEP IT
The Forgotten Promise of 
American Liberty
Metaxas, Eric
Viking (272 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-101-97998-3  

God blesses America, the author 
contends.

Admitting that “the idea that God 
had chosen this nation for great things 

does not sit comfortably with modern sensibilities,” Metaxas 
(Lecturer at Large/The King’s Coll.; Seven Women: And the Secret 
of Their Greatness, 2015, etc.) nevertheless makes a faith-based 
argument for American exceptionalism. He believes that the 
Founding Fathers incorporated into the Constitution the 
Golden Triangle of Freedom: “freedom requires virtue; virtue 
requires faith; and faith requires freedom,” an idea articu-
lated by British social critic Os Guinness. Metaxas exhorts 
Americans today to revitalize freedom by behaving virtuously, 
insisting on virtuous leaders, and recognizing the significance 
of Judeo-Christian religion in the nation’s identity and des-
tiny. “There are certain populations in Europe whose unbelief 
is only equaled by their ignorance and debasement,” writes the 
author, “while in America, one of the freest and most enlight-
ened nations in the world, the people fulfill with fervor all the 
outward duties of religion.” Metaxas is convinced that God has 
played “a central role” in America’s history.” “What we have 
are gifts from God,” he writes, “intended for us to steward in 
such a way as to bless as many people as possible.” Americans, 
therefore, must take up God’s mission to share democratic ide-
als with the whole world. Among the historic events that he 
believes God influenced was the writing of the Constitution, in 
which the Fathers conceded, “the finger of the Almighty might 
indeed have been involved.” Acknowledging that the nation has 
not always acted virtuously, the author encourages citizens to 
celebrate love of country through the arts (he cites the movie 
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington as both critical and inspiring); ritu-
als (celebrating Flag Day); and memorizing poetry, such as “Paul 
Revere’s Ride.”

A controversial view of America’s past and future that 
will appeal to Christian readers.

WAMPUM
How Indian Tribes, the Mafia, 
and an Inattentive Congress 
Invented Indian Casino 
Gaming and Created a $28 
Billion Gambling Empire
Mitchell, Donald Craig
Overlook (392 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-1-4683-0993-5  

That casino on the nearby reserva-
tion? Think of it as revenge for Christopher Columbus, as some 
wags have put it—but also a sophisticated operation that makes 
use of every legal loophole available.

Indian casino gambling began, to give it a charitable spin, as 
a means of encouraging economic development on reservations. 
In that, writes federal Indian law expert Mitchell (Sold Ameri-
can: The Story of Alaska Natives and Their Land 1867-1959, 2003, 
etc.), it works on the principle of “inherent tribal sovereignty,” 
which allows Indian nations some measure of self-governance 
and autonomy. In practice, that means that while the local con-
venience store has to layer on tax after tax on the cigarettes it 
sells, the drive-up reservation shack does not, which is why lines 
stretch down the street to buy tax-free cigarettes on Indian land. 
It’s a complex story, and it gets all the more so when the big 
players move in. Among them are some shady figures such as 
a fellow who managed to hold onto a consulting business even 
while serving prison time. Furthermore, even with that record, 
he managed to work his way into a position developing bingo 
parlors for California tribes, parlors that became gateways for 
slots, blackjack tables, and all the other things that have popped 
up on reservations even in states where gambling is otherwise 
illegal. When the Mafia goes to war with the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, it’s a pretty easy guess as to who will win—at least the 
first rounds, anyway. Other players figure in Mitchell’s tangled 
but highly readable tale, including none other than Donald 
Trump, who correctly perceived Indian “gaming”—the slightly 
denatured term for gambling—to be a competitor against his 
own casinos and tried to have one owned by the Pequot Tribe 
shut down on the grounds that the Pequot were “fake Indians.” 
Guess who won that round?

Indian casinos are likely to be around for a long time 
to come, and Mitchell’s exposé goes a long way toward 
explaining the whys and hows. (8 color and 9 b/w images)
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CRACKING THE AGING CODE
The New Science of Growing 
Old—and What It Means For 
Staying Young
Mitteldorf, Josh & Sagan, Dorion
Flatiron Books (336 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-250-06170-6  

An advancement of the challenging the-
ory that, along with growth and puberty, 
aging also unfolds “on a schedule pro-

grammed into the regulatory portion of our DNA.”
At first glance, this would appear to contradict “the funda-

mental premise of Darwinian evolution,” survival of the fittest, 
the principle of natural selection epitomized by the “selfish 
gene,” a term coined by Richard Dawkins in The Selfish Gene 
(1976). Theoretical biologist Mitteldorf and ecological philoso-
pher Sagan (Cosmic Apprentice: Dispatches from the Edges of Science, 
2013, etc.) make a convincing case for broadening the gener-
ally accepted neo-Darwinian framework, which incorporates 
the role of the genome in shaping the individual, to include 
species evolution and the relationship between individual sur-
vival and survival of the ecosystem on which it depends. They 
address the seeming paradox that “genes for aging have been 
fixed in the genome, despite the fact that these genes work 
against themselves.” By limiting the reproductive potential 
of the aging individual, they play an important role in evolu-
tion. The authors contend that death and aging are crucial to 
the existence of “stable ecosystems in nature.” Without them, 
unchecked reproduction would lead to major extinction events 
and the destruction of ecosystems. Mitteldorf and Sagan sug-
gest that aging and death have evolved to moderate what might 
otherwise be untrammeled reproduction by predators, lead-
ing to the destruction of their prey and their own extinction. 
Natural selection operates to create a balance between longer 
life expectancy and greater fertility. Death and aging play a nec-
essary role by regulating population growth in order to create 
the space for “populations of living things to evolve rapidly and 
efficiently.” This leads the authors to the provocative conclu-
sion that if we accept the goal of increasing longevity and the 
long-term survival of the human species, we must also accept 
the idea of zero population growth.

A thoughtful examination of the role of aging and death 
in supporting life.

LIVE FAST DIE HOT
Mollen, Jenny
Doubleday (272 pp.) 
$25.95  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-385-54069-8  

Brazen dispatches on the life-alter-
ing effects of childbirth and motherhood 
on a woman with a stern “reluctance to 
be a responsible adult.”

In 2008, actress and author Mol-
len (I Like You Just the Way I Am: Stories 

About Me and Some Other People, 2014) discovered her “acciden-
tal pregnancy” with her then-boyfriend, actor Jason Biggs. A 
neurotic tangle of anxiety and insecurities at 28, she writes of 
contemplating abortion but saw, for the first time, an actual 
future and a family plan with Biggs, whom she eloped with 
soon after. Though she miscarried, her second pregnancy was 
successful. Mollen’s melodramatic misadventures and life les-
sons in new parenting populate the remainder of this candid 
exercise in unfiltered adulthood. Whether taking ayahuasca 
in the Peruvian jungle with Chelsea Handler, ghost-proofing a 
new house, or impulsively venturing to Morocco to meet the 
weavers behind her pricey Beni Ourain rug, Mollen’s opinion-
ated anecdotes are outspoken, often vulgar, and intermittently 
entertaining. Her rhetoric is not a cuddly, softhearted tribute to 
motherhood: recreational drugs played a role in her first preg-
nancy, and negotiations for threesomes aren’t uncommon during 
date night. Most of these incidents seem drafted for maximum 
comical effect, and some strain to achieve it, but there are a few 
true motherly moments that resonate as “part of an emotional, 
painful, joyous journey [the author] was finally happy to take.” 
Once born, did baby Sid really hold the power to vanquish Mol-
len as the “fun-loving woman-child” she’d considered herself to 
be? Sure, and she believes that to be a good thing: it was truly 
time to grow up. Nevertheless, even a life beautifully enriched 
by a child couldn’t dampen her effortlessly snarky outlook on 
kids, love, marriage, and Tinder.

An uneven barrage of life stories by turns hilariously 
candid and self-consciously flippant.

THE JAGUAR MAN
Naughton, Lara
Central Recovery Press (176 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-942094-20-3  

A writer and teacher chronicles her 
terrifying experience with kidnapping 
and rape and how she survived the ensu-
ing trauma.

Naughton’s first trip to Belize daz-
zled her. Not only did she fall in love with 

the country’s natural beauty, but also with a handsome native. 
Knowing she would go back, she prayed that God would send 
her “an experience of love so big, [she would] have to change 

Theoretical biologist Mitteldorf and ecological philosopher
Sagan make a convincing case for broadening the generally

accepted neo-Darwinian framework.
cracking the aging code



[her] life to comprehend it.” That wish became reality but not 
in the way Naughton could have imagined. When she did not 
find her lover at the shop where he worked, she took a cab back 
to her beachside cabana. Naughton began to realize that all 
was not as it seemed when the driver told her that he had to 
find change for her cab fare. The next thing she knew, he was 
holding a knife to her chin and telling her he wanted all her 
money. For the next day and a half, Naughton was the prisoner 
of a troubled man who threatened her while revealing his own 
deep emotional wounds. Naughton began to steel herself for 

“X”—that is, the rape she knew was inevitable. Yet rather than 
hate the driver—whom she called “the jaguar man”—she found 
her heart opening to him. She writes that the love she felt was 

“particular to him, jaguar love, love of survival, miracle love, love 
born in snarls, love with teeth.” She did not report the incident 
to local authorities; instead, she chose to focus on her own heal-
ing. Her path eventually led her to a progressive church minister 
who helped her come to a profound spiritual revelation about 
the true nature of love and human connection. Naughton’s 
book is brief, but the power of its message to survivors of sexual 
assault about finding peace through compassion is undeniable.

A painful, provocative, and poetically cathartic mem-
oir of survival.

A HOUSE FULL 
OF DAUGHTERS
A Memoir of 
Seven Generations
Nicolson, Juliet
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-374-17245-9  

Nicolson (Abdication, 2012, etc.) traces 
seven generations of women connected 
to the Sackville Wests.

Beginning with her great-great-grandmother Pepita Duran 
(1830-1871), the flamenco dancer known as the Star of Andalusia, 
and her doting, if not smothering, mother, the author follows 
the relationship between mothers and daughters through the 
generations. Once diplomat Lionel Sackville-West fell under 
Pepita’s spell, she rejected her mother and lived as his mistress. 
She adored her illegitimate children despite being ostracized 
from polite society, including Lionel’s. When she died in child-
birth in Arcachon, near Bordeaux, the children were scattered, 
until Lionel needed a hostess for his posting to the United 
States. His daughter Victoria stepped in and was a brilliant addi-
tion, winning her way into the society surrounding the estate 
at Knole. She married her cousin, who would inherit the estate, 
and the difficult birth of Vita ended any semblance of happiness 
in the marriage. Vita and Harold’s marriage was as happy as it 
was unconventional: both had lovers of the same sex, she more 
than he. Her son and daughter-in-law Philippa carried on the 
family, and Philippa extended the nonmaternal lines that had 
progressed through the years. This social history and story of 
family relationships is also the tale of Knole, the ancestral home, 

and its magnetic hold on those women. In the same light is the 
pull of Sissinghurst, the home bought by Vita and her husband, 
Harold, when she was unable, as a woman, to inherit Knole. The 
first half of the book portrays strong, if flawed, women, while 
the ending is more autobiographical and, while well-written, 
more cathartic than interesting.

Readers interested in 19th- and early-20th-century 
society, especially that of the upper classes, will enjoy this 
picture of the privileged life, “where loyalty, respect and 
equality are all held in the highest regard.”

THE NORDIC THEORY 
OF EVERYTHING
In Search of a Better Life
Partanen, Anu
Harper/HarperCollins (432 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-0-06-231654-7  

A Finnish journalist offers a surpris-
ing theory of why Americans are neither 
currently upwardly mobile nor free.

Partanen, who came to New York in 
2008, married an American writer/teacher, and lives in Brook-
lyn, enlists her Nordic sensibility to delineate what has gone 
wrong with the so-called American dream. In recent years, Fin-
land has been featured as the poster country for the most liv-
able, best educated (especially in early education and math), and 
even happiest society (alongside neighbors Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, and even Iceland). In her careful, evenhanded series of 
thoughtful essays, Partanen, who just became an American citi-
zen, parses the recipe for Nordic success that even the self-con-
gratulatory “exceptional” American may want to ponder and 
adapt. Having arrived in the U.S. full of excitement to embrace 
American “optimism, gumption, ingenuity, and knack for magi-
cally transforming challenging circumstances into profitable 
advantage,” she found herself mystified and frustrated by the 
hindrances of living—e.g., getting credit cards or cable TV and 
understanding the hidden fees; buying affordable health insur-
ance, thus forcing her to depend on her new husband’s plan, 
which in turn forced him to find a suitable full-time job; the 
bewildering, utterly inequitable tax code; paying for higher edu-
cation and, eventually, day care for the children they wanted. In 
short, Partanen was appalled by how the anxiety for affording 
the basics of life rendered Americans completely dependent on 
spouses, family, employers, and government, unable to restore 
themselves on vacations they feared to take (lest they lose their 
jobs) and so chronically insecure about their children’s chances 
of having a better life than they did (which has resulted in the 

“helicopter parent” phenomenon). Step by step, the author sifts 
through the Nordic system of universal health care, early edu-
cation, and equitable taxes, a system that frees citizens to be 
autonomous and creative without stress—a “well-being state” 
rather than a “welfare state.”

An earnest, well-written work worth heeding, espe-
cially in our current toxic political climate.
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WHY YOU LOVE MUSIC
From Mozart to Metallica—
the Emotional Power of 
Beautiful Sounds
Powell, John
Little, Brown (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-316-26065-7  

A buffet of insights and oddities 
regarding “the psychology of music.”

A professor of physics with a mas-
ter’s degree in music composition, Powell (How Music Works: 
The Science and Psychology of Beautiful Sounds, from Beethoven to 
the Beatles and Beyond, 2010) writes with a breezy style that belies 
his education. Much of this book involves the translation of sci-
entific and academic research into the popular vernacular, with 
a wry, dry humor, proceeding from the account of how “early 
researchers” divided musical taste into two camps: “the posh 
and the rabble”—i.e., high and low culture, or classical and 
popular. Some of what the author offers about music’s subcon-
scious effect on the brain is fascinating—e.g., how certain types 
of music can not only make wine taste better, but will also affect 
how much you’re willing to pay for that wine. Much of the rest, 
however, provides researched support for what has long been 
anecdotally obvious—that music can make us feel happy, that 
it has therapeutic powers to offset depression, that we respond 
best to music that is familiar and repetitious, that music is an 
important factor in developing and asserting our identities, and 
that we have less penchant for musical exploration after we’ve 
passed the identity-forging stage of adolescence and young 
adulthood. There’s sort of a grab-bag feel to the book’s organi-
zation, even before the appendices (“Fiddly Details”). The last 
proper chapter has the same title as the book, and its conclusion 
offers the answer to the question posed by that title: “Music has 
the power to alleviate depression, reduce perceived pain, help 
you cope with various illnesses and disorders, reduce boredom, 
aid relaxation, help you focus on a physical task, help you bond 
with others, reduce stress, improve your mood, and fill your life 
with emotions from nostalgia to joy. No wonder you love it.”

A succinct summation of all that has come before, 
much of which readers will already know before beginning 
the book.  (45 b/w photos)

LOVE AND RUIN
Stories of Obsession, Danger, 
and Heartbreak from the 
Atavist Magazine
Ratliff, Evan—Ed.
Norton (352 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Jul. 26, 2016
978-0-393-35271-9  

Atavist magazine editor Ratliff brings 
together 10 pieces of journalism selected 
from the site’s five-year history.

The Atavist publishes nonfiction briefer than a book but 
lengthier than most long-form magazine features. Ratliff 
contributes a foreword explaining the origin and publication 
philosophy of the magazine, offers brief insights into how he 
selected the 10 pieces from a universe of about 50, and sum-
marizes each. Susan Orlean contributes an introduction that 
brilliantly explains her discomfort with the term “long form” 
while parsing the shortcomings of other descriptions such as 

“creative nonfiction,” “narrative nonfiction,” and “new jour-
nalism.” She coins the term “magpie journalism,” using the 
metaphor of the bird that collects shiny items from a drab 
habitat. In “52 Blue,” Leslie Jamison discusses the scientists 
who are fascinated by a whale that emits noises at a frequency, 
52 hertz, never before charted by humans. Cris Beam, David 
Dobbs, and Vanessa Veselka each contribute a mystery from 
highly personal family lore. In “When We Are Called to Part,” 
Brooke Jarvis chronicles her months inside the last exist-
ing leper colony in the United States. Matthew Shaer pieces 
together the final voyage of a ship and a quest by the Coast 
Guard to determine why it sank. Jon Mooallem digs into his-
tory to learn about a failed attempt to use hippopotamus farm-
ing to feed the appetites of Americans. Adam Higginbotham 
reports on the dramatic bombing of a Lake Tahoe casino. The 
title story, “Love and Ruin,” is James Verini’s account of an 
American woman’s dedication to the culture of Afghanistan 
amid the destruction of tribal wars and foreign invasions. 
Ratliff also includes a piece of his own, about the quest of an 
adopted woman to determine if she is the biological child of 
an evasive, wealthy oilman.

An eclectic, never-boring collection. (25 illustrations)

LUCIE AUBRAC
The French Resistance 
Heroine Who Outwitted the 
Gestapo
Rees, Siân
Chicago Review (256 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-1-61373-567-1  

This biography illuminates for an 
English-speaking audience the lives of 
Lucie and Raymond Aubrac, heroes of 

the French Resistance of World War II.



Many Americans know little of “la Résistance”  and its key 
players, but the Aubracs are revered in France for their daring 
guerilla warfare against Nazi occupiers. In this enlightening 
biography, Rees (Moll: The Life and Times of Moll Flanders, 2011, 
etc.) focuses on Lucie, an intense and driven young woman. 

“Refusal has been a principle all my life,” Lucie once said, and she 
more than lives up to this quote. When the Germans invaded 
France, the Aubracs faced a difficult decision: should they 
endure fascist rule or simply flee to the United States? Their 
decision to remain and fight led them to constant danger. Lucie 
arranged jail breaks, tied herself to the undersides of trains, and 
oversaw forged documents. She proved to be a tireless fighter, 
broadcasting for the BBC and organizing a death-defying 
ambush. In the later chapters, Rees examines a controversial 
question: were the Aubracs actually informers for the Germans, 
as one Gestapo officer claimed? While this is a wrenching pos-
sibility, the author adds additional layers to her story, show-
ing how the Resistance was rife with division and doubt. The 
Aubracs were disappointed, in the wake of World War II, to find 
French colonialism just as abusive as Nazi operations in France. 
The 1940s were a desperate time for Western Europe, and the 
Aubracs’ exploits seem less sterling in retrospect. “War records, 
war secrets, war shames,” writes Rees. “They were all a con-
stant bubbling undercurrent to political life in France...joy was 
mingled with fear that some very uncomfortable stones were 
going to be turned over.” Still, the author manages to celebrate 
Lucie’s extraordinary life, warts and all. Like the novelist André 
Malraux and adventurer Jacques Cousteau, Lucie was extremely 
active in the war’s aftermath, but she and Raymond were often 
disenchanted by the politics of the Fifth Republic. 

A refreshing addition to World War II literature. (8 b/w 
photos)

CALLING THE SHOTS
Why Parents Reject Vaccines
Reich, Jennifer A.
New York Univ.  (336 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-1-4798-1279-0  

Despite warnings from the medical 
community and the outbreak of prevent-
able diseases, some parents refuse to vac-
cinate their children. Here, a sociologist 
puts this group into a cultural context to 

examine their thinking.
Reich (Sociology/Univ. of Colorado, Denver; Fixing Fami-

lies: Parents, Power, and the Child Welfare System, 2005, etc.) 
interviewed parents and health care providers (primarily in 
Colorado), as well as researchers, attorneys, and policymakers, 
and attended meetings of advocates on both sides of the vacci-
nation issue. Individual stories, sometimes including the voices 
of participants in her study, put a human face on this study. The 
author found that children who are unvaccinated or undervacci-
nated are not just from poor families who miss appointments or 
lack access to health care, but also from higher-income families 

who actively reject vaccination. Her research shows that it is 
white, college-educated mothers who believe that by not vac-
cinating, they are protecting their children from harm. Reich 
notes that these mothers, whom public health officials call free 
riders, have the time and resources to explore the vaccination 
issue and that they question both the safety and necessity of 
vaccination, are suspicious of the link between government 
regulatory agencies and the pharmaceutical industry, see them-
selves as experts on their children’s health, and are confident 
of their abilities to make good decisions about them. Reich 
argues that the children of mothers who place a higher value on 
individual choice than on community obligation are protected 
by the large vaccinated population and that they pose a risk to 
the unvaccinated or undervaccinated children of families with 
fewer resources. In the final chapter, she focuses on finding a 
middle ground in the ongoing debate.

Recent outbreaks of preventable diseases such as 
measles and whooping cough are focusing attention on 
this issue, making Reich’s able contribution especially 
pertinent.

UNEARTHED
Love, Acceptance, and 
Other Lessons from an 
Abandoned Garden
Risen, Alexandra
New York Univ.  (336 pp.) 
$24.00  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-544-63336-0

A Canadian essayist’s account of 
how rehabilitating an abandoned gar-
den helped her to better understand her 

hard-shelled Ukrainian-born parents.
In her first book, Risen chronicles how she and her husband 

decided to buy the “anonymous hidden house” with the over-
grown garden shortly after her always-silent father died. The 
house was the least of their renovation worries, however; it was 
the junglelike garden that they knew would make the greatest 
demands on their time and budget. Yet the author relished the 
challenge, in part because the one-acre plot—located minutes 
from downtown Toronto—made her feel closer to the gardener-
mother who always seemed to keep her at arm’s length. As she 
began her landscape renovation project, her mother’s health 
declined rapidly. Risen soon realized that she would never be 
able to share her garden—with its duck pond, broken-down 
pagoda, secret paths, and hidden wildlife—with her too-frail, 
increasingly demented mother. The project also brought up 
memories of the life she had shared with her parents. The small 
river that ran through her property recalled the river to which 
she would escape as a youth, and apple trees she discovered in 
her garden recalled her mother’s cooking. The more that Risen 
worked on her garden, the more she realized that her task was 
not to transform it into a neatly manicured landscape but one 
that respected the local ecology. Learning to bring sustain-
able order to her patch of earth as well as uncovering family 
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documents that offered clues to her parents’ difficult early lives 
helped the author come to terms with her mother and father. 
She could not change the people who raised her; she could 
only accept them and know that they “did the best they could.” 
Interspersed throughout with recipes for forager-style dishes 
and desserts, Risen’s book is as much a celebration of nature 
and family as it is feast for the heart and soul.

A generous, poignant memoir.

THE ASSASSINATION 
COMPLEX
Inside the Government’s 
Secret Drone Warfare 
Program
Scahill, Jeremy & Staff of the Intercept
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.) 
$30.00  |  May 3, 2016
978-1-5011-4413-4  

In this angry but well-documented 
polemic, journalist Scahill (Dirty Wars: 

The World is a Battlefield, 2013, etc.) and his colleagues at the 
Intercept add to a growing genre that denounces our leaders’ fas-
cination with a cheap, seemingly risk-free way to kill terrorists.

Benefitting from an amazing number of leaks, secret docu-
ments, and interviews with officials on the promise of anonym-
ity, this collection of articles from 2014-2015 describes how 
the American government tracks suspected terrorists, builds a 
kill list, rates the priority of the target (often literally from “1” 
to “4”), and plans and executes the attack. It’s a spectacularly 
clunky process entirely dependent on informers, secondhand 
intelligence, and electronic eavesdropping, since drone cam-
eras cannot identify individuals. Woe to the Afghan mother 
who borrows her son’s cellphone. No one gets off the hook, but 
the authors reserve special disdain for President Barack Obama, 
who, ignoring his admirable 2008 campaign rhetoric, has enthu-
siastically adopted “the defining essence of the Bush-Cheney 
template—that the U.S. is fighting an endless war against terror 
suspects who have no due process of any kind.” Readers will be 
left in no doubt that drone warfare affronts morality and the 
Constitution. The missiles kill terrorists if they happen to be 
present, but that is not always the case. It’s increasingly dan-
gerous to be a terrorist, but since when has danger discouraged 
angry, disaffected young men? The Islamic State group and al-
Qaida have no shortage of recruits. Furthermore, as Edward 
Snowden writes in the foreword, “a single act of whistleblow-
ing doesn’t change the reality that there are significant portions 
of the government that operate below the waterline, beneath 
the visibility of the public. Those secret activities will continue, 
despite reforms.”

Convincing and damning but unlikely to influence U.S. 
leaders because the electorate largely approves of drone 
warfare. Apparently killing terrorists takes priority over 
legal niceties or the deaths of innocent non-Americans.

SELF-REG
How to Help Your Child (and 
You) Break the Stress Cycle 
and Successfully Engage 
With Life
Shanker, Stuart with Barker, Teresa
Penguin Press (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-1-59420-609-2  

Helping your child destress.
At some point in every child’s life, he 

or she manifests symptoms of what parents often mistakenly 
identify as misbehavior: the temper tantrum in the store, the 
refusal to go to bed at the appointed hour, the inability to sit 
still and concentrate in school. Shanker (Psychology and Phi-
losophy/York Univ.) helps parents realize that many times this 

“misbehavior” is simply a reaction to excessive stress. Demon-
strating how to “[reframe] the perception of a child’s behavior,” 
the author shows that “once you can distinguish between mis-
behavior and stress behavior, you find yourself better able to 
pause and reflect when he does something you find disturbing, 
rather than reacting automatically.” By identifying the causes 
of stress or overstimulation—too much noise, light, cold, or 
heat, etc.—parents can then work toward reducing these issues. 

“Self-reg” is a five-step process: one must study the signs of 
distress, identify the stressors, reduce them, become aware of 
when these moments occur, and finally figure out what is calm-
ing and restful so the child can recover. Often, writes Shanker, 
it is as simple as turning off the lights and TV and gently rub-
bing the child’s back in a safe spot such as his or her bed. The 
author bolsters his theories with case studies of real patients 
whose numerous behavioral issues have been resolved using his 
five-step method. He also provides plenty of scientific analysis 
of the way the human brain works and how humans respond 
to different stimuli. His information is straightforward and will 
be useful for any age level, from infant to adolescent to adult. 
When carried out as methodically as Shanker describes, his 
process should help many parents with children who are simply 
reacting to our overstimulated world.

Comprehensive data backs up a much-tested system 
that assists parents in getting their children to a calmer 
state of mind.

THE RISE AND FALL 
OF NATIONS
Forces of Change in the 
Post-Crisis World
Sharma, Ruchir
Norton (440 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-393-24889-0  

This efficient, positive guide for the 
practical observer and investor shows 
how to choose healthy emerging markets.

In this angry but well-documented polemic, journalist 
Scahill and his colleagues at the Intercept add to a growing 
genre that denounces our leaders’ fascination with a cheap, 

seemingly risk-free way to kill terrorists.
the assassination complex
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After the 2008 global financial crisis, impermanence is the 
watchword, writes Sharma (Breakout Nations: In Pursuit of the 
Next Economic Miracles, 2012), the head of emerging markets 
and global macro at Morgan Stanley Investment Management. 
Since no one seemed to have been able to predict the 2008 
meltdown, and the most-hyped emerging nations of Brazil, Rus-
sia, India, and China (BRIC) have now fallen into being con-
sidered a “bloody ridiculous investment concept,” the author 
urges the use of skepticism, short-term planning (five or six 
years), and reliable data in trying to grasp forces of change. His 

“rules,” developed over “25 years on the road” with a team of 
researchers, encompass the factors of growth in some “fifty-six 
postwar emerging economies that managed to sustain a growth 
rate of 6 percent for at least a decade.” In each chapter, rather 
than moving country by country, Sharma tackles one of these 
factors. He looks at demographic data in order to get a sense 
of the makeup of the available workforce (falling birthrates 
are prompting countries to add incentives for having babies, 
such as in Singapore, France, and Chile, along with increasing 
the retirement age and attracting migrants), and he considers 
whether a new political leader will be able to enact reforms (e.g., 
Brazil’s Lula da Silva), investigates areas of income inequality 
(e.g., billionaires in India), and examines state spending and 
how to make the most of a country’s “geographic sweet spot” 
(e.g., Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam). Sharma discusses investment in 
factories, the measurement of food prices, and the importance 
of ignoring the “hype watch” and of keeping an eye on the locals 
to determine when a country is in crisis or recovery. The final 
chapter is a rather bold assertion of which countries might be 
considered “the good, the average, and the ugly.”

Evenhanded, measured, sage advice on the global 
economy.

BEFORE YOU JUDGE ME
The Triumph and Tragedy of 
Michael Jackson’s Last Days
Smiley, Tavis & Ritz, David
Little, Brown (288 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-316-25909-5  

TV and radio host Smiley (My Journey 
with Maya, 2015, etc.) and his frequent 
writing collaborator Ritz tell the story 
of the 16 weeks preceding the death of 

singer Michael Jackson (1958-2009).
Before he died, the King of Pop was preparing for a series of 

comeback concerts in London. He was also doing a lot of shop-
ping, playing with his three children, watching Shirley Temple 
movies, making questionable business decisions, receiving almost 
daily Botox injections, taking an increasing number of prescription 
painkillers, and suffering from a degree of insomnia that caused 
him to enlist a doctor to administer the anesthetics that led to his 
death. The authors delve through a wealth of research material to 
create a nearly day-by-day account of Jackson’s last weeks, with 
occasional glimpses into his earlier life. Smiley and Ritz are clearly 

sympathetic to their subject, sometimes to the point of glossing 
over Jackson’s more questionable choices and actions. In occasion-
ally purple prose, the authors ratchet up the suspense and drama 
of this period of the singer’s life, ending most of the brief chapters 
with some variant on, “Sleep, the most precious of commodities, 
eluded him,” or “sleep, precious sleep, comes not at all.” The most 
intriguing sections of the book unravel the complicated business 
relationships in which Jackson was involved, his attempts to sepa-
rate himself from his parents and siblings, and his efforts to push 
his art further while his fans were demanding more of the same. 
The authors, who set out to understand why their subject died at 
50, end up asking a different question: “Given the extraordinary 
obstacles he faced, the stresses that pulled him apart, how did 
Michael survive as long as he did?”

This compact biography should please Jackson’s fans 
even if it doesn’t break new ground in exploring the sing-
er’s life.

VISTA DEL MAR
A Memoir of the Ordinary
Snidow, Neal
Counterpoint (304 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-61902-729-9  

An English teacher’s debut mem-
oir about how a return to his childhood 
home in Southern California developed 

into an unexpected—and unexpectedly profound—excavation 
of his past.

In 1996, Snidow was in crisis. Years of trying for a child with 
his wife and a failed in vitro pregnancy had left the couple physi-
cally and emotionally depleted. On semester leave from his teach-
ing job, the author went back to his hometown of Redondo Beach. 
There, he visited his elderly mother and took black-and-white film 
photographs (many of which he includes) of the ordinary subur-
ban details—apartment facades, fences, electric meters—that had 
infused his boyhood consciousness. He listened to his mother’s 
stories about her life with his now-deceased father and about each 
side of the family, one rooted in Nebraska and the other in Virginia. 
In the meantime, he and his wife adopted a child. New fatherhood 
inspired Snidow to visit and visually document all the places impor-
tant to his family. Gradually, he uncovered traces of the “Midwest-
ern hurt” that haunted his mother, including the story of her father, 
a charming man who had routinely cheated on her mother. Snidow 
also learned more about his father, a “charming, affable man” with 
a talent for “casually attract[ing] disaster.” Like his wife, he had also 
been marked by the past; as a child of the Depression, a “strong 
sense of dearth” was still present in a makeup that was otherwise 
generous and hospitable. The author’s story is neither showy nor 
dramatic, and the narrative occasionally meanders, relying more 
on the act of telling rather than showing. The book is strongest in 
its interiority and the way Snidow focuses on the gradual develop-
ment of a man’s awareness of himself and his place in both family 
and community history.

A subtly poignant and lyrical memoir.
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THE CLASSICAL WORLD 
The Foundations of the 
West and the Enduring 
Legacy of Antiquity
Spivey, Nigel
Pegasus (368 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-68177-151-9  

A grand “traverse of classical civilization.”
For this book, Spivey (Classical Art 

and Archaeology/Cambridge Univ.; Greek 
Sculpture, 2013, etc.) defines the classical period from around 
800 B.C.E. to 400 C.E. The Greeks thought of those who 
were civilized as “bread eaters”—i.e., they lived in a community, 
raised and milled grain, and had a rule of law. Troy, a model of 
renewable strength, begins Spivey’s story. Homer, whose audi-
ence wanted a way to record and remember his work, turned 
to the Phoenicians to form an alphabet. The height of Greece’s 
glory was the mid-fifth-century B.C.E., when Cleisthenes’ con-
stitutional changes gave power (kratos) to the people (demos). At 
the same time, Sparta, the antithesis of Athens, a militaristic 
state, guarded against democracy, with egalitarian distribution 
of land and a ban on currency. Unlike the Roman Empire that 
followed, there was no path to citizenship. While Herodotus’ 
history is anecdotal and great fun, Thucydides’ The History of 
the Peloponnesian War was the first to present nonpartisan his-
tory writing. Spivey points to contributions from each period, 
all the way to today’s model of the classical civilization, includ-
ing Justinian’s codification of laws, one of its central elements. 
The philosophers are given their due for developing scientific 
argument and deductive thinking. Socrates is the intellectual 
hero, while his student Plato never approved of democracy. His 
student Aristotle carried that learning to Macedon and Alexan-
der the Great. Alexander’s successors, the Ptolemies, founded 
Alexandria, with its ceaseless industry of learning and signifi-
cant library. Just one of the delightful aspects of this book is the 
author’s penchant to throw in Greek and/or Latin sources for 
many of our words. He also provides countless telling details 
about each period in a way that makes ancient history feel fresh 
and invigorating.

Anyone with the slightest curiosity about ancient clas-
sics will love this book. Shelve next to the work of Mary 
Beard.

THE WAR AT HOME
A Wife’s Search for Peace 
(and Other Missions 
Impossible): A Memoir
Starnes, Rachel
Penguin (256 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-14-310866-5  

A Navy wife shares intimate details 
of what life in the military really means 
for the family behind the enlisted man.

Starnes never expected to become part of the extended mil-
itary family or to be married to someone who was often gone 
for long stretches of time. She grew up with a father who was 
often absent, out working on oil rigs, and she wanted a more 
stable life for herself and her yet-to-be-born children. But she 
married a man who wanted to fly Navy fighter jets and suddenly 
found herself moving across the country after a quick wedding 
so her husband could attend training school. What unfolds over 
a period of 10-plus years is an honest portrayal of the difficul-
ties military wives face while their husbands are deployed or so 
deeply embedded in top-secret trainings that they are unavail-
able emotionally or physically. With compelling prose, Starnes 
delves deeply into the emotional ups and downs she experi-
enced as she formed new friendships only to have them torn 
apart when they needed to move again, of the hurdles she faced 
raising her two sons for months at a time by herself, and of her 
own desires to be a writer, to be more than just a military wife, 
and to have some identity of her own. The author also discusses 
her struggles with depression, her inability as a child to adjust 
to her father’s long absences, and the painful moments she 
endured as she and her husband tried to reconnect after each of 
his many returns. The writing is often dramatic, providing read-
ers with a behind-the-scenes look at military life from a unique 
perspective: that of the silent partner who endures separation, 
secrecy, and the fears that her husband may be the one who 
doesn’t make it back.

A gripping and guileless account of being the wife of a 
TOPGUN instructor.

THE BUTLER’S CHILD
An Autobiography
Steel, Lewis M. with Friedlander, Beau
Dunne/St. Martin’s (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-250-07300-6  

A white man borne of privilege dedi-
cates his life to the defense of civil rights.

Steel, grandson to Albert Warner, 
one of the infamous siblings of the 
Warner Bros. film and TV family, recalls 

his vibrant life history, which was greatly influenced by racial 
injustice. Personalizing this theme, he writes of growing up 
health-challenged and moneyed yet thankfully befriended by 

Anyone with the slightest curiosity about ancient classics
will love this book. Shelve next to the work of Mary Beard.

the classical world
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the Rutherfords: Bill was the black family servant, and his wife, 
Lorraina, cooked and cleaned. Bill took the author under his 
wing amid the condescension of the Warner elite, and Steel’s 
increasing awareness of a racial hierarchy told him to believe 
that as a white man, “my color was better, and theirs marked 
them as lesser people.” That mindset haunted the author and 
incited an internal struggle to come to terms with and fight 
against the country’s rampant racial prejudices. Even as a 
young man, Steel slowly internalized “the social reality of rac-
ism from the opposite side of the issue” and “the ways racial 
prerogatives affect domestic workers.” Steel grew to consider 
Bill as his dignified “protector,” and their relationship deep-
ened even as race issues continued to sully his experiences at a 
military academy and as an undergraduate at Harvard, where 
he met his wife of more than 50 years. The author proudly 
writes of graduating from law school to honor what he feels 
was his calling to join the legal staff of the NAACP under the 
tutelage of the group’s general counsel, Robert Carter. These 
particular cases offer riveting reading, as Steel immersed him-
self in a hotbed of critical discrimination cases in the 1960s. 
After publishing a scathing opinion piece in the New York 
Times Magazine skewering the Supreme Court for their racial 
indifference, his immediate termination inspired an NAACP 
staff walkout in solidarity. Honoring his social conscience and 
the legacy of Bill Rutherford, Steel remains a civil rights attor-
ney at age 79.

An articulate, emotionally moving chronicle of a 
life informed by racial unrest and elevated with dutiful 
humanitarianism. (16-page color photo insert)

THE INTIMIDATION GAME
How the Left Is Silencing Free 
Speech
Strassel, Kimberley
Twelve (400 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-1-4555-9188-6  

In her debut, a Wall Street Journal col-
umnist and editorial board member excori-
ates the left’s use of campaign finance laws 
to stifle free speech and free association.

On First Amendment grounds, the 2010 Supreme Court’s 
Citizens United decision overturned a number of federal cam-
paign spending restrictions. Nevertheless, overlooking a noble 
American tradition of anonymous participation in politics 
stretching back to the Federalist Papers, the court left undis-
turbed a number of forced disclosure provisions seemingly at 
odds with a 1958 decision denying Alabama’s attempt to require 
disclosure of the state NAACP’s membership/donor list and 
another in 1995, striking down an Ohio statute prohibiting 
anonymous campaign literature. Citizens United fueled activists’ 
outrage at the continued influence of “special interests” and 
the power of “dark money” in our politics. Under the banner 
of “transparency,” “cleaner,” “more open” elections, activists 
have used the forced disclosure provisions to harass, humiliate, 

and threaten critics and to discourage political participation 
and speech. These, writes the author, are the hallmarks of “the 
modern intimidation game.” Her fiery, thoroughly reported, 
three-part story focuses on the IRS targeting and obstruct-
ing—under notorious apparatchik Lois Lerner—applications 
by tea party related groups for tax exempt status; the appalling 
tactics attending Wisconsin’s gubernatorial 2012 recall election; 
and the widespread use of the proxy movement and boycotts 
to disrupt corporate governance and blackmail business. Run-
ning through each tale are common themes: government agen-
cies who, either out of righteous institutional bias or ideological 
agreement, conspire with activists to advance their agendas; 
the supercharging effect of the Internet and social media that 
makes these modern retribution campaigns so much easier and 
effective; and the genuine damage done to individuals, groups, 
and businesses who never dreamed they would pay such a price 
for exercising their rights to speech and assembly.

An eye-opening lesson in the law of unintended conse-
quences: where “a vast new disclosure regime” intended to 
curb corruption has spawned a corruption all its own.

HELPING CHILDREN SUCCEED
What Works and Why
Tough, Paul
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (144 pp.) 
$18.99  |  May 24, 2016
978-0-544-93528-0  

Straightforward advice on how to 
help children overcome adversity at 
home and in school.

In this sequel to How Children Succeed 
(2012), Tough moves beyond the ques-

tion of why children from affluent families fare better than 
those who grow up in poverty. The author discusses the ways 
in which parents, teachers, and other adults can help chil-
dren succeed despite their backgrounds. Poor health, neglect, 
abuse, and deficiencies in early cognitive stimulation are just 
a few of the reasons why children fail to thrive. Backed by 
his intensive research, Tough outlines many simple and effec-
tive methods currently in use at day care centers, preschools, 
and schools that counteract the effects of an environment 
that is unstable, chaotic, and unpredictable. Beginning with 
infancy, children need positive face-to-face time with their 
parents. Strong bonding between parents and child before 
age 1 enables the child to learn that his or her environment 
is safe. Once a stable home life is established, children can 
then enter the school system, where they need to encoun-
ter teachers who have positive attitudes, work toward estab-
lishing strong relationships, and truly enjoy teaching in a 
creative manner. “In the same way that responsive parent-
ing in early childhood creates a kind of mental space where 
a child’s first tentative steps toward intellectual learning 
can take place,” writes the author, “so do the right kind of 
messages from teachers in school create a mental space that 
allows a student to engage in more advanced and demanding 

In this sequel to How Children Succeed (2012), Tough moves 
beyond the question of why children from affluent families 

fare better than those who grow up in poverty.
helping children succeed
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academic learning.” By helping children be engaged in learn-
ing that, even when challenging, is meaningful, informative, 
and fun, children drop their fight-or-flight stress responses 
and perform better on all levels: academically, socially, and 
emotionally. Tough’s research demonstrates that all children 
have the capacity for self-control, grit, and success if given 
the right tools to work with from birth.

Informative and effective methods to help children 
overcome issues and thrive at home and in school.

DOG GONE
A Lost Pet’s Extraordinary 
Journey and the Family Who 
Brought Him Home
Toutonghi, Pauls
Knopf (272 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-101-94701-2  

A lost dog and the family who strived 
to find him.

For anyone who’s ever connected 
with a pet, the loss of the animal can be devastating. Gonker 
was a golden retriever with a serious illness, Addison’s disease. 
If he didn’t receive a hormone shot on a monthly basis, he 
would die. So when he took off into the woods along a stretch 
of the Appalachian Trail, his owner, Fielding Marshall, was 
naturally distraught. Toutonghi (English/Lewis & Clark Coll.; 
Evel Knievel Days, 2012, etc.) retells the family story about the 
days spent searching for Gonker. He also provides an incred-
ible amount of back story to this tale, starting with Fielding’s 
mother, Virginia, her childhood, and the dog she loved as a 
young girl. Because she was so deeply invested in her own dog 
and mourned his untimely death for years, when Virginia found 
out Gonker was missing, she set up a command station in her 
home and contacted practically anyone she could think of in a 
massive radius around the area where Gonker had gone miss-
ing. Fortunately, her efforts paid off, and Gonker was discov-
ered just in time. Just as prominent as the story about Gonker 
are the reflections and memories of Virginia’s alcoholic mother 
and the abuse she suffered by her hand, the dogs she owned as 
an adult, and the fears and concerns she had about raising her 
young family. These are coupled with Fielding’s own childhood 
moments with his sister, his young adulthood, a broken heart, 
and an undiagnosed illness. Like many family stories, the writ-
ing meanders far and wide, and its impact may be more impor-
tant to the family than to readers. However, the author shows 
the deep respect and love a family can have toward a faithful, 
friendly canine companion.

Honest reflections on a beloved dog that went missing 
and the frantic search to find him. For more universally 
interesting dog stories, turn to Jon Katz.

SOBER STICK FIGURE
A Memoir
Tozer, Amber
Illus. by the author
Running Press (272 pp.) 
$24.00  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-0-7624-5972-8  

A stand-up comedian reclaims her 
life after three decades of alcohol abuse.

Though Los Angeles–based comic 
and animated sketch writer Tozer’s wryly dramatic debut 
memoir is steeped with snarky one-liners, there is also angst, 
regret, and reflective relief lurking just behind her wisecrack-
ing wit. She writes of growing up in Pueblo, Colorado, a place 
with little to do but “breed and drink, so that’s what every-
one does.” This sense of boredom was only exacerbated by 
the family-owned barroom business, alcoholic relatives, and a 

“working warrior” mother who swiftly divorced Tozer’s depres-
sive father. Cute, crudely drawn stick-figure illustrations 
escort readers through the author’s life beyond puberty into 
the summer of 1989, with the edgy temptations of binge drink-
ing and boys and a true scare after her baby sister was almost 
killed by a drunk driver. Even a college basketball scholarship 
was an insufficient distraction as Tozer began showing up 
drunk to night classes. An impulsive, ill-fated move to New 
York City, followed by dead-end jobs and more drinking and 
blackouts, only moved her closer to rock bottom, “like one 
of those steps you take right into a pile of dog shit, but you 
don’t realize it until you get home.” The author perused com-
edy clubs and then dove headlong into the craft with classes 
and live stand-up attempts, yet her relationships with family, 
friends, and a dysfunctional love affair continued to suffer. 
When her calamitous hangover stories translated into effec-
tive comedy, a Hollywood producer expressed interest, and 
the author moved west. Tozer’s memoir becomes reflective in 
the closing chapters as she remarks on her hard-won recovery 
and how it’s changed her life, career, and family relationships. 
Her journey reflects the seriousness of her alcoholism with 
both personal responsibility and a resilient spirit.

The urgency and desperation of addiction told through 
crisp, biting sarcasm and self-deprecating humor.
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JACKSON, 1964
And Other Dispatches from 
Fifty Years of Reporting on 
Race in America
Trillin, Calvin
Random House (304 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-0-399-58824-2  

A veteran reporter collects some sig-
nificant pieces about race that originally 
appeared in the New Yorker, his publishing 
home since 1963.

The author of some 30 titles, Trillin (Dogfight: The 2012 
Presi dential Campaign in Verse, 2012, etc.) revisits the last half-
century’s racial struggles in various regions of the country, 
and readers are likely to come away thinking, “so much has 
not really changed all that much.” The first essay, the titular 
piece, deals with the struggle for voting rights in Mississippi, 
and older readers will find themselves swept back into san-
guinary events that will seem both historical and immediate. 

“No sophisticated study of public opinion is needed,” writes 
the author, “to establish the fact that in the United States, 
North and South, a white life is considered to be of more 
value than a Negro life.” Later on is a 2008 piece about the 
racial foundations of a 2006 shooting on Long Island. (Prog-
ress, we see, has been incremental and even barely visible in 
some cases.) Trillin investigates the racial aspects of Mardi 
Gras parades, racial turmoil at a Wisconsin university, the 
vast racial differences in criminal sentencing in Texas, hous-
ing disputes, racially discriminatory admissions to a Boston 
disco, a woman’s struggle to change the racial labeling on 
her birth certificate, and much, much more. Throughout, 
the author’s tone remains calm, analytical, and reasonable—
though he invariably finds a detail or two, or comments by 
principals, that ascend to the level of symbol. He quotes, for 
example, a Texas district attorney about a case involving a 
man who sold a single marijuana cigarette and was sentenced 
to 30 years: “I don’t see that this is a very unusual verdict.” 
Trillin ends each piece with a brief update about the situa-
tion and the players involved.

Haunting pieces that show how our window on the past 
is often a mirror.

WE ARE NOT SUCH THINGS
The Murder of a Young 
American, a South African 
Township, and the Search for 
Truth and Reconciliation
van der Leun, Justine
Atria (288 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Jun. 28, 2016
978-0-8129-9450-6 

Unraveling a web of evidence in a 
notorious murder.

After moving to South Africa for her husband’s work, van 
der Leun (Marcus of Umbria: What an Italian Dog Taught an 
American Girl About Love, 2010) became fascinated by the story 
of Amy Biehl, an American Fulbright scholar who was brutally 
murdered—stoned and stabbed—in Cape Town in 1993. Four 
years later, with apartheid ended, the nation’s Truth and Recon-
ciliation program was put in place. This “experiment in restor-
ative justice” offered “release and a clean slate to those, who, 
upon taking responsibility, fully, and honestly, for their apart-
heid-era crimes, could prove that their misdeeds were politi-
cally motivated.” Among those who came forward were two 
men convicted for Amy’s murder, and prominent among those 
who forgave were Amy’s parents. The Biehls set up a foundation 
in Amy’s name to further the study of democracy and gender 
rights, and they gave jobs to the two men whom they embraced. 
The author’s initial interest was the Biehls, whose gesture made 
them celebrities in South Africa and the U.S. She wanted to 
understand how they could forgive—and forge a close relation-
ship with—the murderers. But soon her focus shifted to the 
crime itself, which seemed to be far more complicated than 
what she gleaned from official documents. She repeatedly inter-
viewed Easy, the most voluble of the convicted men, retracing 
the events leading to Amy’s death, Easy’s youth, and the vola-
tile politics of the time. “I felt like a kid who wants to hear the 
same bedtime story again and again: for comfort, or to better 
understand, or maybe hoping that this time some detail would 
shift to reveal a new, improved tale,” she writes. Unfortunately, 
reiterating the story over and over results in a tedious narrative 
and revelations less surprising than she implies.

The author’s vivid details of South Africa’s persistent 
racism, abject poverty, and continuing oppression are 
undermined by unnecessary repetition.
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THE FIRST SIGNS
Unlocking the Mysteries of 
the World’s Oldest Symbols
von Petzinger, Genevieve
Atria (288 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-1-4767-8549-3  

A young scholar brings fresh eyes and 
fascinating theses to the study of ancient 
rock art.

Over the last few years, Canadian 
archaeologist von Petzinger has been stirring up interest—and a 
little controversy, in some circles—with her theories about geo-
metric figures in Ice Age art. As she writes in this lively intro-
duction to her corner of prehistory, that body of art contains a 
graphic inventory comprising 32 figures: dots, exes, rectangles, 
chevrons, crosses, circles, and other symbols that don’t quite 
add up to an alphabet but point the way toward such a system of 
notation, “opening the door for the later invention of complex 
graphic systems.” By her account, nearly two-thirds of these fig-
ures are found in the earliest Aurignacian sites, strongly arguing 
for a “symbolic tradition [that] appears to have arisen in Africa 
long before the first groups of migrants left to populate the Old 
World.” The arrival of these peoples in Europe 40,000 years 
ago brought these ancient symbols into new territory, some 
of which was occupied by other hominid tribes. As the author 
notes, we can only guess at what the symbols mean. Given that 
the same signs were used over a period of 30,000 years through-
out Europe, she finds it likely that their meaning shifted over 
time and in different places, in the same way that spoken lan-
guages change. Linking these systems to other graphic con-
ventions may eventually yield some sort of Rosetta stone, but 
von Petzinger is careful not to be overly speculative. Indeed, 
some lay readers may find her approach to be too cautious. 
Still, scholars and amateurs alike should perk up at her thought 
that these ancestral peoples did not confine their painting to 
the deep interiors of caves but likely decorated many easier-to-
reach surfaces with self-expression, giving birth to public art as 
well as writing.

Anyone who’s longed to visit Lascaux or the caves of 
Cantabria will be eager to read von Petzinger’s admirable 
efforts at cracking the code.

ART THINKING
How to Carve Out Creative 
Space in a World of 
Schedules, Budgets, and 
Bosses
Whitaker, Amy
Harper Business (384 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-06-235827-1  

How to foster creativity in any 
workplace.

Leonardo da Vinci is one among many artists, scientists, 
business entrepreneurs, athletes, and writers whom Whita-
ker (Museum Legs: Fatigue and Hope in the Face of Art, 2009, 
etc.) investigates in her cheerful, encouraging, and practical 
guide to creativity. “This book,” she writes, “is a meditation 
and a manual, a manifesto and a love story, for how art—cre-
ativity writ large—and business go together. It is about how 
to construct a life of originality and meaning within the real 
constraints of the market economy.” Having earned both a 
master’s of business and a master’s of fine art, Whitaker aims 
to merge “the mindsets of art” with “the tools of business.” She 
advises setting aside space “for open-ended, failure-is-possible 
exploration” without being afraid of uncertainty; finding a 
guide, a colleague, and other allies to become part of one’s cre-
ative team; and broadening one’s definition of creative activ-
ity to include the “practice of friendship and the invention of 
play,” civic involvement, spiritual enhancement, “exploration 
of the body, in sports or dance or movement,” music, story-
telling, and visual design. Taking a “portfolio approach,” writes 
Whitaker, balances “steady and low-risk” parts of one’s life 
with more risky forays into art. For the author, the process 
matters more than the end product, and she warns against 

“excessive monitoring and reporting.” As she notes, many suc-
cessfully creative people began as failures: Elvis Presley failed 
music class; Michael Jordan was cut from his high school’s bas-
ketball team; Dr. Seuss’ first book was rejected 27 times. Just 
as failure is no excuse for giving up, easy success can stunt “the 
muscle memory of resilience.” Creativity, the author claims, is 
primarily an expression of one’s unique selfhood: “You are an 
amalgamation at any point in time that is snowflake-like in its 
irreproducibility.”

Whitaker proves herself a genial, informed companion 
for a journey toward “creative flexibility.”
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A GOOD MONTH FOR MURDER
The Inside Story of a 
Homicide Squad
Wilber, Del Quentin
Henry Holt (304 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-8050-9881-5  

Propulsive account of a hard-charg-
ing homicide unit in a high-crime Wash-
ington, D.C., suburb.

Wilber (Rawhide Down: The Near Assas-
sination of Ronald Reagan, 2011), who covers the Justice Depart-
ment for the Los Angeles Times, develops a vivid sense of place 
alongside gritty workaday realities, resulting in a fresh take on 
the familiar topic of killers and their pursuers. He focuses on 
Prince George’s County, a sprawling “microcosm of the new 
America” that conceals startling murder rates, even during the 
chilly February of 2013, when the detectives he shadowed felt 

“there was simply too much pent-up violence on the streets, and 
it needed an outlet.” The resulting 12 murders included gang 
sprees, home invasions, drug-conspiracy killings, and preda-
tory robberies. The rash of violence fully taxed the 25 detectives 
whom Wilber profiles, a diverse, eccentric, yet accomplished 
array who can be “like cut-ups in high-school biology class”—
notwithstanding their grisly surroundings and the challenge 
of investigation, equal parts forensic precision, bureaucratic 
documentation, and Kafka-esque conversations with criminal 
prevaricators. Such interviews with suspects make up several 
tense stretches, where “for the most part, the suspect deflects 
and evades” while still giving away insights to their interroga-
tors (and Wilber). In a narrative light on technical and tactical 
aspects of policing, the author focuses on environmental and 
tactile details, humanizing his detectives and a supporting cast 
of victims, survivors, and perpetrators. Many murder victims 
are entrenched in the regional underground of drug dealing and 
serial crime, making the detectives jaded and the investigations 
a slog; contrastingly, the detectives work furiously to solve the 
vicious killings of a teenage honor student and an elderly woman. 
Regarding these cases involving innocent victims, one veteran 
detective exclaims, “We are going old-school here.” Wilber 
embedded with the unit for several months, until his “narrative 
architecture” suggested itself; this immersive approach allows 
him to capture the cops’ inner monologues and their prickly 
exchanges with criminals and one another with effective clarity.

Readable, appealing true crime with an undercurrent 
of unease at the violence creeping into so many postindus-
trial “edge city” communities.

THE BOOK OF THE PEOPLE
How to Read the Bible
Wilson, A.N.
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 21, 2016
978-0-06-243346-6  

Why and how to read the Bible in 
modern times.

Wilson (Victoria: A Life, 2014, etc.) 
looks back on a lifetime spent despis-
ing religion only to realize that the Bible 

itself has some place in human society. He uses as his vehicle a 
clunky, quasi-fiction/quasi-memoir format in which he re-exam-
ines Christian Scripture through various lenses. Along the way, 
he is led by a slightly older and certainly more mature counter-
part, a woman identified only as “L.” Through occasional chance 
meetings at museums, conversations over coffee, and periodic 
letters, L. opens Wilson’s mind to see the Bible in a richer light. 
The author even states that his book is in fact a book that L. had 
hoped to write but never completed. In the course of this story, 
Wilson learns to “read” the Bible not as a text to be argued over 
in terms of historicity and other elements but as a voice of the 
divine for, and by, the mass of people in any given age or place. 
For instance, Martin Luther King Jr., “read” the Bible properly 
by not arguing over the facts of the Exodus but by inspiring 
African-Americans through that story of freedom. William 
Blake “read” the book of Job correctly by seeing in it a man who 
must turn from rule-following to spiritual awakening in order 
to be redeemed. Wilson finds that for oppressed peoples, espe-
cially, the Bible is a source of empowerment. “Those who regard 
religion as mental poison blind themselves to the forcefulness 
of religion as a power for good against monstrous injustices,” 
he writes. Wilson comes off as pompous and arrogant at times, 
flaunting his intellect and his literary connections—e.g., when 
he describes awaking early to read Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of 
the Roman Empire in Istanbul. As for his conclusions, they are 
positive but vague.

A lackluster offering from a literary giant.

DARLING DAYS
A Memoir
Wright, iO Tillett
Ecco/HarperCollins (384 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Sep. 27, 2016
978-0-06-236820-1  

A gender nonconforming cultural 
impresario recalls a life marked by drugs, 
displacement, a mentally ill mother, and 
rare but cherished pockets of solace.

Nothing about Wright’s three-decade 
life has come easy, as this eventful if narratively loose memoir 
has it, including her own birth—her mother endured more than 
35 hours of labor and needed to be ferried through a crowd of 
homeless men in her scruffy East Village neighborhood. Wright’s 

An earnest and heartfelt memoir cloaked 
under a battle-toughened exterior.

darling days
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mother, Rhonna, was a head-turning model and dancer, and 
Wright followed in her footsteps as a child actress. Stability was 
endlessly elusive: Wright’s parents split early, Rhonna was booted 
from their public-housing apartment, and she was prone to angry, 
overprotective rages when it came to her daughter. The term 

“daughter” is complicated as well. Though she was born a girl, 
Wright decided to “become a boy” when she was 6 and eventu-
ally dispensed with gender distinctions entirely. Externally, this 
created a host of anxieties regarding classmates and the boys and 
girls to which the author was attracted. Internally, Wright was a 
roiling sea, getting kicked out of various schools and slipping into 
drug-soaked jags of self-loathing. For all that struggle, though, 
rhetorically, the author puts on a brave face throughout the mem-
oir, writing with a street-wise cool even when she discusses turn-
ing her mom in to the child welfare authorities or discovering her 
father’s heroin habit. “The foundation of my personality is the 
dance of regaining my balance from slamming into rules,” writes 
the author—which is why she’s not much for delivering familiar 
lectures about gender identity or surviving a tough childhood. 
It’s unclear how this engagingly reckless soul found the poise to 
launch a publishing, acting, and writing career; she just seemed to 
be doing it by her late teens. If Wright can pull it off, there’s hope 
for just about everybody.

An earnest and heartfelt memoir cloaked under a bat-
tle-toughened exterior. (photos throughout)

THE MAN WHO BUILT THE 
SIERRA CLUB
A Life of David Brower
Wyss, Robert
Columbia Univ.  (400 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-231-16446-7  

A sturdy life of David Brower (1912-
2000), the legendarily tough and tough-
minded pioneering environmentalist who 
shaped the Sierra Club into a national 
political force.

By the reckoning of a fellow activist, Brower was “the last of 
the great amateur environmentalists”—meaning, as Wyss (Jour-
nalism/Univ. of Connecticut; Covering the Environment: How 
Journalists Work the Green Beat, 2007, etc.) elaborates, that he did 
not come to the job equipped with the tools of a CEO or devel-
opment officer in the way of a modern nonprofit leader. Instead, 
Brower wielded the ice ax of a mountaineer and the blue pencil 
of an editor, and he knew his way around a podium as well as a 
goat path. As Wyss notes, the board of the Sierra Club, which 
Brower led for years, had to confine him to the office by contract 
to keep him from running off into the field. The author writes 
under the long shadow of John McPhee, whose Encounters with 
the Archdruid (1971) cast Brower as a quixotic hero. Wisely, Wyss 
elects not to compete with McPhee but instead to round out his 
account with details of the daily work of advocating for conser-
vation. That work involved hated office routines and lots of pol-
iticking, to be sure, but also afforded Brower the opportunity to 

do some interesting things, such as publish a line of books fea-
turing such writers as Wallace Stegner and Edward Abbey and 
photographers such as Galen Rowell and Ansel Adams, the last 
of whom would prove a testy friend and uneasy ally. So it was, 
too, with Stewart Udall, the interior secretary on whom Brower 
pinned much hope but who regularly crossed him. Often repri-
manded and sometimes fired, Brower remained a force in the 
environmental movement until the end of his long life, and this 
book makes fitting homage.

Thorough and well written, if sometimes dry. The book 
lacks Brower’s soaring idealism, but it provides a highly 
useful view of how environmental battles are waged in the 
trenches. (20 b/w illustrations)
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children’s
& teen

LION LESSONS
Agee, Jon
Illus. by the author
Dial (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-8037-3908-6  

Being a lion demands hard work.
“It’s not easy getting your Lion 

Diploma. I know. I took lessons.” Slip-
ping into a lion costume, one eager, 

white human novice appeals to an expert—a lion who knows 
all seven steps necessary to becoming a lion. Before the lessons 
can commence, however, lion and cub must warm up. Blending 
sparse text with hilarious images, Agee mines a lot of humor 
during the ensuing workout montage, which includes yogalike 
poses (“Upward Lion,” “Flying Lion”) and a liberating shake of 
the mane. And thus, the hard work begins. As the lion helps the 
cub to look fierce, roar, and prowl around like a proud, digni-
fied feline, the cub finds it difficult to measure up. “The lion 
checked my scores. ‘This is not very promising.’ ” Comical 
details pepper each picture, whether in the background (for 
example, a certificate from Harvard School of Claw) or through 
the expressive faces of the characters. Bold lines and washed-
out colors offer support, making sure each scene complements 
the gentle wit. Lessons unfurl in a good-natured breeze. Step 
No. 7 in the becoming-a-lion process, “Looking Out for Your 
Friends,” tests the cub on everything learned thus far. Luckily, 
this student surpasses all expectations.

A jubilant romp fit for a lion. (Picture book. 4-8)

AND THEN...
Alborozo
Illus. by the author
Child’s Play (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-1-84643-696-3  

It’s her party, but no one is paying 
attention to the birthday girl.

All the adults (depicted with light but varying skin tones) 
are focused on her baby brother instead. She’s a creative girl 
who demands to be heard: she illustrates and tells a story, even 
uses her birthday wish to express her displeasure. Mom and 
Dad shrink and are chased by a gigantic bee under a cupboard 
while her brother, whom she compares to a squid, cry, cry, 
cries. Sparse cartoon art on a white background allows for the 
printed text, like the convoluted story, to wind and spin. With 
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White.
It’s a little word but a potent 

one. 
About six or seven months ago, 

Kirkus started identifying charac-
ters in children’s and teen books by 
identity and/or race—all the time. 
And it hasn’t been easy.

It’s been commonplace, if not 
exactly standard practice, to in-
clude racial identifiers for non-

white characters for decades now in book reviews, es-
pecially if a book deals in some way with race. Our re-
view of Mildred Taylor’s 1975 novel, Song of the Trees, for 
instance, says that it “is based on one of the true stories 
the author’s father used to tell about growing up black 
in Depression-era Mississippi” in the very first sentence. 
Similarly, our review of Laurence Yep’s Dragonwings, pub-
lished in the same year, indicates that the protagonist’s 
father is “based loosely on an actual Chinese-American 
aviator.” Conversely, if the reviewer felt that race was not 
germane to the story in some way—or, perhaps, felt that 
the author’s identity made it clear—it might go unmen-
tioned, as in our review of Virginia Hamilton’s 1975 New-
bery-winning M.C. Higgins, the Great. 

Our approach has been variable ever since. I recall 
having a conversation with my predecessor when I was 
still a freelancer for Kirkus about whether I should men-
tion that a character in a book that did not touch explic-
itly on race was black. On the one hand, a child is a child 
is a child—race shouldn’t matter. On the other hand, I 
remembered working as a children’s librarian in Mem-
phis and scouring reviews for any evidence that a book 
was about a black child, since my shelves were groaning 
with books about white kids and my young readers were 
almost all black. Complicating things was an insidious 
third hand: if I did identify the character as black, was I 
sending a message that might cause some not to buy the 
book? Oh, dear. 

But as the conversation surrounding diversity in chil-
dren’s literature has heated up, I’ve felt more and more 
that naming race and identity is one of the duties of a re-
viewer. Parents and caregivers of children of color want 
books that reflect their children, as do librarians and 
teachers serving children of color. Much of the conver-
sation at a diversity summit I attended at the Texas Li-
brary Association conference last year revolved around 

how readers can find the diverse books that are already 
out there. Yes, a book about the civil rights struggle, the 
Trail of Tears, or the Japanese internment camps an-
nounces race or identity in its subject, but what about 
books in which children of color are just regular kids?

Over and over, I’ve heard from parents, librarians, 
teachers, and kids themselves that it would be wonder-
ful to read books about black kids, or Indian kids, or Na-
tive American kids who are just 
being kids instead of being op-
pressed in some way. Just as my 
Jewish brother-in-law wanted 
to give his daughter books in 
which a Jewish character was 
not being banished, beaten, 
burned at the stake, or gassed 
but just living life, these adults 
want to give their children sto-
ries that might reflect their 
lives, to give them Muslim 
Henry Hugginses or Latina Ra-
mona Quimbys. And the corol-
lary is just as important: white 
kids should see that kids of 
color live regular lives, that they are not frozen in some 
long-ago strife or current villainy/misery.

Resolved to help our readers find those books, I re-
doubled our efforts to systematically add that informa-
tion to our reviews. But this resolve also has a corollary: 
what to do about all the books about white people?

It’s a truth those of us in our largely white industry 
were forced to see over 50 years ago, when Nancy Lar-
rick decried “The All-White World of Children’s Books.” 
It’s a truth that is reinforced every year by the Coop-
erative Children’s Book Center at the University of 
Wisconsin in Madison, which found that of the 3,400 
children’s books they received in 2015, only 501 were 
about African/African-Americans, American Indians/
First Nations, Asian-Pacifics/Asian-Pacific Americans, 
or Latinos; only 355 were by creators from those catego-
ries. Yes, many of the 2,899 books remaining were about 
bears, robots, cars, and other nonhuman creatures, but 
a shockingly disproportionate number were by and/or 
about white people.

I say “shockingly disproportionate,” because the 
American audience for these books is rapidly closing 
in on the moment when it will be majority-“minority.” 

unmaking the white default

Photo courtesy Leah O
verstreet

Is this novel’s narrator 
“presumably white”?



Preschoolers already are. Children in public schools al-
ready are. So when I imagine the readers of Kirkus Re-
views, I am imagining an audience that is increasing-
ly concerned with buying books for children who are 
not white. There’s my former self in Memphis, as well 
as parents and librarians in such places as Los Angeles 
County, where 14.3 percent of public school students 
are white, and Chicago, where 9.4 percent of public 
school students are white. Their daily, lived reality is not 
one in which the norm is white, so it seems that they 
shouldn’t have to guess when they are reading book re-
views whether or not any given title is about a white 
character or characters.

I realize that this is going against a centuries-old 
tradition in literature written in English, which from 
its inception has assumed that both audience and char-
acters are white unless stated otherwise. From before 
it appeared on European maps, however, America has 
been a multicultural place, but when literature written 
in English arrived on its shores along with smallpox, it 
did not adjust to its new reality. Characters in the earli-
est American literature are assumed to be white unless 
they are savages, blackamoors, or any number of other 
dehumanizing words. Our literature was coded so that 
it was populated by people, that is to say white people, 
or nonhumans. We’ve gotten better, for the most part, 
but white is still our default, so now we have literature 
populated by people and Other people.

Christopher Paul Curtis brilliantly upends this de-
fault in Bud, Not Buddy when Bud goes to the library and 
sees a “white lady” at the circulation desk. All the peo-
ple Bud has encountered up to this time have been ei-
ther named or described in the generic: “guy,” “woman,” 

“boy,” “kid.” When Bud first makes readers realize that 
“white” is somehow different, it causes them to re-evalu-
ate all the other assumptions they may have made about 
characters they’ve already met, as well those they will 
meet: they are black unless specified otherwise. When 
I bumped into that “white lady,” I thought to myself, “Is 
this what happens to black readers all the time?” Read-
ers who are not of a book’s default identity are at least 
temporarily forced into what W.E.B. Du Bois called 
double-consciousness: “this sense of always looking at 
one’s self through the eyes of others.”

So to reflect the fact that large swathes of the audi-
ence of the books that we are reviewing are not white—
and that not all of our own readers are white—in the 
fall of 2015, we started naming white characters as well 
as characters of color when describing humans (or hu-
manoids, where applicable—children’s literature con-
tains multitudes).

It hasn’t been easy. There’s the practical problem 
of what it does to the experience of our print read-
ers to encounter review after review after review that 
somehow includes the adjective “white.” There’s the 

fact that both my reviewers 
and I are almost all, as one of 
my black reviewers said, “so-
cialized to see white as the de-
fault”—it’s hard to train your-
self to notice, much less write 
consciously about it. There’s 
the fact that as a rule, many of 
my reviewers and I, like many 
white people, are not com-
fortable talking about race, so 
the information is frequently 
plopped in awkwardly. There’s 
the fact that because white 
is the default, oftentimes it’s 
hard to tell whether a book is being consciously race-
neutral, like Virginia Euwer Wolff ’s Make Lemonade, or 
whether an author simply isn’t one for physical descrip-
tion. There’s the fact that a child in a picture book may 
look white but be a child of color, particularly if an art-
ist’s approach is stylized.

There’s the fear of getting it wrong, which we’ve 
done, as when we misidentified Eric and Terry Fan’s 
Asian, eponymous Night Gardener as white (see our 
Mar. 1, 2016, issue for more). 

It hasn’t been universally popular. A commenter 
on the Reading While White blog expressed suspicion 
of the lens we were using when we asserted that the 
narrator of Louise Hawes’ The Language of Stars is “pre-
sumably white.” A number of publishers have contact-
ed me privately in varying degrees of dismay and/or 
anger. One of my newest reviewers of color protested 
energetically, saying that unless race is a factor in the 
story, “there is no reason at all to mention race in a re-
view.” And one of our readers expressed the concern 
that “a title may receive a sub-par review if it does not 
feature minority characters even if it is an exceptional 
book in all other aspects.” 

(The short answer to this last is no, as I hope recent 
starred reviews of Wolf Hollow, The Seventh Wish, Flora 
and the Peacocks, With Any Luck I’ll Drive a Truck, The 
Loose Ends List, and more attest. The long answer will, 
mercifully, wait till another column.)

But a recent Twitter exchange begun by Linda 
Sue Park to bring attention to what she called Kirkus’ 

“brave act of fairness” has garnered a decent number 
of thumbs-ups and retweets, including Laurie Halse 
Anderson’s enthusiastic second: “FABULOUS!!! Let’s 
chop that default button into bits—it hurts all readers!”

That’s why we’re doing our best to rewrite it. —V.S.

Vicky Smith is the children’s & teen editor.
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Is Make Lemonade 
consciously race-neutral?



each page-turning “AND THEN...,” art and type become inter-
twined as the baby’s wails, waving arms, and smells, represented 
as tentacles in impossible-to-ignore red, literally overwhelm the 
story. At this point shocked readers will see that the baby is a 
gigantic red squid. This is one hugely needy squid, so hungry 
only Mom and Dad can help. Luckily, in a feel-good ending, the 
girl can solve the problem with another birthday wish—and 
possibly another story. Some adults may protest the depiction 
of an infant in such a frightening manner, but this is not their 
story.

Anxious children angered by the competing demands 
raised by a newborn may well relate. (Picture book. 3-6)

CAT’S COLORS
Anderson, Airlie
Illus. by the author
Child’s Play (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 1, 2016
978-1-84643-761-8  

A cat walks through a gray landscape, collecting colors for a 
surprise project.

Cat sits on a stretch of medium-gray ground, licking her paw. 
Gray clouds containing neat spiral patterns hover calmly above 
her. Cat’s activities are supposedly “gray-day things,” but she 
sports a tiny smile. Suddenly she opens her eyes wide: it’s time 
to “collect some colors.” Traversing her landscape, she observes 
green leaves on a tree; immediately afterward, a green spot 
appears on her white coat. Next, she breathes in “the red smell 
of roses,” and a red spot joins the green one. As Cat collects 
colored splotches on her fur, the backgrounds stay gray—save 
for Cat’s fur and its increasing colored dots, everything is gray 
except each spread’s featured hue. The final color she collects is 
yellow, from the moon, and then she disappears into a tall stand 
of upright gray leaves for the night. “Cat?” asks the text at dawn, 
trying to coax her into sight. She doesn’t emerge, but readers get 
a close-up view inside the bush: there’s Cat, stretched blissfully 
across the spread, nursing a rainbow of kittens. Each is a color 
that Cat collected the night before. Anderson’s gray world is 
warm and softly textured—despite the spectrum of lovely sur-
prise kittens, gray has a day in the sun here too.

Gentle and charming. (Picture book. 2-5)

MIRA FORECASTS THE 
FUTURE
Andrews, Kell
Illus. by Marlin, Lissy
Sterling (40 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-4549-1698-7  

A fortuneteller’s daughter discovers a talent for meteorology.
Mira longs to tell fortunes like her mother, Madame Mira-

bella, who practices her craft in a caravan parked on a seaside 
boardwalk. Unfortunately, try as she might, she just hasn’t got 

the gift. But when her mother buys Mira a windsock and a 
pinwheel, the child realizes that they can help her predict the 
weather. She bones up on meteorology at the library, learning 
about barometers, anemometers, and more, then sets herself 
up as a weather forecaster on the boardwalk. Her accuracy is 
tested on a gorgeous sunny day when, after noticing the plum-
meting barometer, she calls a halt to a big surfing contest—just 
before a mammoth storm hits. Andrews’ debut folds meteoro-
logical information into a satisfying kid-finds-her-talent-and 
saves-the-day tale; readers will appreciate the dark-skinned 
girl’s expertise and the way adults listen to her. Painting digi-
tally with a modern animation aesthetic, Marlin sets the story 
in a 1920s-era town, a choice that’s at odds with such details as a 
female lifeguard named Taylor and Mira’s recommendation that 
she “wear SPF 100”—not to mention the surfing contest. She 
festoons Mira’s mother with a hodgepodge of stereotypically 
exotic garb, even when she’s off duty, and dresses the rest of 
her fairly diverse cast in flapper-era garb. The amusement-pier 
backdrop adds a festive touch.

Uneven visuals make this a marginal choice. (Picture 
book. 3-7)

THE MEMORY BOOK 
Avery, Lara 
Poppy/Little, Brown (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jul. 25, 2016
978-0-316-28377-9
978-0-316-28377-9 e-book  

A high school valedictorian with big 
plans to flee her small town gets a degen-
erative genetic disease.

Two months ago, 18-year-old Sam-
mie was diagnosed with Niemann-Pick 

Type C. People with NPC usually die as children; it’s extremely 
rare for symptoms not to appear until adolescence, so Sammie’s 
timeline is unknown. NPC brings dementia and systemic physi-
cal deterioration—as Sammie edits Wikipedia to say, “Your shit 
is fucked.” To create a bulwark against memory loss, she docu-
ments her life on a laptop she carries everywhere, addressing it 
to Future Sam, who she still hopes can leave Vermont behind for 
NYU. Her narrative voice is sardonic, distinctive, wildly intel-
ligent, and sometimes hilarious: her parents’ church is “angular...
and white, like most of its parishioners” (including her family, 
presumably). Sammie’s first debacle is losing a national debate 
tournament due to a dementia episode smack in the middle. 
Fluctuations in cognitive function show in her narrative voice. 
She needs tooth-brushing reminder notes; she regresses in age 
and doesn’t recognize her youngest sister. At one point she fills 
three pages typing “die.” Yet over this summer that should have 
been pre-college, Sammie experiences romance, reconnects 
with a childhood friend and with her bucolic mountainside, and 
writes minibios about her young siblings that extend to their 
adulthoods, giving them the long futures that she won’t have. 
Readers will feel her mind and heart shifting with the illness.

Indelible. (Fiction. 14 & up)
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“OH, NO,” SAID ELEPHANT
Benjamin, A.H.
Illus. by Goldouzian, Alireza
Minedition (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-988-8341-07-8  

Poor Elephant. Every time that Leop-
ard, Monkey, and Zebra want to play a 
new game, Elephant says “Oh, no, I’m not 

good at that.” But he tries anyway.
For hide-and-seek, he’s too big. For leap-frog, he’s too tall. 

For jumping rope, he’s too clumsy. For hopscotch, he’s too heavy. 
For tag, he’s too slow. Each time the good-hearted, amiable Ele-
phant tries his best, but he just can’t do it. Finally, it’s his turn to 
choose a game, and tug of war is just his specialty—because he’s 
too strong! Now it’s the animals’ turn to say, “Oh, no.” By itself, 
the story would work just fine, with its easy repetition and pat-
terning, but it’s the large trim size, saturated colors, and comi-
cal details that enliven it and make it pop. Leopard and Zebra 

are clothed, and Elephant sports a plaid bow tie and pants. The 
facial expressions tell the whole story of what happens with 
each effort. The use of page space smartly plays up the differ-
ences in the sizes of the animals.

Kids will giggle over Elephant’s attempts to play and 
cheer when he finally triumphs. The underlying message 
reassures without being apparent. (Picture book. 3-7)
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By itself, the story would work just fine, with its easy repetition 
and patterning, but it’s the large trim size, saturated colors, 

and comical details that enliven it and make it pop.
“oh, no,” said elephant



THE COWARDLY LION
Bingbo
Illus. by Zhou, Jianming
Starfish Bay (32 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-1-76036-022-1  

A Chinese import that has nothing to 
do with The Wizard of Oz despite its title 

asks, will friendship help banish fear?
Telulu is a big, strong, male lion. Even though he looks bold 

and fierce and quite capable of taking care of himself, though, 
he is afraid of everything. If a leaf falls nearby, it scares him. One 
day a tiger simply glances at Telulu, sending the lion off running. 
As he runs, his body shrinks to the size of a leopard. When a 
leopard scares him, Telulu shrinks to the size of a wildcat as he 
flees. He ends up the size of a mouse. Even the mouse scares 
him, of course, but he scares the mouse as well, and the two 
become friends. When a wildcat threatens the mouse, Telulu 
defends his new buddy and grows back to normal size. They 
still get scared, but they have each other. Prolific Chinese chil-
dren’s author and teacher Bingbo has won multiple awards in 
his native land. His tale of friendship conquering fear is under-
cut by the jokey finish, when Telulu shrinks back to the size of 
his mouse friend when the two are scared by another leaf. But 
collections looking to expand international offerings could do 
worse, though there is nothing notably specific to the culture of 
China in the story or illustrations. Zhou’s glowing, soft-edged, 
full-bleed illustrations are on par with the text.

Sweet but not entirely successful. (Picture book. 3-7)

SHAPES AT PLAY
Borando, Silvia
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (48 pp.) 
$14.00  |  Jul. 7, 2016
978-0-7636-9038-0 
Series: Minibombo 

Against stark-white pages, identical 
red triangles, identical yellow squares, 

and identical blue circles are arranged and rearranged into famil-
iar items amid a text heavily punctuated with exclamation marks.

The page facing the title page is encouraging: one of each 
of the shapes—with smiling face and matching boots, as on the 
cover—stands facing readers. The bold, black text beneath says, 

“Let’s play!” After that, the shapes become faceless and legless, but 
the text retains a forced cheerfulness and excitement to convey 
rather prosaic instructions. “March, little triangles, with a one, 
two, three!” appears above three identical red triangles on the 
verso. The illustration on the opposite page shows one additional, 
small triangle on the bottom next to a large triangle created from 
16 smaller ones, topped by “Let’s build a BIG triangle!” After the 
squares make a big square, the circles bounce around. Eventually, 
all three shapes together create such things as houses, trees, and 
a train. (“So let’s be a train! Chugga...CHOO CHOO!”) Inexplicably, 

there is a weird, incorrect nod to physics when the text says of cir-
cles, “The more of us there are, the HIGHER we’ll go!” The book 
cries out for interaction, such as identical tiles for little hands to 
place over the three shapes in their primary colors, but without 
it, it’s a strangely passive experience; readers may wish to explore 
the app of the same name.

Offers nothing unique in a market full of concept books 
about shapes. (Picture book. 2-4)

SHAPES, RESHAPE!
Borando, Silvia
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (48 pp.) 
$14.00  |  Jul. 7, 2016
978-0-7636-9039-7 
Series: Minibombo 

Counting down from 10, readers 
view colorful, neatly stacked shapes with a hint of the rearrange-
ment—into familiar forms—that will follow after the page turn.

The text opposite the first group of shapes—rows of differ-
ently sized rectangles, some in yellow, some in blue—says, “Mix 
the shapes up, move them around, and they RESHAPE! These 
shapes reshape into BUZZY things! What could they be?” The 
following double-page spread shows a large, bold, black numeral 
10 and says, “DRAGONFLIES, flittering and fluttering.” The 
dragonflies have been created from the exact array of shapes on 
the previous page, with tiny black dots added for eyes—a nice 
touch. Little ones will enjoy the repetition in the text of “What 
could they be?” after each hint. They are likely to guess that the 

“CLUCKY” things are chickens, and will probably not guess that 
the purple, “STOMPY” things are “2 RHINOCEROSES, stamp-
ing and stampeding.” The text offers plenty of interesting, acces-
sible, descriptive words, and the clever artwork makes excellent 
use of color and shapes. Many of the answers also feature allit-
eration, as in “sniffly and snuffling” hedgehogs and “hungry and 
hunting” lions. The ending adds a further, winning dimension by 
quickly diminishing any fears of the “fearsome and fire-breathing” 
dragon with a comeuppance sure to delight little ones.

An imaginative counting book that also encourages 
shape recognition and vocabulary building. (Picture book. 2-5)

WHERE DID THEY GO?
Bornoff, Emily
Illus. by the author
Big Picture/Candlewick (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Aug. 9, 2016
978-0-7636-8920-9  

To give readers ways to visualize the 
idea of rarity, Bornoff invites viewers to 
pick out 13 threatened creatures hidden in 
as many intricately patterned landscapes.

The notion is clever, but the execution is wanting. Each of 
the rare or endangered animals, which range from polar bear 
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The text offers plenty of interesting, accessible, descriptive words, 
and the clever artwork makes excellent use of color and shapes.

shapes,  reshape!
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and panda to addax and bilby, is rendered as a miniscule figure 
lurking in a characteristic but stylized and often fancifully col-
ored habitat that is expanded, usually through tessellation, to 
the edges of the page. The author provides hints in an accom-
panying rhyme—“Up in the trees, so as not to be seen, / hangs 
a three-fingered creature with fur brownish-green”—and at the 
end, there’s a larger image and a quick comment about each. 
But readers are likely to be left scratching their heads anyway. 
She renders her bison’s “dusty plains” and “tall waving grasses” 
as mountains covered in pine trees, arbitrarily adds a back-
ground of black stripes to a forested setting just to make the 
zebra a bit harder to spot, and places a field of ice floes behind 
a screen of blue snowflakes. Also, she includes the red squirrel 
in her selected cast even though, as she admits, it’s really only a 
rarity in the U.K. (where this book originates).

Seek-and-find fans will enjoy the challenge, but both 
the point and much of the informational detail are lost 
amid the artsy touches. (Picture book. 6-8)

MAGGI AND MILO MAKE 
NEW FRIENDS
Brenning, Juli
Illus. by Burris, Priscilla
Dial (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-8037-3776-1  

In their second outing, Maggi and her huge dog, Milo, visit 
a park where they make three new friends.

Maggi, a white girl with glasses and cowgirl boots, is taken 
to the park by her mother, who wants her daughter to make 
some friends other than her dog. The small park doesn’t allow 
dogs inside, so the mom sits outside on a bench next to Milo. 
Maggi meets a Latino boy named Antonio Carlos Enrique III 
(Ace for short), a redheaded white girl in a tutu named Sarah, 
and a black girl named Sydney, who (inexplicably) calls herself 
Amelia Earhart. They play together for a while and then decide 
to walk the dog. Maggi requests seven items (ranging from dan-
delions to sparkly rocks to acorns) to be collected from around 
the park as payment for dog-walking privileges. The children 
take turns walking Milo (outside the park gate), and the group 
then uses the collected natural items in further play, with two of 
the friends kindly teaching Maggi how to make something new. 
The morally questionable notion of charging newly acquired 
friends for the privilege of walking the dog is never addressed. 
While the plot is rather ho-hum, the story is told in an energetic, 
clever tone, and the digitally produced illustrations have a fluid 
appeal, with scratchy ink outlines and a loose, breezy style that 
lends immediacy to the overall effort. The cast of cute kids illus-
trated with large heads and skinny appendages is clearly posi-
tioned for more entries in the series.

Perhaps next time Maggi and Milo will learn about the 
golden rule. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE TRUTH ABOUT MY 
UNBELIEVABLE SUMMER...
Cali, Davide
Illus. by Chaud, Benjamin
Chronicle (44 pp.) 
$12.99  |  Jul. 6, 2016
978-1-4521-4483-2  

An answer to the classic first-day-of-
school question is unspooled in tall-tale 
fashion by the white boy with the black 
unruly hair in the too-small suit first met 

in I Didn’t Do My Homework Because... (2014).
His tall, long-nosed teacher, also white, asks the question, 

and the story starts on a beach where the boy and his dachs-
hund find a treasure map. Immediately, a magpie steals the map, 
and the chase begins: from a pirate ship to an adventure with a 
giant squid, from a submarine to a movie set where an actress 
(with a long nose) in medieval dress enables the boy to retrieve 
the map. There’s a hot air balloon trip, an unexpected rescue 
by his uncle’s flying machine, and then a drop-off on an island 
where that magpie flies off with the map again, forcing the boy 
to continue his travels to the Taj Mahal, the Great Wall of China, 
and a snowy country populated by yetis. Finally, the boy and the 
dog find the treasure (some rather tame snorkeling masks) on 
the original beach. They discover underwater beauty but miss 
a real treasure chest. They also miss the joke that readers won’t: 
the teacher has engineered the whole adventure! The small trim, 
terse, first-person narrative, and detailed, cartoonlike pen-and–
colored ink drawings will have individual readers chortling, at 
least the first time around.

Fun for a first read but unlikely to have children calling 
for another.  (Picture book. 6-8)

THE SECRET LIFE OF 
FIGGY MUSTARDO
Chall, Marsha Wilson
Illus. by Friend, Alison
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-06-228582-9  

A bored, imaginative dog makes his dreams a reality.
Figgy loves his human owner, George Mustardo. But some-

times George leaves for long stretches of time. A pattern devel-
ops: the very bored Figgy waits, eats something he shouldn’t, 
and then dreams about something directly related to the item 
ingested. When Figgy awakens, he makes his dreams come true. 
Despite this obvious intentionality, Figgy’s dreams (himself as a 
rock star, pizza maker, race car driver) feel arbitrary. And while 
a canine protagonist who thinks like a human requires a suspen-
sion of disbelief, the fact that Figgy is sometimes very doggish 
(eating paper) and other times very human (rock-’n’-rolling) is 
strange—as are the pop-culture references that young children 
will most likely miss. Spreads depicting Figgy’s life, dreams, and 
dreams-come-true lack dynamic, while the few pages in which 
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he’s bored—three separate illustrations per spread with hilari-
ously evident emotion—are the most engaging. And though 
Figgy has personality, the other animals depicted are cute but 
disappointingly flat. The clunky ending, during which Figgy 
decides to give himself away while his family (all white), who 
thinks he’s unwell, provides him with a companion rather than 
a trip to the vet or more attention, doesn’t make much sense.

With a peculiar ending, shaky plot, and passive art, this 
book may appeal to hard-core dog lovers, but it will likely 
leave general readers befuddled. (Picture book. 4-7)

RELENTLESS
Childs, Tera Lynn & Deebs, Tracy
Sourcebooks Fire (288 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 3, 2016
978-1-4926-1661-0 
Series: Hero Agenda, 2 

With occasional timeouts to lock 
lips, underdog villains heroically turn the 
tables on a villainous hero in this sequel 
and (likely) closer to Powerless (2015).

Lest any hint of complexity intrude, 
areas of Colorado and one site in New Mexico stand in for 
the whole world, and, except for megalomaniac leader Rex 
Malone, the heroes are faceless thugs whose sole role is, à la 
Imperial Storm Troopers, to shoot wildly and die. Both heroes 
and villains are conveniently endowed with single superpow-
ers and nicely labeled with natural neck tattoos. The action 
begins as former “ordinary” Kenna rescues her villain boy-
friend, Draven, with help from a mixed bag of villains and 
renegade heroes, and climaxes when the white teen takes on 
Malone in another “secret hero lab” (the first having been 
destroyed in the opener). It’s filled in between with inconclu-
sive ambushes and firefights, along with lip-swelling smooches 
and labored teen banter. Meanwhile, as further evidence that 
the whole scenario is phoned-in, Malone utilizes a form of 
mind control that only seems to work when it suits the plot, 
and Kenna develops a “serum” (more accurately a chemical 
compound) that magically confers immunity to superpowered 
but not regular attacks.

Even the snogging doesn’t generate much heat in this 
cliché-ridden climax. (Romantic thriller. 12-15)

MIRAGE
Clark , Tracy
HMH Books (272 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-544-51790-5  

Ryan is a 17-year-old adrenaline junkie 
who thrives on the fear others usually wither 
beneath and who spends her summer days 
jumping from planes at her parents’ sky-
diving center in the Mojave Desert.

Narrator Ryan feels her lack of fear is because she’s special 
and lives life on a different pulse than most, but after a near-
fatal experience while on LSD, Ryan loses her inner thrill-seeker. 
With her relationships and sanity falling apart, Ryan finds her-
self having to fight the girl she has become, to fight for her life. 
Do the eyes that haunt her belong to one of the duppies her 
obeah-practicing grandmother tries to ward off, or is it psycho-
sis? Although Ryan sees a psychiatrist, she is never definitively 
diagnosed, nor is there any significant attempt to mitigate the 
text’s unfortunate overuse of the term “crazy.” Clark both exoti-
cizes and generalizes the biracial teen’s heritage, locating her 
beauty in her “combination of the smooth, dark rum of [the] 
Caribbean and the imperious determination of...white clouds 
marching over the land” and referring to Caribbean or island 
skin and accents with little acknowledgment of the diversity 
of the region. Moreover, the conflation of obeah and voodoo 
displays a distressing disregard for cultural accuracy. Add in 
stilted, sometimes jumbled prose, and the entire novel feels like 
a haphazard puzzle with pieces that do not fit together, espe-
cially evident in the inconsistent, sometimes downright flaky 
relationships.

A psychological thriller that’s not. (Thriller. 14-18)

MAMÁ THE ALIEN/ 
MAMÁ LA 
EXTRATERRESTRE 
Colato Laínez, René
Illus. by Lacámara, Laura
Translated by the author
Children’s Book Press (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Jul. 15, 2016
978-0-89239-298-8  

A young Latina is convinced her mother is an alien from 
another planet.

While playing basketball, Sofía accidently knocks over 
Mamá’s purse, spilling out its contents, including a card with 
Mamá’s name and, in big, blue letters, the word “ALIEN” (or 

“extraterrestre”). After confirming that the card is indeed real 
and asking her parents additional questions, Sofía is sure that 
Mamá is an extraterrestrial—from outer space—and so her 
vivid imagination and desire to better understand take her to 
the library to research aliens. She cannot understand, how-
ever, why Mamá looks so humanlike. One especially effective 
double-page spread portrays Mamá’s silhouette, hair in curl-
ers and wearing a robe, the beam of an open fridge door cast-
ing an elongated shadow on the kitchen wall. Lacámara’s fine, 
vibrant acrylic-and-collage illustrations dress the story in 
wonder and humor between colorful, golden kitchen scenes 
and deep, opaque extraterrestrial homages. Lacámara’s subtle 
indicator that Mamá is a Salvadoran immigrant is by way of a 
thought bubble in which she stands on the map outline of El 
Salvador. Colato Laínez offers readers the text in both English 
and Spanish side by side or above and below, neatly laid out with 
its corresponding illustrations and folding in a primer on the 
immigration process besides.
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Lacámara’s fine, vibrant acrylic-and-collage illustrations dress 
the story in wonder and humor between colorful, golden kitchen 

scenes and deep, opaque extraterrestrial homages.
mamá the alien/mamá la extraterrestre



A delightful, original, clever, purposeful, multicultural 
alien tale. (glossary with pronunciation, author’s note) 
(Bilingual picture book. 6-9)

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Craft, Mahlon F.
Illus. by Craft, Kinuko Y.
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 26, 2016
978-0-06-053919-1  

Lush, intricate oil paintings dis-
tinguish this retelling of Jeanne-Marie 
Leprince de Beaumont’s 18th-century 

version of the familiar fairy tale.
While the Beast is present, lurking behind Beauty, on 

the jacket, the intricately detailed paintings do far more to 
emphasize beauty than beastliness. Almost each recto holds 
an illustration, laden with decorative embellishments in set-
ting, characters’ dress, and the material culture of the setting, 
while the facing versos are text-heavy with Mahlon Craft’s 
retelling, which is laid out with ornate historiated initials. 
Exceptions to this design arise at full, wordless double-page 
spreads punctuating the verbal narration at key points in the 
tale: when Beauty first rides to Beast’s castle; when she enjoys 
the splendors there; when she cradles the near-dead Beast in her 
arms. These moments highlight Beauty as the protagonist even 
though Beast is the one who transforms at book’s end, when his 
blond, rosy appearance confirms an all-white cast of characters. 
Indeed, apart from his jacket appearance, he appears in beast 
form only three times. This speaks to a pacing problem in the 
book: lengthy blocks of text covering lots of narrative ground 
seem at odds with the finite moments depicted in the facing 
illustrations. While the gorgeous intricacy of the illustrations 
invites poring over, readers may miss details from the text that 
are excluded from the art.

A beautiful retelling that may well daunt readers accus-
tomed to the far shorter picture-book texts of today. (Pic-
ture book. 6-10)

THE DRAWING LESSON
A Graphic Novel That 
Teaches You How to Draw
Crilley, Mark
Illus. by the author
Ten Speed Press (144 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $13.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-385-34633-7
978-0-385-34634-4 e-book  

This 144-page book delivers exactly 
what it promises: a graphic novel that teaches readers to draw.

It is indeed a novel, in that it tells the story in pictures of 
David, a blond, white boy around 12 who’s seized with a strong 
desire to learn to draw, and a young dark-haired, light-skinned 

artist, Becky, whom he meets on a park bench and persuades 
to give him drawing lessons. After some badgering, she agrees 
to teach him—with limits and with honest critiques of his 
early attempts. It becomes clear that beyond just teaching 
him technique, she is teaching him life lessons. He has to be 
satisfied with slow progress, learning discipline, and constant 
self-evaluation. “Seeing what’s wrong with your drawing is 90 
percent of the battle. If you can’t see what’s wrong, you can’t fix 
it.” Once David has learned to respect Becky’s boundaries and 
she becomes more engaged with her enthusiastic student, they 
make great progress. They take sketching trips to the museum, 
the park, and the beach, and David’s drawing continues to 
improve. Proportion, negative space, perspective, lighting, and 
other drawing basics are covered concisely and informatively, so 
a student could easily follow the clear drawings to benefit from 
Becky’s lessons. Crilley develops his characters fully, making 
this a true novel and not simply a narrated drawing lesson.

An original and accessible way to learn to draw. (Graphic 
nonfiction. 10-14)

WAX
Damico, Gina
HMH Books (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Aug. 2, 2016
978-0-544-63315-5  

Poppy lives in Paraffin, Vermont, 
dominated by the Grosholtz Candle Fac-
tory, which is both industry and tourist 
attraction.

The white teen achieved fame by 
making a fool of herself in a disastrous 

television talent-show performance that went viral and now 
lives with constant ridicule and bullying. Ignoring that, she 
probes too deeply into the candle factory and finds a back area 
where the ancient Madame Grosholtz works making incred-
ibly lifelike wax figures. The old woman gives Poppy a candle, 
which is strange enough—but then Poppy discovers a stowaway 
in her car: Dud, a white teen boy made of wax but very much 
alive. When the old area of the factory burns down, Poppy sees 
that Madame Grosholtz has been killed, but the woman’s can-
dle soon begins to reveal that it is a testament from Madame 
Grosholtz, burning to uncover writing that warns Poppy of 
the dreadful truth about the factory owners. First, Poppy must 
convince her friends that the danger is real, and then somehow 
figure out how to stop the disaster. Damico writes a hybrid com-
edy-horror romp that can keep readers turning pages. The dry 
humor keeps the suspense from becoming truly terrifying, but 
the mix remains entertaining, especially when Poppy discovers 
some major secrets about who the factory owners really are.

An imaginative twist on an Invasion of the Body Snatchers 
theme, with comedy. (Horror. 12-18)
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Proportion, negative space, perspective, lighting, and other drawing 
basics are covered concisely and informatively, so a student could 
easily follow the clear drawings to benefit from Becky’s lessons.

the drawing lesson



TEN LITTLE FINGERS, TWO 
SMALL HANDS
Dempsey, Kristy
Illus. by Massey, Jane
Little Bee (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4998-0229-0  

A diverse cast of toddlers use their hands in all different 
ways to eat a snack.

“Ten little fingers, one hand...two. / Two small hands belong 
to you!” The toddlers spy a cake and want to gobble it all up. 
One little white tot with a mop of curly blonde hair eagerly 
points one finger to the treat. An East-Asian youngster (judging 
by haircut) taps two fingers on an empty plate, clearly indicat-
ing where this cake should go. “Three little fingers pinch a bite. 
/ Four little fingers squish it tight.” Counting from one to 10, 
the toddlers finish their snack (spilling some milk in the pro-
cess, of course), but after 10 fingers clap in celebration...it’s time 
for more! With one tiny finger in the air and an impish grin, a 
brown-skinned mite with two fuzzy black pigtails pleads one 
more piece. There’s plenty of opportunity for interaction and 
cuddles as Dempsey encourages readers to “Count each finger 
one by one” and then kiss them when they’re done. Multiethnic, 
round-headed, chubby-handed babies want more, more, more.

Lends itself nicely to follow a certain action rhyme 
about baking! (Picture book. 1-3)

CHASING STARS
Douglas, Helen
Bloomsbury (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $17.99 e-book  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-1-61963-410-7
978-1-61963-411-4 e-book  

Violations of time-traveling laws in 
the year 2123 threaten Ryan and Eden’s 
relationship.

Their story began in After Eden (2013), 
when Ryan time traveled back from 2123 

to 2012 to complete a mission to save the human race. Success 
required enlisting the cooperation of 16-year-old Eden, whose 
knowledge of the future later made her a target of a “clean up” 
assassin from 2123. This sequel begins as Ryan frantically—and 
illegally—returns to 2012 to save her. But when the future offi-
cials realize what’s happened, they send another operative back 
to 2012 to retrieve the pair. Upon arriving back in 2123, Ryan 
is imprisoned and eventually sentenced to life in a lunar min-
ing camp for illegal time travel. But Eden soon becomes some-
thing of a local celebrity, enjoying parties and outings with 
Ryan’s school friends, which readers may feel is disappoint-
ingly like life in 2012. This socializing undermines the sense of 
desperation she claims to feel about Ryan’s fate. In fact none 
of the characters—including Ryan’s friends and family—seem 
inclined to do much beyond accepting his fate and moving for-
ward with their lives. Unfortunately, the dull characters and 

social interludes slow the novel’s pace. Eventually Eden ral-
lies, concocting some escape plans that seem fairly simplistic 
considering the security technology readers would expect to be 
available in 2123. Interestingly, Eden and Ryan were depicted as 
white teens on the cover of After Eden, but this sequel depicts 
Eden as ethnically ambiguous and with dark hair rather than 
the red the text describes.

Lacks the dramatic pizazz expected from a science-fic-
tion thriller. (Science fiction. 12-18)

COME HOME, ANGUS
Downes, Patrick
Illus. by Kulikov, Boris
Orchard/Scholastic (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 26, 2016
978-0-545-59768-5  

Angry without knowing why, a boy 
stomps away from his house and neighborhood.

One day, Angus wakes up angry. Pink-skinned, blue-eyed, 
and way too big for his bed, Angus scowls with off-kilter eye-
brows. The room tips diagonally, and the dresser’s upside-down 
as if planted on the ceiling. Angus’ anger is so big, it’s distorting 
his physical world. Enormous with anger, he bleeds off the page. 
He can’t bear his mother’s admonition against rudeness, so he 
leaves. One stride covers a whole block of his neighborhood. But 
as this giant nears the city’s center, he begins to shrink. Among 
the city’s skyscrapers, Angus is kid-sized and vulnerable, a visual 
bright spot in a murky-colored, jam-packed city that readers see 
from a tiny-child vantage point. Gray crosshatchings that cov-
ered Angus’ skin and clothing when he was angry at home have 
fallen off him, now covering adults who loom everywhere, omi-
nous because they’re strangers. A woman supposedly “smiles,” 
but the illustration shows no smile; instead, food hangs from 
the fat woman’s mouth, and she appears grotesque and frighten-
ing. Towering buildings are patterned and slanted. Kulikov uses 
acrylic washes, pencil, pen, ink, oil pastel, and black-tea wash to 
full emotional effect. The city is “busier, noisier, wider, darker” 
than home—but Angus may be less alone than he thinks.

Excellent use of scale and texture capture a child’s out-
of-control emotions. (Picture book. 3-5)

MAKOONS
Erdrich, Louise
Harper/HarperCollins (176 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 9, 2016
978-0-06-057793-3 
Series: Birchbark House, 5 

In this fifth book of the Birchbark 
House series, Omakayas, her twin sons, 
Makoons and Chickadee, and their 
extended family adjust to life on the 
Great Plains following their 1866 migra-

tion from the Minnesota woods to Dakota Territory.
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“Connected to each other by invisible strings of life,” 
Makoons and Chickadee quickly discover life on the Plains 
belongs “to the buffalo” and “hunters of the buffalo.” Eager 
to join the male hunters, the twins learn to hunt with bow and 
arrow while riding ponies. Disappointed to be excluded from 
the first hunt, they find consolation driving an ox cart to trans-
port hides and witness the hunt. After adopting an orphan 
buffalo calf, the boys use their knowledge of buffalo language 
to play a pivotal part in another buffalo hunt. But this moment 
does not last. Aware the buffalo are fleeing westward to escape 
invading white settlers, the family relocates further west to a 
wooded place where they build a cabin and suffer loss, leaving 
readers wondering what the future holds. Laced with Ojibwe 
words (explicated in backmatter), Erdrich’s simple text and 
delicate pencil illustrations provide a detailed, honest por-
trait of Plains life through the antics and experiences of two 
Ojibwe boys.

A warm and welcome addition to the unfolding saga of 
a 19th-century Ojibwe family. (map, author’s note) (Historical 
fiction. 8-12)

LOTUS AND THORN
Etienne, Sara Wilson
Putnam (464 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jun. 7, 2016
978-0-399-25669-1  

An outcast discovers new worlds in 
the old one’s wreckage.

With her parents taken by the last 
wave of hemorrhagic Red Death, 12-fin-
gered Leica strives to protect her sisters, 
Lotus and Taschen. Citizens of Pleiades 

must exchange all Finds from the ruins of the Colony on planet 
Gabriel for food from the bio-suited Curadores, who live in 
the decadent but decaying Dome. Caught with contraband 
and banished to the wastelands, Leica encounters other exiles...
and overhears a radio message that may be from Earth. Seek-
ing redemption, reunion with her sisters, and answers about 
the Red Death, Leica infiltrates the Dome, posing as a Kisaeng 
(a sort of geisha/concubine) to the dashing but increasingly 
deranged black Curador Edison, rallying the women, and strug-
gling with the consequences of revolt. Despite the requisite love 
triangle—here, among Leica, Edison, and Edison’s identical 
brother, Nikola—and Chosen-One agonizing, through adver-
sity and new alliances, Leica emerges as a compelling, body-
positive heroine of color who capitalizes on her strengths and 
celebrates diversity. Etienne delivers a dystopian tale that deftly 
dissects stories—fairy tales, religious creation myths, political 
conspiracies—and develops a richly layered world drawn from 
such disparate cultures as Korean and Mexican.

An ambitious, action-filled adventure that chronicles 
one girl’s rebellion and the world-shaking revelations that 
follow. (Science fiction. 14 & up)

PIPER MORGAN JOINS 
THE CIRCUS
Faris, Stephanie
Illus. by Fleming, Lucy
Aladdin (112 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $5.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book
Aug. 9, 2016
978-1-4814-5709-5
978-1-4814-5708-8 paper
978-1-4814-5710-1 e-book  

A 7-year-old girl goes to live with a 
traveling circus when her mom gets a job there.

Piper isn’t sure she’s going to like the circus. She tries to 
make friends with Lexie, but Lexie isn’t interested. However, 
Piper meets the elephant, Ella, and becomes enchanted by the 
huge, friendly animal. When she learns that she can become 
one of the Little Explorers, a dance troupe made up of circus 
children, Piper decides to become the best Little Explorer ever. 
However, despite diligent practice, when the real performance 
starts in front of the huge audience, Piper becomes terrified 
and ruins the show. Lexie, a veteran of the Little Explorers, is 
not nice about it. Fortunately, Big Top Bubba, the elephant han-
dler, and Ella show her that everyone makes mistakes, and in the 
circus all the other performers will help. Piper tries again—and 
missteps again. Can Piper think of a way to save the day? Faris 
allows Piper to express her turbulent emotions, completely 
appropriate to an energetic, excited 7-year-old, while delivering 
a life lesson in how to respond to embarrassment and making 
mistakes. Fleming’s happy, sweet drawings bring the action to 
life, though they do little to reflect the multiculturalism of a 
true circus; Piper, Lexie, and the other principals appear to be 
white. At the end of each chapter, the author inserts a page of 
facts about the circus.

A fun and wise little romp under the big top. (Fiction. 6-9)

THIS IS NOT THE ABBY SHOW
Fischer, Debbie Reed
Delacorte (320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $19.99 PLB
Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-553-53634-8
978-0-553-53635-5 e-book
978-0-553-53636-2 PLB  

Twelve-year-old Abby’s plans for sum-
mer quickly unravel when she learns she 
needs to attend summer school after fail-

ing English.
Abby enjoys entertaining others with her comic antics, but 

her impetuosity can get in her way. Abby has ADHD (“the 
type...boys usually have, the hyperactive/impulsive variety) and 
lately finds herself apologizing a lot. After an impulsive scheme 
for revenge on her teacher goes awry, Abby reaches a turning 
point. Thanks to the guidance of Dr. C and the mentoring of 
a dedicated and caring summer school teacher, Abby’s summer 
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is transformed. Meeting and working with the diverse group of 
summer school students fosters new relationships for the white 
girl. She soon develops genuine friendships with free-spirited 
Latina Trina, the seemingly aloof Amy, and new student Max. 
(The latter are both white.) Fischer creates a captivating por-
trayal of one girl’s experiences with ADHD. She captures Abby’s 
vibrant personality and sense of humor while sympathetically 
addressing her struggles, deftly revealing Abby’s dismay when 
her remarks inadvertently upset others. Fischer conveys Abby’s 
uncertainties behind her extroverted facade. As the summer 
progresses, Abby’s relationships, both with her family and new 
friends, deepen as she gains a greater self-understanding.

Fischer’s spunky and introspective protagonist offers 
a sympathetic mirror for many kids, both boys and girls. 
(author’s note)  (Fiction. 10-14)

THE IMAGINATION BOX 
Ford, Martyn
Delacorte (240 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $19.99 PLB
Aug. 2, 2016
978-1-101-93627-6
978-1-101-93628-3 e-book
978-1-101-93629-0 PLB  

Two young sleuths—three if you 
count the talking marmoset—narrowly 
avert worldwide disaster after a truly 

dangerous device and its inventor vanish suddenly.
Ford works twists both funny and terrifying into the notion 

of wish fulfillment. Being a nosy sort, 10-year-old Tim soon dis-
covers that Professor Eisenstone, a secretive new guest at the 
hotel his adoptive parents own, has developed a nano-assembler 
the size of a microwave oven that creates any item that can be 
visualized strongly enough. It doesn’t take long for the clever 
white lad to think into existence Phil, a companion “finger 
monkey” with posh manners and accent, and also an improved 
Imagination Box of his own. But almost immediately, Eisen-
stone and the original are snatched by a villainous ex-politician. 
Tim and Eisenstone’s equally clever granddaughter, Dee, also 
white, discover this last by following a trail of clues to (wait for 
it) a secret lab under a former insane asylum...a perfect setting 
for both weird science and a massively destructive climax. The 
author cranks up the horror by giving the box the ability to 
make tangible not just physical items, but fears and nightmares 
too. Also, by not blinding his characters to the device’s potential, 
he invites readers to imagine the implications for themselves.

A splendid adventure, hilarious and harrowing in turn 
and so strongly cast that even the precocious pocket pri-
mate doesn’t steal the show. (Science fantasy. 11-13)

SIGNS OF YOU
France, Emily
Soho Teen (240 pp.) 
$18.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-1-61695-657-8
978-1-61695-685-5 e-book  

Sixteen-year-old Riley Strout and her 
three best friends are bound together by 
loss.

Riley’s mother died two years ago. 
Jay lost his father. Kate lost the aunt 

who was more like a mother. And Noah’s twin brother hanged 
himself in the basement. Thrown together in an after-school 
grief-counseling program in their mostly white Ohio suburb, 
the foursome shares a bond so deep they are more family than 
friends. Yet none of them could have possibly imagined the 
strange happenings that would force them to come face to face 
with their grief. Twenty-four hours after trying on an ancient 
cross discovered by Jay’s father before his death, Riley sees 
her mother in the grocery store. It’s not long before both Jay 
and Kate confess to seeing their deceased loved ones, too. And 
then, in an attempt to explain the phenomenon tormenting his 
friends, Noah suddenly disappears. What follows is Riley’s first-
hand account of the friends’ desperate attempt to find Noah 
and to uncover the truth behind their visions. Kudos to France 
for creating distinct and compelling characters that will keep 
readers invested in her debut. Though the plot could have with-
stood a little tightening to heighten suspense and intensify the 
experience for readers, this is an entertaining mystery cleverly 
rooted in religious lore.

The Sixth Sense meets The Da Vinci Code for teen readers. 
(Paranormal suspense. 12-16)

PIRASAURS!
Funk, Josh
Illus. by Slack, Michael
Orchard/Scholastic (40 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Aug. 30, 2016
978-0-545-75049-3  

A small dinosaur earns the respect 
of a scaly crew of dino-pirates with a clever bit of conflict 
resolution.

Slack’s pictures are busy with glowering, crocodile-toothed 
dinos of diverse hue in full piratical regalia, and it’s a good thing, 
as they add much-needed wind to the sails of Funk’s lubberly, 
exclamation-mark–laden verse: “With lots to learn, / I’ve got 
to earn / The crew’s respect and trust,” the would-be swabbie 
confides. “I’ll rise in rank or / Walk the plank... / I hope I can 
adjust!” Frantic efforts to do any shipboard task competently 
fail—sometimes in ways that serve meter and rhyme over actual 
sense: “I scrub and brush in such a rush / She throws me over-
board!” Still, when half of a torn treasure map leads to an island 
dust-up with a rival crew of pirasaurs clutching the other half, 
a suggestion to share map and loot makes his “dream to join 

A splendid adventure, hilarious and harrowing in 
turn and so strongly cast that even the precocious pocket 

primate doesn’t steal the show.
the imagination box



the team” come true at last: “This crew and I are linked. / With 
gems, doubloons, and silver spoons / We’ll never go extinct!”

Prehistoric pirates are always worth a play, as is the 
peaceable theme, but such amateurish writing merits only 
the old heave-ho. (Picture book. 6-8)

BERTIE WINGS IT!
Gorin, Leslie
Illus. by Kearney, Brendan
Sterling (40 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-1-4549-1573-7  

What sort of equipage does a young 
bird need to take that first flight?

In a tale that will ruffle many a 
feather, Gorin casts a fledgling whose eager readiness to take 
wing from his nest is repeatedly deflected by flightless, grown-
up naysayers. First is Admiral Bird the penguin, who insists that 
classroom flight instruction is necessary (young Bertie accord-
ingly “read maps, learned apps, and ran laps”). Then Prunella 
Flapdoodle the emu informs him that he needs testing and a 
license from the Department of Migrating Varmints. Finally, a 
fashion critique from kiwi Monique von Beaque sends him to 
the Chic Bird-tique. Can the “dapper flapper” launch at last? 
No, down he crashes beneath the weight of “maps, apps, frocks, 
socks, charts, parts, and papers.” But the loss of all that impedi-
menta leads to the epiphany that nature has already given him 
all that he ever needed to fly. Kearney casts his owlish protago-
nist in preppy duds and places him in a teeming treetop city of 
nests and birdhouses where he is surrounded by diverse flocks 
of wide-eyed avian passersby, classmates, and DMV captives. 
Gorin’s use of rhyming words does give the narrative lots of lift, 
but the negative messages about the dispensability of knowl-
edge, government, and cultural norms sets this up as Oh, the 
Places You’ll Go for slackers and dropouts.

A song with sour notes aplenty. (Picture book. 6-8)

THE TOAD
Gravel, Elise
Illus. by the author
Tundra (32 pp.) 
$10.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-77049-667-5 
Series: Disgusting Critters 

Having surveyed worms, spiders, flies, 
and head lice, Gravel continues her Dis-
gusting Critters series with a quick hop 

through toad fact and fancy.
The facts are briefly presented in a hand-lettered–style type-

face frequently interrupted by visually emphatic interjections 
(“TOXIN,” “PREY,” “EWWW!”). These are, as usual, paired 
to simply drawn cartoons with comments and punch lines in 
dialogue balloons. After casting glances at the common South 

American ancestor of frogs and toads, and at such exotic species 
as the Emei mustache toad (“Hey ladies!”), Gravel focuses on 
the common toad, Bufo bufo. Using feminine pronouns through-
out, she describes diet and egg-laying, defense mechanisms, 

“warts,” development from tadpole to adult, and of course how 
toads shed and eat their skins. Noting that global warming and 
habitat destruction have rendered some species endangered or 
extinct, she closes with a plea and, harking back to those South 
American origins, an image of an outsized toad, arm in arm with 
a dark-skinned lad (in a track suit), waving goodbye: “Hasta la 
vista!”

A light dose of natural history, with occasional 
“EWWW!” for flavor. (Informational picture book. 5-7)

ATTICUS CLAW BREAKS 
THE LAW
Gray, Jennifer
Faber & Faber (224 pp.) 
$7.95 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-571-28449-8 
Series: Atticus Claw 

A real cat burglar—literally—stars in 
this British import.

A mysterious job offer takes Atticus, 
a brown tabby cat with a talent for theft, 

to an English seaside town. There, he learns that some crafty 
magpies want to hire him to steal all the town’s jewelry. Magpies 
being notoriously deceitful, Atticus is suspicious, but the prom-
ise of sardines as payment wins him over. In Littleton-on-Sea, 
not a notably diverse town, he finds a home with the family of a 
police detective, the Cheddars, and gets to burgling. The more 
he steals, the more the family’s dad gets to work, so Atticus 
thinks he’s doing the Cheddars a favor. However, when Inspec-
tor Cheddar gets in trouble because he can’t solve the recent 
crime wave, Atticus decides to turn the tables on the magpies. 
Meanwhile the Cheddar children begin to notice some inter-
esting things about Atticus. Can they convince their dad when 
they tell him who’s behind the burglaries? And can they do it 
before the magpies raid the local fair? Gray endows Atticus 
with such a confident personality that readers will be sure he’ll 
solve everything, but she includes some nice suspense later in 
the story when things go drastically wrong. Kids who like a bit 
of light crime fiction will certainly enjoy it, but readers who love 
animals, especially cats, will be purring throughout.

A purrfect caper for a not-too-criminal kitty. (Fantasy/
mystery. 7-9)
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Gray endows Atticus with such a confident personality that readers 
will be sure he’ll solve everything, but she includes some nice 
suspense later in the story when things go drastically wrong.

atticus claw breaks the law



DIRT + WATER = MUD
Hannigan, Katherine
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-06-234517-2  

A little girl and her dog play out-
doors in a story that utilizes math and 

science concepts.
The unnamed, light-skinned, tutu-clad girl who narrates the 

story has a big imagination suited to creative play. She imagines 
herself as a queen, a pilot, and a pirate captain, with the dog 
assigned secondary roles in her imagined play settings. The dog 
speaks in its own canine language, with English translations pro-
vided. The brief text is primarily the girl’s commentary on their 
activities, integrated with a series of addition equations following 
the pattern set by the title. Each equation relates to a different 
experience of pretend play, building to more complicated struc-
tures by the end. Bold, computer-generated illustrations capture 
the girl’s spunky personality and the dog’s faithful, sometimes-
feisty reactions, with lots of dialogue lines integrated into the 
art. The math equations are set in all capital letters, sometimes 
stretching over several pages to accommodate the plot. This two-
tiered approach (story plus math equations to describe the plot) 
is a bit tricky to negotiate on first reading, but the structure is 
ultimately successful if readers are willing to look at things a little 
differently. An additional layer of meaning is provided by a map 
on the end pages illustrating the girl’s home base, with a key to 
the common objects transformed into play props.

A creative approach + math and science + a map = a book 
that both entertains and teaches. (Picture book. 4-8)

BROTHERS UNITE
Hansen, Justin Larocca
Illus. by the author
Dial (160 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  $17.99 PLB  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-8037-4094-5
978-0-399-18671-4 PLB 
Series: Secondhand Heroes, 1 

Secondhand items bestow magical 
powers upon two young brothers.

Tuck and Hudson Finch, two suburban 
white boys, laugh off the fact that their mother buys them a scarf 
and umbrella at a neighbor’s estate sale. However, the boys quickly 
learn that the items give them vast superpowers, allowing them to 
fly and also serving as shields and/or weapons depending on the 
situation. They vow to use their powers for good but soon find 
themselves fighting an unexpected foe: their seemingly meek his-
tory teacher. This initially seems to be a very boilerplate—and out-
dated—superhero trope, in which adolescent boys learn to control 
powerful, magical items to save the world (or, at least, their sleepy 
burg) with girls fawning over their mysterious, masked charms. 
The plot, however, takes a hard turn and jarringly veers into a tale 

of time travel. Suburbia quickly dissolves into a medieval-themed 
land where dragons fight alongside men (women are notably few 
in battle scenes), and anachronisms further muddy the landscape: 
the villagers can easily understand the pejorative form of “jerk” 
but question “bust a cap.” The panels are rendered in a watercolor 
palette that somehow manages to look both vibrant and curiously 
washed-out all at once and adds to the diluted feel of the novel.

Cardboard and convoluted. (Graphic adventure. 9-12)

PEARL’S OCEAN MAGIC
Hapka, Catherine
Illus. by Hibbert, Hollie
Scholastic (112 pp.) 
$4.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-0-545-75024-0
978-0-545-94081-8 e-book 
Series: Dolphin School, 1 

Young dolphin Pearl encounters brag-
garts, bullies, and friends during her first 
day at magical dolphin school.

The Coral Cove Dolphin School is where young dolphins 
go to learn the magical skills they need for their roles as protec-
tors of the ocean. Pearl’s excited on her first day. To help her, 
Pearl’s father gives her the advice that becomes her didactic 
motto for the rest of the book: “Always choose kindness.” At 
school, Pearl quickly makes friends but also encounters Flip, a 
cardboard character who exists just to brag. Of course Pearl, her 
new friends, and Flip all end up in the same pod. As the book 
progresses, the dolphins’ character traits (boastfulness, impetu-
osity, kindness, etc.) are hammered in repetitively, interspersed 
with worldbuilding exposition communicated in lectures. At 
recess with older dolphins, they encounter a bully (no motiva-
tions needed—he’s just a bully), who eventually dares Flip to 
swim alone in an area known for sharks. Sure enough, a shark 
appears, and the plucky heroes save the day (with the teachers 
arriving just in time for the danger to have passed). After this 
bonding experience, Flip no longer brags but is “smart and 
funny”—readers will have to take the narration’s word for it, 
though, as it’s just one last instance of telling instead of showing.

Sinks. (Fantasy. 6-9)

THE KILLER IN ME
Harrison, Margot
Disney-Hyperion (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-4847-2799-7  

Nina’s not a killer, but she dreams of 
one every night.

Vermonter Nina Barrows, 17, was 
adopted by her single, lesbian, lawyer 
mother before Nina turned 1. Each 
night for as long as the black-haired, 

pale-skinned teen can remember, she’s experienced life from 
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the perspective of “the boy,” including his memories of the “Bad 
Days,” when his father committed suicide. Since she realized 
these visions were not the norm, Nina has told no one what 
she’s seen, especially when the boy started hurting animals and 
graduated to killing people. She deals with it by trying not to 
sleep. When her plot to stop his next murder before it happens 
is discovered by her former best friend, strong, smart, handsome, 
white Warren, she enlists his help. Things go wrong in just such a 
way that neither is sure Nina’s visions are 100 percent true. Track-
ing the probable killer to the New Mexico desert, they plan a trip 
to visit Nina’s birth mother, part Navajo, who also lives out west. 
They hope to prove Nina’s dreams and expose a serial killer...but 
Nina learns shocking secrets about her past when she gets too 
close. Nina and Warren share narrative duties in Harrison’s debut, 
a tame, unsurprising parapsychological thriller. Neither voice is 
distinct, and twists are either telegraphed too early or just not 
twisty enough to increase interest.

An additional purchase even where killer thrillers are 
king. (Thriller. 14-18)

BLACK RIVER FALLS
Hirsch, Jeff
Clarion (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-544-39099-7  

Hirsch’s latest (The Darkest Path, 2013, 
etc.) is an epidemic novel with a twist.

A virus has struck Black River Falls. 
It doesn’t sicken or kill its victims—it 
simply robs them of their memories. 
Teenager Cardinal Cassidy is one of the 

few uninfected in town. Together, he and his former bully-
turned–best friend (who is infected) take care of a group of 
other infected children with nowhere to go. While Cardinal 
himself has no home to return to, he has everything under con-
trol. Then two things happen: he meets a girl, and the National 
Guard turns the town over to a ruthless private corporation. As 
the safety of his town is threatened, Cardinal must deal with 
new feelings and new revelations about the virus. In addition, 
he must confront the demons of his past. Unfortunately, narra-
tor Cardinal spends so much time meandering into his memo-
ries—the story is structured as a “letter” to his older brother, 
addressed as “you”—that the plot suffers. While there are 
moments of beauty in Cardinal’s many flashbacks, they often 
slow down the story’s progress. When things finally pick up and 
Card must take action to save his town, it’s too little, too late 
to spice up this book. Cardinal is biracial, with a white dad and 
possibly African-American mom, but this fact feels almost irrel-
evant, as it does little to inform his character.

While Hirsch has created what could be an exciting 
concept, the reality is slow-paced and anticlimactic. (Science 
fiction. 12-16)

I’M A GIRL!
Ismail, Yasmeen
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $8.99 e-book  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-61963-975-1
978-1-61963-976-8 e-book  

A spirited young child is proud to be 
a girl—even if everyone mistakes her for a boy.

Even though girls are supposed to be made of sugar and 
spice, Ismail’s spunky protagonist is not. She makes a mess 
when she eats. She rides so fast on her scooter that when it 
hits a bump, she’s sent flying through the air. Because of her 
exuberant personality, adults refer to her as “sonny” and “young 
man.” To which she proudly responds, “I’m a girl!” She refuses 
to change who she is based on others’ expectations of how a girl 
should behave. Her strong self-confidence pushes aside frustra-
tion to celebrate being a girl, and she makes a new friend who is 
just as proud to be a boy. Young readers will giggle over the pro-
tagonist’s misadventures. Most importantly, readers will relate 
to her belief that there is “no right or wrong way to play when 
you play ‘pretend.’ ” Ismail even sneaks in the message that it’s 
OK for boys to play with dolls. Ismail’s lively watercolors pop 
against the minimalist backgrounds, capturing her narrator’s 
energy. She depicts her protagonist as a donkey, surrounding her 
with a truly diverse cast of anthropomorphic animals.

A rallying cry to be enthusiastically true to oneself. (Pic-
ture book. 2-5)

NORTH FORK
Johnston, Wayne M.
Black Heron (210 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  $14.95 e-book
Jul. 22, 2016
978-1-936364-20-6
978-1-936364-21-3 e-book  

When Kristen disappears one night, 
her absence leaves a gap that affects 
everyone, especially two people her own 
age.

Kristen’s best friend, Natalie, grieves for her missing friend, 
even while finding herself on the cusp of a new relationship with 
a boy that’s based on trust, a relationship she’d love nothing more 
than to tell Kristen all about. But that’s impossible, because Corey 
killed Kristen. At least, that’s what Natalie and the rest of the town 
thinks. But, as Corey writes in his journal, “I could never hurt her.” 
Corey and Kristen were friends. In each other, they found some-
one who understood what it felt like to be on the outside of things. 
Unfortunately, Corey was in the wrong place at the wrong time, 
and he’s getting the blame. If Kristen knew, she’d come back, but 
her story takes place far away from her friends. Johnston weaves 
a braid of three first-person narratives into a solid plot, creating 
believable teen characters who find themselves struggling against 
adults who don’t always take their best interests into account. The 
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narrative manages to be suspenseful, even as the main mystery 
is revealed almost immediately, and the final puzzle is satisfying, 
though occasionally the dialogue and inner monologues feel forced. 
Corey’s an unspecified part “Native,” Kristen’s dark-skinned, and 
Natalie’s likely white; the story is set in the Seattle area.

Overall, the tripartite narration works well to deliver a 
suspenseful story. (Fiction. 14-18)

FLYING
Jones, Carrie
Tor (256 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-0-7653-3657-6
978-1-4668-2849-0 e-book  

A bubbly, affectionate cheerleader 
must rescue her mother from an out-of-
this-world danger.

High school junior Mana isn’t a good 
student, but she loves and is loved by her 

white mom and Hawaiian dad. In her mostly white New Hamp-
shire town, Mana and her two besties quip between enthusias-
tic cheerleading routines. But in a bizarre kidnapping attempt, 
Mana’s crush, Dakota, is revealed as a vicious alien who spits 
green acid, flaps a long, froglike tongue, and spouts casual rac-
ism. Mana and Dakota scuffle at halftime, Mana avoiding blasts 
of acid by employing gymnastics moves she just knows are far 
beyond her normal capabilities, until a mysterious secret agent in 
sunglasses saves the day. Back at home, Mana’s mother has van-
ished, their house has been ransacked, and Mana is attacked by a 
gray-skinned, web-footed murder monster (which, in an unfortu-
nate bit of cultural appropriation, is called a Windigo, after the 

“old Algonquin story”). Mana, along with Sunglasses Guy and her 
two cheerleader BFFs (a dark-skinned girl and a light-skinned 
boy), has to save her mother, evade shape-shifters, and keep a 
dangerous bit of tech from the men in black. The constant bick-
ering and banter between the four sputters erratically, occasion-
ally stalling the pace of otherwise cinematic escapes and feats of 
gymnastic tumbling, but the comic tone does not falter.

Funny and fast-moving, with a compelling setup for 
potential sequels. (Science fiction. 12-16)

THE DAY THE MUSTACHE 
CAME BACK
Katz, Alan
Illus. by Easler, Kris
Bloomsbury (208 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-61963-560-9 
Series: Mustache, 2 

After The Day the Mustache Took Over 
(2015), Nathan and David Wohlfardt find 
a familiar face in their new nanny, who 

claims to be their old nanny’s twin brother.

He says his name is Myron Hyron Dyron and that he is not 
Martin Healey Discount, whom the boys and readers met in 
the first book, but Martin’s twin brother, and he has come to 
be their new nanny. Since he displays the identical mustache 
and nutty quirkiness, plus some knowledge about them that 
he shouldn’t have, Nathan and David are unconvinced. They 
chart out his wacky quirks, sorting into columns that support 
Martin and Myron as the same person or separate people (and 
also types of pigeons). There’s some quality silliness and clever 
wordplay, but too frequently the humor coasts on randomness, 
which takes on its own form of predictability. The episodic first 
half of the book fails to deliver narrative tension—it’s never 
established why it matters if they solve the Myron-Martin 
mystery (something Nathan even points out). At the midpoint, 
Martin returns, and the nannies compete in a one-month con-
test to determine which will get to stay. While the story has 
more forward motion here, Myron and Martin are too similar 
for readers to care which one wins. The eventual solution comes 
entirely from Nathan and David’s mother. Both Wohlfardts and 
nannies are evidently white, judging from cover art.

Funny—but not funny enough to carry the plot’s weak-
nesses. (Fiction. 7-9)

WHO WANTS 
A TORTOISE? 
Keane, Dave
Illus. by Campbell, K.G.
Knopf (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Jul. 19, 2016
978-0-385-75417-0
978-0-385-75419-4 e-book
978-0-385-75418-7 PLB  

A nameless, pigtailed, sassy child in a pink gossamer skirt 
wants only one birthday present: a puppy; in the box, however, 
is not a puppy but a tortoise.

“WHO WANTS A TORTOISE?!” The protagonist sure 
doesn’t, but Daddy is allergic to dogs. What follows is a list of 
don’ts: tortoises don’t fetch, don’t roll over, don’t lick your face, 
don’t beg for baloney, and don’t get excited when you come 
through the door. An abrupt change in attitude occurs once the 
young tortoise-owner gives her shelled pet a makeover: “I do his 
nails with Sparkling Raspberry Delight.” When Grammy and 
Grandpa bring her a tortoise book as a present, she grows even 
more receptive: an illustration shows the tortoise atop a pink 
skateboard, nails still pink, and a leash duct-taped to his shell. 
She brings her tortoise to sharing day at school; her tortoise 
races and beats snails by a mile. But then he runs away. Signs go 
up in the neighborhood, and everyone joins the quest to find 
the coldblooded friend. Campbell’s familiar style is present in 
soft watercolor and colored pencil. Young readers will notice 
details such as emotive expressions on humans and pets alike, 
as well as plenty of dog paraphernalia. The protagonist appears 
to be biracial, with a white mom and East Asian dad. The end-
papers are a collection of sketches and fun facts.
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Young readers will notice details such as emotive expressions on 
humans and pets alike, as well as plenty of dog paraphernalia.

who wants a tortoise?
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GETTING UNDER THE SKIN OF A “MYSTERY OBJECT” WHO IS LEARNING 
HOW TO BECOME HERSELF
By Megan Labrise

Chalk it up to another of 
life’s great mysteries: YA au-
thor Mariko Tamaki’s career 
consists of thinking about, 
writing for, and talking with 
teenagers—but she didn’t 
love being one.

“I hated being a teenager. 
It was like I was being a teen-
ager wrong and everybody 
else seemed to have some 
handbook,” Tamaki says. “Ev-
ery time I tried to do some-
thing cool, it was really not 

cool. It was almost like the harder I tried, the worse it was.
“But the flip side of that,” she continues, “is when 

you’re spending so much time trying to figure out what 
everybody else is doing, it kicks your brain into hyper-
drive—which is sort of the writer’s muscle, right?—why 
is this the way it is?”

Tamaki is the Canadian-born, California-based au-
thor of the acclaimed YA graphic novels Skim and This 
One Summer, with illustrator and cousin Jillian Tamaki. 

Her latest novel, Saving Montgomery Sole, is the story 
of a high school girl in Aunty, California, who doesn’t fit 
in: Montgomery—“Monty,” for short—has two moms, an 
athletic younger sister, and an abiding love of frozen yo-
gurt and inexplicable things.

“Basically, for as long as I’ve lived in Aunty, I’ve always 
been, like, this inexplicable thing, a mystery object that’s 
not like anyone else at this school,” Tamaki writes. “I guess 
it’s possible that that’s part of why I’m so obsessed with 
other inexplicable things. With other unsolved mysteries.” 

With her two best friends, Thomas and Naoki, Monty 
runs Mystery Club, an extracurricular activity aiming “to 
examine unexplained phenomena, curiosities, and oth-
er subjects the members consider to be interesting,” Ta-
maki writes. Mystery Club is one bright spot in school 

days that otherwise consist 
of defending herself against 
multiple nemeses. 

Nemeses include, but 
may not be limited to: the 
popular clique, shallow girls 
in grandstands, a creepy ex-
crush, and the new kid, Ken-
neth White, son of a right-
wing Christian fundamental-
ist preacher whose intolerant 
sermons often target fami-
lies like hers.

“Montgomery Sole was 
my attempt to write somebody who does not keep things 
in the inside,” Tamaki says. “I’ve written a lot of introvert-
ed characters in the past, who kept a lot of their conflict 
on the inside, and I wanted to write somebody who was 
the talker-backer type person.

“But I realized as I was writing, even the character who 
is the most verbose about the things that annoy or anger 
her is keeping a lot of stuff unspoken,” she says. “Because 
there are things she’s afraid to talk about, too.”

When Monty purchases a crystal amulet called the 
Eye of Know (online retail: $5.99) for Mystery Club, its 
strange properties appear to include sinister power over 
her foes. Whether this is a good thing and whether the 
energy exists at all are just a couple of the mysteries she 
must grapple with.

“For me it was important, especially for Saving Mont-
gomery Sole, to show a character in a slightly better place, 
but a lot of the things that are true [about Monty] are 
probably still true at the end,” Tamaki says. “Having your 
character make a connection or face up to something is 
the most that you can give them.”

Megan Labrise writes “Field Notes” and features for Kirkus 
Reviews.

INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
Mariko Tamaki
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A sweet read-aloud for first-time tortoise owners. (Pic-
ture book. 5-8)

SATURDAY
Lendler, Ian
Illus. by Bloch, Serge
Neal Porter/Roaring Brook (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-1-59643-965-8  

A child welcomes the weekend.
As seen in the cover art, the belea-

guered mom and dad are not exactly 
thrilled when their tot rouses them bright and early in order to 
squeeze every bit of family time and fun out of Saturday, but 
they rally and make family breakfast (and family lunch and fam-
ily dinner) for their two children. Ensuing pages list myriad pos-
sibilities for what “Saturday means,” including time for reading 
books, various pretend-play scenarios, chores, going to birthday 
parties, or just lounging around with “anyone else who wants 
to join in.” The pencil-and-digital illustrations enhance the 
text’s humor with a naïve style that hedges toward emulating a 
child’s drawing, befitting the first-person narration. The conclu-
sion—that Sunday is a chance to redo all the fun that Saturday 
offered—is pleasing, but by book’s end readers have a list of 
events rather than a fully realized story. The family is depicted 
with universally fair skin and tightly coiled black hair; in one 
illustration the mom combs the narrator’s hair flat.

TGI-Saturday! (Picture book. 5-7)

THE LOST & FOUND
Leno, Katrina
HarperTeen (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-06-223120-8
978-0-06-223122-2 e-book  

Two teens on opposite coasts who’ve 
bonded closely in an anonymous online 
therapy group for trauma victims embark 
with companions on cross-country road 
trips to meet in Austin, Texas.

In Maryland, when Frances discovers her mother has died 
after spending years in a nearby mental hospital, the white 
teen’s custodial grandparents admit they’d withheld the truth, 
including letters to Frances from her mother insisting Frances’ 
father is a movie star. In Los Angeles, biracial Indian-American 
Louis feels responsible for the childhood accident that cost 
his twin sister, Willa, her legs. Willa’s trauma’s mainly physi-
cal; Louis’ manifests in insomnia and panic attacks. He’s also a 
tennis wunderkind and has been offered free admission to the 
University of Texas. Soon Frances is driving to Austin, home 
to her purported father, with her cousin Arrow, adopted from 
Vietnam, in tow. Louis and Willa drive east to tour the univer-
sity and meet Frances. For years, random items in Frances’ and 

Louis’ possession have inexplicably vanished, including the let-
ters from Frances’ mom and Louis’ tennis racket. Traveling, each 
finds missing items the other had lost. The quirky, occasionally 
clunky plot mostly hums along, guided by the author’s light nar-
rative hand. Willa and Louis, whose disabilities are never trivial-
ized, are especially well-drawn, lending gravitas where needed, 
but the superfluous fantastical elements fail to earn suspension 
of disbelief.

The plot’s flawed, but it’s executed by characters read-
ers can believe in and care about. (Magical realism. 13-16)

THE SUMMER NICK TAUGHT 
HIS CATS TO READ
Manley, Curtis
Illus. by Berube, Kate
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster 
(32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4814-3569-7
978-1-4814-3570-3 e-book  

An enthusiastic reader teaches his two cats to appreciate 
books, though it takes extra effort to interest one of them in 
the endeavor.

Nick is a round-headed, early-elementary–sized, brown-
skinned child with a fluff of curly hair and two cats, Verne and 
Stevenson. All three enjoy frolicking together, but when Nick 
wants to read, one cat ignores him, and the other sprawls on 
the volume open in his lap (a habit that will be familiar to cat 
lovers of all ages). The latter, Verne, a small cat with orange-
and-brown stripes and a cheerful disposition, is amenable to 
Nick’s instruction. “But not Stevenson,” who frowns, runs 
away, and even hisses. When Nick and Verne discover Steven-
son’s fascination with pirates, however, they have the hook they 
need. Nick’s efforts are both logical and methodical, and once 
he has achieved his goal, he and his feline friends find ways to 
incorporate their favorite stories into all kinds of imaginative 
play. Manley’s conversational text flows smoothly and has a 
matter-of-fact tone that grounds the fantastical elements. Ber-
ube’s charmingly childlike art, created in ink, Flashe paint, and 
acrylic paint, captures the cats’ personalities perfectly and cre-
ates a cozy, everyday world with just enough amusing details to 
reward repeat readings.

Young listeners of all stripes (and species) will enjoy 
this warmhearted celebration of literacy and imagination. 
(Picture book. 3-6)



CLICK HERE TO START 
(A NOVEL)
Markell, Denis
Delacorte (320 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $19.99 PLB
Jul. 19, 2016
978-1-101-93187-5
978-1-101-93188-2 e-book
978-1-101-93189-9 PLB  

When 12-year-old Ted Gerson goes 
to see his dying Great-Uncle Ted at the 

hospital, little does he know he’s about to embark on a real-life 
escape-the-room game, his favorite kind of computer game.

Ted is a half Jewish, half Japanese-American boy whose 
father likens the combination to an alloy: two ancient cultures 
coming together to create something stronger. When Great-
Uncle Ted dies, he bequeaths Ted “the entire contents of his 
apartment, with all the treasure it contains,” with the state-
ment “search hard and you will find it.” Naturally, Ted sets out 
to solve the clues and find the treasure. He is helped out by his 
best friend, Caleb Grant, a blond, white boy not quite as good 
as Ted with puzzles but passionate about drawing and super-
heroes; and by nerdy Isabel Archer, a white girl with Alice in 
Wonderland hair whom the boys have only just met. What 
ensues involves a computer game called “The Game of Ted,” 
which mysteriously parallels the search and evolves with it; a 
dose of World War II history, including looted Nazi treasure 
and Japanese internment camps; villains after the same trea-
sure; and a lot of spunk on the part of our heroes. The story, 
narrated by Ted, has humor, believable characters, and adven-
ture that keeps readers in suspense to the end.

A winner for mystery enthusiasts. (Mystery. 10-13)

HOW TO HANG A WITCH
Mather, Adriana
Knopf (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Jul. 26, 2016
978-0-553-53947-9
978-0-553-53949-3 e-book
978-0-553-53948-6 PLB  

When Cotton Mather’s lineal descen-
dant, several generations along, moves to 
modern-day Salem, Massachusetts, she 

triggers a curse that’s been in effect since 1692.
Bad luck has dogged those around 15-year-old Sam Mather 

all her life, and now her dad is in a mysterious coma that’s 
strained finances so much that she and her stepmother have left 
New York to live in the ancestral manse, the home of Sam’s late, 
estranged grandmother. In short order Sam earns the enmity 
of the Descendants, weird kids who wear black and claim to 
be descended from the infamous trials’ accused witches. She 
also becomes acquainted with cute boy-next-door Jaxon, who 
seems determined to like her, and hot ghost Elijah, whose initial 

hostility modulates quickly to attraction. But bad stuff keeps 
happening, including deaths. Could there be a connection to 
the centuries-old trials? Duh. Author Mather, also a descendant, 
claims in an afterword to be trying to plumb the forces that lead 
to witch hunts, both historical and modern, but her book is far 
less nuanced than that intention suggests. Sam is drawn alter-
nately to Jaxon and Elijah (the rules governing his corporeality 
are conveniently fluid), tries to earn the trust of the Descen-
dants, and fights with her stepmother before the wildly confus-
ing climax. Readers familiar with the real history are likely to 
gnash their teeth at the book’s simplistic liberties.

Pure contrivance—nothing more. (Paranormal romance. 
12-16)

A MILLION TIMES GOODNIGHT
McBride, Kristina
Sky Pony Press (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-51070-401-5  

Hadley spends the night of her life 
facing two different but equally danger-
ous paths.

It’s the night of the big spring-break 
party, and 17-year-old Hadley and her 
two best friends “borrow” Hadley’s boy-

friend’s BMW without permission to revisit the scene of their 
friend Penny’s death, exactly one year before. In retaliation, her 
boyfriend, Ben, posts a naked picture of Hadley on Facebook 
and won’t take it down until Hadley returns his car. Hadley must 
decide: go back to the party and make Ben take down the pic-
ture or take a road trip far away from Oak Grove, Ohio, the 
mostly white suburb where she and her friends live. Subsequent 
chapters alternate between the fallout from Hadley’s return to 
the party to confront Ben and revealing what would happen 
if she takes the road trip instead. Both paths put Hadley and 
her friends in serious danger as they uncover terrible truths 
about what really happened to Penny. The novel is a fast-paced 
thriller with plot twists, intrigue, and revelations practically 
on every page. While the story offers a rekindled romance and 
wild adventure, its characters are disappointingly flat. Hadley 
has moxie, but otherwise she and her friends are fairly cookie-
cutter teens.

Clever, taut storytelling helps to overcome bland char-
acterization. (Thriller. 13-17)
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MITZI TULANE, PRESCHOOL 
DETECTIVE IN WHAT’S THAT 
SMELL?
McLaughlin, Lauren
Illus. by Ohi, Debbie Ridpath
Random House (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $19.99 PLB
Jul. 12, 2016
978-0-449-81915-9
978-0-375-98160-9 e-book
978-0-375-97176-1 PLB 
Series: Mitzi Tulane, Preschool
Detective, 1 

Mitzi Tulane may be a preschool detective, but she is also a 
birthday girl.

She doesn’t know that yet, though. Her first clue is that she 
smells a new smell in the kitchen. Baby Kev doesn’t give her 
any help in figuring things out, and neither does Daddy. She 
finds him shaving in the bathroom, which is odd since it’s Sun-
day, and he usually stays “scratchy all weekend.” Undaunted, 
Mitzi continues to investigate, and she gets yet more clues 
when grandparents, aunties, uncles, and cousins arrive. They 
add to the matter-of-fact multiracial cast of characters—the 
extended family includes aunties and cousins with a range of 
skin tones and hair textures, while Mitzi, with brown skin and 
curly dark hair, appears black, and her fair-skinned parents 
and baby brother are white. Confusingly, relatives’ clothing 
doesn’t seem to remain the same from one spread to the next, 
so it’s hard to track their presence in different scenes as Mitzi 
solves the mystery that it is her birthday. (That eponymous 
smell from the kitchen? It’s her birthday cake.) It’s also a bit 
hard to believe that such a smart, inquisitive child would be 
unaware of her approaching fourth birthday when this is such 
a big deal to most kids.

Despite misgivings, it’s a sweet story centering on a 
bright, black birthday girl, and on that front it takes the 
cake. (Picture book. 3-5)

WHO’S THE GROSSEST OF 
THEM ALL?
Montanari, Susan McElroy
Illus. by Parker, Jake
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $20.99 PLB
Aug. 9, 2016
978-0-553-51190-1
978-0-553-51192-5 e-book
978-0-553-51191-8 PLB  

The latest in the unquenchable who’s-the-most horrible, 
hideous, revolting, repulsive, disgusting, gross, and vile genre.

Goblin wakes in his cave. “Who’s the nastiest, most hor-
rible creature in the forest?” he asks the mirror. “I am!” Not if 
his nattiness has anything to say about it: top hat, vest, string tie. 
He takes a neighborhood stroll and relishes how the witch and 

the wolf recoil at his nastiness. He thinks. Coming to a bridge 
he hears a challenge to his boasting. “I, Troll, am the nastiest, 
most horrible creature in the forest.” The dialogue doesn’t even 
offer an exclamation mark, but what readers do get is a pair of 
yellow eyes in the darkness of the span’s shadows: Ben-Day–dot 
yellow eyes, as in the Sunday funnies, a conspicuous quirk that 
characterizes all the art. Goblin and Troll ask a couple passers-
by who is more grotesque. A wayfarer chooses the troll (because 
he is “puke-purple”); an old woman chooses the goblin (due to 
his underarm farts). Along comes a little white girl in a red hood. 
Pondering the question, she mines her nozzle for a good booger. 
She carelessly gets some on her chin, then swipes the remainder 
down her sweater. Thankfully, she does not eat any. Who’s the 
grossest? Nothing beats a booger.

Since the most natural audience for a grossness contest 
is typically past picture books, subject and format seem to 
be a classic mismatch. (Picture book. 3-7)

NOT BAD FOR A BAD LAD
Morpurgo, Michael
Illus. by Foreman, Michael
Piccadilly/Trafalgar (128 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-1-8481-2471-4  

A “bad lad” combines a passion for 
horses and music and makes good.

An unnamed protagonist tells his 
early life story in retrospect for his 
grandchildren. Born at the end of World 

War II, never knowing his father, a young boy “no good at 
anything the teachers wanted me to be good at” learns to play 
drums under the eye of his only kind teacher. Nevertheless, he 
falls into worse and worse company, until he becomes a petty 
thief and then, by age 16, a serious one. Eventually caught, he’s 
sent for a year to a Borstal, a British prison designed to rehabili-
tate young offenders. He’s attracted to the prison’s horse farm 
mostly because the head man plays radio music there, but he 
soon learns to love the horses, too, particularly an abused young 
horse named Dombey, with whom he forms a bond. In short 
order Dombey is sold, the boy’s mentor disappears, and the boy 
is discharged onto the street, where he eventually becomes a 
soldier and reunites with Dombey. Morpurgo’s gently elegant 
prose makes this slim story flow effortlessly, but there’s not 
much action, and the narrative structure creates a storytelling 
effect that puts readers at a remove. It reads more like a short 
story than a novel, even when embellished by Foreman’s ink-
and-wash illustrations and a 10-page afterward describing the 
Borstal system and Suffolk Punch horses.

A smooth story for horse-mad readers, but it’s unlikely 
to find a much larger audience than that. (Historical fiction. 
10-12)
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Morpurgo’s gently elegant prose makes this 
slim story flow effortlessly.

not bad for a bad lad



GEMINI 
Mukherjee, Sonya
Simon & Schuster (336 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Jul. 26, 2016
978-1-4814-5677-7
978-1-4814-5679-1 e-book  

Twins Clara and Hailey, 17, are as 
close as it gets—conjoined at the lower 
back, entangled internally, sharing lower 
body sensations—but each harbors dif-
ferent dreams.

Their parents, teachers at a local college, have raised and 
sheltered them from unwanted publicity in tiny, largely white 
Bear Pass, California, where the twins are expected to live out 
their lives. Rebel Hailey, with dyed pink hair and a butterfly tat-
too (placed where Clara couldn’t feel it), dreams of art school, 
travel, and fellow artist Alek. Fearful Clara’s stifled her longing 
to study the vast universe and accepted their foreclosed future 
until a new student, Max, arrives to awaken new longings. Is 
surgical separation possible? While leavened with comfort-
able teen-literature tropes, this debut isn’t high-concept–fueled 
candy floss. The twins’ distance from “normal,” all that circum-
scribes their conjoined world, is ever present, and the struggle 
to sustain their senses of self is visceral. Profound disabilities 
and exceptional gifts can be two sides of a single coin. Even if 
the twins survive separation, the benefits and gifts attachment 
has given them will be lost, with no guarantee of healthy life 
thereafter. Readers who’ve wondered why some choose to live 
with a disability that might be “cured” will find plenty to ponder 
here. As developments in genetics reshape the medical land-
scape, these questions will only resonate further.

Compelling and suspenseful from Page 1; Clara and 
Hailey pull readers into their unique world and don’t let go. 
(Fiction. 13-18)

NED THE KNITTING PIRATE
Murray, Diana
Illus. by Lammle, Leslie
Roaring Brook (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Aug. 23, 2016
978-1-59643-890-3  

Can one pirate ship contain both 
knitting needles and pirates’ cutlasses?

In a rollicking and rhyming adventure filled with delight-
fully seaworthy words, Ned, a pirate, loves to knit. The captain 
firmly and loudly objects. “A scurvy pirate doesn’t knit, nor wear 
a fuzzy hat.” The crew bravely sails and digs up treasure while 
relishing their lack of manners. “We’re grouchy and slouchy. We 
don’t ever quit! / We slurp, and we burp, and we gulp, and we... / 
KNIT!!!”—that last word is from Ned, a running joke. Alas, Ned 
the knitter must stow his needles and yarns until a (not particu-
larly fearsome but very hungry) monster attacks. Who or what 
can save the ship from this creature that resembles an oversized 
bath toy? Ned has the perfect solution, one that converts the 
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Andrea Portes, like so many writers, adheres to the 
tried and tested tenet of writing “what you know.” What 
she knows—what she’s lived—just 
happens to be a great deal more cin-
ematic than most other writers’ ex-
periences. The twist in her first YA 
novel, Anatomy of a Misfit, highlights 
that fact. Her latest, The Fall of But-
terflies (May 10), underscores it, re-
affirming her ability to transform a 
personal reality that can border on 
the surreal into an acute commen-
tary, both universal and accessible. 

When Willa, the novel’s teenage 
farm-raised protagonist, leaves Iowa for the elite Pem-
broke School on the east coast, she didn’t know what 
to expect. Neither did Portes when she made a parallel 
journey in her youth. “I came from Nebraska instead of 
Iowa,” Portes explains, “went to Bryn Mawr instead of 
Pembroke, but basically, I was this doe-eyed girl from 
the Midwest taken in by this person who was so mag-
netic and so incredible and kind of singular. But then, 
as time went on, it became clear that this person was 
really haunted.”

Addiction was the specter that hung over Portes’ 
new, extremely wealthy friend, just as with Remy, who 

becomes Willa’s bridge into the 
lives of the 1 percent. “It’s really 
disturbing how insidious addiction 
is, how it starts,” Portes says. “Peo-
ple get trapped by these habits, and 
they never get to become what they 
were supposed to.” 

Standing on the outside, Willa 
can see this, can watch her friend 
spiral into a world of privilege that 
enabled her fall. “Being the ‘other,’ 
sometimes it’s alienating,” Portes 

says, “but it makes you really good at perceiving things.” 
Part of that perception—at least for Willa—is realiz-
ing that not everyone can escape their demons. Not ev-
ery story has a happy ending. “Sometimes things don’t 
change,” Portes concludes. “What can change is your 
perspective.” —J.M.

James McDonald is a British-trained historian and a New 
York–based writer. The Fall of Butterflies received a starred 
review in the March 15, 2016, issue. 

write what you know 
(hopefully you know a lot 

of interesting people)

Andrea Portes

Photo courtesy N
iels Alpert



pirates into a bevy of dedicated knitters and will not surprise 
readers one delighted jot. Murray has great fun with her tale, 
which is perfect for reading aloud. Lammle’s colorfully cartoon-
ish art depicts a very appealing collection of sea creatures and 
pirates (mostly light-skinned, including Ned and the mermaid 
who watches the action from the waves). Ned can be viewed as 
a bender of gender stereotypes with great appeal to all.

Cast on, cast off, and set sail for a great yarn. (Picture 
book. 5-8)

THE NOT SO 
QUIET LIBRARY 
OHora, Zachariah
Illus. by the author
Dial (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-0-80374-1409  

Saturday is library day, and Dad is 
bungee-cording a warehouse worth of 

books to the roof of his already jam-packed car. The first stop, 
however, is the bakery, as “a day of quiet exploration requires a 
proper breakfast.”

A dark-haired, pink-skinned boy named Theodore and his 
“brother,” Oskar the bear, head to the library’s children’s room 
while Dad escorts himself upstairs to the “nap department.” All is 
as it should be until a five-headed monster named Seymour, Chuck, 
Winston, Pat, and Bob arrives, armed with mustard, whipped 
cream, sprinkles, and hot sauce. It chows down on fiction and 
nonfiction alike, but despite the condiments, the books still taste 
yucky to this five-headed picky eater. When the monster slavers in 
the direction of the kids, Oskar saves the day (and Theodore) with 
a secret cache of doughnuts he’s stashed under his hat. Tamed by 
the doughnuts and capable, dark-skinned, storytelling librarian Ms. 
Watson, this scaly vortex of chaos apologizes for its bad behavior 
with a hilarious allusion to low blood sugar. The monster acknowl-
edges that books sound better than they taste and repurposes its 
raison d’être to library maintenance—pink rubber gloves and all. 
This droll, tongue-in-cheek romp is a snortfest, from cranky librar-
ian Mr. Tasker to blinged-out head Winston. OHora’s signature flat 
acrylic illustrations strike gold once again.

Lively, detailed, endearing, and bold, the images and 
text create an unforgettable reading experience for book 
digesters everywhere. (Picture book. 3-6)

BEST FRINTS IN THE 
WHOLE UNIVERSE 
Portis, Antoinette
Illus. by the author
Neal Porter/Roaring Brook (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-62672-136-4  

Occasional disagreements and the need to mend a friend-
ship are universal challenges.

Omek and Yelfred sport the gap-toothed look of human 
5- and 6-year-olds, but with sharper teeth. They are neon-berry 
colored—Yelfred is purple and Omek is pink—and they have 
tadpolelike tails and antennae. They have grown up together, 
eating together and playing eye ball, “best frints since they were 
little blobbies” among the bright and toothy landscapes of their 
far-off planet, Boborp. But when Yelfred rides up in a sleek new 
spossip, a blurfday gift, Omek longs to take it for a spin and 
won’t take no for an answer. As young readers might predict, the 
spossip gets shmackled. Yelfred is furious, and Omek is hardly 
contrite: “It was that way when I got it.” Tail biting and harsh 
words ensue. “Frints on Boborp have been known to use their 
teef and not their words. (Not like here on planet Earth),” Portis 
notes wryly. But a détente follows quickly, involving work with 
a spewdriver and copious amounts of taypo and twire applied to 
hold the vehicle together. Portis’ bright, odd landscapes, flora 
and fauna digitally colored in vibrant hues, and her two grinning 
friends are all sweetly demented and irresistible. An illustrated 
glossary appears on the endpapers and invites giggles, imitation, 
and the addition of Boborpian to languages spoken at home.

Cosmically delightful. (Picture book. 3-7)

REMIX
Pratt, Non
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4424-9775-7
978-1-4424-9777-1 e-book  

English best friends Kaz and Ruby, in 
post-breakup recovery mode (from Tom 
and Stu, respectively), head to Remix, a 
three-day music festival, to reboot.

White Ruby’s older brother, Lee, was 
supposed to look after them, but he’s distracted with world travel 
plans and his fracturing romance with Owen. Biracial Kaz knew 
Tom would be at Remix, but his new girlfriend, Lauren, is a sur-
prise. Running into Stu distracts Ruby from her tough choice: 
whether to repeat a year at St. Felicity’s, in order to continue on 
a university-bound track with Kaz, or leave school and find a new 
path. The girls chase the guys and follow each other through cha-
otic hordes of campers and celebrity hounds at the teeming festi-
val, where alcohol in vast quantities is the drug of choice. The hot, 
mainly male stars fans have come to see—and hopefully bed—are 
as much a draw as the music. Through ups and downs, the girls’ 
friendship is less about mutual empowerment than offering a 
shoulder to cry on or remedy for a hangover after getting dumped 
or drunk. Characterization is uneven. Stu and Ruby are a lively 
duo, but despite her multicultural surname (Asante-Blake) and 
hair, Kaz is culturally monochrome. Belying the contemporary 
setting and multitudinous references to snogging, condoms, and 
sex toys, the female characters’ passive to downright submissive 
behavior—and unsettlingly retro disparity in gender roles over-
all—seems drawn straight from the 1950s.

Entertaining, witty, and often funny—but also oddly 
old-fashioned. (Fiction. 14-18)
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Portis’ bright, odd landscapes, flora and fauna digitally 
colored in vibrant hues, and her two grinning friends are all 

sweetly demented and irresistible.
best frints in the whole universe



NIGHT SKY WATCHER
Your Guide to the Stars 
and Planets
Prinja, Raman
QEB Publishing (120 pp.) 
$12.95 paper  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-60992-954-1  

A handy introduction to the visible 
night sky.

This neatly packaged guide covers 
stars and star patterns, planets that can be seen with the naked 
eye, the moon, and unusual sights including comets, meteor 
showers, satellites, and the northern (or southern) lights. The 
author, a London astrophysicist, provides clear explanations 
and instructions arranged in bite-sized text blocks on each 
informatively titled and jazzily designed double-page spread. 
There are specific directions for spotting individual stars and 
moon features, interesting historical tidbits, maps and photo-
graphs, and even sections called “astrofacts,” presented on the 
familiar outline of a tablet computer. Most useful and unusual 
are the “star-hopping” instructions, showing readers how to 
find their ways around the night sky using familiar stars and 
constellations. The handy zippered plastic cover makes this 
paperback suitable for taking on nighttime expeditions, but 
once young sky watchers have mastered the basics, they might 
prefer to leave it for home browsing and take just a planisphere 
(described but not included). Curiously, the text’s description of 
Mars’ temperatures seems to be at odds with itself (28 F is not 

“very pleasant and mild” in most readers’ minds), and overall, fig-
ures given for temperatures are so generalized as to be almost 
meaningless.

An inviting and accessible introduction to a lifetime of 
exploration. (Nonfiction. 7-12)

A WORLD WITHOUT YOU
Revis, Beth
Razorbill/Penguin (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-1-59514-715-8  

In a special school on a small Massa-
chusetts island, a boy struggles to find his 
place in time.

Bo attends the Berkshire Academy for 
Children with Exceptional Needs. Nar-
rating in the present tense, he explains 

the school’s mission: training kids to master their supernatural 
powers and to hide them from the broader world. But some-
thing horrendous has happened: Bo, who time travels, took his 
girlfriend, Sofía, back to 1692 and accidentally left her there. As 
a brown-skinned Latina (Bo’s white, which goes unspecified) 
who turns invisible, Sofía could face execution in the Puritan 
colony, which is enduring the Salem witch trials. Bo works dog-
gedly to travel back in time and save her, but the timestream 
fights him, and someone may be controlling his mind. A trickle 

of textual clues and several first-person chapters from Bo’s sis-
ter, Phoebe, reveal that delusions, dissociation, and psychosis 
are at work. Bo has severe mental illness, as do his classmates. 
His palpable torment, confusion, and belief in his powers build 
to a terrifying crescendo in a vivid conflagration scene. Bo sees 
a choice: the 21st century, where he’s sick, or somewhere out-
side time with Sofía, where he has powers. At the end, the text 
steals Bo’s voice and centrality by giving the closing narration 
to Phoebe—flipping Bo’s story, suddenly and frustratingly, into 
a disabled-sibling tale.

A page-turning psychological thriller in which mental 
illness is tragic. (Fiction. 14 & up)

OCEAN ANIMALS
Who’s Who in the Deep Blue
Rizzo, Johnna
National Geographic Kids (112 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Jul. 1, 2016
978-1-4263-2506-9  

Striking photographs illustrate this 
collection of marine animals, a sampling 
of remarkable creatures that live in and 
around the ocean.

This substantial revision of the author’s Oceans: Dolphins, 
Sharks, Penguins and More (2010) repeats much from the earlier 
volume, including the introduction by Sylvia Earle, the general 
description of the oceans of the world and their layers of life, 
and some of the informative text. New material has been added; 
the design has been spiced up; and old text rearranged and 
illustrated with different, beautifully reproduced action pho-
tographs. Separate, color-tabbed sections describe coral reefs, 
sharks and rays, marine mammals, whales and dolphins, marine 
reptiles, marine birds, and “bizarre creatures.” Interspersed are 
spreads on “ocean extremes” of various sorts (explorers are low-
ered to the polar ice on “ice buckets,” for instance). The reor-
ganization makes better sense than the original’s, and the new 
material includes a section on habitats and a description of the 
National Geographic–sponsored Pristine Seas Project. Rizzo’s 
information is conversationally delivered, accurate, and likely 
to appeal. This new version capitalizes on children’s familiar-
ity with the Disney Pixar marine world: a blue tang (like Dory) 
swims across the front cover; a clownfish (like Nemo) peeks out 
of the title O, and several more hide among anemones on the 
back cover. As before, it concludes with 20 sensible ways even 
landlocked readers can help protect the water world. 

A child-friendly invitation to dive in. (glossary, index, 
picture credits, acknowledgments) (Nonfiction. 8-12)
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Most useful and unusual are the “star-hopping” instructions, 
showing readers how to find their ways around the night 

sky using familiar stars and constellations.
night sky watcher



THE FORGETFUL KNIGHT
Robinson, Michelle
Illus. by Blunt, Fred
Dial (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-8037-4067-9  

A forgetful knight goes to battle 
against the dragon that stole his horse.

In clever and catchy rhyming verse, 
the narrator recounts the knight’s quest 

to find the dragon. Except—the narrator can’t exactly remem-
ber the story so must constantly stop to try to work it out, the 
resulting improvisations creating a hilarious narrative that 
veers in absurd directions. “At last he found the dragon’s cave, / 
and strode right in, for he was brave. / Not brave, I mean he was 
quite scared. / Go in the cave? He never dared! / He grabbed his 
phone, he dialed home. / Said, ‘Mommy, help! I’m all alone!’ ” 
Eventually, the knight rescues his horse from the dragon’s belly, 
and then: “He BASHED the dragon on the head. / The dragon 
BASHED him back. They’re dead. / The end.” But wait! “Hang 
on,” the narrator revises again, assuring readers that the dragon 
didn’t really die but received a scolding, had a good cry, and 
mostly avoided eating pets after that. As for the knight, well, 
that bashing cost him his memory, and he is the narrator. Blunt’s 
whimsically detailed mixed-media illustrations employ a Frac-
tured Fairy Tales aesthetic, depicting a carrot-topped white 
child knight and comically nonfearsome dragon; they suit the 
tone of the text neatly and greatly add to its comic effect.

Kids will love this quirky quest and its uproariously 
unreliable narrator. (Picture book. 4-8)

IBN AL-HAYTHAM
The Man Who Discovered 
How We See
Romero, Libby
National Geographic Kids (48 pp.) 
$3.99 paper  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-4263-2500-7 
Series: National Geographic Readers 

A glowing tribute to one of Islam’s—
and the world’s—greatest early scientists.

Born in Basra in 965 C.E., Ibn al-
Haytham (known in Western Europe as “Alhazen”) grew into a 
polymath whose experiments, notably with a camera obscura, 
demonstrated several properties of light. Among other achieve-
ments, he also mapped the eye’s main structures, invented a 
water clock, and outlined the modern scientific method. Though 
Romero doesn’t describe this last, and possibly most significant, 
contribution in any detail, even newly independent readers will 
find her simply phrased descriptions of his studies in light, optics, 
and other fields illuminating. The illustrations mix historical 
images and color photos of locales as they look today with painted 
reconstructions created for a recent film and related traveling 
exhibit. If some of this new art is likely idealized—in one scene 

a group discussing some scientific notion includes both men 
and women—views of the handsome, realistically drawn genius 
experimenting and recording results add immediacy to the nar-
rative. The author doesn’t provide much biographical detail, but 
she does highlight his role as a luminary of Islam’s “Golden Age” 
and, along with a page of “Cool Facts,” supplies peeks at his influ-
ence on other early researchers.

An illuminating introduction to both a significant 
era in the history of science and one of its brightest stars. 
(review quiz, index) (Biography. 8-11)

SKELETON ISLAND
Sage, Angie
Illus. by Kelly, John
Bloomsbury (176 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 26, 2016
978-1-61963-945-4 
Series: Araminta Spookie, 2 

A class of school kids on a field trip 
gets an infusion of piratical machina-
tions in this latest book in a series, fol-
lowing Gargoyle Hall (2015).

Living in a boarding school is the best thing ever to have 
happened to Araminta Spookie. And when the class field trip 
turns out to be to creepy Skeleton Island, she has no difficulty 
filling her classmates in on the mysterious pirate ship that sank 
beneath the seas nearby. A run-in with two nefarious girls leaves 
Araminta and her best friend, Wanda, stranded on the island, 
where they have the particular misfortune to run into bat guano, 
ghost girls, and skeleton pirates with a sweet tooth for buried 
treasure. Araminta is not particularly nice to Wanda, but it’s 
intriguing to watch her use her brains to get the two of them out 
of sticky situations. Kelly’s black-and-white illustrations temper 
the tiny traces of scary material, leaving the book appropriate 
for younger ages, though they appear to depict an all-white cast. 
Skeleton pirates are nothing new, and Araminta offers the usual 
goth-girl-in-a-jam formula. Still, there are enough piratical high 
jinks to keep young readers on their toes.

Come for the ghost. Stay for the pirates. (Fantasy. 7-10)

INSECTS
Simon, Seymour
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $6.99 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-06-228915-5
978-0-06-228914-8 paper
978-0-06-228916-2 e-book  

A photo essay invites young readers to explore the world of 
insects.

Master science writer Simon knows how to craft nonfiction, 
choosing interesting topics, appropriate examples, and just the 
right level of information for elementary school readers. His 
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newest title is no exception. Well-organized, lucid descrip-
tions include the characteristics of insects, their body parts, 
life stages, size, numbers, history, and sensory equipment. He 
goes into further detail about five common orders: Coleop-
tera (beetles), Orthoptera (grasshoppers and crickets), Hyme-
noptera (bees and wasps), Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths), 
and Odonata (dragonflies and damselflies). He describes other 
insects that stand out—strangest, most beautiful, fastest, heavi-
est, longest, and smallest—and concludes with the importance 
of insects in the world. Carefully chosen and beautifully repro-
duced photographs (most from Shutterstock) appear on each 
page. Vocabulary that might be unfamiliar is printed in bold-
face and defined in a glossary. Alas, in this otherwise splendid 
introduction, the author says “Butterflies and moths are simi-
lar in these ways:...Larvae form cocoons during the pupa stage 
before they emerge as adults.” This is not true of most butter-
flies, which protect themselves as pupae with chrysalises. Scien-
tists and teachers have been working to correct this common 
misconception, and young readers who know something about 
insects will recognize the mistake. (Indeed, the caption on the 
facing page says, “Butterfly emerges from chrysalis.”

Informative and appealing—but flawed. (index, web-
sites) (Nonfiction. 6-10)

MY GYM TEACHER IS AN 
ALIEN OVERLORD
Solomons, David
Viking (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 19, 2016
978-0-451-47494-0  

In this sequel to My Brother is a Super-
hero (2015), it’s up to totally ordinary 
11-year-old Luke to save the planet.

When Zorbon the Decider handed 
out superpowers in the last book, the 

white boy was taking a bathroom break, so his brother became 
Star Guy, and then his Asian-American friend, Lara Lee, 
became Dark Flutter (who can command small, cute animals). 
Luke’s been left out twice. When his mom takes away his Xbox, 
Luke resorts to visiting the comic-book store that had been run 
by the previous book’s villain, who swears he’s now on the side 
of good. Luke decides to count on that pledge when he’s trans-
ported to an enormous spaceship and learns that extraterrestri-
als who run a continuous reality show intend their next episode 
to be the destruction of Earth. Possibly even worse, they’ve 
all taken on the appearance of his gym teacher, Miss Dunham. 
However, Luke’s real problem is that he has discovered a weak-
ness in Star Guy’s defenses, but Star Guy won’t listen to him. 
Can Luke figure out how to save Earth with only his wits? Solo-
mons never lets up on the humor; readers will laugh out loud, as 
the book uses every superhero cliché imaginable. In a slightly 
meta and very funny turn, Luke takes advantage of them: his 
encyclopedic knowledge of comic books gives him a strategic 
edge over the ETs.

Wildly funny. (Adventure. 8-12)

FRIDAY BARNES, 
UNDER SUSPICION
Spratt, R.A.
Illus. by Gosier, Phil
Roaring Brook (288 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Aug. 9, 2016
978-1-62672-299-6 
Series: Friday Barnes, 2 

As in series opener Friday Barnes, Girl 
Detective (2016), instead of just one mys-
tery, Friday confronts a series of strange 

happenings in her school, posh Highcrest Academy.
First, Friday finds herself under arrest for terrorism charges. 

The white schoolgirl quickly uses her encyclopedic knowledge 
and Holmes-ian sleuthing skills to escape the clutches of the 
police, but who could have framed her? At school, a series of 
holes dug all over the campus threatens to injure passing pedes-
trians, while a new boy, Christopher, charms everyone, espe-
cially Friday. She knows that the headmaster would love to find 
an excuse to expel her, but Friday keeps solving mysteries until 
she finally discovers why those holes have been appearing and 
learns the secret identities of some people no one suspected. 
Spratt continues to hit just the right mix of dry humor and 
suspense. Her characterization of her protagonist shines: an 
11-year-old prodigy with quirky taste in fashion who might just 
have some real emotional needs lurking under that confident 
exterior. Readers know that, like Sherlock Holmes, Friday will 
solve every mystery; the book’s fun is in seeing how she does 
it. Beneath the fun, Spratt explores questions of class; working-
class Friday feels out of sync with the entitled students who sur-
round her.

A cliffhanger ending will have readers drumming their 
fingers as they wait for the next episode. (Mystery. 8-12)

KID ARTISTS
True Tales of Childhood from 
Creative Legends
Stabler, David
Illus. by Horner, Doogie
Quirk Books (208 pp.) 
$13.95  |  $10.99 e-book  |  Aug. 9, 2016
978-1-59474-896-7
978-1-59474-899-8 e-book 
Series: Kid Legends, 3 

For budding artists, here’s a hearten-
ing reminder that 17 unconventional greats—not to mention all 
the rest—started out as children too.

The pseudonymous Stabler (Robert Schnakenberg in real 
life) adopts a liberal admissions policy for his latest gathering 
of anecdotal profiles (Kid Presidents, 2014, etc.). In a chapter 
on the influence of nature and wildlife on early artistic visions, 
Leonardo da Vinci and the young Vincent van Gogh rub shoul-
ders with Beatrix Potter and Emily Carr; in another focusing 
on overcoming shyness or other personal, social, or economic 
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obstacles, Jackson Pollock hangs out with Charles Schulz, Yoko 
Ono, and Jean-Michel Basquiat. In a third chapter that high-
lights the importance of a supportive parent, teacher, or other 
cheerleader, fathers do for prodigious young Pablo Picasso and 
polio-stricken Frida Kahlo, his mother for Andy Warhol, art 
instructors for Jacob Lawrence and Keith Haring. The author 
owns an easy, readable style, and though he leaves out quite a 
lot—Diego Rivera goes unmentioned in the Kahlo entry, nor 
do van Gogh’s suicide, Basquiat’s heroin addiction, or anyone’s 
sexual orientation come up—he’s chosen his subjects with an 
eye toward diversity of background, upbringing, and, eventually, 
style and media. Horner lightens the overall tone further with 
cartoon vignettes of caricatured but recognizable figures.

Noncanonical entries make this a natural companion 
or follow-up for Kathleen Krull’s essential Lives of the Artists, 
illustrated by Kathryn Hewitt (1995). (bibliography) (Collec-
tive biography. 10-13)

A HOT CUP OF CHOCOLATE
Stanley, Rose
Illus. by Allen, Lisa
Starfish Bay (32 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-1-76036-019-1 
Series: Emotions in Motion 

Can hot chocolate help solve a problem?
Johan loves hot chocolate. The red-haired white boy drinks 

it when he’s cold, when he’s exercising, and when he’s sick. He 
also likes to share it with his parents, his sister, and his friend 
Henry (also light-skinned but with curly black hair). The boys 
are sharing a cup of chocolate when Johan senses that his 
mother is getting serious news via the telephone. It turns out 
that Henry’s parents have decided not to live together anymore, 
so Henry spends extra time with Johan, and hot chocolate is 
always present. The chocolate symbolizes comfort and shar-
ing, two attributes the compassionate Johan is always ready to 
offer up. The goal here is to point out, with some subtlety, that 
simply spending time with a child undergoing a difficult situ-
ation can provide much-needed support, and in this way, the 
book is successful and may be quite useful to children helping 
their friends deal with divorce. However, the story itself is not 
at the forefront here, so the book serves as an instructional 
vehicle to bolster empathy and gently impart social-emotional 
skills rather than an engaging tale on its own. Children may still 
benefit from Johan’s example of patience and kindness, and the 
book opens up the topic of divorce with sensitivity for further 
discussion.

A useful tale of a boy’s attempts to help a friend whose 
parents are separating. (Picture book. 4-7)

OGRES AWAKE!
Sturm, James & Arnold, Andrew & 
Frederick-Frost, Alexis 
Illus. by the authors
First Second (40 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-59643-653-4 
Series: Adventures in Cartooning Jr. 

The Knight and Edward find their kingdom besieged by 
sleeping ogres—what should they do?

On a day seemingly like any other, the Knight and steed 
Edward (who’s shaped like a kidney bean) discover that giant, 
sleeping ogres are right outside their castle (and using sheep as 
pillows!). The Knight immediately alerts the king, who sends 
the headstrong protagonist on a noble quest: to help the gar-
den gnomes pick and transport vegetables, then to peel a veri-
table mountain of potatoes and carrots. The Knight, ready for 
battle, quickly learns that the king has another, gentler tactic 
to deal with the cranky giants. This third installment in the 
Adventures in Cartooning Jr. series keeps a lively pace with its 
predecessors, missing nary a step and employing the same clean 
lines, oversized panels, and deceptively simple plotting. The 
Knight is always ready to act first and think later, but as ever, is 
slowed down by an outside force and made to re-examine the 
situation at hand. Endpapers provide instructions to draw the 
Knight and Edward as well as the newly introduced characters 
of the gnomes and the ogres, including such tongue-in-cheek 
flourishes as an Elvis ogre or “struttin’ ” gnome. The Knight’s 
helmet never comes off, allowing readers to imagine the charac-
ter however they choose; all the other humanoid characters are 
depicted with a diverse variety of skin tones.

Guaranteed to make readers feel like they’ve woken up 
on the right side of the bed. (Graphic early reader. 4-7)

ALICE & LUCY WILL WORK 
FOR BUNK BEDS
Temairik, Jaime
Illus. by the author
Disney-Hyperion (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-4847-0816-3  

A pair of bear sisters who get along great, except when it 
comes to sharing a bed, work up a sweet plan to buy bunk beds—
but things get messy along the way.

Sisters Lucy (larger, messy, loves jelly) and Alice (word nerd, 
likes plain peanut butter) are the best of friends, but their dis-
agreement about foods they love causes a disaster when they 
take a job at a bakery to pay for their bunk beds. A bake-off 
goes horribly wrong, ruining an elaborate wedding cake—but 
these cubs are hardworking and smart. They come up with an 
alternate cake that ends up being a big hit. Illustrator Temairik’s 
first solo book has a playful one-thing-leads-to-another struc-
ture that of course ends with the titular bunk beds—after 
some amusing detours. She varies the visual pace of the story 
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with double-page spreads, some dialogue-heavy back-and-forth 
exchanges, and lots of sneaky puns, such as those on the cereal 
boxes (“How Wheat It is!”) and this world’s paper of record, 
the Gnu York Times. But the word jokes alone would make for a 
thin experience if the facial expressions and body language of 
Temairik’s characters weren’t so spot-on and the mostly easygo-
ing vibe between Lucy and Alice weren’t so comfortably familiar.

The stakes, as they are, never get much higher than 
a trashed party pastry, but spending time with Lucy and 
Alice is well worth it. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE QUIET PIRATE
Thatcher, Stephanie
Illus. by the author
Starfish Bay (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jun. 1, 2016
978-1-76036-007-8  

Even if the meek don’t end up inheriting the Earth, some-
times they can bag a pirate ship.

This New Zealand import features some rowdy pirate 
invective—“Speak up, ye bletherin’ blighter!” “I can’t hear ye, ye 
scurvy bilge rat!”—but ultimately runs aground. Too soft-voiced 
to bellow out a sea chanty or even manage a respectable “ARRR” 
(the best he can manage is “Aaah”), bookish cabin boy Barnaby 
is loudly mocked by the ragged mateys of the Black Thunder. 
But when his tormentors’ loud partying over a “tremendous 
loot of treasure” fetches an irritated sea monster that eats them 
up, Barnaby triumphantly takes command of ship and gold 
alike. Better yet, absent the constant bullying, he miraculously 
acquires the vocal volume to be “the loudest, proudest pirate 
of them all.” Thatcher outfits her grimacing knaves (all but one 
white) in properly piratical garb (as well as stereotypical acces-
sories such as hook, eye patch, and peg leg) and engineers the 
monster’s sudden advent with the turn of a half-sized page. But 
the monster isn’t very scary-looking, and despite large “GOB-
BLE GOBBLE” sound effects, there is no pirateophagy to be 
seen. Moreover, for all that Barnaby is presented as a character 
who prefers “to watch and listen and think,” he comes off as 
rather callous as he looks on, smiling, from behind a mast as his 
erstwhile crewmates are dragged overboard.

Beleaguered introverts may give a hearty cheer, but 
neither the art nor the writing is particularly seaworthy. 
(Picture book. 6-8)

RESIST
Todd, Ilima
Shadow Mountain (352 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-62972-104-0 
Series: Remake, 2 

After surviving a harrowing accident 
with his beloved Nine, Theron has been 
Remade and is home to recover and 
begin his chosen Trade as a Healer. But 
Nine is gone—she isn’t coming back, and 

no amount of cage fighting or buzz drinks can fill the emptiness 
in his life.

Though he’s favored by Eridian, the Prime Maker running 
Freedom 1, it’s only because she hopes he can lure “free-breaker” 
Nine back under her control. If that hope fades, Eri will certainly 
let Bron, one of the Seekers who enforce her will, tear him apart, 
and even his fighting skills aren’t going to help against the law. 
Theron drinks and fights his way through life, though he’s find-
ing some contentment as a Healer in the trauma station. When 
he saves a man called Catcher, he kicks off a chain of events that 
makes his little life impossible to sustain. The concept of Fam-
ily, though alien to Theron, inspires a rebel force that’s going 
to take Freedom 1 and stop the dark, horrible secrets that lurk 
under the city. In this sequel to Remake (2014), Todd writes a 
cinematically drawn, well-paced story set in the South Pacific. 
A major arc involving richly written Pacific Islanders breaks up 
the relentless whiteness of Freedom 1, and there are a number 
of well-rounded disabled characters, including Theron. Given 
this sensitivity to diversity, the heteronormativity and gender 
binary roles repeatedly reinforced as “good” versus the gender-
fluid “evil” of Freedom 1 and Eridian are sour notes that restrict 
this book’s audience.

Speculative fiction with a “family values” spin. (Dystopia. 
12-18)

A STORM TOO SOON 
A Remarkable True Survival 
Story in 80-Foot Seas
Tougias, Michael J.
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (240 pp.)
$17.99  |  May 24, 2016
978-1-62779-281-3

In an adaptation for young readers 
of his A Storm Too Soon: A True Story of 
Disaster, Survival, and an Incredible Rescue 
(2013), Tougias tells the story of the Sean 

Seymour II, a 44-foot sailboat swamped in a Gulf Stream storm 
in 2007.

For Rudy Snel, Jean Pierre “JP” de Lutz, and Ben Frye, it’s 
a dream voyage to cross the Atlantic from Florida to France 
in JP’s beloved boat. Conditions are favorable, the boat is in 
great shape, and the white men will be sailing in May, ahead of 
the hurricane season. They will simply sail northeast toward 
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Bermuda and turn due east toward Europe. But best-laid plans 
go awry, and they find themselves caught in a storm of other-
worldly proportions. Eighty-foot rogue waves sink the boat, 
and all hope resides in their life raft and their global position–
indicating radio beacon. Tougias’ third-person narrative, con-
densed and more tightly focused than the adult version, brings 
to life the struggles and heroism of the sailors and rescuers alike, 
highlighting life lessons learned. The urgent present-tense 
narration places readers in the action, with smoothly woven 
detours adding information on such details as the trick to get-
ting into a lifeboat, how sharks attack, and brief biographies of 
the rescuers. Readers will be fascinated by details about rescue 
boats, hypothermia, sharks, the Gulf Stream, and the difficult 
lives after survival.

A sure-fire hit with young readers who are always ready 
for a good disaster tale. (epilogue, author’s note) (Nonfiction. 
9-14)

GABE AND GOON
Trapani, Iza
Illus. by the author
Charlesbridge (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-58089-640-5  

Could the sleeping child and the 
monster in the closet possibly become best friends?

Unlike most children, young Gabe is not scared of monsters, 
a nice coincidence, since a big purple monster named Goon lives 
in the little white boy’s bedroom closet. Goon, however, is scared 
of children. He finds them “odd and kooky,” even “absolutely 
spooky.” Gabe happens to have a cold, and when Goon hears him 
sneezing and blowing his nose, the sneeze booms like thunder, 
and the honk sounds like a terrifying tuba. Goon’s knees knock, 
and he makes the hangers in the closet clatter. So Gabe discov-
ers Goon, who promptly bolts from the closet and hides under 
the bed. Goon tries to scare Gabe, but the more gruesome the 
face he makes, the harder Gabe laughs. Goon tries stomping and 
doing his zombie walk, but neither move shakes the giggles out 
of Gabe. The tables are turned when a spider walks by, and Gabe 
hides in the closet. In the same instant, the pair realizes that 
they’re not so different and become the best of friends. Since it’s 
bedtime, the new besties share a nice scary story about monsters 
before lights out. The Muppet-like Goon is both goofy and ador-
able, and Trapani’s rhyming text bounces blithely along.

A familiar message, but also a crucial and timely one, 
charmingly presented. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE EXORCISM OF 
SOFIA FLORES
Vega, Danielle
Razorbill/Penguin (320 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-1-59514-726-4 
Series: Merciless, 2 

Sofia Flores returns, this time to 
save her own soul, as a relentless demon, 
Catholic dogma, and a sinfully attractive 
classmate threaten to tear her apart in 

Vega’s gruesome sequel to Merciless (2014).
In the aftermath of an attempted exorcism conducted on 

the charismatic Brooklyn that left her three best friends dead, 
Latina teen Sofia wants nothing more than a fresh start. Her 
wish is granted when her mother dies in a freak car accident and 
Sofia is sent to St. Mary’s, a remote Catholic boarding school 
where every student has something to confess. Despite quickly 
befriending her roommates and catching the eye of the impos-
sibly perfect and secretive Jude, Sofia can’t shake the black feel-
ings of jealousy and desire that cling to her every interaction. 
When some of her darker thoughts (like wishing something 
awful should befall her chipper, Asian roommate, Leena) come 
horribly true, Sofia frantically searches for any means of salva-
tion, terrified that Brooklyn and the past she wants so desper-
ately to leave behind will soon reappear to claim her. Turning to 
a classic Stephen King–style horror plot that relies on an iso-
lated setting as much as bloodied bodies and hellishly inventive 
violence, Vega’s grisly second installment rips into biblical plati-
tudes to lay bare the notions of deliverance and redemption.

A departure from the Mean Girls aesthetic of the first 
book but a sequel still meant for only the most unflinching 
of readers. (Horror. 14 & up)

UNLIKE OTHER MONSTERS
Vernick, Audrey
Illus. by Jack, Colin
Disney-Hyperion (48 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 12, 2016
978-1-4231-9959-5  

A young monster breaks a taboo 
against friendship—kind of.

Zander’s a normal monster (except for having a sister who’s a 
fairy—a strange detail that’s part of the book’s deadpan whimsy). 
And like a normal monster, he doesn’t have friends, though the 
illustrations imply he longs for connection. However, there’s 
apparently no injunction against fairies having friends, and his 
sister has plenty. Instead, Zander enjoys normal monster activi-
ties such as scaring children (which the illustrations hilariously 
suggest fills him with a wicked glee) and...surfing. While surf-
ing, Zander notices a bird watching him. They silently greet 
each other with nods and points of the chin for a couple days 
until Zander invites the bird to the sand, whereupon the other 
monsters notice and mock Zander about his “friend.” Zander 
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denies the friendship, and the hurt-looking bird wings away...
but returns the next day. With information gleaned from his 
sister about friends, the next time he’s mocked, Zander decides 
that he and the bird aren’t friends—they don’t do everything his 
sister and her friends do (like “give money to kids who’ve lost 
teeth”)—they just enjoy spending time together. Jack’s colorful, 
humorous art makes for active illustrations and engaging char-
acters, aptly complementing Vernick’s gently speculative text. 
The book ends without explicit acknowledgment of Zander’s 
friendship with the bird or his desire for closeness, allowing 
readers to digest the message.

A quirky friendship story with lots of humor. (Picture 
book. 3-6)

HORUS AND THE CURSE OF 
EVERLASTING REGRET
Voskuil, Hannah
Knopf (224 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $10.99 e-book  |  $19.99 PLB
Aug. 9, 2016
978-1-101-93333-6
978-1-101-93335-0 e-book
978-1-101-93334-3 PLB  

A boy and girl try to rescue a kid-
napped heiress for the reward money, 

aided by a boy mummy who suffers from a curse inflicted on 
him thousands of years ago.

It’s 1934, the middle of the Great Depression, and Peter 
wants to attend a summer camp for young inventors, but it’s 
expensive—he needs that reward money. Meanwhile, Tunie 
struggles to make extra money and to secretly do her ailing 
father’s custodian job—she could use that reward, too. When 
Tunie sneaks into the museum where her father works to clean 
it, she meets Peter, who is looking for clues to the kidnapping. 
The two white children meet Horus, a boy mummy who can’t 
leave the museum because of his curse, and they all become 
friends. But when Peter and Tunie are kidnapped themselves 
as they pursue the reward, they will have to rely on Horus and 
Perch, Tunie’s remarkable pet bat, to save both them and the 
heiress. But Horus can’t leave the museum! Could he find a solu-
tion to their problem and his curse all at once? Voskuil creates 
an intriguing character in Horus, her little mummy, who seems 
poised for more adventures in the afterlife. She introduces just 
the right amount of tension to keep pages turning, tempering 
it with the supernatural mummy and the highly intelligent bat, 
who helps to save the day.

A very nice historical mystery with a sweet dose of the 
paranormal. (Paranormal suspense. 8-12)

STING
Watson, Jude
Scholastic (272 pp.)
$16.99  |  $16.99 e-book  |  Aug. 30, 2016
978-0-545-86346-9
978-0-545-86348-3 e-book
Series: Loot, 2

Can four teens successfully steal 
three sapphires and then elude a deter-
mined FBI agent, a nasty international 
crime syndicate, and worse yet, the rare, 

supposedly caring adults in their lives?
In a suspenseful, action-packed sequel to Loot (2014), white 

twins March and Jules, children of thieves, 6-foot-2-inch Afri-
can-American Darius, and tiny Latina Izzy put their admirable 
criminal talents to use. First they’re out to steal a valuable sap-
phire and diamonds in order to help a conniving adult friend, 
Hamish. Later, they find out that Darius has inadvertently lost 
the entire multimillion-dollar fortune they acquired in the first 
book, which was going to keep them comfortably out of crime 
forever. Now homeless and broke, they’re forced to go after the 
other two sapphires that belong with the first, all dangerously 
cursed as it turns out, to avoid being sent back into the foster-
care system. The result is two edge-of-your-seat, challengingly 
sophisticated heists. Each kid brings a different talent to their 
joint endeavors, but it’s the action rather than character devel-
opment that drives the plot. Very brief chapters, almost every 
one ending breathlessly with a cliffhanger, make this a perfect 
selection for reluctant readers. Enhancing the nonstop thrill 
ride, smart scheming and clever solutions to insurmountable 
problems never fail to amuse and impress.

Thrilling and exciting; the perfect choice for a quick 
read. (Thriller. 10-16)

PATHS & PORTALS 
Yang, Gene Luen
Illus. by Holmes, Mike
First Second (96 pp.)
$18.99  |  $10.99 paper  |  Aug. 30, 2016
978-1-62672-340-5
978-1-62672-076-3 paper
Series: Secret Coders, 2

Following Secret Coders (2015), Hop-
per, Josh, and Eni unlock more of Stately 

Academy’s secrets—but they learn they aren’t the only ones 
doing so. 

Starting off right at the cliffhanger from the previous book, 
the multicultural protagonists—Asian-American Hopper, Afri-
can-American Eni, and racially indeterminate Josh—must code 
their way out of custodian Mr. Bee’s challenge. Through team-
work and trial and error, they succeed, and Mr. Bee gives them 
a secret history of the secret, abandoned Bee School beneath 
Stately. After an efficient rundown on the programming lan-
guage Logo, he shows the kids the artistic possibilities of code, 
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a lesson promptly used by Hopper to cheat on her Chinese 
homework. She’s found out, but trash duty with Mr. Bee is an 
ineffectual punishment now that it has become programming 
with Professor Bee, and even Josh misbehaves his way into join-
ing. With this second volume, character development comes to 
the fore, and a central interpersonal storyline finds the three 
unifying into a trio. Helping to resolve the simmering conflict 
between Hopper and Josh are encounters with rugby team bul-
lies, who walk a line between comical and intimidating in a way 
that serves tone while maintaining tension. Holmes’ green, gray, 
and white panels convey characterization, action, and coding 
principles with equal ease.

Between the creativity-encouraging coding lessons and 
the character-driven plotlines, this sequel charms from 
PenDown to PenUp. (Graphic fiction. 8-14)

THE HAUNTING OF 
FALCON HOUSE 
Yelchin, Eugene
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (320 pp.) 
$15.99  |  Jun. 14, 2016
978-0-8050-9845-7  

A “found” Russian manuscript recounts 
a late-19th-century haunting.

Prince Lev Lvov is apprehensive 
about leaving his beloved mother when he is summoned to St. 
Petersburg to take up his aristocratic responsibilities in the 
impossibly cavernous Falcon House. Upon arriving, the dreamy, 
artistic 12-year-old meets his termagant aunt and an odd assem-
blage of servants, all of whom remark on Lev’s resemblance to 
his dead grandfather—in whose creepy study his aunt insists he 
sleep. Lev is unsettled to discover his hand possessed when he 
sits down to draw to comfort himself. Those drawings, smudged 
and torn, provide eerie accompaniment to the text. The myste-
rious young Vanyousha offers Lev companionship but provokes 
more questions. Adding a further layer of weirdness, Yelchin 
positions the story in a “translator’s note” as a document he 
found as a child. The story is both simple—a ghost story—and 
as complex as the country it rises from, offering glimpses of 
Russia’s unique and brutal history in its examination of the 
institution of serfdom, just recently abolished in Lev’s time, 
and its exploration of the role of art as a vehicle for liberation. 
Middle graders unfamiliar with that history will be intrigued 
by the ghost story and the compelling setting, and explanatory 
notes both provide context and help to prepare them for such 
books as Candace Fleming’s The Family Romanov (2014) and 
M.T. Anderson’s Symphony for the City of the Dead (2015) later on.

Eerie and effective. (Historical fantasy. 9-13)

A UNICORN NAMED SPARKLE
Young, Amy
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Jul. 5, 2016
978-0-374-30185-9  

Lucy dreams of owning a unicorn, 
but a mail-order scam brings a one-
horned, smelly goat instead—who just 

might be her perfect match.
When Lucy spots an ad for a 25 cent unicorn, she pops her 

money in the mail and begins to imagine riding her majestic 
beast over rainbows, adorning it with flowers, and bringing it 
to show and tell. But when a bleating crate arrives, expectations 
and reality collide. Sparkle, spotted and flea-ridden, is persis-
tent in his goatishness, and the black-and–kinky-haired, peach-
complexioned Lucy calls for a refund. Luckily, the two bond 
while Sparkle awaits pickup, and catastrophe is averted. The 
pencil, pen, and watercolor illustrations, done in a simple, loose 
style, offer expressive, playful character poses. And Young hits 
all the visual beats, creating something likable and appealing. 
Yet there are moments of greater promise—the ad on the back 
cover, with its zinelike look; the girlcentric endpapers (rain-
bows! cupcakes! butterflies! stars! goat?!?)—that hint at some-
thing edgier and more distinctive that hasn’t quite developed.

A tale about coming to love someone—or something—
for who they are and not what one hopes them to be: a 
pleasant addition to the odd-couple shelf. (Picture book. 2-6)
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The story is both simple—a ghost story—and
as complex as the country it rises from.

the haunting of falcon house
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Porter Square Books opened in 2004 in Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, and immediately fostered intense loyalty among 
their customers. Two of those customers, married couple 
Dina Mardell and David Sandberg, bought the general book-
store in 2013 and continued Porter Square’s formula for suc-
cess—encouraging rampant consumption of books and cof-
fee. Here, Sandberg talks about “Puff the Magic Dragon,” H 
Is for Hawk, and the ongoing “shop local” movement. 

If Porter Square were a religion, what would be its 
icons and tenets?
Our icons are our local authors. We are incredibly lucky to 
be in an active community of novelists, poets, academics, es-
sayists, and other literati. We worship them—or at least we 
appreciate them. Our tenets would be 1. Trust your booksell-
ers, 2. Engage in your community, and 3. Check out the socks.

Which was your favorite event and why?
Peter Yarrow and Noel (Paul) Stookey. It’s about as many 
people as we’ve ever crammed into the store, and Peter and 
Paul brought their guitars and played and talked and sang. It 
was the music we had all grown up with, and to have them 
talk about their years together, about Mary and politics 
and what “Puff the Magic Dragon” was really about—magi-
cal. For weeks afterward, people who had been at the event 
came up to me and told me it was the best thing they had 
ever been to in a bookstore.

What trends are you noticing among 
your customers?
They’re buying more sidelines 
and more kids’ books. Over 
the years, our customer base 
has grown broader, not just in 
numbers, but in the diversity 
of their interests. The fact that 
a book classified in the Nature 
section (H Is for Hawk) or a his-
tory of ancient Rome (SPQR) 
are on the bestseller list shows 
how readers have branched 
out. In our store specifical-
ly, we see more people buying 
short stories than I think is 
typical. Social media has become a bigger driver in event atten-
dance and in generating interest in the store generally (and in 
our dog, specifically).

Last year, for the first time since 2007, book-
stores’ sales rose. To what do you attribute the 
success of brick-and-mortar bookstores?

At least in our case, I’d attribute it to a few things. First, a 
very strong sense of community—the bookstore is a com-
munity hangout spot, and everyone knows that if they want 
it to stay there they have to support it. Second, our local 
communities (Cambridge and Somerville) have strong “shop 
local” awareness. Third, sad to say, many of the bookstores 
in surrounding communities and in Cambridge itself have 
closed over the last nine years, and so we have become the 

“local-est” bookstore for people who live in those towns. 

What are some of your top current handsells?
Stacy Schiff ’s The Witches, Dan Ephron’s Killing a King, Bill 
Clegg’s Did You Ever Have a Family. A few that are a couple 
of years older—Lily King’s Euphoria (since the day it was pub-
lished), Celeste Ng’s Everything I Never Told You, and Nathan-
iel Philbrick’s Bunker Hill.

What is your ideal busman’s holiday?
To go to bookstores that have bars and serve beer. I wish 
we could do that here.

Karen Schechner is the senior Indie editor.

Shelf Space
By Karen Schechner
Shelf Space: Q&A with David Sandberg at Porter Square Books
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DINNER IN THE LABYRINTH
Atwill, Douglas
Sunstone Press (216 pp.) 
$22.95 paper  |  Jan. 20, 2016
978-1-63293-106-1  

A biographer of artists reflects upon 
his long-term romantic relationships 
with his painter wife and her novelist 
brother in Atwill’s (The Galisteo Escarp-
ment, 2008, etc.) novel.

One July morning in 2011, Graham 
Obermann is handling the final details for a scheduled birth-
day party that evening for his wife, modern artist Celia Pros-
per. People will expect him to toast Celia at the party as the 
love of his life, but “that is not entirely true,” he tells readers. 

“I love another one of the Prospers as much, if not more.” The 
novel then crosscuts between Graham’s party preparations 
and his history with the Prosper family, which began when he 
and Celia’s brother, Karl, shared an apartment during graduate 
school in 1960. Graham soon accompanied Karl home to the 
Prosper compound in Santa Fe, New Mexico (where Graham 
now lives), which was dominated by patriarch Wingrave Pros-
per, the first of many artists about whom Graham will write 
biographies. Graham marries and has children with Celia, but 
she accepts the fact that he spends his summers in Europe with 
novelist Karl, where the two men pursue a sexual relationship 
as well as their individual writing. Several tragedies punctuate 
the proceedings—Wingrave dies in a blaze that has roots in his 
parental transgressions, Karl experiences trauma from his stint 
in the Vietnam War, and other Prosper relatives tragically per-
ish. A wrap-up at the story’s end reveals yet another shocking 
event and a new relationship. Santa Fe–based Atwill has crafted 
a colorful, complex novel. He presents his main character in 
the first person in its 2011 segments and in the third-person in 
all others; the result is a rich, prismatic portrait that touches 
on Graham’s musings on his own nuanced sexuality as well as 
his various studies of postimpressionist artists. He draws sec-
ondary characters and subplots less successfully, though; Karl’s 
appeal, for example, is more stated than shown, and Wingrave’s 
sins are worthy of further development, perhaps in a separate 
novel. Overall, however, this is an ambitious, beautifully ren-
dered effort.

An intense, impressionistic exploration of art and 
sexuality.
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JAKE’S KINDERGARTEN CHECKUP by Chrystal de Freitas ......... 125
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

WHERE DO THINGS GO?
Heidish, Marcy
Dolan & Assoc. (154 pp.)
$9.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Jan. 11, 2016
978-0-9905262-4-7
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THE COINCIDENCE MAKERS
Blum, Yoav
Self (248 pp.) 
$4.99 e-book  |  Aug. 23, 2015  

An unlikely thriller about the 
behind-the-scenes operatives who keep 
the gears of chance turning.

Blum’s (Giving the Moon, 2010) novel 
has the determinacy of fate as its core. 
But fate isn’t impersonal luck or divine 
intervention; rather, it’s an ordinary, 
albeit unseen, bureaucracy. Emily, Eric, 

and Guy have been operatives in this supernatural organiza-
tion—professional coincidence-makers—for three years as the 
story opens. They’ve completed their course work in dreams, 
luck distribution, and how to be imaginary friends to a wide 
spectrum of normal people. They’ve studied works such as 
Introduction to Serendipity as they’ve adapted to being the world’s 
most secret agents. Their job now is to stand “in the gray area 
between fate and free will,” where they “create situations that 
create situations that create more situations that ultimately 
can create thoughts and decisions,” and although they possess 
other powers (including “the ability to experience the present 
as something that was the future until a moment ago when it 
became ever so slightly past”), they’re still quite human in their 
confused loyalties and emotions, including those they have for 
one another. Blum unfolds his fractured and fascinating plot 
in this strange, alternate hyperreality. Along the way, he intro-
duces a large cast of characters for whom Emily, Eric, or Guy 
have at one point or other been imaginary friends, including a 
little boy named Michael, who grows up to have an unexpected 
impact on the world of coincidence-makers. The nature of the 
novel’s premise allows the author plenty of leeway to smartly 
play around with the concept of coincidence in a fictional nar-
rative, and he builds a tesseract of contingent possibilities that 
eventually spurs the story to a dramatic climax. Although the 
narrative can occasionally be too expository, it’s rendered all 
the more exciting due to the fact that virtually anything can 
happen in a world where “you’re no longer sure whether you are 
you, or someone they wanted you to be.” 

A smart, unpredictable, and heartfelt adventure story 
about the agents of luck.

American copyright law has nev-
er been exactly crystalline, and there 
is no shortage of lawsuits as a result. 
How do you copyright your work 
(mail it to yourself?), and what are the 
benefits of doing so? We asked Jan F. 
Constantine, the general counsel for 
the Authors Guild, which advocates 
for the rights of writers, to explain. 

Jan F. Constantine: This gets a 
bit complicated, but I’ll be as clear as I can be. Techni-
cally, it’s a bit imprecise to talk about “copyrighting” a 
work. The copyright comes into being when a work is 
set down (“fixed” is the legal term) in a tangible medi-
um. So as soon as you write some-
thing—pen on paper or fingers on 
keyboard—that’s when copyright 
protection attaches to the writing. 

Registering the copyright is a 
different story—you get copyright 
protection whether or not you for-
mally register your work with the 
Copyright Office, but if you do reg-
ister, there are added benefits that 
have been put in place to incentivize 
copyright owners to register their 
works. For example, you must regis-
ter your copyright before you can sue someone for copy-
right infringement. 

Also, timely registration is evidence in court that a 
copyright is valid and that the facts in the certificate 
of registration are true. This means in a copyright in-
fringement suit, it becomes the opposing party’s re-
sponsibility to show that your copyright is invalid or 
that you’re not the owner. Lastly, registration makes it 
clear that you own the copyright, making it harder for 
infringers to argue that they infringed without knowing 
who truly owned the work.

Writers can register their work at www.copyright.gov. Also, 
the Authors Guild welcomes self-published authors. Find out 
about membership at www.authorsguild.com/join. 

Karen Schechner is the senior Indie editor. 

protecting 
your work

Jan F. Constantine
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WATCH THAT RAT HOLE 
And Witness the 
REIT Revolution
Campbell, Kenneth D.
Archway Publishing (582 pp.) 
$45.95  |  $33.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Jan. 3, 2016
978-1-4808-2314-3
978-1-4808-2316-7 paper  

Debut author Campbell shares his 
journey as journalist and adviser covering 

the real estate investment trust market in this financial history 
and memoir.

In 1961, the author moved his wife and children from Ohio 
to the New York City area for the next step in his journalism 
career: working at House & Home, a Time Inc.–owned trade publi-
cation. His new boss directed him to “watch that rat hole”—that 
is, to track real estate investment trusts, a financial product that 
the U.S. Congress had recently approved. Campbell’s “rat hole” 
ended up dominating the rest of his life; he soon started a REIT-
focused newsletter service and also eventually became an adviser 
to those seeking to invest or undertake merger and acquisition 
deals in this arena. Using many statistical charts, he recounts the 
REIT market’s fluctuating fortunes; it tanked during the OPEC 
oil crisis and general economic downturn, then rose from the 
ashes, thanks in part to financial players who were eager for tax 
write-offs and bargains. Campbell conveys his impressions of 
and encounters with an array of world financial figures, includ-
ing Warren Buffett, Ivan Boesky, Michael Milken, and Carl 
Icahn, within this resurgence. He also discusses his additional 
work as a money manager, during which he handled assets of the 
World Bank. An appendix examines the short-lived New York 
Real Estate Securities Exchange in the 1930s, which Campbell 
terms “the Run-up to the REIT Revolution.” With his passion 
and expertise, the author will effectively capture many readers’ 
interest in considering REITs as an intriguing asset class. Yet he 
also provides a rather dizzying amount of data as well as details 
about lesser-known individuals in the REIT sphere, which may 
overwhelm more general readers. His recollections of his child-
hood and earlier newspaper career, while often quite colorful and 
charming, would perhaps fit better in a separate memoir. There’s 
also surprisingly little contextual discussion on how REITs fared 
during the most recent economic downturn. Still, Campbell 
clearly had a ringside seat for much of REIT history, ultimately 
making this compendium a valuable resource.

A highly detailed collection of insider insights into a 
complex investment vehicle.

THE PURSUIT OF WISDOM
A Chronological Inquiry of 
the World’s Most Influential 
Seekers of Wisdom in 
the Fields of Theology, 
Philosophy, and Science
Chavooshian, Dean
Outskirts Press Inc. (446 pp.) 
$29.95  |  $16.95 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Dec. 18, 2015
978-1-4787-4372-9
978-1-4787-4325-5 paper  

An exploration of man’s evolving search for answers, featur-
ing short profiles of historically influential theologians, philoso-
phers, scientists, and mathematicians.

Chavooshian’s debut is a chronicle of figures who dared 
to ask the most significant questions about man’s existence. 
Some were theologians, such as Jesus Christ, Muhammad, 
and Ramakrishna, positing man’s place in the universe and 
the nature of his creation; others were scientists, such as Hip-
pocrates, Charles Darwin, or Albert Einstein, who dared to 
question the mechanics of the physical world. Many of them 
owed the language and manner of their ideas to early philoso-
phers, including Plato, Socrates, and Sun Tzu, whose methods 
would be adopted (and sometimes rejected) by later figures, 
such as Søren Kierkegaard, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Friedrich 
Nietzsche. Chavooshian profiles all these people, along with 
more than 70 other great thinkers from throughout history, in 
loose chronological order, summarizing their contributions 
in succinct but thoroughly researched chapters, sometimes 
accompanied by images. Despite each chapter’s thrift, they 
present their subjects’ achievements with great enthusiasm, 
offering commentary on how earlier schools of thought helped 
shape their ideas. Each chapter ends with a helpful, encourag-
ing list of each figure’s principal works. Chavooshian presents 
theologians of Islamic, Buddhist, and Hindu origins alongside 
Christian teachers and features Arab and other Eastern phi-
losophers alongside Western peers. In nearly all cases, he pres-
ents their ideas without judgment, although he does take note 
when he believes that certain ways of thinking lead to violence, 
fascism, or anti-Semitism—such as Muslim theologian Al-
Ghazali’s development of Sharia law or the twisting of Karl 
Marx’s communism. Although it’s by no means a comprehen-
sive collection—it’s particularly light on philosophers, theo-
logians, and scientists from the 20th century, for example—it 
makes for an excellent reference source on some of the most 
influential people in mankind’s pursuit of knowledge.

A tribute to humanity’s inquisitive spirit and a use-
ful guidebook for readers looking for a little inspiration 
or purpose.
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THE 3RD WAY
Chivukula, Upendra with Musum, Veny W.
CreateSpace (292 pp.) 
$21.95 paper  |  Oct. 15, 2015
978-1-4942-5460-5  

An ambitious book offers a radical 
proposal to save capitalism by exponen-
tially increasing the number of capitalists.

According to the two debut authors 
and various politicians, the American 
middle class is ailing; while wealth is 

increasingly concentrated in the hands of a plutocratic elite, 
inequality skyrockets. Chivukula, a New Jersey assemblyman 
and Democrat, and Musum, a Republican businessman, argue 
that the crux of the problem is that labor has gradually become 
severed from capital, and so the vast majority of productivity 
in the economy is supplied by a disenfranchised class hobbled 
by an appalling lack of appropriate payment for its efforts. The 
authors contend that the solution to this problem is to make 
the economy more inclusive by expanding the private owner-
ship of both small businesses and corporations. This would be 
largely accomplished by a systematic overhaul of the tax system, 
which would simultaneously decrease taxes and dismantle vari-
ous tax barriers to the proliferation of Employee Stock Own-
ership Plans. Those stock plans permit workers to enjoy the 
advantages of ownership while avoiding the principal disadvan-
tages: they don’t have to buy this stock with their own wages or 
front their own property as collateral. The authors repeatedly 
make clear that this enlargement of the owner class, or the cre-
ation of more capitalists, drives their proposal. “Here’s the bot-
tom line: Dramatically accelerate broad based property/capital 
ownership. Do that by requiring every corporate tax incentive 
conditioned on having some form of a broad based ownership 
share plan for their workers. Period.” The authors believe that 
this approach navigates between the alternatives of ferocious 
capitalism and ideological socialism. They call this the third way, 
which is an expression of “economic democracy.” This is not a 
facile exercise in political idealism: Chivukula and Musum fur-
nish considerable empirical evidence that their strategy will not 
only work, but also be politically appealing to a broad spectrum 
of citizens, irrespective of party allegiances. They overstate the 
manner in which they provide a new alternative to both capital-
ism and socialism—this is really an intensification of capitalism. 
They likely also exaggerate the bipartisan allure of their ideas, 
since many will reject the central role given to the continued 
health and reliability of the corporate sector. But this remains 
an impressively ambitious effort to find pragmatic and innova-
tive solutions to problems created and sustained by blinkered 
partisan commitments.

A serious, rigorous contribution to the debate over how 
to rescue a drowning middle class.

SECTOR 64: AMBUSH
Cole, Dean M.
CreateSpace (450 pp.) 
$13.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book
Sep. 8, 2014
978-1-5005-8255-5 

First contact with a benevolent 
alien race leads to an all-out war in this 
sci-fi novel.

Capt. Jake Giard of the U.S. Air Force 
accompanies Lt. Victor Croft on his F-22 

training maneuvers. Each man flies a fighter jet above Nevada’s 
nighttime desert, near Nellis Air Force Base, prior to upcoming 
deployment to Afghanistan. Then, a dramatically lit UFO rock-
ets past them without appearing on radar, at what they believe 
to be “Mach four or better.” When the jets lose electricity, their 
flight paths begin to eerily intersect. Jake eventually regains 
power and lands safely. Victor does not and crashes. Upon exit-
ing his F-22, Jake is arrested, interrogated, and told to act as if 
the horrible night never occurred. His girlfriend, Capt. Sandra 
Fitzpatrick, wants to report the coverup to the Judge Advocate 
General. Instead, Jake is summoned to Washington, D.C., by his 
old flight school friend Richard Allison, who remains cryptic, 
saying, “You’ve stumbled into something bigger than you can 
imagine.” Deep beneath the Pentagon, Jake is introduced to 
the reality that humans are not alone in the Milky Way galaxy. 
Not only that, but there is a transgalactic government ready 
to aid humanity throughout the next phase of its history. Cole 
(Retribution: Sector 64, 2016, etc.) tackles the first-contact sce-
nario with bombastic flair, feeding sci-fi action fans one excel-
lent tableau after another. His vibrant prose, whether detailing 
fighter jet capabilities or the craggy interiors of an alien craft, 
delivers the high-resolution imagery of a Hollywood block-
buster. The faster-than-light speed, for example, “squeezed 
the incoming photons streaming from the stars abeam and for-
ward of the fleet into a fish-eyed cluster of light.” Best of all is 
Cole’s thought-provoking rationale behind humanity’s lengthy 
jump to a star-faring species: readers learn that “if energy trad-
ing weren’t such an integral part of [the global economy], we 
would’ve had a shorter transition.” The second half of the narra-
tive offers an absolute widescreen blowout of conquering ships 
and slavering, vengeance-obsessed villains, given weight by an 
endearing set of heroes.

A technologically riveting dream for sci-fi action fans.
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HOW TO GAME PEOPLE 
WITHOUT EVEN TRYING
A Daughter’s Legacy
Cooke, Elizabeth
Archway Publishing (200 pp.) 
$33.95  |  $14.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Aug. 26, 2015
978-1-4808-2104-0
978-1-4808-2103-3 paper  

A woman’s Paris trip is an opportu-
nity to learn all she can about her wealthy, reticent father, whose 
sudden death may reveal more secrets in Cooke’s (A Tale of Two 
Hotels, 2015, etc.) dramatic thriller.

Twenty-three-year-old New Yorker Sara Mammon knows 
very little about her dad, Saul, a zealous businessman currently 
living in France. So when he invites her for a Christmas visit 
in 1979, she takes a three-month leave of absence from her 
job. Hoping to better understand her father, Sara realizes that 
Saul’s ruthless in his business dealings, unconcerned with incit-
ing people’s wrath. He, for one, promises the exclusive on his 
Moscow hotel’s imminent opening to the Russians but readily 
hands the scoop to someone else. Sara has a lot to contend with 
in Paris, starting with Saul’s uncivil, materialistic German girl-
friend, Renata. There’s also Sara’s dalliance with French journal-
ist Denys Déols, whose articles on Saul don’t paint her father 
in the brightest colors. But things take an appalling turn when 
Sara discovers Saul’s body; he’s dead of an apparent heart attack. 
She believes it’s murder and is determined to find the killer, but 
the suspect list isn’t brief. Saul, who made frequent excursions 
to Russia, may have been on the CIA’s payroll or a double agent 
for the KGB. There’s murder and mystery in Cooke’s tale, but 
it’s not truly a murder mystery. Saul himself is the enigma, more 
so than the peculiar circumstances surrounding his death. A 
complex character, he seems to reject all intimacy, likely due to 
being an outcast in his youth for uneven legs and an ear ban-
daged from surgery. The murder, meanwhile, hardly changes 
Sara’s purpose: she’s still learning about Saul; like meeting his 
(possible) CIA contact. Cooke’s narrative reads like poetry, but 
it’s neither verbose nor dismissive of the plot. For example, 
as an irate Sara waits on Déols’ doorstep: “The edge of stone 
beneath her buttocks was pointed, but not nearly so sharp as 
her thoughts of the journalist.” Sara may or may not identify 
the murderer(s), but it’s beside the point. Her riveting journey 
involves understanding Saul, in both life and death.

A surprisingly tender story of a daughter devoted to 
knowing her father, even posthumously.

JAKE’S KINDERGARTEN 
CHECKUP 
de Freitas, Chrystal
Illus. by Lyon, Tammie
Carmel Valley Pediatrics (38 pp.) 
$9.95 paper  |  Jan. 10, 2016
978-0-9844529-4-1 

Experienced pediatrician de Freitas 
shows her comforting bedside manner in 

this very encouraging, cheerfully illustrated picture book.
Jake is ready for kindergarten except for one thing: his kin-

dergarten checkup. His little sister, Chloe, who loves to play 
doctor, can’t wait for Jake to go, but he’s worried about having 
to get a shot. At a doctor’s office populated by a diverse array 
of patients and staff, Jake’s mom tries to comfort him: “It’ll be 
over before you know it,” she says. “Let’s wait and see what Dr. 
Dee says.” As the nurse takes Jake through all his measurements, 
Chloe can’t wait for it to be her turn. Jake’s frustrated by her 
distractions: “This is my appointment. Remember?!” Through 
the regular weight and height checks to the more specific kin-
dergarten-readiness tests, such as the hearing test and a urine 
check, de Freitas describes everything approachably, allowing 
children to feel that maybe Jake’s worries aren’t so well-founded. 
When Dr. Dee, a woman pediatrician, enters, there’s even more 
checking to do. De Freitas introduces various medical terms—
including otoscope and opthalmoscope—that will please the 
Doc McStuffins crowd. But soon, despite the fun of the visit, 
the dreaded moment arrives: it’s time for a shot. It’s not Jake 
who needs comforting, though—it’s Chloe, who’s suddenly in 
tears! Jake is so distracted by Chloe’s crying and his admirable 
big-brother efforts to comfort her, he hardly notices his shot 
at all. Lyon presents all the instruments and atmosphere of the 
pediatrician’s office in clear, easy to identify, soft-hued illustra-
tions, and her cartoonlike characters have easy-to-read facial 
expressions. With the heavy load of text, necessary for all the 
information offered, it could be a case of information over-
load. But Freitas and Lyon sidestep potential confusion with a 
well-considered layout that sometimes features three or four 
pictures per page, showing each step of the process. De Freitas’ 
dialogue is spot-on, and nervous youngsters will find Dr. Dee’s 
interactions with Jake and Chloe reassuring.

Help kids prepare for a doctor’s visit, especially the kin-
dergarten checkup, with helpful tips for Mom and Dad, too.

Cooke’s narrative reads like poetry, but it’s neither 
verbose nor dismissive of the plot.

how to game people without even trying
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FORGETTING TABITHA
Dewey, Julie
Holland Press (280 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Dec. 17, 2015
978-0-578-17231-6  

An epic tale of the interlocking paths 
of orphans struggling to survive in 19th-
century New York.

Tabitha Colleen Salt was born in 1850 
on a farm in Westchester, New York, to 
loving parents. When her father died, 

her mother moved the two of them to New York City. They 
lived in the notorious Five Points District, known for its clamor, 
debauchery, and merciless gangs. Tabitha and her mother, 
Maura Anne Salt, manage to make ends meet, but Maura dies 
suddenly from dental surgery, and Tabitha is left to fend for 
herself. Not quite 11, she briefly lives under a stoop and makes 
fast friends with Scotty, already a hardened street kid. She 
moves to the Elizabeth Home for Girls and is sent westward by 
train as a part of a program to find suitable homes for orphans 
removed from the dangers and temptations of city life. Sister 
Agnes shows Tabitha great kindness, encourages her to forget 
her past, and rechristens her Mary. Mary cares for young orphan 
Edmund while on the train, and the two grow close like siblings. 
Mary and Edmund are adopted by families that live close to 
each other, and Mary quickly discovers that Scotty was adopted 
by a family nearby as well. Mary and Scotty eventually fall in 
love, while Edmund’s affections are captured by Gert; she, too, 
is an orphan who, emulating her mother, turns to prostitution 
to survive. Author Dewey is an experienced novelist (The Other 
Side of the Fence, 2015, etc.), and her skill shines through her art-
ful braiding of several complex narratives. While Mary is the 
protagonist, much of the plot unfurls from the perspectives of 
the other orphans. Dewey affectingly depicts the stranglehold 
the orphans’ pasts exert over their present lives and the tenacity 
with which they embrace love and loyalty. Sometimes, the story 
takes a grim turn, but tragedy is never gratuitously introduced 
to this implausibly heartwarming novel.

A vivid dramatization of the plight of orphans, both 
poignant and historically sound.

THE PRESENT 
PARENT TOOLKIT
Dukes, Timothy
Self (164 pp.)

A short, empathetic debut guide to 
conscientious parenting.

Dukes has produced a clearheaded, 
well-designed book about how parents 
can be “consistently located in [their] 
child’s world” by combatting the rush-

ing pace of modern life. The author looks at the full spectrum 
of parental responsibilities and stresses that the key to fulfill-
ing the parenting role is paying attention—to one’s own needs 
and limitations and to every detail of one’s children’s lives. 
Parents must take heed of “the amount of incidental time we 
spend with our children,” he writes. “Simply put, presence.” In 
Dukes’ formulation, such consistent presence isn’t smothering 
but rather nurturing—a heightened sensitivity and awareness 
of the “stew of past, present, and future parental influences” 
that inevitably inform the relationship. In many instances, the 
author’s concept of “present” parenting boils down to giving 
mothers and fathers permission to forgive themselves for short-
comings and oversights. “Parenting is not a problem to be fixed,” 
he reminds readers—a somewhat counterintuitive observation 
for a parenting guide. “Perfect parenting is a myth.” Instead 
of flawlessness, he argues, caregivers should strive for open-
ness and sensitivity to the incredible power of example, which 
children use to learn about the world around them. Gently but 
firmly, he advises parents that a crucial step is to become less 
self-absorbed; for example, he warns them not to “enter your 
child’s day locked inside your mood.” His prose throughout is 
straightforward and mostly free of self-help cant, and many of 
his concepts come as much-needed reminders of basic ideas, 
especially for overworked or sometimes-absent parents who 
may lose sight of the awe and wonder of raising kids. Parenting, 
Dukes writes, represents the opportunity to “start fresh every 
day,” and his book offers readers a great deal of help in seizing 
that opportunity.

A conversational and compassionate handbook for kids’ 
caregivers.

NANI’S TALE
Fair, Corey
Just Write Publishing (142 pp.) 
$6.38 paper  |  $6.38 e-book  |  Feb. 17, 2016
978-0-9973076-0-3  

A little girl struggles to find love and 
salvation against terrifying odds in this 
debut novel.

Fair’s story centers on an 11-year-old 
girl named Nani, who, as the story opens, 
lives with her mother and her mother’s 
boyfriend, Calvin Smith, who doesn’t 

“do nothing but shoot dope, get drunk, beat me, and boss my 
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mom around.” Nani at first thinks of smooth-talking and char-
ismatic Calvin as a kind of superhero, but that attractive facade 
quickly falls away to reveal a violent man of ungovernable rages. 
He makes life a hell of anxiety and fear for both Nani and her 
mother, and things only get worse when Calvin’s 11-year-old son, 
Roger, comes to live with them. Roger is every bit as terrified 
of Calvin as Nani and her mother are, but he’s also predatory 
toward Nani, trying to take advantage of her while she’s too 
innocent to know what he’s doing (“During that time in my 
life,” the narrator tells us, “a part of me died too”). During a 
particularly harrowing scene, Roger’s perversions are revealed 
to Calvin with sudden and tragic consequences that underscore 
the chancy, dangerous world of Nani’s childhood. As Calvin’s 
vicious temper grows steadily worse, life in that world becomes 
the stuff of nightmares (“I wished my life was just a dream,” 
Nani thinks, “and that I could wake up to find out that none 
of the bad things in it had ever existed”). She seems doomed, 
but suddenly at school one day she meets her “angel,” a fourth-
grader named Danny Rogers. He protects her from bullies and 
introduces her to his family (his father is a minister); for the first 
time in her life, Nani feels accepted and loved. Fair casts her 
narrative in Nani’s point of view, and the juxtaposition of the 
character’s youth and tragic circumstances can make for some 
grippingly tough reading. At one point, Nani barely survives a 
house fire (“My skin felt like a million fire ants were biting me. 
My eyes were hurting and stinging. I thought I was going to 
die”). After her prolonged ordeal with the drug-crazed Calvin, 
Nani’s redemption with the Rogers family feels comparatively 
rushed and shallow. But by that point, readers should forgive 
anything that gets her out of the inferno.

A taut and rewarding tale about a young girl’s frighten-
ing life and last-minute rescue.

THERE IS ALL OF FOREVER
When a Child at Play Waves 
a Dandelion Puff on a 
Windy Day
Fondy, Thomas Paul
Manuscript (71 pp.)

Fondy’s (There Is Not More of Won-
der, 2013) new collection offers poems 
that peer into the past while speaking to 
future generations. 

In the opening pages of this eclectic new volume of verse, 
Fondy identifies himself as a member of the “orphan genera-
tion”—the postwar children who saw so many of their elders 
give their lives at places such as Pearl Harbor, Normandy, and 
the Savo Straits (where the author’s older cousin perished). In 
this book, he looks back on the interceding decades and offers 
poetic advice for generations to come. One early poem, “World 
War II: A Tribute,” recalls that conflict but is addressed to “our 
grandchildren and beyond”: “Embrace us forever, though our 
time is ending, / From shared life together, our music descend-
ing. / When dawn lives awaken, to one human family, / Remem-
ber lives given to crush race tyranny.” A number of other poems 

from the first part of the book are similarly, and productively, 
grounded in recent history; others look back further in time. 

“Being to Becoming,” for instance, sings the praises of the red-
wood tree, which for “4000 years / Pierces the sky.” And “To 
Our Millennium Ending” compares humans to “drops... / from 
the misty mountains / Of two thousand millennia ago.” In sum, 
the past is never far from Fondy’s mind, but rather than making 
his verse seem dated or irrelevant, this retrospective view only 
lends gravity and deep feeling to his words. In truth, the author 
seems as interested in current events as he is in the wide sweep 
of history. A variety of other poems take on the controversies 
of the day—the Iraq War, the secretariat of Donald Rumsfeld, 
the concentration of wealth in America, and the country’s reli-
ance on fossil fuels—and many advance the author’s progressive 
politics. But much to his credit, these poems speak less to any 
blind partisanship than to the fire in his belly. Scattered among 
these political reflections are other gems, including poems on 
love, family, science, and God.

Poignant, powerful meditations on time, change, and 
the events that shape our lives.

SPRING
Gerkman, Jeannine
Illus. by the author
Dog Ear (34 pp.) 
$18.00  |  $11.95 paper  |  Jun. 2, 2015
978-1-4575-3852-0
978-1-4575-3072-2 paper  

Gerkman introduces young readers 
to a poem employing a variety of new springtime vocabulary 
words in this short but image-packed debut picture book.

Despite a lingering chill, spring begins bringing green back 
to the world—every “tree and hill”—as this volume opens. 
Showing a lovely image of pink cherry blossoms blowing onto 
a garden arbor and catching on fern fronds on the next page, 
the volume offers children first a look at the changing plants, 
and then at the assorted animals, that signify the spring sea-
son. Images of tadpoles, daffodils, tulips, and ducks should be 
familiar to residents of the Northern states. Then Gerkman, an 
accomplished illustrator, introduces a few rarer species: egrets 
and cormorants make their appearances, adding “their chorus 
to the mix.” After a wonderful list of sights and sounds in the 
natural world—and the man-made one, as the book mentions 
the smell of “fresh mown lawn”—the poem finishes on a note 
about the fleeting nature of the season: “Too soon, daylight 
hours will lengthen / And Spring will have gone.” Although the 
poetic nuances may go over the heads of young lap readers hear-
ing the words aloud from their caretakers, the images are won-
derfully sensory and accessible, whether it’s the quacks of ducks 
to their young or the smells of hyacinths and grass. Gerkman 
provides a glossary of some of the less familiar words at the end, 
although she omits words like “arbor” and “frond,” which, while 
depicted, are still likely to be unfamiliar to young readers and 
listeners. The illustrations throughout are a delight, particularly 
the wonderfully lifelike birds and detailed flowers. Children 

The illustrations throughout are a delight, particularly the 
wonderfully lifelike birds and detailed flowers.

spring



INTERVIEWS & PROFILES
H.M. Ward

WE TALK TO THE INDIE SUPERSTAR  
By Poornima Apte

H.M. Ward is a powerhouse 
in the indie romance genre 
and is approaching 13 million 
titles sold. While Ward has 
penned many romance and 
paranormal titles, she says that 
contrary to popular belief, the 
primary subject matter of her 
romance titles is not sex. They 
are instead about redemption 
and how long the human spirit 
can persevere through suffer-
ing. Ward is still 100 percent 
indie-published and keeps a 

pulse on the traditional market to get the best outcomes for her 
work. After a difficult personal year in 2015, Ward is back again 
with a vengeance. The Arrangement series will conclude with 
book 23 later this summer, and audiobooks of her titles are in 
production again.

Can you describe your start as an author? What was 
your first book, and how did you go about publishing it?
I wrote my first novel, Demon Kissed, during the summer of 2010 
and spent the summer and fall researching traditional publishing. 
I only submitted the manuscript to a handful of agencies before 
I was offered representation. While the book was on submission 
in New York, I realized that traditional publishing wasn’t for me 
and pulled my manuscript. Three weeks later, I released it on my 
own. I used skills I already had to make my website, shoot and 
design the cover, and do formatting. I spent $200 to publish the 
title and recouped it the first week after the book was released 
because of the groundwork that I laid long before I sent my first 
query letter. I built my author platform and had 20,000 Face-
book fans at launch, who were all drooling for the book. Within 
a year I had a website with over a million hits and a thriving com-
munity of rabid readers excited for the next novel.

Are you able to elaborate what made you realize tradi-
tional publishing wasn’t for you?
It’s about control. I’m a bit of an anomaly in that I’m very good 
at marketing and branding. When it became clear that those 
assets wouldn’t be utilized in traditional publishing, it made 

me stop and think. There’s a rift between publishing arms 
within traditional New York publishers. The end result is that 
one hand isn’t working in tandem with the other. I want every 
possible benefit at the forefront to make sure my book suc-
ceeds. When I later approached New York again, I requested 
marketing plans, but what I was presented with was anemic. 
They didn’t bring enough to the table for someone like me, so I 
walked away. More than once.

How different are the rules of the game today than 
from when you first started?
The market has changed radically over the past six years and 
will continue to do so. There was a time when the New York 
Times said there would never be an indie author on their list. 
There was also a time when indie authors outnumbered every-
one else on the list. That alone is an indication of how far the 
market sways from side to side. This is a career for those who 
enjoy a challenge. If you thrive on status, this isn’t for you.

How do you distinguish yourself in the marketplace, es-
pecially in the crowded romance genre?
Standing out is a must. In my books, there needs to be an ele-
ment that says this is classic H.M. Ward, which usually equates 
to an evocative read that questions morality and redemption. 
I’m often surprised how many readers are able to put their fin-
gers on that, but they do. If you don’t know why people should 
read your books, people won’t read them. You need a clear iden-
tity that gives the reader parameters and sets expectations. 
With my titles, it doesn’t matter which genre they’re reading, 
those elements (suffering, redemption, love) remain constant 
because they’re important to me.

Looking back, if there is one thing that you would have 
done differently, what would that be?
I would have changed the cover on Scandalous sooner. I waited nine 
months because I was in love with the original cover. Bad move. 
Covers make or break books. Don’t marry yours. 

Do you self-publish these days or use traditional pub-
lishers, or are you a hybrid of both?
I am still 100 percent indie, by choice. I keep checking to see 
where New York publishers are in the process of change. One 
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should gravitate to the tadpoles in the pond (decorated by the 
previous page’s cherry blossoms for a fun continuity), the duck-
lings, and the doe and her fawn, but adults will likely appreciate 
Gerkman’s efforts to achieve anatomical accuracy in rendering 
the smaller, active songbirds. The poem scans well, its rhythm 
never faltering under the sophisticated word choices.

Appealing illustrations and strong sensory descrip-
tions make this volume a superb choice for a calm, night-
time lap read or a unit on the seasons for lower elementary 
school classes.

POLITICAL COMPASSION
Hadid, Mohanad
Page Publishing (328 pp.) 
$32.95  |  $17.95 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Nov. 4, 2015
978-1-68213-779-6
978-1-68213-777-2 paper  

A philosophical approach to under-
standing the balance between selfishness 
and compassion in political systems.

In this debut political science book, Hadid argues for a 
theory of political behavior as a combination of self-interested 
and community-oriented action; it produces negative results, 
he says, when the human tendency toward selfishness exceeds 
that of compassion. The author draws on the work of several 
noted philosophers in developing this theory, relying primar-
ily on Friedrich Nietzsche’s idea of the yes man as a launching 
point for his own analysis. The role of government, according 
to Hadid, is to “see to it that the energy of all citizens is not 
being wasted or held back and that as the individual targets 
happiness as an objective, culture should promote happiness to 
prevail throughout.” He argues for seeing human interactions 
through the lens of psychology rather than as a series of rational 
economic transactions; from this, he urges an understanding of 
political systems as a reflection of emotional behaviors that can 
be regulated by making sense of goals and motivating factors. 
A successful political system, he asserts, is based on maintain-
ing the dignity of all participants, limiting inequality, overcom-
ing prejudice, and ensuring that physical and emotional needs 
are met. “Social reform is best accomplished in childhood,” he 
notes, while arguing for an ongoing system of education that 
will inculcate compassionate values. Although this book deals 
with a complex topic in highly theoretical terms, Hadid does an 
excellent job of explaining the philosophical concepts involved 
and presenting coherent arguments. The book does not offer 
practical solutions, overall, but it does provide a framework for 
understanding the world of human governance. It also shows 
how such governance can be used as a force for uniting people—
maximizing a collective benefit instead of limiting success to a 
privileged few.

A well-argued work of political theory that makes a 
case for a shift away from self-interest.

 
area where I see the most change, and desire to embrace the 
new market, is with AmazonCrossing. They’ve been translating 
The Arrangement into German and will soon start on Damaged 
1 and 2. They’ve studied the market here and overseas, taken 
traditional elements and mixed them with indie panache, and 
we’ve had mind-blowing results.

Do you feel there’s still a stigma associated with self-
publishing these days, or do you see that as largely hav-
ing been erased?
The stigma is still there, but it’s becoming more apparent to 
readers that it doesn’t matter as long as the story is good and the 
book looks pretty. At the end of the day, publishing is a business, 
and success is dictated in dollars. Publishers are seeing that ele-
ment now, but I don’t think they’ve figured out how to capital-
ize on the indies they’ve acquired. There’s a difference between 
the sale of tangible and intangible goods (ebooks versus paper) 
that’s caused a chasm. One day someone will figure out how to 
close that gap, and that person/publisher will become the Adon-
is of the market, sitting pretty.

Are you able to share what the initials H.M. mean?
It’s my name—Holly Marie.

Poornima Apte is a Boston-area freelance writer and editor with a 
passion for books.
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PILGRIM WHEELS
Reflections of a Cyclist 
Crossing America
Hanson, Neil
High Prairie Press (232 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Mar. 1, 2015
978-0-9826391-2-2  

A middle-aged cycling enthusiast takes 
a cross-country trip in this travel memoir.

In 2011, Hanson (The Pilgrim Way: 
Ultralight Bicycle Touring, 2015, etc.) surprised his friends with 
an announcement. He was planning a cross-country bicycle trip 
in which he would ride from Big Sur in California to the east 
coast. It was an ambitious undertaking, but he was undaunted. 
Though not a professional cyclist, Hanson, 57, had enough expe-
rience and know-how, and apparently the stamina, to pull it off. 
A friend would join the ride in Flagstaff, Arizona. As Hanson 
departed from Monterey, he hoped for northwest winds to help 
him reach a respectable goal of more than 100 miles per day. 
Sometimes the winds cooperated, sometimes they didn’t, but 
the journey along the Pacific coast and through redwood for-
ests provided a picturesque and soulful beginning to a trip that 
had more to do with peace of mind than simple achievement. 
What lay ahead was the desert in summer. Across the Mojave, 
temperatures in June hovered around 120 degrees, and there 
were stretches with no services for 75 miles. Good planning and 
precise calculations tempered the struggle, as did some inter-
actions with business proprietors in remote locales. After the 
cyclist’s friend Dave Giesler joins the odyssey, the book cov-
ers some of the science of riding in pairs against the wind and 
delves into personal and professional history to highlight what 
makes the trip important to Hanson. In southern Colorado, 
the story turns more meditative, inspired by the astonishing 
scenery, and light philosophizing gives way to a terrific reflec-
tion on cycling as a way to balance the need to achieve with 
the wish to enjoy life. Hanson writes his first-person adventure 
with enough descriptions of the pains and joys of cycling to 
pull the story successfully through some slow patches in bar-
ren landscapes (and plenty of truck stop breakfasts). He may be 
determined to accomplish his goal, but his simultaneous desire 
to improve himself adds a somewhat humble layer to the nar-
rative. The tale concludes in Kansas, with a sequel planned to 
document the remainder of the journey.

A book about an impressive trek through unforgiving 
Western lands that offers a personal reflection and medita-
tion on the art and science of cycling.

THE BRUTAL TRUTH
Harnisch, Jonathan
CreateSpace (108 pp.) 
$5.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book
Dec. 25, 2015
978-1-5229-2072-4  

A collection of personal essays explor-
ing the author’s experiences battling schizo-
phrenia and other mental illnesses.

Prolific writer and filmmaker Harnisch 
(Porcelain Utopia, 2016, etc.) explores his 

personal struggle with mental disorders in this short collec-
tion of autobiographical pieces that he originally wrote for his 

“online community dedicated to mental health.” Throughout his 
adult life, he writes, he’s received myriad diagnoses from doc-
tors, including PTSD, depression, and schizoaffective disorder. 
His book elucidates the day-to-day activities of a person who 
suffers from such conditions, and the author mentions frequent 
communication with therapists, a demanding cigarette addic-
tion, and many sleepless nights. At times, the prose is hard to 
parse, and the content can feel repetitive. However, the author 
shares some incredible insights into what it’s like to suffer from 
the rarely understood symptoms of schizophrenia. In one essay, 
for example, he describes his experience of paranoia: “We have 
become the target of a vast conspiracy stretching on invisible 
webs....It lives in the telephone wires, the cell towers, the papers, 
and even online....It nests in the hearts and minds of my family, 
friends, and loved ones.” He also sheds light on what it’s like to 
suffer from delusions: “Symbols, mythology, and connections, 
even coincidences, take on a very deep and personal meaning, a 
very deep and personal context.” Ultimately, although this work 
is challenging and heavy, it’s also uplifting, as the author never 
loses hope for recovery; instead, he remains tirelessly optimis-
tic: “I keep moving ahead, as always, knowing deep down inside 
that I am a good person and that I am worthy of a good life.”

A courageous, if difficult, self-portrait of one man’s suf-
fering as well as his hope for recovery.

WHERE DO THINGS GO? 
Heidish, Marcy
Dolan & Assoc. (154 pp.) 
$9.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book  |  Jan. 11, 2016
978-0-9905262-4-7  

A powerful collection of poetry in 
which humor is tinged with sadness and 
grief is leavened with warmth.

In her third book of poetry, Heidish 
(Destined to Dance, 2012, etc.) experiments 
with punctuation, spacing, and the phys-

ical shape of texts. Most often she writes in free verse as she 
reflects on her life as writer, poet, and instructor. “The Hour of 
Blue” appears to convey the awkwardness of a new relationship 
with its averted eyes and shared silences, but the speaker turns 
out to be addressing a roster of unknown pupils before the start 

The author shares some incredible insights into what it’s like to 
suffer from the rarely understood symptoms of schizophrenia.

the brutal truth
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of a new semester. This clever rendering of the student-teacher 
dynamic is but one example of the author’s skill and creativity. 
Similarly, she’s able to evoke an entire life story in just a few 
words, as in “The Wizard,” which reveals the secret lurking 
behind the gruff exterior of a gifted repairman whose grey eyes 
are “paired nail-heads.” Nevertheless, themes of mortality and 
loss are front and center as Heidish bears witness to the passage 
of time (“Let me be an old rock-wall in an Irish field”) and bids 
farewell to various people (her first editor, her oldest friend, a 
beloved aunt), places (a bookstore, a tearoom, a bakery), and 
things (her typewriter). Two poems consider the healing effects 
of live music in medical settings. In “Up Near the Ceiling,” the 
playing of a harp in a hospice inspires this gorgeously consonant 
and assonant question about the spirits of the dying: “do they 
float on a lavender ocean, / foam-flecked and lit from far below?” 
At the same time, not all poems focus on doom, gloom, and fad-
ing light. Heidish addresses more quotidian concerns, such as 
the impatience of a doctor’s waiting room, the indignities of 
summer, and the nature of hats. She also writes in the voice of a 
neglected pet fish and wonders how bears receive her discarded 
writings as they rifle through the garbage. A poem about a 60th 
birthday celebration features “all of those tiny candles, / stud-
ding a long barge of tiramisu,” and the speaker wryly calls for 
legislative action limiting the number of candles permitted by 
law, for the safety of us all.

Poems full of linguistic delights and keen emotion.

HOLDING COURT
Held, K.C.
Entangled Publishing (352 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book  |  Mar. 1, 2016
978-1-63375-227-6  

A reluctant psychic stumbles across a 
murder most foul in this debut YA novel.

The aptly named Jules Verity comes 
from a family of “gifted” women. Her 
grandmother reads auras, her mother 
reads objects, and Jules makes psychic 

predictions. Unfortunately, she blurts out prophecies that are 
often ill-timed and difficult to understand (for example, “the 
Hepplewhite hides the boogers”). Jules needs a summer job 
and winds up playing the Mad Maid of Kent at Tudor Times, 
a local Renaissance-themed, dinner-theater experience. Jules’ 
random predictions align perfectly with her role as a crazy psy-
chic nun, and she gets to work in proximity to her longtime 
crush, the swoon-worthy Grayson Chandler. The good news: 
Grayson is handsome and loves The Princess Bride. The bad 
news: he thinks Jules is nuts, and he already has the perfect 
girlfriend, Bree Blair. Yet Jules’ concerns about her love life 
take a back seat when she stumbles across a body in a secret 
passageway. The body quickly disappears, and no one believes 
her until another one is discovered and Jules becomes a tar-
get and suspect. Grayson, a Tudor Times knight-in-training, 
gets the task of guarding Jules, although it turns out it may 
be her heart that needs protection. The novel is a sweet and 

entertaining concoction despite the presence of murder and 
intrigue. Jules is a funny, often cringeworthy heroine who 
believes her tendency to let loose bizarre prophecies makes 
her a freak. Swap out Jules’ supernatural talents for body 
issues or acne and the reader has a relatable and archetypal 
teen. Held does an admirable job of crossing genres; the bud-
ding romance between Grayson and Jules is enjoyable to watch 
unfold, while Held’s murder mystery is a satisfying whodunit. 
The setting at a Medieval Times–like destination in a town 
called Lunevale adds another dose of humor. Held incorpo-
rates a quirky cast of characters, such as Floyd the Keeper and 
King Henry VIII, re-enactors who spend their lives in charac-
ter and provide subtle foils to Jules, who may not be the crazy 
one after all. 

A frothy tale that mixes a whodunit and a teen romance 
with knights and prophecies.

HUNTED
A Jason Dark Mystery
Henkel, Guido
Thunder Peak Publishing (200 pp.) 
$3.99 e-book  |  Sep. 8, 2015  

Henkel’s (Zen of eBook Marketing, 
2016, etc.) paranormal detective Jason 
Dark investigates a deadly ancient vam-
pire in his series’ 11th novel.

Dark and his partner, Sui Lin, have 
just received an offer to be formally 

incorporated into Scotland Yard as heads of the newly created 
Supernatural Investigation Department. He’s unsure whether 
he wants to burden himself with the restrictions of such an 
appointment, but he’s interested in a new case that’s come 
across the desk of his friend Inspector Lestrade (of the Sherlock 
Holmes stories): the murder of two dockworkers who appear to 
have been overpowered by a tremendous force. While investi-
gating the scene of the crime, Dark and Lin find a ring inscribed 
with mysterious Chinese characters that they’re unable to deci-
pher. The two suspect a vampire even though Lestrade laughs 
off the suggestion. Later, when Lin starts seeing apparitions of 
her dead father outside the Chinese market, she suspects the 
events are connected and may be evidence of an old enemy—Fu 
Man Chu. Subsequent events seem to support her theory, par-
ticularly when Dark and his companion become the targets of 
a powerful vampire’s attacks. Solving a murder is one thing, but 
can Dark prevent one—particularly when the killer is an ancient 
being of superhuman power? Henkel writes in ornate prose, 
savoring every word of the story: “Hovering, without any body 
movement involved, the shape in the blue silken robes loomed 
up....Chiseled with shadows, the face was old and wrinkled, the 
skin gray, like a leathery raisin, unmistakably dead.” In other 
books, such language might strike readers as overwrought, but 
here it serves to embellish the romanticized Victorian setting. 
That said, Henkel hasn’t reinvented the wheel with this novel: 
the plot moves through the standard detective formula, and 
the characters, while charming, are highly archetypical. The 
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book’s milieu will be familiar even to those who haven’t previ-
ously encountered the series. Despite these elements (or, more 
likely, because of them), the sensation is not unlike sinking into 
a favorite armchair—readers will enjoy themselves even if they 
feel like they’ve been there before.

A fun, supernatural Victorian mystery.

SCHISM
Holewinski, Britt
Delirious Pixie (274 pp.) 
$2.99 e-book  |  Mar. 14, 2016  

In Holewinski’s debut YA dystopian 
thriller and series opener, teenage survi-
vors of a catastrophic viral outbreak find 
a desolate United States where a fiendish 
few have taken power.

After 13-year-old Andy Christensen 
loses her mother in a car accident, she 

and her father opt to spend the summer of 2017 in Bermuda. 
Then a lethal virus, which started in the United States, kills 6 
billion people—all adults, because children, including Andy 
and her pals Morgan and Charlie Pemberton, are apparently 
immune. The orphaned kids survive on their own for five years, 
but after some other boys brutally rape Morgan, the trio decide 
to leave the island. They set sail for Andy’s home country and 
soon discover a United States in disarray. After they narrowly 
elude gun-toting strangers, they meet Ben and Jim Kelly, two 
cousins who team up with them to look for a new place to live. 
They endure the heat of New Mexico and later join an Aspen, 
Colorado, community ruled by a totalitarian, narcissist Russian 
named Nataliya Ivanova. But in New York City, there’s someone 
much worse: Sean Taylor, who rules the state and surrounding 
areas by force. He’s also a misogynist who coaxes women into 
prostitution and controls people with drugs. When the group 
gets word that Taylor may have stockpiled some of the virus for 
his own use, Andy makes it everyone’s mission to put a stop to 
whatever he may be planning. Holewinski injects realism into 
her apocalyptic tale: although the survivalists are mere chil-
dren, Andy has skills that she picked up from her surgeon father, 
and Charlie’s IQ is off the charts. What they can’t already do, 
they practice, such as by working on car engines. Melodrama 
occasionally seeps into the plot, giving readers a reminder of 
the characters’ immaturity; Andy, for example, takes an instant 
dislike to Nataliya because the Russian blatantly flirts with 
Ben and Jim. The novel’s second half is decidedly intense as 
the group faces danger from Taylor and his unpleasant batch 
of cronies. Holewinski also drops in surprises throughout her 
book, including a pregnancy, a kidnapping, and a shock when 
it’s finally revealed what Taylor’s doing with the virus.

This apocalyptic teen drama’s character interactions may 
draw readers in, but its vigorous story will keep them hooked.

LAOZI 
Quest for the 
Ultimate Reality
Jingwei
Jingwei Publishing (206 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Oct. 26, 2012
978-981-07-3758-0  

Jingwei offers a new translation and 
analysis of an ancient Chinese text.

Serving as an archivist for the impe-
rial court of the Zhou Dynasty (circa 

sixth century B.C.E.), Laozi postulated that the universe was 
formed by Dao, the benevolent spirit of the bellows, who cre-
ates and asks nothing in return. Laozi compiled his thoughts 
in the Dao De Jing, encouraging readers to model their 
actions after the nurturing Dao: “He suggests reconciliation 
in response to grievance suffered, and to embrace the gentle, 
feminine way in life.” Jingwei gives readers all 81 chapters of 
the Dao De Jing, in both the original Chinese and in English 
translation. These are followed by sections labeled “Laozi’s 
thinking,” which breaks down the text further, and “Com-
ments,” which delivers a more modern interpretation of the 
text. Following the 81 chapters are supplementary sections 
that analyze the text by theme—“On Fears and Crises”; “On 
Femininity Appreciated”; “On Freedom”—as well as some 
thoughts on the composition of the text and the intentions 
of Laozi. Jingwei has used a very small font for his debut book 
so that each chapter fits on one page. The volume’s 200-page 
length belies the amount of material found therein. Jingwei’s 
translation remains clear and easy to follow, and the notes fur-
ther clarify the text. Chapter 61, for example, begins: “What-
ever big nation, be low flowing (humble) / Be the world’s 
female.” “Laozi’s thinking” reads: “For big nation, be humble; 
be like the mother of the world.” The “Comment” reads: 

“Here Laozi simply urges nations to behave with humility to 
avoid conflicts with each other.” The reiteration of each con-
cept (in verse, then ancient note, then modern note) has an 
almost meditative effect on the reader, and the frequent use 
of metaphors from nature allows discussions of conflict and 
strife to be removed from any emotion-laden, real-world con-
text. Jingwei occasionally falters in his English, though never 
in a way that makes his intention unclear. He states that his 
purpose in this translation is to bring the text to a wider audi-
ence, and in this he has succeeded.

An accessible and informative presentation of the Dao 
De Jing.
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TRAITORS UNLEASHED
Justine, M.M.
AuthorHouseUK (314 pp.) 
$36.61  |  $19.76 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Jan. 7, 2016
978-1-5049-4543-1
978-1-5049-4544-8 paper  

A pharmaceutical war in Sweden 
incites kidnappings, murder, and betrayal 
in Justine’s (Traitors from Inside Out, 2014) 
medical thriller.

Althonat Global CEO Dr. Martina 
Strömstedt Edgren is lucky to awaken from a coma after a 
Dodge van slammed her Volvo into the icy sea. It may have been 
attempted murder, nearly identical to her parents’ fatal accident, 
and American expatriate Dr. Steven Rangor is the first suspect. 
Rangor, who threatened Martina on the night of her accident, 
works for rival company Citaraph. Althonat’s natural miracle 
drug, Rensblad, and malaria cure, Botanik Herbier, have been 
challenging Citaraph’s Life-Vaccine on the market. While Ran-
gor tries to discredit Althonat and its use of alternative medi-
cine, Martina believes Life-Vaccine compromises the immune 
system, part of the company’s covert “population reduction” 
plan. Meanwhile, the enigmatic Arlik Glenborg Ltd. makes a 
legal claim on Rensblad, while Martina’s papa, Peter, the drug’s 
engineer, made unexplained payments to Arlik. Martina digs up 
dirt on Rangor for leverage but, having endured treachery and 
corporate spies, pushes others away, including her lover-turned-
fiance, Dr. Jonas Eneroth. When a law demands schoolchildren 
be vaccinated with Life-Vaccine, Martina considers the life 
of her 6-year-old son, Joachim, to be in peril. Citaraph board 
members, however, feeling they can’t control Martina, may ini-
tiate Plan B, a much more immediate menace to Joachim. The 
thriller turns pharmaceuticals into sheer entertainment, with 
the protagonist hounded by individuals who apparently want 
her dead. It’s a sequel, picking up six days after the last novel, 
but knowledge of the preceding book isn’t a necessity. Justine 
skillfully recaps for new readers without excessively retread-
ing for those familiar with the storyline. Laudable villains are 
unmistakably creepy: Dr. Fritz Grenzken tests an experimen-
tal drug on pseudo-girlfriend Birgit Halonen, and Rangor is 
Martina’s next-door neighbor by design. Justine does tend to 
overstate the baddies’ malevolence: more than one character 
likens Citaraph to the Gestapo, with the company’s nefarious 
research facility discernibly named Devilund Clinic. Though 
subplots continue from the prior book, Justine resolves at least 
some of them, like a killer identified for a murder. She provides 
material for the proposed next installment as well when Mar-
tina exposes a shocking (potential) traitor.

The author injects mystery and suspense into a tale of 
feuding drug companies.

THE COMPUTER HEIST
King, Michael P.
Blurred Lines Press (181 pp.) 
$0.99 e-book  |  Mar. 22, 2016 

King’s (The Traveling Man, 2015) lat-
est thriller picks up the trail of his mar-
ried con artists as they descend on a 
software company.

Samantha Bartel is the assistant 
director of new development for Leap-
frog Technologies in Cloverdale. Mid-
dle-aged, unmarried, and resentful of 

her superiors at Leapfrog who have benefited from her work, 
Sam plans sabotage. Enter the Traveling Man and his wife, this 
time using the names Joe and Tess Campbell. After surviv-
ing their previous con in Seanboro, this ruthless, manipula-
tive couple once again hopes to fleece a deserving mark. Sam 
reveals that her company is about to roll out a data-mining 
program called Lilypad 5. For $100,000—half up front—she 
hires the Campbells to help steal the program and destroy the 
server holding it. While Leapfrog reels from the “accident,” 
Sam plans to sell Lilypad 5 to one of her firm’s competitors. 
Personal lives, however, tend to skew even the best-laid scams. 
Ronnie Franklin, Leapfrog’s director of new development, and 
Leroy Smalls, the company’s security chief, need piles of cash 
for private reasons. Once an initial double cross threatens 
to implode Leapfrog, the Campbells must stay ahead of the 
mayhem if they want to get paid. King returns in fine form 
with his devious creations in tow. Fascinating as the Camp-
bells are, however, Sam, Ronnie, and Leroy vie for the read-
er’s sympathy in remarkable ways. When lovelorn Sam dines 
with a potential mate named Reuben, she wonders whether 
her life with him “would be just as empty as it was now, only 
with twice the laundry and cleaning?” King hints at the poten-
tial for psychological trauma from the lives his protagonists 
lead when Tess declares, “I don’t have PTSD. I’m completely 
over what happened in Seanboro.” The violence here, though 
brief, is unexpected and staggeringly brutal; the repercussions 
electrify the narrative. King leaves his audience clamoring for 
more seedy, smart adventures, with perhaps a bit more dam-
age accrued to Mr. and Mrs. Traveling Man.

King strikes another vein of modern noir gold in this 
technology tale.

RESIST
Lawson, Tracy
Self (248 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Aug. 25, 2015
978-0-9966108-2-7 

Lawson (Counteract, 2015, etc.) con-
tinues to delve into a terrifying world of 
conspiracy and totalitarianism in this YA 
thriller, the second in her Resistance series.

The violence here, though brief, is unexpected and staggeringly 
brutal; the repercussions electrify the narrative.

the computer heist
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Picking up immediately after the events of Counteract, this 
sequel throws readers into the action, as Tommy Bailey and 
Careen Catecher have become scapegoats for the American 
government and the powerful Office of Civilian Safety and 
Defense. It would be bad enough if they’d only interrupted a 
press conference and informed the public that the OCSD’s lat-
est project—an antidote to a terrorist chemical weapon—was a 
hoax designed to drug and control the populace. But the direc-
tor of the agency died on camera just after Careen’s shocking 
announcement, so she has become public enemy No. 1. While 
much of the first volume dealt with mystery and investigation, 
the stakes have only become higher in this sequel, as the con-
fused and frightened lovers must fight for their lives and figure 
out how they fit into the anti–OCSD Resistance. Of course, 
even once the most immediate danger recedes, the Resistance 
fails to provide a perfect safe haven, with internal strife, confu-
sion, treachery, and jealousy causing a wide array of problems for 
the couple. On top of all that, there’s the nightmare of Mada-
lyn Davies, the wolfish new head of the OCSD and the person 
responsible for much of Careen and Tommy’s predicament. In 
a world where so few individuals have any power at all, a villain 
who abuses and hoards hers to such an extent is all the more 
striking. The setting of the series becomes even more intrigu-
ing here, as it’s difficult to imagine going against an unjust gov-
ernment when citizens have already given up nearly all of their 
basic rights and freedoms in the name of safety. The perspective 
of the Resistance and some forays into Tommy’s and Careen’s 
families and pasts also allow for a greater exploration of what 
they’ve really lost, driving the severity of their situation home 
even more than in the initial book. Character and setting were 
great strengths of the first installment, but they’re given even 
greater depth here, imparting surprise and insight with every 
page turned.

An adrenaline rush of a novel about an oppressive 
America that promises more to come.

MINNIE’S POTATOES
LaZebnik, Laurice
CreateSpace (396 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Feb. 18, 2016
978-1-5237-5397-0  

A novel offers a dramatized account of 
a family’s extraordinary genealogical history.

Minnie Bublitz, born in Poznan, 
Poland, in the mid-19th century, quickly 
radiates precocious curiosity and disarm-

ing forthrightness. Naturally beautiful, she starts to magnetize 
the attention of men, and her parents begin to look, with scru-
pulous wariness, for a suitable match. An ambitious business-
man, Fred Hartman, asks for permission to court her, but his 
more irresolute brother, Karl, a soldier in the army, brazenly 
pursues Minnie as well, much to her delight and Fred’s abject 
dismay. Karl manages to win Minnie’s affections, proposes to 
her, and a wedding date is set. Karl is late for the wedding, but 

Minnie and her guests assume that he’s left her stranded at the 
altar, and Fred gallantly offers to take her hand in marriage. Fred 
introduces an eager Minnie to the erotic aspects of matrimony, 
and she rhapsodically falls in both love and lust with the man. 
But, against her wishes, Fred moves to the United States with 
the intention of relocating the whole family there, including 
their three children. While Fred is away, Karl visits Minnie, and 
her once-simmering emotions for him quickly return. They 
make love, and she becomes pregnant with another child, a fact 
she eventually discloses to an anguished Fred. Minnie seems 
unstirred by her own infidelity: “I have loved Fred for the past 
nine years. I will always love him. I also love another man, a 
wonderful man who loves me. I must trust him to take care of 
my children if Fred won’t.” Minnie moves to the United States 
with her children to be with Fred, but her marriage never recov-
ers from what he perceives as an unforgivable betrayal. In her 
third book, LaZebnik (The Atomic Sailor, 2014, etc.) draws upon 
considerable genealogical research to follow the arc of her fam-
ily’s history until the Depression. The story is often mesmeric 
and charged with erotic electricity (“After sex, Minnie always 
felt at peace. She was happier, and so relaxed she felt like danc-
ing naked in a palace ballroom”). While the writing is generally 
crisp, it remains frustratingly unclear what accounts for Min-
nie’s simmering brew of sexual appetite and moral libertinism. 
The story is a gripping one, though, and reads more like con-
temporary erotica than a family history.

A rare find for readers looking for a peculiar combina-
tion of historical rigor and libidinous energy.

BITE ME
Tell-All Tales of an 
Emergency Veterinarian
Lefkowitz, Laura C.
Self (244 pp.) 
$9.50 paper  |  $3.49 e-book
Dec. 20, 2015
978-0-692-60234-8  

A collection of essays captures the 
unpredictable, demanding life of an 
emergency veterinarian.

Lefkowitz (Did My Dog Eat a Sock? Did My Dog Eat a Rock?, 
2014), a veterinarian for more than 20 years, currently practices 
outside Boise, Idaho. From veterinary school onward, she’s 
been jotting down peculiar professional moments. In such a 
stressful career—vets are disproportionately likely to commit 
suicide, she notes—it’s important to look for the lighter side. 
Whether it’s a kitten swallowing a condom or a dog sipping 
piña coladas, she often shakes her head over owner negligence 
and animal mischief. “My job is never boring,” the author pro-
claims. The book’s careful thematic structure also reflects the 
fact that diagnoses tend to bunch together. On “The Night of 
Traumas,” for instance, she treated a farm cat with an ampu-
tated lower leg, a dachshund hit by a car, and a feline attacked by 
two dogs. An edgy chapter on sex cannily pulls together dispa-
rate anecdotes: canine penis problems, the collection of semen 
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from farm animals, customers’ touchiness about pets’ gender, 
and a sexual harassment charge she filed against a male techni-
cian. Indeed, many stories involve people’s odd behavior rather 
than animals’; the author renders in italics the often sarcastic 
responses she keeps to herself. Although it was heartbreaking 
to give owners bad news, Lefkowitz maintained a detached per-
spective when euthanizing several animals a day. On the other 
hand, she gave her heart to the elderly Chihuahua and accident-
prone poodle she adopted. Neatly weaving in autobiographical 
snippets, Lefkowitz remembers her father’s sudden death and 
her mother’s severe injuries when hit by a car. Family tragedies 
prepared her for emergency situations and taught her to seize 
the day: she and her partner traveled the world by bike, mar-
veling at how African doctors coped with equipment inferior 
to that in American veterinary clinics. The 13 black-and-white 
photographs are a nice addition, but minor typos (for example, 

“supercede” for “supersede”) and punctuation issues (“cars igni-
tion,” instead of “car’s ignition”) detract slightly from the over-
all quality. Apart from a somewhat cheesy final chapter punning 
on tails/tales, these fun, good-natured vignettes are well-chosen.

Witty stories about caring for animals that delicately 
balance comedy and pathos.

SALLY LOVES HORSES!
Mackey, Jody
Illus. by the author
Champ Youth, Inc. (60 pp.)

Mackey’s (Sally Loves...to Dance!, 2014, 
etc.) third series installment follows a 
young girl’s dream of riding in a rodeo.

Sally dreams of riding in the barrel 
races and practices her skills with her 

horse, Dillon, under the guidance of a horse trainer. After she 
has her first fall, she becomes part of the “Dusty Bottoms Club,” 
but the other girls at the ranch help her up and celebrate her 
efforts as the mark of a determined rider. Sally’s love for horses is 
unqualified and pure: “To her, their beauty and strength are magi-
cal.” And the girls, for whom horses are a shared and stimulating 
bond, form a sisterhood: “The riders at Ladysmith spend a lot of 
time together. They laugh and hug. They are always happy, and 
everyone really loves horses.” Readers will appreciate the sup-
portive, promising advice of the horse trainer, which leads to the 
story’s ending: “Remember all your training. Ease into the bar-
rels, sit hard for the turns, and then let him go.” This book invites 
young readers to indulge their passions for horseback riding and 
to learn some terms of the sport along the way; for example, foot-
notes define “Western style,” “trot and lope,” “curry,” and “lead-
line.” Charming pictures of life at Ladysmith Ranch appear on 
every page and direct readers through the story. They’ll also catch 
glimpses of butterflies, birds, a cricket, a frog, a rabbit, a mouse, 
and a wonderful white cat; it’s a pleasure to scan the scenes for 
these little creatures, as each one adds a touch of specificity and 
whimsy to the fairly simple presentation. Dark outlines surround 
bright, medium-hued watercolor-style images, which have just 
enough facial detail to distinguish Sally from her best friend, 

Cheza, whose grandmother owns the ranch. Distinctive mark-
ings contrast Dillon, the gentle and familiar horse, with Duke, a 
bigger, more spirited animal. The difference in the horses’ tem-
peraments, in fact, is almost a story of its own.

A graceful, inspiring children’s book about horse-
back riding.

HOW TO BE A 
DURABLE HUMAN
Revive and Thrive in the 
Digital Age Through the 
Power of Self-Design
Madden, Jenifer Joy
Austral Arc (200 pp.)
$9.99 e-book | May 18, 2016

A wide-ranging self-help guide explores 
the potential perils of the modern seden-
tary, screen-obsessed lifestyle and offers 

tips for achieving resilient health and memory.
Madden (The Durable Human Manifesto, 2013), a member of 

the National Association of Science Writers and the Society of 
Environmental Journalists, warns that with their current depen-
dence on technology, humans are not only losing muscle mass 
and memory, but also opening themselves up to the possibility of 
being superseded by robots. She calls her proposed solution the 

“Triple Crown of Durability”: self-reliance, genuine relationships, 
and curiosity. According to the author, the barriers to healthy 
development are considerable, ranging from the metabolic dis-
eases associated with a sedentary lifestyle to the eye strain caused 
by frequent screen use. She also frets over the energy emitted 
by Wi-Fi–enabled devices, which she rather whimsically refers 
to as “The Glow.” A possible association between cellphone use 
and cancer remains controversial, but a few high-profile cases 
have made it at least seem prudent to use hands-free devices 
whenever possible and not store cellphones and tablets on one’s 
person. Luckily, this book is not all doom and gloom: rather 
than leaving it at plain scaremongering, it lists straightforward 
mitigation strategies at every turn. Madden enumerates simple 
ways to add more walking and standing to each workday and sug-
gests that cutting time with gadgets by spending more moments 
outside contributes to better health and sleep, especially for chil-
dren. Many problems boil down to having an overloaded brain, 
she explains, so mindfulness and decompression through music, 
conversation, or exercise are essential. Anecdotes and everyday 
metaphors help to drive the lessons home. For instance, Madden 
was forced to pay better attention when she fell off her folding 
bike because she didn’t secure the handlebars properly. She deftly 
equates sleep to the body performing a thorough cleanup of its 
systems like a dishwasher and compares working memory to an 
often leaky bucket. Sometimes the book seems overly indebted 
to opinions and quotations from other authors, but that doesn’t 
significantly detract from how useful a compendium of knowl-
edge it should prove to be.

An all-too-relevant and eminently practical book that 
offers health strategies in a gadget-packed world.
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THE CURSE OF THE 
ANCIENT GREEKS
Nejad, Faris
AuthorHouseUK (434 pp.) 
$41.19  |  $24.34 paper  |  $7.99 e-book
Feb. 19, 2016
978-1-5049-9889-5
978-1-5049-9888-8 paper  

A Greek man struggles under the 
weight of debt, the dissolution of his 
marriage, and cultural upheaval.

Panos’ life is as precarious as the continued survival of his 
country; he’s a journalist demoted to freelance status, and he 
hasn’t been paid in months. Banks are constantly calling him, 
hounding him for the mortgage payments on a modest home he 
can no longer afford. His cellphone gets cut off, and the lights 
at home go dark. He can barely afford to provide his family 
with food, and he’s worried he’ll soon be fired for his lackluster 
performance. He starts to experience what could be the signs 
of serious heart failure, but he no longer has health insurance. 
His son seethes with disrespectful contempt for him, and his 
wife kicks him out of the house. Panos sunk whatever money 
the family once had into land he inherited from his family in 
hopes of developing it into a lucrative resort, and he waits inter-
minably for the settlement of a court case stymying its frui-
tion. All the while, he searches for his former classmate Stavros, 
derisively called Socrates by peers, for some sort of answer 
to his life’s woes. In his first book, author Nejad paints a dis-
comfiting picture of a nation in crisis, not only wrestling with 
financial catastrophe, but with the sustainment of its collec-
tive soul. Greece is not merely broke, but broken, and the his-
torical womb of democracy has degenerated into bureaucratic 
chaos, opportunism, and despair. Mercifully, the author leavens 
the mood with antic comedy, often reminiscent of the kind of 
free-wheeling humor one might find in the writings of Joseph 
Heller. Also, despite the cloud of cynicism that hangs over a 
beleaguered Greece, Nejad refuses to surrender to it fully. “The 
most important thing is that this is not the end. I am a man, I 
am Greek, and this is a country with a big history. We will show 
them.” The dialogue tends to meander, resulting in a bloated 
work that should have been shorter. The affecting portrayal of 
a country and culture on the brink and the punchy humor, how-
ever, make the long road one worth traveling.

A sharp, witty, and often moving account of an ancient 
nation on life support.

DARK ENOUGH TO SEE 
THE STARS
A Story of Escape on the 
Underground Railroad
Noonan, Cindy
Helping Hands Press (156 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Jun. 12, 2014
978-1-62208-534-7  

A slave boy travels from a Maryland 
plantation to freedom in Canada via the 

Underground Railroad in this debut middle-grade historical novel.
Noonan convincingly re-creates the voice of 12-year-old 

slave Moses, who works in the tobacco fields at Maryland’s 
Oakley Plantation. His mother is going to be sold, which he 
takes as a cue to escape: “If they was gonna rip me away from 
her like seed outta cotton, then I was gonna be free.” After see-
ing his mother off at the train station, he slips into the woods 
and travels to his first Underground Railroad stop, a flour mill 
owned by Quakers. From there, he crosses Pennsylvania, shut-
tling mostly between anti-slavery activists and members of the 
clergy. Along the way, abolitionists and free, educated blacks 
teach him basic literacy. Moses’ visual description of the letters 
of his own name—“Mountains. A wheel. And snakes with Jacob’s 
ladder right in between”—provides a good example of his literal, 
folksy vocabulary. His homespun metaphors are as charming as 
they are everyday (“My eyes musta growed big as those biscuits I 
had for breakfast”; “A woman’s voice drifted through the air like 
butter on grits”). During a stay with a reverend, Moses meets 
Tillie, a runaway slave–turned-maid. When the Fugitive Slave 
Act passes, Moses and Tillie decide to continue on to Canada. 
On their fraught journey, they fend off wolves, hire a part-Iro-
quois guide, and hide in an outhouse and church bell tower. The 
writer and statesman Frederick Douglass makes a delightful 
cameo appearance when the couple meet at his print shop; he 
encourages Moses to continue writing his own narrative about 
escaping slavery. Moses and Tillie frequently encounter minor 
characters, and these helpers are all so distinctive that they 
never blend together. The escape storyline, by its very nature, 
has some built-in repetition, but the author’s careful insertion 
of historical research about slavery laws and escape routes, and 
the suspense of slave-catchers being hot on the young people’s 
trail, keeps the narrative rollicking along. Despite a melodra-
matic climax, younger teenage readers should find inspiration 
as well as information here.

A story that will bring Civil War history alive for ado-
lescent readers and will make a useful addition to middle 
school curricula.

Nejad paints a discomfiting picture of a nation in crisis, 
not only wrestling with financial catastrophe, but with 

the sustainment of its collective soul. 
the curse of the ancient greeks
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EASINESSES FOUND
Ogilvie, Fan
Tisbury Printers (256 pp.) 
Jan. 1, 2016
978-1-4951-8409-3  

Ogilvie’s (You: Selected Poems and Knot: 
A Life, 2008) new collection of poems and 
paintings delights the eye and the mind. 

Searching for what she describes 
in an author’s note as “language and meanings not discovered 
in my previous work,” the poet experiments in this book with 
several aspects of her medium: sound, syntax, and rhythm. 
Long-lined couplets surge forward with jetlike propulsion, and 
casual observations reveal surprising emotional depths. The 
first images of “Counter Top,” for example, are easy to grasp: 

“what to do with ten crystals on the shelf what to do / with three 
helicopters chopping overhead what to do with three hundred 
pieces of beach glass.” Where they lead, however, is harder to 
fathom: “we could generate books which meant nothing but 
words or without / words a thing between two covers meant to 
keep you guessing / meant to keep you at bay not meant to go to 
bed with you who does that anymore.” The poems, organized 
alphabetically by title, frequently comment on the business of 
living life and making art in language. “All Do Not All Things 
Well,” which begins the book, explores the problem of putting 
experience into words: “it was new unsyllabled unsayable illit-
erate babbled at.” The concluding piece, “Writing,” acknowl-
edges the rare, hard-won result: “We wake up holding one gold 
nugget from the night’s mining.” The colorful paintings in this 
beautifully produced volume, on several full-page color plates, 
combine solid, talismanic forms with repeated shapes, includ-
ing crosses and opaque circles. A striking pair of portraits looks 
out at readers with clear, watchful faces. Some paintings have a 
Mark Rothko air about them, with bands of quiet color in differ-
ing widths and placement. The openness of the images—partly 
due to the abstract, geometric compositions and partly due to 
their simplicity—allows for the busier, sometimes-breathless 
effect of the poems to hum with auditory energy.

Verses that offer glimpses into rarely mapped reaches 
of consciousness.

VUKA 
Destination Alaska
Radovic, Vladimir
AuthorHouse (166 pp.) 
$23.99  |  $13.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Feb. 12, 2016
978-1-5049-7965-8
978-1-5049-7966-5 paper  

A family memoir that focuses on the 
life of an intrepid young woman who left 
her family in Montenegro to become a 
dedicated Alaskan.

Radovic (Getting to Know the Manager, 2014) first met Vuka 
Stepovich, his great-aunt, when he visited her in Saratoga, Cali-
fornia, in 1973, when he was 25 and she was 70. The author, born 
in Belgrade, Serbia, grew up listening to family tales about Vuka, 
who, in 1928, defied tradition and eloped with a much older 
man, Marko. He’d left his homeland decades earlier for Cali-
fornia and eventually scored his own fortune in Alaska. After 
divorcing his first wife, he returned to the “Old Place” of Bay 
of Kotor, Montenegro, to find someone with whom to share his 
life. The timing was perfect, as Vuka had spent 10 years caring 
for her father and younger siblings after her mother’s death, and 
she was ready for escape and adventure. So began a love story 
that took her from the sunny Adriatic coast to the frigid, harsh 
Alaskan territory, which she embraced with enthusiasm. In 
1942, she, Marko, and their four children moved to California, 
where Marko had begun his American dream, but they never 
gave up their Alaskan homestead. Even after Marko’s death in 
1944, Vuka maintained their northern holdings, and by the ’70s, 
she was spending her summers up north. Although Radovic’s 
life work has been in international finance, he’s apparently 
inherited his family’s love of history. As a result, his slim mem-
oir of his own family serves almost as well as a Slavic chronicle 
of times dating back to the Ottoman Empire and through two 
world wars. Overall, it is conversational in tone, with an occa-
sional, pleasant quirkiness of phrasing as he traces the lineages, 
migrations, cultures, and religions of those who’ve populated 
the eastern side of the Adriatic Sea.

A personal recollection and tribute that’s loaded with 
engaging historical tidbits.

IN THOSE FIRST BRIGHT 
DAYS OF ELVIS
Rascoe Keenan, Josephine
Pen-L Publishing  (218 pp.) 
$13.97 paper  |  $3.97 e-book  |  May 2, 2016
978-1-68313-012-3  

Elvis is back in the building in Ras-
coe Keenan’s debut novel.

A warm October evening in El 
Dorado, Arkansas, signals a series of new 
beginnings for Julie Morgan. The young 

teenager attends an Elvis Presley concert and catches a ride 
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home with the up-and-coming singer in his shiny pink Cadil-
lac, thus commencing an unlikely friendship between a small-
town girl and a famous rocker. As Elvis Presley’s star ascends, 
Julie’s life and relationships in Arkansas dramatically shift. Her 
friends prove themselves catty and cruel, so Julie sets her sights 
on joining the in crowd, a fast-moving, danger-courting pack of 
girls. Once she’s achieved a tenuous status, Julie follows their 
rules to stay hip. She meets a young man—a handsome, unreli-
able college boy who treats her poorly as she tries desperately to 
win his love. Meanwhile, Julie’s estranged father, a potentially 
violent drunk, pushes his way back into her life. And Julie can’t 
stop bumping into Carmen, the new girl who has a question-
able agenda and bears a startling resemblance to Julie. Rascoe 
Keenan’s novel, the first in a proposed series, animates the 
social scene of small-town, 1950s Arkansas. As Julie navigates 
love, family, and friendships, she faces difficult decisions still 
applicable to teens today. While slang terms—“dope machine,” 

“Dilberts,” and “dig this”—anchor the text firmly in the ’50s, the 
in crowd’s conversations about sex prove some things never 
change. Julie’s friendship with Elvis is a useful window into a 
broader national narrative. His letters and appearances provide 
a glimpse of the changing tastes in music and the impact of cul-
tural touchstones such as The Ed Sullivan Show. Elvis’ letters 
also provide lighter moments that counter the somber themes 
of infidelity and unwanted pregnancy. 

The King of Rock and Roll presides over this tale of 
youthful loss and longing.

SHADOWS OF THE 
SUN DYNASTY
Sheth, Vrinda
Illus. by Johansson, Anna
Mandala Publishing (304 pp.) 
$29.99  |  Mar. 15, 2016
978-1-60887-659-4 

Sheth (Prince Rama Son of the Solar 
Dynasty, 2012) retells the Ramayana for a 
contemporary audience in this YA novel.

In the distant past, King Dasharatha, the emperor of the 
world, finds himself summoned to fight in a battle of the immor-
tals: “The horizon was black with blood-drinkers. The shining 
ones on Dasharatha’s side floated above the ground, emanating 
golden light; the enemy seemed to emerge from the darkest of 
hells.” Dasharatha hopes to fulfill an old prophecy—that a man of 
his line would bring the destruction of Ravana, the blood-drinker 
king. Dasharatha manages to survive the battle, but Ravana never 
entered the field; the emperor realizes he must return home and 
sire sons, one of whom may be the member of the Sun Dynasty, 
to finally defeat the demon king. The favorite son turns out to be 
Rama: green-hued and the best loved among his brothers, though 
also the subject of envy and nefarious plots. He is destined to 
encounter Sita, a princess of supernatural birth, whose behaviors 
speak of either astounding gifts or an unsound mind. Like Rama, 
Sita seems to be related to a prophecy surrounding the down-
fall of Ravana. The fates of the two young nobles become inter-
twined, and their adventures attain such significance that they 
will be passed down over the millennia. The first work in a tril-
ogy, this novel will be followed soon by a second volume. Brilliant 
full-color illustrations by Johansson, which render the fantasy 
world in all its fearsome beauty, accompany the text. Sheth places 
particular importance on the female characters in her account, 
imbuing them with strength and pathos. These include Man-
thara, the persecuted hunchback; the Vishakanyas, virgins raised 
to have a deadly, poisonous touch; the spirited Kaikeyi; and the 
ethereal, misunderstood Sita. In his foreword, Philip Lutgendorf 
writes that telling one’s own version of the Ramayana is as much 
a part of the tradition as the story itself. With this book, Sheth 
offers young readers a Ramayana with all the grandeur of myth 
but also with rounded, relatable human characters who give the 
story some needed emotional weight.

An impressive recounting of an ancient South Asian 
legend.
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TŌRU
Wayfarer Returns
Sorensen, Stephanie R.
Palantir Press (274 pp.) 
$26.95  |  $16.95 paper  |  $7.99 e-book
Jan. 13, 2016
978-0-9969323-0-1
978-0-9969323-1-8 paper 

Defying his shogun’s ban on contact 
with the Western world, a young Japa-
nese in 1852 uses smuggled blueprints 

and technology to create a hyperindustrial movement to thrust 
the nation forward into the modern age.

First-time author Sorensen launches her Sakura Steam 
series with a well-told what-if story that brings a steampunk 
aesthetic to real-life 1800s Japan. Tōru Himasaki, illegitimate 
son of a noble lord, arrives on the shores of southeastern Japan 
in 1852, having completed the first phase of a dangerous mission 
for which he was raised. Masquerading as a fisherman, Tōru 
pretended to be lost at sea and allowed himself to be rescued by 
passing Americans and taken on a grand tour of their country. 
Now, with two years of careful notes, books, factory blueprints, 
gadgets, and intel, Tōru comes home—facing execution as a 
traitor for violating Japan’s centuries-old policy of sokoku, or 
isolation, that has time-frozen the island nation into a feudal 
condition. Fortunately, Tōru manages to convince a few local 
lords of the desperate need to drive Japan forward into indus-
trialization before the inevitable invasion by America and other 
foreign imperialists. In just a few seasons, Japanese facsimiles of 
guns, telegraphs, railways, early computers (Charles Babbage’s 

“difference engine”), submarines, and airships are under fever-
ish construction—but with as much secrecy as possible due to 
the iron rule of the myopic, dictatorial Tokugawa Shogun, who 
may view such progress as a threat to his own power. Sorenson 
cunningly blends far-out fiction with actual historical person-
ages (many of whom may be unfamiliar to round-eyed barbar-
ian readers) and a Meiji Restoration–era mindset. If there seem 
to be a few stereotypes reinforced here (math-crazed, sword-
swinging Asians, as industrious as ants as they vastly overhaul 
their whole culture nearly overnight), the urgency and echoes 
of real-life drama can still resonate. It’s no accident that the 
author name-checks Hiroshima and Nagasaki as historically 
vital port cities of old. Young adults as well as older readers can 
partake of the delicious genre-blending bento.

Cool alternative-history yarn of yester-century Nip-
pon, a promising steampunk-energized start.

DESPERATE STRAITS
Squires, Janet
Whiskey Creek Press (338 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Sep. 22, 2015
978-1-63355-755-0  

An Irishwoman encounters intrigue 
and the search for a lost treasure when 
she moves to the Arizona Territory in 
this debut novel.

Sarah Ryan is heartbroken after the 
death of her father. Instead of remaining in Ireland, she intends 
to move to America, where her sister and brother-in-law, Mary 
and Ben McAllister, live in the Arizona Territory with their son, 
Will. Upon arriving in Arizona, she finds her world shattered by 
another tragic loss—Mary and Ben. They were murdered on their 
ranch, Hermit’s Rest, leaving their son an orphan. Grief-stricken, 
she resolves to stay and help Will and the ranch hand, Jeremy, run 
Hermit’s Rest. When Texas Ranger L.T. McAllister, Ben’s brother, 
comes to town with a suspect in the murders, the townspeople 
anticipate a quick resolution to the case; but the arrest draws the 
ire of the sheriff, Grant Simpson. He is less concerned about main-
taining law and order than he is about finding a treasure known as 
the Lost Adams Diggings. L.T.’s arrival threatens his ironclad grip 
on the town and his plans to locate the treasure. As Sarah and L.T. 
settle in to life at Hermit’s Rest, they discover a powerful, mutual 
attraction, but secrets from his past, and a dangerous enemy, put 
their lives in danger. Squires’ briskly paced romance crackles with 
energy thanks to well-drawn characters and settings. Sarah, a sym-
pathetic heroine, discovers a fierce inner strength through helping 
Will and Jeremy run Hermit’s Rest. She has a strong romantic foil 
in L.T. Although he declines to discuss some aspects of his past, 
his rugged appearance and tough demeanor belie a kind heart and 
honorable sense of justice. They are surrounded by a colorful cast 
of supporting characters, including Jeremy, a longtime ranch hand 
at Hermit’s Rest who may hold the key to finding the lost treasure. 
Squires’ use of historical details bolsters her settings, particularly 
the depiction of everyday life in the Arizona Territory and the ref-
erences to the Lost Adams Diggings.

A well-developed romance wrapped in an engaging and 
fast-paced Western, complete with strong protagonists, 
colorful settings, and superb historical details.

AL
The Story of a 
Vegetarian T-Rex
Stoltz, Ronald
Illus. by the author
Self (33 pp.)
$1.99 e-book  |  Feb. 7, 2016  

In Stoltz’s (Deer Run, 2016, etc.) 
funny and anachronistic picture book, 

being different can save the day—especially if you’re a vegetar-
ian dinosaur. 

Squires’ use of historical details bolsters her settings, particularly 
the depiction of everyday life in the Arizona Territory.

desperate straits
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“Al was a T-Rex who didn’t like meat,” Stoltz opens, neatly 
establishing the story of a young dino who likes veggies and 
fruits, most especially strawberries. It isn’t that Al’s picky; he 
doesn’t even mind when bugs have made holes in his strawber-
ries. It’s that he doesn’t like what all the other T. Rexes like to 
eat, and he’s mocked because of it. His parents don’t understand 
him, either. They take him to his chef aunt to learn to eat proper 
meals (they’re shown flying on a pteranodon to get there). 
When the stegosaurus steaks and dinosaur bones don’t change 
his mind, she throws up her tiny arms in defeat and sends him 
packing. A storm hits the valley, and all the T. Rex kids take shel-
ter at the (very modern, locker-filled) school. A leafy tree blocks 
the exit, and no one can move it out of the way with their too-
small arms. Al decides to eat his way out, and when the other 
youngsters aren’t willing to help, Al saves the day. While there’s 
a nice moral lesson here about valuing people with differences, 
kids will be less focused on that than on the silliness of the tale: 
dinosaur chefs! A vegetarian T. Rex who loves strawberries! A 
football team that can’t possibly catch or pass! The computer-
designed, clip-art–esque illustrations may not inspire young art-
ists, and the font choice doesn’t lend itself to readability, but 
anachronistic details (the aunt cooks on an outdoor grill) amuse, 
and the vocabulary is spot-on, especially for dinosaur fans who 
won’t stumble over “stegosaurus” or “prehistoric.”

For some young readers, this level of ridiculousness, 
along with the unsophisticated illustrations, may make 
the book a nonstarter, but others willing to embrace the 
absurd humor will get plenty of giggles.

WISH
Susskind, Leslie A.
Illus. by Tadić, Tanja
Good Manners Kids Stuff Press (34 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Nov. 17, 2015
978-0-9857032-8-8  

A dandelion seed goes on a journey after being blown by a 
child’s wish in this delightful, simply worded, brightly colored 
concept book by Susskind (So You Think You Babysit Monsters?, 
2013, etc.) and illustrated by Tadić.

On the opening two-page spread, the word “Wish!” com-
mands a young girl to blow the dandelion she holds in front 
of her. With a “Whoosh” and “Wee” on the next spread, the 
journey of the dandelion seed begins. The computer-designed 
images, with the simple facial expressions on the dandelion seed 
hero, are in bold colors and incorporate the very few vocabulary 
words into the imagery well. Susskind chooses related, allitera-
tive word pairs for each spread, and the combinations are often 
clever and occasionally truly delightful. The dandelion flies far-
ther away from its original home, dancing in the air past farms 
and mountains, bumping into—and sleeping on—clouds. In the 

“drip / dry” pair, a poor, soaked seed is caught in a storm, but after 
the rain ends, it quickly spins dry. Finally, after tickling a baby 
and beckoning a dog to chase it, the seed falls to the ground, 
where it can “rest” and “root.” In a quick development, the seed 
plants itself and grows into a dandelion with a huge yellow tuft. 
But that golden crown doesn’t last, and soon the adult dande-
lion’s head is full of a brand new batch of seeds, just waiting for 
a child to come along and wish them onto their own journeys. 
The illustrations throughout are always cheerful; even when 
soaked, the seed looks like it’s having a tremendous amount of 
fun, and the happy expression it has when, as a growing dan-
delion, it’s chatting with a bee will make readers want to smile 
right along. The faces of the children are not quite as approach-
able as the cartoonish seed, and the background details are often 
rudimentary, but young readers may be satisfied with the basic, 
soft illustrations. It’s the words and word pairs here that inspire 
the most fun, however, and Susskind’s selections, sometimes 
obvious and other times surprising, will let newly independent 
readers gain confidence while experimenting with sounding out 
words on their own.

An approachable concept book for very early beginning 
readers with word pairs and illustrations sure to inspire 
grins—and maybe some wishes of their own.
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TEEN ANGEL
Syben, M. C.
Stone Tablet Books (408 pp.)
$4.99 e-book  |  Mar. 28, 2016

In Syben’s debut YA novel, a teenage 
girl learns life’s lessons—in the afterlife.

Sixteen-year-old Chelsea Elizabeth 
Whitmore is killed in a boating accident 
while on a first date and returns to con-
sciousness to find herself an angel at her 
own funeral. She also discerns the pres-

ence of Lydia, her late great-grandmother, who’s been sent to 
lead her to heaven and fill her in on the details of her new exis-
tence. Chelsea discovers that she’s to be part of an angelic com-
bat squad, under Lydia’s guidance, charged with aiding living 
people and landing blows against Satan’s minions. As if to prove 
that the divine has a sense of humor, Chelsea’s first assignment 
is to look after her own bully, Sidney Sappington, and two of 
her bratty friends. The girls’ lavish late-night antics lead to a 
confrontation with a stalker; thanks in part to Chelsea’s and 
Lydia’s monitoring, though, the perpetrator is caught. Their 
next job flings them onto the 19th-century frontier to first pro-
tect a woman named Abigail and then her daughter, Maggie, as 
each braves demons, wildlife, and conniving fellow travelers. 
After that, Chelsea and Lydia visit the remains of Baltimore 
in 2902 to reunite Chase, a downtrodden divorcé of modest 
means, with his son, Fred, despite Chase’s ex-wife’s attempts 
to separate them. Chelsea’s successes merit an encounter with 
the Creator himself—and result in a revelation that weaves the 
previous chaotic episodes together. This spunky novel is full of 
verve and inventive scenarios, and its underlying moral insights 
never seem contrived or didactic; all the knowledge that Chel-
sea gains she earns through her own experiences and choices. 
Syben’s ambitious blending of sci-fi/fantasy motifs—such as 
time travel and Dantesque forces of spiritual good and evil—
pays off in an easygoing, well-timed story that’s unhindered by 
its own complexity. Aside from this scenery, the novel’s themes 
are simple but not pat; the question of what makes for a good 
life looms large—even if the protagonist isn’t technically living.

A wily, tender bit of Christian-oriented fantasy that’s 
also likely to entertain the skeptical.

LOVE ME NEVER
Wolf, Sara
Entangled Teen (304 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  $5.99 e-book  |  Apr. 5, 2016
978-1-63375-229-0 

This hilarious, dark YA novel, the 
first in Wolf ’s (Disarranged, 2013, etc.) 
Lovely Vicious series, examines the dif-
ficulties of love and high school through 
the scornful eyes of a teenager who’s 
droll beyond her years.  

Isis Blake is a clever, feisty, and seemingly confident teen-
age girl starting her senior year of high school in Northplains, 
Ohio, far away from her old life in Florida. She has a secret past 
full of bullying and heartbreak, and she’s riddled with obsessive 
thoughts of a boy whom she can only refer to as “Nameless.” As 
a result, she’s decided to swear off love for the rest of her life, 
declaring, “Love...is the enemy. Do not consort with the enemy.” She 
encounters Jack Hunter, a guy who “talks like an Einstein clone 
and looks like an underwear ad,” and punches him in the face 
at a party for insulting her new friend Kayla, who reminds her 
of her former self. She soon finds herself at war with Jack, nick-
named “The Ice Prince” by other teenagers who are hopelessly 
in love with him, and will stop at nothing to ruin his reputation 
as the mystifying, self-possessed Adonis of East Summit High. 
This YA novel is a juicy, enthralling read, driven by a devious, 
over-the-top war of wits between Jack and Isis. Through Isis’ 
first-person perspective, Wolf perfectly captures the frenzied 
stream of consciousness of an eccentric 17-year-old girl who 
aims to humiliate a boy in order to avenge the broken part of 
herself. However, it’s Isis’ depth that makes her a remarkable 
character. Her self-deprecating sense of humor and relentless 
one-liner retorts hide her insecurities; as the novel unfurls, so 
does her innermost self. Her dedication to her emotionally 
wounded mother is also commendable and illustrates that Isis 
is mature beyond her years. The mysteries surrounding her 
past heartbreak, Jack’s true emotions, and a disturbing revenge 
prank gone horribly wrong propel a narrative that’s quite dif-
ficult to put down.  

A complex, witty page-turner, ideal for YA fans of scan-
dal and romance.
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By Megan Labrise

“[T]here is a very strong likelihood 
that if you open the pages of the 
Sunday Book Review, you will be jet-
tisoned back into a linguistic world 
that more nearly resembles our Vic-
torian ancestors.”

—Andrew Piper and Richard Jean So in 
“Women Write About Family, Men Write 
About War” in The New Republic. The pair, 
who direct the “Culture After Compu-
tation” project, analyzed 10,287 reviews 
published in the New York Times Sunday 
Book Review since 2000: “Book review-
ers are three or four times more likely 
to use words like ‘husband,’ ‘marriage,’ 
and ‘mother’ to describe books writ-
ten by women between 2000 and 2009 
and nearly twice as likely to use words 
like ‘love,’ ‘beauty,’ and ‘sex.’ Conversely, 
reviewers are twice as likely to use words 
like ‘president’ and ‘leader,’ as well as 

‘argument’ and ‘theory,’ to describe books 
written by men,” they write.

Fi e l d  No t e s

Submissions for Field Notes? 
Email fieldnotes@kirkus.com.

Photo courtesy Chia M
essina

“I put nine months aside to do it, and I got a very handsome advance. Then I sent 
the money back. It was a bit painful—I didn’t want to go back into my life and 
imagine things that I hadn’t understood so far. The privacy of my life I don’t quite 
understand myself, and it has nothing to do with what I do for a living. So there 
you go, I’m sorry.”
—Sir Ian McKellen, actor and gay rights activist, on why he returned a $1.4 million mem-
oir advance to U.K. publisher Hodder & Stoughton, at the Oxford Literary Festival, as 
reported by the Hollywood Reporter

“That’s one of the first things you learn when you write about James Brown. 
Everybody’s got one hand in their pocket and the other in yours. And by the way, 
they’re all writing books. And since you’re not writing theirs, they want money, 
favors, meals, book contracts, editorial guidance, movie deals, or just plain old 
cash for the bit of history they claim to know.”
—James McBride, Kill ’Em and Leave: Searching for the Real James Brown

Ian McKellen in Mr Holmes
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Tucked away in the family trees of nearly every Russian Jewish family to have 
arrived in America, by my admittedly unscientific survey, is the uncle or cousin or last-
born brother who stayed behind to fight with the Bolsheviks. In my wife’s family, for 
instance, there was the young firebrand who fought with Trotsky and disappeared 
somewhere in the Urals, never to be seen again. In the case of a friend, the family Tal-
mudist and budding rabbi battled the White Guards in Siberia, then left the country 
once the totalitarian noose tightened, retaining his old-school communism to the end 
of his life.

Isaac Babel was one of those who stayed behind, though he had several opportuni-
ties to leave. Born in the Jewish Pale of Settlement in 1894, he moved to Petrograd as 
a young man and, a gifted writer, found work at Maxim Gorky’s Novaya zhizn, a news-
paper that Vladimir Lenin personally ordered to be shut down after Gorky criticized 

the Bolshevik leadership one time too many. Gorky was allowed to continue working, but he would pay for his views 
20 years later, murdered by Stalin’s secret police. Someone in power must have recognized that Babel, too, was an able 
chronicler, and he was sent to serve as a journalist with the First Cavalry Army in the Soviet campaign against neigh-
boring Poland.

Parts of the book that resulted from his time in the saddle, Red Cavalry, appeared serially in a magazine edited 
by the great poet Vladimir Mayakovsky, who had proclaimed, “The proletarian rooster crows at the dawn of man” 
before himself disappearing into the maw of the revolution. It was published as a book in 1926, and it was immediately 
received as a great hybrid work of journalism with thin layerings of fiction.

Red Cavalry is reminiscent of the best of Hemingway: lean and unsparing. In a linked 
cycle of stories, Babel announces early that his theme will be unremitting violence; the 
opening piece has the sun moving across the sky “like a severed head,” while a peasant who 
gives the Bolshevik skirmishers food smells “like a crucifixion.” Peasant villages are burned 
indiscriminately, “fractured columns and the hooks of cruel old women’s fingers dug into the 
earth,” while illiterate soldiers ponder commands issued from afar while demanding that a 
kulak woman serve them up the one goose remaining in her barnyard, prompting her reply: 

“Comrade, it makes me want to hang myself.”
Babel did not wrap his reportage in fiction deeply enough, though. The commander of 

the First Cavalry Army was enraged at his depictions of Soviet soldiers alternately slacking 
off, looting civilian homes, and avoiding combat, and he demanded Babel’s head. It took more than two decades for 
that to happen, by which time the commander, Semyon Budyonny, had risen in Stalin’s regime. He, too, would tumble, 
but he had his revenge.

Isaac Babel was arrested in 1939, taken to Moscow’s Lubyanka Prison, and executed. Only 15 years later, following 
Stalin’s death, was he “rehabilitated,” with Red Cavalry and his other books reissued. The collection has seldom been 
out of print in the West, and it remains an enduring classic of the literature of war.

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.

Appreciations: Isaac Babel’s Red Cavalry at 90
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